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Preface
Ever since the invention of amplitude-modulated (AM) radio during the beginning of
the twentieth century, there has been a unique interest on the part of hobbyists to
build various types of receivers from the crystal radios of that era in the 1900s to
the software-defined radios (SDRs) in the twenty-first century. In between the
crystal receivers and SDRs are the tuned radio-frequency, regenerative, reflex, and
conventional superheterodyne receivers. This book will cover these types of radios
from Chapters 5 through 11. Chapter 12 will illustrate two types of front-end
circuits for SDRs using analog and sampling methods to generate I and Q signals.
This book actually has two personalities. The first 12 chapters are organized as a
do-it-yourself (DIY) book. Starting from Chapter 4, the reader can start building AM
test generators for alignment and calibration of AM radios. Beginning from Chapter
5, low-powered tuned radio-frequency (TRF) or tuned radio designs are shown. By
Chapter 11, a coil-less superheterodyne radio design is presented.
Throughout Chapters 4 to 12, there are circuit descriptions with some theory.
Readers who have some electronics knowledge should find these technical
descriptions of the radio circuits useful. Engineering students or engineers should
relate even more to Chapters 4 through 11 based on their course work.
The last half of the book from Chapters 13 to 23 relates almost entirely to signals
and circuits. These signals and circuits are explained in both an intuitive manner
and with high school mathematics. Therefore, if the reader can still remember
some basic algebra and trigonometry, the equations shown in these chapters
should be understandable. Also, the mathematics beh ind Chapters 13 to 23 are
presented in a step-by-step manner as if the equations or formulas are being
written on a white board or chalk board during a lecture. Therefore, this book tries
its best not to skip steps in the explanations.
Descriptions on how RF mixers and oscillators work, including large-signal behavior
analysis, are generally taught in graduate engineering classes. However, even
though modified Bessel functions are mentioned, the explanation of the modified
Bessel functions is shown in an intuitive manner via tables and graphs.
For the engineer who has seen transistor amplifier analysis, this book willl cover
both small- and large-signal behavior, which also includes harmonic and
intermodulation distortion.
Therefore, this book can be used as a complement to textbooks for circuits classes
and lab courses. When this book was written, the goal was to design as many new
or unconventional circuits as possible, along with some conventional examples. Any
or some of these circuits can be used for teaching a laboratory electronics class in

college and, to some degree, even in high school. For example, Chapter 23 shows
how a circuit can be assembled on an index card without soldering any of the parts.

RonaldQuan
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This book will be a journey for both the hobbyist and the engineer on how radios
are designed. The book starts off with simple designs such as an offshoot of crystal
radios, tuned radio-frequency radios, to more complicated designs leading up to
superheterodyne tuners and radios. Each chapter presents not only the circuits but
also how each circuit was designed considering the tradeoffs in terms of
performance, power consumption, availability of parts, and the number of parts.
In the engineering field, often there is no one best design to solve a problem. In
some chapters, therefore, alternate designs will be presented.
Chapters 4 through 12 will walk the hobbyist through various radio projects. For
those with an engineering background by practice and/or by academia, Chapters 13
through 23 will provide insights into the theory of the various circuits used in the
projects, such as filter circuits, amplifiers, oscillators, and mixers.
For now, an overview of the various radios is given below.

Tuned Radio-Frequency (TRF) Radios
The simplest radio is the tuned radio-frequency radio, better known as the TRF
radio. It consists mainly of a tunable filter, an amplifier, and a detector.
A tunable filter just means that the frequency of the filter can be varied. Very much
like a violin string can be tuned to a specific frequency by varying the length of the
string by using one's finger, a tunable filter can be varied by changing the values of
the filter components.
Generally, a tuned filter consists of two components, a capacitor and an inductor.
In a violin, the longer the string, the lower is the frequency that results. Similarly, in
a tuned filter, the longer the wire used for making the inductor, the lower is the
tuned frequency with the capacitor.
In TRF radios, there are usually two ways to vary the frequency of the tuned filter..
One is to vary the capacitance by using a variable capacitor. This way is the most
common method. Virtually all consumer amplitude-modulation (AM) radios use a
variable capacitor, which may be a mechanical type such as air- or poly-insulated
variable-capacitor type or an electronic variable capacitor. In the mechanical type of
variable capacitor, turning a shaft varies the capacitance. In an electronic variable
capacitor, known as a varactor diode, varying a voltage across the varactor diode
varies its capacitance. This book will deal with the mechanical types of variable
capaCitors.
The second way to vary the frequency of a tunable filter is to vary the inductance
of an inductor or coil via a tuning slug. This method is not used often in consumer
radios because of cost. However, for very high-performance radios, variable

inductors are used for tuning across the radio band. In this book, tunab le or
variable inductors wil l be used, but t hey will be adjusted once for calibration of the
radio, and t he main tuning wi ll be done via a variable capacitor. Figure 1-1 shows a
block diagram of a TRF radio.
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FIGURE 1- 1 Block diagram and schematic of a TRF radio.

Block Diagram of a TRF Radio
A TRF radio has a radio-frequency (RF) filter t hat is usually tunable, an RF amplifier
for amplifying signals from radio stations, and a detector (see Figure 1-1). The
detector converts the RF sig nal into an audio signal.

Circuit Descript ion of a TRF Radio
For the AM radio band, the RF fi lter is tu ned or adjusted to receive a particu lar
radio station. Generally, an antenna is connected to the RF filter. But more
common ly, a coil or an inductor serves as the "gatherer" of rad io signals. The coi l
(L) may be a loop antenna (see Figure 3-1). A variable capacitor (VC) is used to
tune from one station to another.
The output of the filter will provide RF signa ls on the order of about 100 microvolts
to tens of mil livolts depending on how strong a station is tuned to. Typical ly, the
amplifier shou ld have a mi nimum gai n of 100 .. In this example, although the
amplifier usua lly consists of a tranSistor, a dual op amp circu it (e.g., LME49720) is
shown for simplicity. Each amplifier stage has gain of about 21, which yields a tota l
gain of about 400 in terms of amplifying the RF signa l.
The output of the amp lifier is connected to a detector, usual ly a diode or a
tranSistor, to convert the AM RF signal into an audio signal. A diode CRI is used for

recovering audio information from an AM signal. This type of diode circuit is
commonly called an envelope detector.
Alternatively, a transistor amplifier (Qi, RiB, R2B, and C2B) also can be used for
converting an AM signal into an audio signal by way of power detection. Using a
transistor power detector is a way of demodulating or detecting an AM signal by the
inherent distortion (nonlinear) characteristic of a transistor. Power detection is not
quite the same as envelope detection, but it has the advantage of converting the
AM signal to an audio signal and amplifying the audio signal as well.
Power-detection circuits are commonly used in regenerative radios and sometimes
in superheterodyne radios.
It should be noted that in more complex TRF radios, multiple tuned filter circuits
are used to provide better selectivity, or the ability to reduce interference from
adjacent channels, and multiple amplifiers are used to increase sensitivity.

Regener'a tive Radio
This is probably the most efficient type of radio circuit ever invented. The principle
behind such a radio is to recirculate or feed back some of the signal from the
amplifier back to the RF filter section. This recirculation solves two problems in
terms of providing better selectivity and higher gain. But there was another
problem. Too much recircu l ation or regeneration caused the radio to OSCillate,
which caused a squealing effect on top of the program material (e.g., music or
voice) (Figure 1-2).
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Block Diagram of a Regenerative Radio
The regenerative radio in Figure 1-2 consists of a tunable fi lter that is connected to
an RF amplifier. The RF amplifier serves two functions. First, it amplifies the signal
from the tunable filter and sends back or recirculates a portion of that amplified RF
signal to the tunable-filter section. This recirculation of the RF signal causes a
positive-feedback effect that allows the gain of the amplifier to increase to larger
than the original gain. For example, if the gain of the amplifier is 20, the
recirculation technique will allow the amplifier to have a much higher gain, such as
100 or 1,000, until the amplifier oscillates. The second function of the amplifier is to
provide power detection of the RF signal, which means that the amplifier also acts
as an audio amplifier.

Circuit Description of a Regenerative Radio
In Figure 1-2, the tunable RF filter is formed by variable capacitor VC and antenna
coil L1. Antenna coil Ll also has an extra winding, so this is more of an antenna
coil-transformer. Also, because transistors have a finite load resistance versus the
"infinite" input resistance of a vacuum tube or field-effect transistor, the base of the
transistor is connected to a tap of antenna coil L to provide more efficient
impedance matching.

In a parallel-capacitor-coil resonant circuit (aka parallel-capacitance-inductance
circuit) for a tunable RF filter, the quality factor, Q indicates that the higher the
selectivity, the better is the separation of radio stations. A low Q in an antenna coil
and variable-capacitor resonant circuit will allow unwanted adjacent stations to
bleed into the tuned station. But a higher Q allows the RF signal of the desired
tuned radio station to pass while attenuating RF signals from other stations. The Q
in a parallel tank circuit is affected by the input resistance of the amplifier to which
it is connected. The higher the input resistance, the higher the Q is maintained. So
an amplifier with an input resistance on the order of at least 100 k
(e.g., typically 500 k
or more) allows for a high Q to be maintained. If an amplifier has a moderate input
resistance (e.g., in the few thousands of ohms), tapping the coil with a
stepped-down turns ratio allows the Q to be maintained, but at a tradeoff of lower
signal output. For example, if an antenna coil has a 12: 1 step-down ratio or 12: 1
tap, the signal output will be 1/12 in strength, but when connected to an amplifier of
3k
of input resistance, the effective resistance across the whole coH and variable
capacitor is 12 x 12 x 3 k
, or 432 k
, which maintains a high Q.
Transistor Q1 serves a dual purpose as the RF amplifier and detector. The
(coUector) output signal of Q1 is connected to an audio transformer T1 that
extracts audio signals from detector Ql, but Ql's collector also has amplified RF
signa:ls, which are fed back to coil Li via the extra winding. By varying resistor Ri,
the gain of the Q1 amplifier is varied, and thus the amount of positive feedback is
varied. The user tunes to a station and adjusts R1 to just below the verge of
oscillation. Too much positive feedback causes the squealing effect. But when
adjusted properly, the circuit provides very high gain and increased selectivity,

Reflex Radio
In a reflex radio, which also uses a recirculation technique, an amplifying circuit is
used for purposes: (1) to amplify detected or demodulated RF signals and (2) to
amplify RF signals as well. The demodulated RF signal, which is now an audio
signal, is sent back to the amplifier to amplify audio signals along with the RF

signal. So although reflex radios have similar characteristics as regenerative radios,
they are not the same. Reflex radios do not recirculate RF signals back to the
amplifier. And unlike regenerative radios, reflex radios do not have a regeneration
control to increase the gain of the amplifier. A reflex radio would be essentially the
same as a TRF radio but with use of a recirculation technique to amplify audio
signals. Thus, in terms of sensitivity and selectivity, a reflex radio has the same
performance as a TRF radio (Figure 1-3).
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Block Diagram of a Reflex Radio
In Figure 1-3, the reflex radio consists of a tunable filter, an amplifier, and a
detector. In essence, this reflex radio has the same components as the TRF radio in
Figure 1-1. The difference, however, is that the output of the detector circuit (e.g.,
an envelope detector or diode), a low-level audio signal, is fed back and combined
with the RF signal from the RF filter section. The audio output, which typically in

other radios is taken from the output of the detector, is taken from the output of
the radio-frequency/audio-frequency (RF/AF) amplifier instead.

Circuit IDescription of a Reflex Radio
The RF filter section is formed by variable capacitor VC and cOil/inductor L1, which
also has a (stepped-down) secondary winding connected to the base of transistor
Q1. Note that the base of Q1 is an input for amplifier Ql. RF signals are amplified
via Q1, and the RF signals are detected or demodulated by coupling through an RF
transformer T2 to diode CR1 for envelope detection. At resistor R2 is a low-level
audio signal that is connected to the input of Q1 via AF coupling capacitor Cl and
the secondary winding of Ll. RF coupling capacitor C2 is small in capacitance to
direct RF signals to the emitter of transistor Ql without attenuating the low-level
audio signal. Audio transformer T1 is connected to the output of the amplifier at
the collector of Ql. Tl thus extracts amplified audio signal for Q1.

Superheterodyne Radio
The superheterodyne radio overcomes shortfalls of the TRF, regenerative, and
reflex radios in terms of sensitivity and selectivity. For example, the TRF and reflex
radios generally have poor to fair selectivity and sensitivity. The regenerative rad io
can have high selectivity and sensitivity but req uires the user to carefully tune each
station and adjust the regeneration control so as to avoid oscillation or squealing.
A well-designed superheterodyne radio will provide very high sensitivity and
selectivity without going into oscillation. However, this type of rad io design requires
quite a few extra components. These extra components are a multiple-section
variable capacitor, a local oscillator, a mixer, and an intermediate-frequency (IF)
filter/amplifier. In many designs, the local oscillator and mixer can be combined to
form a converter circuit. Selectivity is defined mostly in the intermediate frequency
filter (e.g., a 455-kHz IF) circuit. And it should be noted that an RF mixer usually
denotes a circuit or system that translates or maps the frequency of an incoming
RF signal to a new frequency. The mixer uses a local oscillator and the incoming RF
signal to provide generally a difference frequency signal. Thus, for example, an
incoming RF signal of 1,000 kHz is connected to an input of a mixer or converter
circuit, and if the local oscillator is at 1,455 kHz, one of the output signals from the
mixer will be 1,455 kHz m,inus 1,000 kHz, which equals 455 kHz.
One of the main characteristics of a superheterodyne radio is that it has a local
oscillator that tracks the tuning for the incoming RF signal. So the tuna ble RF filter
and the oscillator are tied in some relationship. Usually, this relationship ensures
that no matter which station is tuned to in the oscillator, it changes accordingly
such that the difference between the oscillator frequency and the tuned RF signal
frequency is constant.
Thus, if the RF signal to be tuned is 540 kHz, the local oscillator is at 995 kHz, the
RF signal to be tuned is at 1,600 kHz, and the local oscillator is at 2,055 kHz. In

both cases, the difference between the oscillator frequency and the tuned RF
frequency is 455 kHz.
Although the superheterodyne circuit is probably the most complicated system
compared with other radios, it is the standard bearer of radios. Every television
tuner, stereo receiver, or cell phone uses some kind of superheterodyne radio
system, that is, a system that at least contains a local oscillator, a mixer, and an IF
filter/amplifier.

Block Diagram of a Superheterodyne Radio
One of the main characteristics of a superheterodyne radio is that it has a local
oscillator that tracks the tuning for the incoming RF signal (Figure 1-4).
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FIGURE 1-4 Block diagram and schematic of a superheterodyne radio.
The tunable RF filter is connected to an input of the converter oscillator circuit. The
converter oscillator circuit provides an oscillation frequency that is always 455 kHz
above the tuned RF frequency. Because the converter output has signals that are
the sum and difference frequencies of the oscillator and the incoming tuned RF
signall, it is the difference frequency (e.g., 455 kHz) that is passed through the IF
filter and amplifier stage. So the output of the IF amplifier stage has an AM
waveform whose carrier frequency has been shifted to 455 kHz.
To convert the 455-kHz AM waveform to an audio signal, the output of the IF
am,plifier/filter is connected to a detector such as a diode or transistor for
demodulation.

Circuit Description of a Superheterodyne Radio
The tunable RF filter is provided by variable capacitor VCRF and a 240-~H antenna
coil (Lp,;mary) with a secondary winding (LSecondary). The converter oscillator circuit
includes transistor Q1, which is set up as an amplifier such that positive feedback
for deliberate oscillation is determined by the inductance of Osc Transf 1 and
variable capacitor VC OSC. In superheterodyne circuits both the VC RF and VC OSC
variable capacitors share a common shaft to allow for tracking. At the base of Q1
there is the tuned RF signal, and at the emitter of Q1 there is the oscillator signal
via a tapped winding from oscillator coil Osc Transf 1. The combination of the two
signals at the base and emitter of Q1 results in a mixing action, and at the collector
of Q1 is a signal whose frequency is the sum and difference of the tuned RF
frequency and the oscillator frequency.
A first IF transformer (Tl IF) passes only the signal with a difference frequency,
which is 455 kHz in this example. The secondary winding of Tl IF is connected to
Q2's input (base) for further amplification of the IF signal. The output of Q2 is
connected to a second IF transformer, T2 IF. The secondary winding of T2 IF is
connected to the input (base) of the second-stage IF amplifier, Q3. It should be
noted that in most higher-sensitivity superheterodyne radios, a second stage of
amplification for the IF signal is desired. The output of Q3 is connected to a third IF
transformer, T3 IF, whose output has sufficient amplitude for detector D2 to
convert the AM 455-kHz signal into an audio signal.

Software-Defined Radio Front-End Circuits
A software-defined radio (SDR) is a superheterodyne radio in which there is a
minimum of hardware components that allow a computer or dedicated digital logic
chip to handle most of the functional blocks of the superheterodyne radio. So, in a
typical SDR, the front-end circuits mix or translate the RF channels to a very low IF
(e.g ., <455 kHz, such as 5 kHz to 20 kHz). This very low IF analog signal then is
converted to digital signals via an analog-to-digital converter. The digital signal then
is processed to amplify and detects not only AM signals but also
frequency-modulated (FM) signals, single-sideband signals, and so on.
Fortunately, building a front-end circuit for a hobbyist's SDR is not too difficult. It
involves a wide-band filter, a mixer, a local oscillator, and low-frequency amplifiers
(e.g ., bandwidths of 20 kHz to 100 kHz).
In the preceding description of a superheterodyne radio, a tuned filter preceded the
converter oscillator or mixer. The tuned filter passes the station frequency that is
desired and rejects signals from other stations to avoid interference. However, this
tuned filter also rejects an "image" station that has a frequency twice the IF
frequency away from the desired frequency to be received . Thus, for example, if
the tuned station is 600 kHz, and if the tuned filter does not sufficiently attenuate
an " image" station at 1,510 kHz (2 x 455 kHz 1 600 kHz = 1,510 kHz), the image
station will interfere with the 600-kHz station.

In SDRs, though, rarely is any variable tuned filter used at the front end. Instead, a
wide-band filter is used. To address the image problem, the low-frequency IF signal
is processed in a way to provide two channels of low-frequency IF. The two
channels are 90 degrees out of phase with each other, forming an I channel and a
Q channel. The I channel is defined as the a-degree phase channel, and the Q
channel is defined as the channel that is 90 degrees phase shifted from the I
channel. It should be noted that having the I and Q channels allows for easy
demodulation for AM signals via a Pythagorean process without the use of envelope
detectors.

Block Diagram of a Software-Defined Radio Front End
Figure 1-5 shows a front-end system for a software-defined radio. An antenna is
connected to a fixed (not variable) wide-band RF filter. The output of the
wide-band RF filter then is connected to a two-phase quadrature mixer. This mixer
generates two channels of low-frequency IF signals of 0 and 90 degrees via the
oscillator, which also has 0- and 90-degree phase signals. The two channels
(channel 1 and channel 2) form I and Q channels, which are amplified and sent to
the stereo (audio) inputs to a computer or computing system. The computer then
digitizes the I and Q channels, which contain a \\block" of radio spectrum to be
tuned to. For example, if the sound card in the computer samples at a 96-kHz rate,
a bandwidth of 48 kHz of radio signals can be tuned into via the software-defined
radio program in the computer.
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FIGURE 1-5 Block diagram and schematic for a front end of an SDR.
A practical example would be listening into the SO-meter amateur radio band for a
continuous-wave (CW) signal (Morse code), which spans from 3,675 kHz to 3,725
kHz (50 kHz of bandwidth). Most of this 50-kHz block of radio spectrum can be
mixed down to about 100 Hz to 48 kHz. And the computer's software-defined radio
program then can tune into each of the CW or Morse code carrier signals and
demodulate them for the listener.

Description of Front-End Circuits for a Software-Defined
Radio System
Figure 1-5 also shows an antenna (e.g ., a long wire or whip antenna) connected to
a fixed, nonvariable wide-band RF filter consisting of capacitor Cl and inductor Lt.
The output of this wide-band filter is connected to two analog switches that form a
two-phase mixer via U2A and U2B. One switch, U2A, is toggled by a O-degree
phase signal from a flip-flop circuit, whereas the other switch, U2B, is toggled by a
gO-degrees phase signal from another output terminal of the flip-flop circuit. The
O-degree switch U2A samples the RF signal from the RF filter and produces a low IF
frequency. The sampling capaCitor C_InPhase forms a low-pass filtering effect and
thus provides a low-frequency IF signal to the I amplifier U3A. Similarly for U2B,
the sampling capacitor C_Quadrature forms a low-pass filtering effect and also

provides a low-frequency IF signal, which is amplified by the Q amplifier U3B. The
output of the Q amplifier provides a Ilow-frequency IF signal that is gO degrees out
of phase from the I channel amplifier's output.
Because the frequency of the IF signa l is low, there is no need for special
high-speed operational amplifiers (op amps). Moderate-bandwidth (e.g., 10 MHz to
50 MHz) op amps are sufficient to provide amplification.
The loca l oscillator circuit that provides the 0- and gO-degree signals for the
quadrature mixer consists of a crysta l oscillator and two fl ip-flop circu its. In a
typical operation, the OSCillator runs at four times the desired frequency for mixing,
and the two flip-flop circuits provide the one times frequency for mixing while also
generating 0- and gO-degree phase signals of the one times oscillator frequency.
The crystal oscillator consists of inverter gate U1A that serves as an amplifier bias
via RI . Low-pass-filter circuit R2 and C3 along with crysta l Yi and C2 form a
th ree-stage phase-shifting network to provide 180 degrees of phase sh ift at
resonance or near resonance of the crysta l, which a:llows for oscillation to occur at
the crystal's frequency.

Comparison of the Types of Radios
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Chapter 2
Calibration Tools and Generators for Testing
Many of the radios in this book will include adjustable inductors for
intermediate-frequency transformers and oscillator coils. Therefore, special
adjustment tools are required. This book will include not only radio projects but
also circuits that require test generators to test and verify some of the el'ectronics
theory. For example, the generators will be helpful in testing both radio-frequency
(RF) and audio-frequency amplifiers. Other test equipment, including a volt-ohm
milliampere meter, an oscilloscope, a capacitance meter, and an inductance meter,
will prove very useful for building and troubleshooting the various circuits.

Alignment Tools
The types of tools needed for the projects in this book are simple flat-blade
alignment tools. These are used instead of flat-head screwdrivers so that there is
no damage to adjustable inductors. Adjustable inductors use ferrite slugs to change
the value of the inductor. Sometimes, when a regular screw driver is used, the
ferrite si ug. can crack.
In addition, the alignment tools have thinner and wider blades than many
screwdrivers, which relieve stress on the ferrite material. These alignment tools also
have blades that are thin enough for adjustment to the trimmer or padder
capacitors in poly-varicon variable capacitors (Figure 2-1).

----- -

-

FIGURE 2-1 Alignment tools.
The alignment tool in the middle of the figure below the board is suitable for
adjusting the variable inductor and the poly-varicon's trimmer capacitors at the top

right. The other alignment tool at the bottom of the figure is suitable for adjusting
the inductor, but its blade is too thick for adjustment on the poly-varicon.

Test Generators
The radios shown in this book generally will not need test generators or test
oscillators. Chapter 3 will show how to make two inexpensive test generators.
However, buying a test generator or a test oscillator is always a good investment.
A function generator is a useful device because it will provide not just sine waves
but usually triangle and square waves as well. Some will provide variable-duty-cycle
pulses, and some also will provide an amplitude-modulated (AM) signal (Figure
2-2).
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FIGURE 2-2 Function generator.
The function generator in the figure will produce waveforms from almost DC (direct
current) to 2 MHz, which covers frequencies of the broadcast AM band plus the
amateur radio 160-meter band. It also has an amplitude modulator. Thus, once a
radio is built, this generator can be used for alignment and testing purposes.

Inductance Meter
An inductance meter is very handy to have around because some of the inductors
for the radio projects in this book may not be available, and alternate inductors
must be modified. An inductance meter allows hobbyists to wind their own coils
and measure their inductances. For example, using normal hookup wire, one can
wind an antenna coil to the correct inductance via an inductance meter. An
inductance meter a!lso can measure the value of unmarked coils, which then allows
the hobbyist to determine the capacitance of a matching variable capacitor. Figure
2-3 shows an inductance m!eter measuring an inductor at 132.5 ~H.
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FIGURE 2-3 Inductance meter.

Capacitance Meter
The preceding inductance meter also measures the value of a capacitor. But there
are also some digital volt-ohmeters that can measure capacitance. Variable
capacitors come in a variety of values, such as maximum, capacitances of 140 pF,
270 pF, 365 pF, and 500 pF. Often they are unmarked, and thus a capacitance
meter is needed to determine their values (Figure 2-4).
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FIGURE 2-4 Capacitance meter.
The capacitance meter in the figure is measuring a O.018-IJF capacitor as 0.01744
IJF. Note that it also wil l measure frequency (hertz or Hz). This particular EXTECH
model measures up to 200 kHz. The company's newer unit, however, the EXTECH
MN26T, will measure frequencies up to 10 MHz, which is suitable for measuring the
frequency of oscillator circuits used in radio projects.

Oscilloscopes
An oscilloscope is a voltage-measuring device that allows one to view voltages as a
function of time. This instrument is useful in .measuring signals from oscillators,
amplifiers, and tuned RF circuits, as well as the AM signal.
But an oscil loscope is not reailly required for the projects in this book. However,
having an oscilloscope allows the hobbyist to troubleshoot faster and understand
radio and electronics better. The waveforms probed at particular parts of the rad io
reveal what is happen ing. A one-channel 10-MHz oscilloscope is a min imum
requ irement. Either an analog or a digital oscil loscope will suffice for the radio
projects.
And often one can pick up a good used oscilloscope at an auction or on the
Internet. But beware of the sellers and make sure that there is a good return policy
if the oscilloscope is defective. Figure 2-5 is an example of a four-channel 200-MHz
analog oscilloscope.

FIGURE 2-5 Oscilloscope.

Radio Frequency (RF) Spectrum Analyzers
An RF spectrum analyzer allows one to view the frequency components of an RF
signal. For example, one can view the spectral components of an AM signal, which
includes the carrier and any of the AM signars sidebands.
Fortunately, th is book will not require any RF spectrum analyzers. But one can
download a program from the Internet to convert your com puter into a
low-frequency (e.g., 1 Hz to 22 kHz for a 44.1 kHz sampling rate, or 1 Hz to 48 kHz
for a 96 kHz sampling rate) spectrum analyzer. For example, download the
Spectran program from the web at http://digilander.libero.it/i2phd/spectran.html.

Where to Buy the Tools a,nd Test Equipment
1.
2.
3.
4.

Digi-Key Corporation at www.digikey.com
Mouser Electronics at www.mouser.com
Frys Electronics at wwwJrys.com
MCM Electronics at www.mcmelectronics.com

5. Jameco Electronics at www.jameco.com

Chapter 3
Components and Hacking/Modifying Parts for
Radio Circuits
This chapter will present some of the basic components or parts needed for
building radios. These components include variable capacitors, antenna coils, and
transformers. Other parts that will be used in the projects include transistors,
diodes, capacitors, and inductors.

Antenna Coils
Basically, the antenna coils that will be used in this book are the ferrite rod or
ferrite bar types (Figure 3-1). These types of antenna coils are used commonly in
all portable amplitude-modulated (AM) broadcast radios. They are small in size but
receive radio-frequency (RF) signals equivalently in strength to the older, large
air-core-Ioop antennas.
The antenna coil at the top of the figure is much longer than the other two, which
allows for more sensitivity. That is, given the same RF signal, the longer rod
antenna coil will yield more signal at its coil winding. This coil also has a secondary
winding, which is "stepped" down by 10- to 20-fold to load into low-impedance
transistor amplifiers. The primary winding of this antenna coil is normally connected
to a tuning capacitor (variable capacitor). The primary winding inductance was
measured at 430 IJH, which matches with a variable capaCitor of about 180 pF to
200 pF.
In the center of the figure is an antenna coil that is more miniaturized and will have
less sensitivity to the antenna coil at the top of the figure. However, its primary
winding inductance is actually higher at about 640 IJH, which matches to a (mlore
commonly available) 140-pF variable capacitor. This antenna coil also has a
secondary winding that is stepped down.
Finally, the bar antenna coil at the bottom of the figure has an inductance of about
740 pH. At 740 IJH of inductance, this is a bit higher than needed, and some
portion of the winding will have to be removed for use with standard 140-pF,
180-pF, 270-pF, or 365-pF variable capaCitors.
It should be noted that all three antenna coils in Figure 3-1 allow changing the
inductance further by sliding the coil to different locations on the ferrite rod or bar.
For example, to increase inductance, slide the coil to the middle, and to decrease
inductance, slide the coil toward either end of the rod or bar.

FIGURE 3-1 Ferrite-bar/rod antenna coils.
Ferrite antenna coils are readily available on the Web such as oneBay. An
alternative to making an antenna coil is to buy ferrite rods or bars and wind your
own coil. The ferrite material should be at least 2 inches long l and a paper insert of
about 1.5 inches should be wrapped around the ferrite material such that the insert
can slide. The magnet wire of about 30 American Wire Gauge (AWG) or No. 40 Litz
wire is wound in a single layer over about 1.3 inches of the paper insert. With an
inductance meter, measure the inductance when the insert is in the middle of the
ferrite material and when it is toward the end of the ferrite material. If there is too
much inductance, unwind some of the wire while measuring the inductance. If
there is not enough inductance, splice the wire by soldering and wind in the same
direction as the first single layer.
In most high-fidelity home stereo receivers today, the AM radio antenna is just an
air dielectric loop (Figure 3-2).

FIGURE 3-2 AM band loop antenna.
The loop antenna in this figure has insufficient inductance to work with any of the
standard variable capacitors (e.g., 140 pF to 365 pF). Therefore, this antenna is
connected to a step-up RF transformer, and the RF transformer is matched with a
standard variable capacitor. In this book, oscillator coils and/or hacked
intermediate-frequency (IF) transformers (see lower right-hand corner of Figure
3-2) will be used as the RF transformer for these types of loop antennas. It should
be noted that these types of loop antennas are commonly available at MCM
Electronics as replacement antennas for stereo receivers.

Variable Capacitors
These days, choosing variable capacitors for AM radios is limited to roughly two
types of poly-varicon variable capacitors. Poly-varicon variable capacitors use
polyester sheets between the plates as opposed to air-dielectric variable capacitors
(Figure 3-3). A multiple gang variable capacitor such as a two, three, or four gang
variable capacitor refers to the number of sections it has and all sections share a
common tuning shaft. In general, a multiple gang variable capacitor is equivalent to
a multiple section variable capacitor. However, some multiple section variable
capacitors such as dual trimmer variable capacitors have two independent
adjustments for varying the capacitance of each section. For this book, the main

tuning capacitor is described as an "x" gang variable capacitor or equivalently, an
"x" section variable capacitor.

FIGURE 3-3 Variable capacitors using poly material for insulation
between plates.
The capacitor on the left in the figure is a twin-section variable capacitor, which
commonly has 270 pF in each section. This type of variable capacitor is ideal for a
one- or two-section tuned radio-frequency (TRF) radio. It should be noted that a
2.S-mm metric screw is used for adding an extended shaft (via a spacer).
For a superheterodyne radio, the first 270-pF section is matched with an antenna
transformer or antenna coil of 330 IJH and then with a series capacitor of about 300
pF to 330 pFwith the second 270-pF section and a 180-IJH coil to form an
oscillator/converter circuit.
Four trimmer capaCitor shown, but only two are needed. This allows adding roughly
up to 20 pF to the main sections of 270 pF. In some cases, the twin variable
capacitor comes with 330 pF for each section instead of 270 pF.
On the right side of Figure 3-3 is another variable capacitor. This capacitor has two
unequal sections. One section at 140 pF is dedicated to the antenna coil or antenna
transformer, and the other section at 60 pF is used for an oscillator circuit. For
identifying the various sections of the twin variable capacitor, see Figure 3-4.
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FIGURE 3-4 Twin gang/section variable capacitor.
For the twin gang/section variable capacitor, the trimmer capacitors' ground
connection is internally connected to the ground tab, as seen in the figure. The
trimmer-tab connections in general should be tied to each associated main section's
connections (e.g., trimmer section A to main section A and trimmer section B to
main section 8). A detailed description of the second poly-varicon variable capacitor
is provided in Figure 3-5.
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FIGURE 3-5 Two gang variable capacitors for typical transistor radios.
The two trimmer capacitors for the variable capacitor in this figure are always
internally tied to each of the antenna section and the oscillator section.. Be careful
to note the labeling of each tab or lead for "Ant." and "Osc." because they are not
the same capacitance. If you look carefully, you can see that the oscillator section
tab of a two-section variable capacitor leads to fewer plates than the upper tab,
which is marked "Ant."
Figure 3-6 shows various air-dielectric variable capacitors, which in general are
available on the Web or via eBay.

FIGURE 3-6 Air-dielectric variable capacitors.
The first capacitor shown at the bottom of the figure is a single-section 365-pF
variable capacitor. No trimmer capacitor is attached. This type of variable capacitor

can be used for TRF, reflex, and regenerative radios but not for superheterodyne
radios, which require two or more sections.
In the center of the figure is a two-section (two gang) variable capacitor. This
particular capacitor has an antenna section on the left side and an oscillator section
on the right side. Notice that the number of plates on the left side (antenna
section) is larger than the number of plates on the right side (oscillator section).
Not shown, but on the other side of this variable capacitor are adjusting screws for
each trimmer capacitor that are connected internally to the antenna and oscillator
sections.
Finally the variable capaCitor at the top of Figure 3-6 is a four-section capaCitor.
Two sections are used for the AM band, and the other two are used for the FM
band. Since this book is limited to AM radios, only two will be used. Counting from
left to right, section 2 is for the oscillator, and section 4 is used for the antenna of a
superheterodyne receiver. Also not shown are the trimmer capaCitor screw
adjustments on the other side of this variable capacitor.

Transistors
In terms of tranSistors, the most common lead (terminal) configuration is E, B, C
(emitter, base, collector), as shown in Figure 3-7.
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FIGURE 3-7 Common silicon transistor.
The figure shows the most common lead configuration for the most common
transistors, such as 2N4124, 2N4126, 2N3904 (as shown in the figure), 2N3906,
2NS087, and 2N5089. If other transistors are substituted, the lead configuration
diagram can be downloaded from the Web (e.g., go to Google, and type in
"2iNxxxx, BCxxx, etc. data sheet"). As shown in Figure 3-7, the base and collector
,leads are next to each other, causing increased internal capacitance between the
base and collector leads.
For high-frequency transistors, which will be used in some designs in this book, the
lead termi na l configuration is changed to B, E, C (base, emitter, collector), as
shown in Figure 3-8.
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FIGURE 3-8 High-frequency silicon transistor.
For high-frequency performance, the interelectrode capacitance between the base
and collector must be minimized. Hence, in this configuration, the base and
collector leads are placed as far apart from each other as possible. An example is
the MPSH10, which is used in some circuits in this book. Note that the order of its
leads is B, E, and C, which is different from the more common arrangement of E, B,
and C.

Earphones
After the AM signal is demodulated and amplified, the listener can use two types of
earphones or headphones, either magnetic or crystal (piezoelectric), as shown in
Figure 3-9.
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FIGURE 3-9 Earphones.
Most magnetic earphones or headphones have impedances from 8 V to 32 V
(ohms). However, for lower-power radios, it is recommended to use impedances of
500 V or more. For a very low-powered radio, the crystal earphone or headphone is
the best choice. It has an impedance in the thousands of ohms and is suitable for
crystal radios as well.

Speakers
There will be some radios in this book that are not as low powered and can drive
,loud speakers. A speaker with mounting holes is desired for assembling on a
chassis or board via spacers and bolts. Figure 3-10 shows 3-inch and 4-inch
speakers.

FIGURE 3-10 Loudspeakers.

Passive Com,ponents
Passive components such as resistors used in the designs are in general 5 percent
V4-W resistors but 1 percent types may be used (Figure 3-11).

FIGURE 3-11 Resistors.
As seen in the figure, generally a 5 percent V4-W resistor on the bottom will do just
fine for most of the designs in this book. More precise 1 percent resistors such as
the types shown at the top and center of the figure can be used for circuits
requiring more precision, such as phase-shifting circuits or timing or oscillator
circuits.
Fixed inductors also will be used in some of the designs, and some of them actually
'look like resistors (Figure 3-12). The calor code is the same as for resistors, in
microhenrys (IJH). For example, yellow, violet, and red equal 4,700 IJH or 4.7 mH .
To make sure of an inductor's vallue, though, measure with an inductance meter.
Generally, the resistance in ohms of the inductor will not match the inductance in
millihenrys (mH) or microhenrys (IJH). Therefore, if an inductor that looks like a
resistor is measured with an ohm meter, the resistance measurement will not
match the color code and the user can then deduce that the component is most
likely an inductor instead of a resistor.

FIGURE 3-12Inductors.
Other types of inductors may come in unfamiliar shapes, such as the examples
shown in Figure 3-13.

FIGURE 3-13 Other inductors/coils.
For the inductor in this figure, on the left side the value says "221," which really
means 22 plus 1 zero following the 22, for 220 IJH. The inductor on the right has
three sets of numbers, but the only one that seems to make sense is "330." But
does this mean that the inductance value is 33 plus 0 zero after 33, for 33 IJH, or
does it mean that the value is literally 330 IJH? The measured value is 330 JjH.
Therefore, in the case of inductors and capacitors, it is always advisable to measure
the component first to make sure (e.g., with an inductance meter for coils and a
capacitance meter for capacitors).
For small-value capacitors (5 pF to 4,700 pF), generally, ceramic disk or silver mica
types are used. For stability and accuracy, though, silver mica capacitors are
preferred (Figure 3-14).
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FIGURE 3-14 Small-value capacitors.
Film (e.g., polyester or Mylar) capacitors are also used (Figure 3-15).

FIGURE 3-15 Film-dielectric capacitors.
The markings on many frlm capacitors are done in two ways. One is in microfarads.
Thus the capacitor at the top of the figure is marked ".010," meaning 0.01 IJF. The
capacitors at the bottom of the figure are usually marked with a three-digit code in
picofarads (pF), with the third digit denoting the number of zeros following the first
two digits. For example, "102" means 10 plus two zeros after 10 = 1,000 pF or
0.001 IJF.
Ceramic, mica, and film capacitors can be connected with the leads either way. But
common electrolytic capacitors are polarized and thus are notthe type of capacitors
that can have leads switched without a problem. The schematic diagram will point
out how the electrolytic capacitors should be connected. See the electrolytic
capacitors in Figure 3-16, where the markings indicate negative or (-).

FIGURE 3-16 Polarized electrolytic capacitors.
Audio transformers will be used in reflex, regenerative, and superheterodyne radios
(Figure 3-17). These audio transformers will be used for extracting audio signals
from an amplifier and providing signals suitable to drive earphones or speakers.
They will have primary and secondary windings (e.g., at least four leads). Audio
transformers normally are available in two types, input or driver transformers and
output transformers. In newer audio amplifier designs, audio transformers are not
used and are replaced by integrated circuits or discrete transistors.

FIGURE 3-17 Audio transformers.
Single-turn variable resistors or potentiometers are shown in Figure 3-18. These
generally are used for volume control, especially the ones shown on the right.

FIGURE 3-18 Variable resistors or potentiometers.
Multiple-turn variable resistors or potentiometers wi ll be used for adjusting
frequency in an oscillator or levels of a signal. They offer a more precise
adjustment than single-turn types (Figure 3-19). The markings can be of two types.
One is the exact value in ohms, such as 10K = 10,000

n
or 10 k
n
. And the other can be a three-digit code where the last digit means the number of

zeros added after the first two numbers, for example, 204
200000 = 200,000

= 20

plus 4 zeros

=

= 200 k

FIGURE 3-19 Multiturn variable resistors.
Finally, here are a few words about diodes (Figure 3-20). The marking on small
signal diodes usually is a band or stripe that denotes the cathode. These diodes are
inserted into a perforated (perf) board by bending the leads to at least 114 inch of
lead length from each side of the body of the diode to avoid stress that otherwise
would crack the glass casing. See the example in Figure 3-21.

Anode

Cathode

Germanium

Silicon
FIGURE 3-20 Diodes.

FIGURE 3-21 Diodes mounted on a board with adequate lead length prior
to bending the leads.

Vector and Perforated Boards
Vector and perforated boards can be used for building radios (Figure 3-22). On the
left is a perforated (perf) board. Although the radios can be built using a perf
board, a vector board with a ground plane is preferred. And on the right is a vector
board with the ground-plane side up. Generally, the components are placed on the
ground-plane side, and wiring is done on the opposite side (the side without a
ground plane).

FIGURE 3-22 Perforated (pert) and vector boards.
It should be noted that vector and perf boards generally have 100-mil spacing,
which is suitable for mounting dual in-line integrated circuits, headers (berg
connector heads), and 7-mm coil. A 10-mm coil can be mounted as well by rotating
the coil by 45 degrees.
Copper-clad boards, while not as "permanent" in building radios, are a good choice
for building the first prototype radios (Figure 3-23). Debugging on copper-clad
boards is much easier than on vector or perf boards.

FIGURE 3-23 Copper-clad board.

Hardware
The hardware needed for the projects in this book includes 6-32, 4-40, and 2-56
nuts and bolts, along with washers (Figure 3-24). Not shown are 2.5-mm metric
screws, which are used with poly-varicons (poly-variable capacitors).
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FIGURE 3-24 Nuts and bolts.
The tie points shown in Figure 3-25 are useful for connecting wires.

FIGURE 3-25 Tie points .
To mount the speaker, antenna coil, or vector or perf board, spacers are needed.
The ones shown in Figure 3-26 use 4-40 threads, but other spacer sizes may be
used.

FIGURE 3-26 Spacers.
Generally, an oscillator coil, which has a tapped primary winding and a secondary
winding, is used for the local oscillator circuit for superheterodyne receivers.
However, some have an inductance value suitable for an RF amplifier circuit. See
the oscillator coi l in Figure 3-27, wh ich is generally used with a 60-pF variable
capacitor for an oscil lator circuit but is also suitable for use with a loop antenna.

FIGURE 3-27 Oscillator coil, IF transformer, or adjustable coil/inductor.
It was found that some intermediate-frequency (IF) transformers can be converted
into oscillator coils by chipping off their internal capacitors. Hacking IF transformers
into oscillator or RF coils can be very useful because the inductances of IF
transformers and their turns ratios make them ideal in some cases (e.g., for a
low-power superheterodyne radio) (Figure 3-28).

Cap Removed
Internal Cap
FIGURE 3-28 IF transformer with internal capacitor and IF transformer
with internal capacitor removed.

Parts Suppliers
See Append ix 1.

Chapter 4
Building Simple Test Oscillators and Modulators
Before any of the radios are presented, it would be preferable to build some simple
test equipment. This chapter introduces the amplitude Imodulated (AM) signal and
various ways to generate radio-frequency (RF) and intermediate-frequency (IF)
signa!ls for testing radio projects.

The Continuous-Wave Signal
A continuous-wave signal is defined by a fixed amplitude and a fixed frequency. In
an audio continuous-wave signal, this is better known as a tone.
The simplest continuous waveform is a sine-wave signal such as seen in Figure 4-l.
The sine-wave signal may represent an RF signal.
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FIGURE 4-1 A continuous-wave (sine-wave) signal.
However, a continuous wave (CW) signal, on its own, does not send much
information, such as music or voice. A CW signal can be turned on and off for

sending coded messages or for controlling a device. For example, Morse code is
sent for providing alphanumeric information. Or the condition of a CW signal that is
on can be used to keep a relay switch in the "on" state.
To convey voice or music, however, the CW signal must be modulated in some
form. That is, the amplitude, phase, and/or frequency of the CW signal: must be
related to another signal. In this book, amplitude modulation (AM) is discussed
because the receivers we will be building are AM radios . Figure 4-2 shows a
lower-frequency signal that is a modulating signal representing an audio signal.
x = 2.04545. Y = 2 .41351

FIGURE 4-2 A lower-frequency signal such as a modulating signal.

The Amplitude-ModulatedSi'gnal
An amplitude-modulated (AM) signal is generated by changing the amplitude of the
RF CW signal (e.g., see Figure 4-1) with a modulating signal (e.g., see Figure 4-2).
At first glance, Figure 4-3 looks as if the CW RF signal from Figure 4-1 has been
multiplied by the audio signal, as seen in Figure 4-2. Well, not quite, but almost.
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FIGURE 4-3 An amplitude-modulated (AM) signal.
If the audio signal is faded to si lence, we would get zero (flat line) in Figure 4-2,
which when multiplied by the RF carrier waveform of Figure 4-1 wou ld resu lt in a
flat line or zero as well (zero times anything is zero). But we know that when the
audio signal is faded to zero, we should just get the unmodulated waveform or CW
signal, as seen in Figure 4-1.
So the answer really is t hat the RF CW waveform of Figure 4-1 is multiplied by (1 +
the audio waveform of Figure 4-2) = the amplitude-modulated (AM) waveform of
Figure 4-3.
The 1 added to the audio waveform is essentia l in preserving t he shape of the
modulating audio waveform on the envelope of the modulated RF CW signal in
Figure 4-3. In this way, if the aud io waveform fades to zero, we just get Figure 4-1,
a CW RF signal, which is what we would expect.

First Project: A CW RF Test Oscillator
Before the specific schematic is shown, let's take a look at the big picture. A test
generator consisting of a CW oscillator wi ll be used for testing t he tu ning range,
535 kHz to 1,605 kHz, of the radios. A modulato r wi ll be added w ith an
audio-frequency osci llator to produce amplitude modulation of the CW signal.

Similarly, a second test oscillator is shown for tuning the 455-kHz IF amplifiers of
superheterodyne radios. Figure 4-4 presents a block diagram of the test oscillator
system.
ANTl
WIRE ANTENNA

T

Pulse-Am plitude

535 KHz
Pulse
Generator

Modulator

535 KHz

AM Signals at 535 KHz and 1605 KHz

1 KHz
AM Signals at 455 KHz and 1365 KHz

Generator

ANT2
WIRE ANTENNA

'\V
455 KHz AM Signal

455 KHz
Pulse
Generator

Pulse-Am plitude
Modulator

455 KHz

Filter

455 KHz

FIGURE 4-4 A block diagram of a test generator.
In this block diagram, there are two CW oscillators at 535 and 455 kHz. Both CW
oscillators produce pulses, not sine waves. Pulses also generate harmonic
frequencies of 535 kHz and 455 kHz. Thus, using pulse generators avoids the need
to build extra oscillators at other frequencies. For example, the third harmonic of
535 kHz is 1,605 kHz, and the third harmonic of 455 kHz is 1,365 kHz.
Each pulse generator is fed to a pulse modulator, which changes the amplitude of
the 535-kHz and 455-kHz pulses via a l-kHz audio generator. The output of the
modullators then provides amplitude-modulated (AM) signals at 535 kHz and 455
kHz and their respective harmonics.
A simple wire may be placed near the radio to confirm the tuning range of the radio
at the low end, 535 kHz, and at the high end, 1,605 kHz. The output of the
455-kHz modulator is connected to a 455-kHz band-pass filter to provide only an
amplitude-modulated (AM) signal at 455 kHz for IF amplifier alignment in
superheterodyne radios.
The entire test oscillator is shown in Figure 4-5. However, each functional section
will be covered separately.
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FIGURE 4-5 Schematic of the test generator.
Now let's take a look at a pulse generator (CW) (Figure 4-6).
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FIGURE 4-6 Pulse-generator circuit for a CW signal.
Integrated circuit U1A (74HC14) is a special logic inverter with an input circuit that
has a hysteresis characteristic via a Schmitt trigger, which makes it idea l for making

a relaxation oscillator for generating CW waveforms. Basically, the tripping-point
voltage at the input changes depending on what the output state is.
When the output is high at pin 2, the input at pin 1 rises slowly owing to the
low-pass filtering effect of R2, Rl, and Cl. Note: R2 preferably is a multiturn trim
pot Eventually, the voltage at pin 1 rises sufficiently to cause the inverter to output
a low signal. Once the output is low, though, the input trigger point at the input is
also lower. Thus capacitor Cl has to discharge to that lower trigger pOint,
Vlow_trigger. When it does, the inverter goes high but also causes the input to
trigger at a higher voltage, Vhigh_trigger. As a result of the dynamic nature of how
the input trigger voltage changes, an oscillating signal occurs between the voltages
of Vhigh_trigger and Vlow_trigger.
Both Vhigh_trigger and Vlow_trigger will vary as a function of the supply voltage.
Thus a supply voltage that is not regulated will cause a shift in oscillating
frequency. Therefore, it is advised to use a regulated 5- V supply when stability of
the preset frequencies is desired.
The 74HC14 inverter gate can provide oscillating waveforms to at least 10 MHz and
at nearly but not perfectly symmetric square waves. The frequency of oscillation is
about l/[(Rl + R2)Cl] in Figure 4-5. R2 is adjusted to 535 kHz via measuring with
a frequency counter (e.g., a digital voltmeter with frequency counter).
If a frequency counter is not available, use a radio with digital readout tuned to
1,070 kHz (second harmonic of 535 kHz), connect a wire to the R3 terminal, and
place the wire near the radio. Listen for the radio's hiss level to go down when
tuned to 1,070 kHz while adjusting R2.
For higher oscillation frequencies, one can use a 74AHC14 gate instead, but the
74HC14 type is more common. However, when using a 74AHC14 gate, values of
Cl, Rl, and R2 may change.
Other inverters can be used, such as the 74C14, which is slower in speed than the
74HC14 but should work. Also, the 74HCT14 will work, but the
frequency-of-oscillation formula is not the same as for the 74HC14, so some
experimentation by the reader is required.
For really high -frequency oscillations, a 74AC14 or 74ACT14 will work up to
frequencies well beyond 30 MHz (probably up to about 70 MHz or 100 MHz), but
the reader will have to experiment to determine the resistor and capaCitor
combinations.
As a starting point, if one wants to experiment with inverter gates other than the
74HC14, try using Cl = 0.001 ~F, and replace Rl with a 470resistor and R2 with a 5-k

multiturn pot. Also, the waveform symmetry of a 74HCT14 (or 74ACT14) inverter
oscillator circuit is not as close to a 50 percent duty cycle as the 74HC14 (or
74AC14) part.

Modulator Circuit for the CW Generator
The type of amplitude modulator that is used is known as a transistor drain
modulation (Figure 4-7). U2A (74HCOS) is an inverter gate with an open-drain
output. This means that the output is a short circuit to ground when the input (pin
1) is logic high and an open circuit when the input to U2A is logic low.
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FIGURE 4-7 Pulse-amplitude-modulating circuit.
UlE (74HC14), another hysteresis oscillator circuit, supplies a l-kHz signal to R5
and CB. The voltage across capacitor CB is a triangle wave with a direct-current
(DC) offset voltage to form a modulation voltage, Vmod. A CW signal (in this case
from a 53S-kHz hysteresis oscillator) is connected to the input of open-drain
inverter gate 74HCOS. By varying the voltage on pull-up load resistor R6, the output
of U2A generates pulse amplitude modulation on the CW signal.
Now let's take a closer look at a pulse-amplitude-modulation circuit and its signals.
In Figure 4-8, a pulse amplitude modulator switches a CW signal on and off via a
load or pull-up resistor. The CW signal causes the output to switch in two signal
voltages, zero when the switch is grounded and V when the switch is in the open
position.
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FIGURE 4-8 Modulating circuit-voltage V is varied to provide pulse
amplitude modulation.
When V, the pull resistor's voltage source, is at a fixed voltage, the output would
see something like Figure 4-9.

5

FIGURE 4-9 CW pulse signal for a fixed voltage V.
When V is increased, we would see something at the output like Figure 4-10.

5

FIGURE 4-10 CW pulse signal is increased when V is increased.
Now, if we replace V with a voltage source that has both DC and
alternating-current (AC) voltages, we can produce a pulse amplitude modulation, as
seen in Figure 4-11.

5

FIGURE 4-11 Pulse-amplitude-modulated signal.
Thus the output waveform shows amplitude modulation of pulses, which, although
they do not exactly resemble the sinusoidal AM signal in Figure 4-3, nevertheless
produce amplitude-modulated (AM) signa.ls at the CW signal's frequency and
harmonics (e.g., mainly the odd-order harmonics shown in Figure 4-11. Note that
the waveform in Figure 4-11 also resembles a demodulated AM' signal, such as a
half-wave-reetified AM signal. This also would mean that this waveform also would
contain the "audio" or modulating signal as well, which is true.
Thus the pulse-amplitude-modulated signal from Figure 4-11 is actually made up of
many signals-the audio signal, the amplitude-modulated signal of the CW signal,
and the harmonics of the amplitude-modulated CW signal.
Thus, if the CW carrier is at 535 kHz and the modulating or audio signal is at 1 kHz,
the pulse-amplitude-modulated waveform contains a 1-kHz signal, an AM signal at
535 kHz modulated at 1 kHz, and at least an AM signal at 1,605 kHz also
modulated at 1 kHz.
So now let's look at Figure 4-5 again.

Parts List
• Cl, C3: 0.001

~F

• C2: 0.0018 IJF
• C4: 470 pF

• CS, C6, C7: 0.01 IJF
• C8, C9, C10, Cl1, C12: 1 IJF, 35 volts
• Rl: 1,200
• R2, R12: 1-k

multiturn pot
• R3, Rll: 100
• R4: 100 k
• R5: 1 k

• R6, R7, Rl0: 4,700
• R8, R9: 20 k
• R13: 1,800

• Ul: 74HC14
• U2: 74HC05
• Vreg 1: LM780S 5-volt positive regu lator
• Ll: 330 IJH
With the exception of the 4S5-kHz band-pass filter consisting of R8, Ll, C4, C2, R9,
and RlO, we have two nearly identical circuits for the CW generator and AM
modulator. So we will start with the 535-kHz CW generator. A Schmitt trigger
oscillator is formed from UlA, Cl, Rl, and R2. The frequency is adjusted via R2,
which is measured with a frequency counter at pin 2 of U1A or its buffered output
at R3. As stated earlier, the frequency can be calibrated to 535 kHz via a frequency
counter by grounding one lead of the frequency counter and connecting the other
lead to R3.
The 535-kHz CW pulse signal is sent to the input of an open collector inverter U2A
pin 1, which has a pull-up or load resistor R6 at the pin 2 output. The actual biasing
voltage for R6 is provided through a filtered version of the output of the audio
oscillator circuit (Schmitt trigger oscillator) UIE, R4, and C2. RS and C8 provide a
filtered version of a pulse signal, which is a triangle waveform, to act as a
(modulating) voltage source for R6. Since the triangle waveform varies, the output
at pin 2 of U2A provides a pulse-amplitude-modulated signal at 535 kHz and 1,605
kHz with about a 1-kHz modulating frequency. Finally, a capacitor C7 is connected

to pin 2 of U2A to provide an output signal via a short-wire (e.g., <12 inches)
antenna to a radio for testing.
Similarly, the 455-kHz CW oscillator circuit consisting of U1F, C3, R13, and R12
produces a pulse waveform. Variabl:e resistor R12 is adjusted to 455 kHz with a
frequency counter connected to pin 12 of U1F or RI!. The 455-kHz CW pulse
waveform is connected to inverter U2F's input pin 13, and the output of U2F's pin
12 is connected to a load or pull-up resistor R7. A modulating triangle waveform at
1 kHz provides a varying-voltage source to R7, and thus the output of U2B pin 12
generates a pulse-amplitude-modulated waveform at 455 kHz, 910 kHz, and 1,365
kHz with a modulating frequency of about 1 kHz. The output is also connected via
capacitor C6 to a short-wire (e.g., <12 inches) antenna.
A parallel resonance band-pass filter formed by R8, L1, C2, C4, R9, and R10 is also
connected to pin 12 to provide a sinusoidal 455-kHz amplitude-modulated (AM)
signal at R10. The signal from R10 will be used for aligning the IF amplifiers for the
superheterodyne radios later.
If a frequency counter is not available, an alternate way of adjusting R12 would be
to place the short-wire antenna from C6 near a radio (with a digital readout) that is
tuned to 910 kHz. Then adjust R12 until a l-kHz tone is heard loudest on the radio.
Similarly, R2 is adjusted by placing the wire antenna connected to C7 near a radio .
Tune the (digital readout) radio to 1,070 kHz, which is twice 535 kHz. Adjust R2
until a 1-kHz tone is heard loudest on the radio.

Alternate Circuits
With a little more complexity, the 455-kHz and 535-kHz circuits can be done
without having to adjust for the correct frequencies. Crystals and ceramic
resonators are used instead, and these components are quite stable and accurate
in frequency generation.
Figure 4-12 shows that the Schmitt trigger oscillators have been replaced with a
crystal oscillator and digital dividers and a ceramic resonator oscillator. The l -kHz
modullating or audio oscillator stays in this design but can be replaced with a digital
frequency divider to produce modulating tone near 1 kHz.
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FIGURE 4-12 Test generator using a crystal and resonator.
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The generator circuit in Figure 4-12 produces waveforms at 455 kHz and 537 kHz
along with their harmonics by using precision resonators in place of the RC Schmitt
trigger oscillators from the previous design. Because of the precise frequency
generated in this design, no adjustment is necessary with a frequency counter or
with a rad io. Also, the frequencies 455 kHz and 537 kHz are stable even if the
supply voltage varies by plus or minus 20 percent. After this circuit is built, one can
confirm that there are AM signals at 455 kHz, 910 kHz, 1,365 kHz, 537 kHz, and
1,611 kHz.
The 455-kHz signal is generated by U1A, an inverter biased up as a high-gain
amplifier via res istor R6. In order for oscillation to occur, there must be a
lS0-degree phase shift from the R7-C9 low-pass filter, the 455-kHz ceramic
resonator, and C7. The R7-C9 low-pass filter has a cutoff frequency at about 100
kHz, which ensures by 455 kHz that there are at least 77 degrees of phase shift
including the propagation delay of the inverter gate. The ceramic resonator acts like
an inductor to resonate with its internal series capacitance within the ceramic
resonator and with external capacitor C7. Thus the ceramic resonator with C7 forms
a phase-shift network capable of 90 degrees of phase shifting at resonance (455
kHz) and more than 90 degrees just slightly off resonance because of its very high

Q.
The output of the 455-kHz oscillator (U1A pin 2) is connected to the input of the
pulse-amplitude-modulator circuit U2A pin 1, which has an open-drain output at pin
2 of U2A (see Figure 4-7 and its description for an explanation of a pulse amplitude
modullator circuit).
To produce a precise frequency at the low end of the AM band, a 10.7386-MHz
crystal was chosen to eventuallly produce a 537-kHz signal. An 11.00-MHz crystal
can be used in place of the 10.7386-MHz unit as well, but the resu lting frequency,
when divided down, will be 550 kHz instead, a little higher than 537 kHz.
The crystal oscillator works simi:larly as the ceramic resonator circuit. An inverter,
U1C, is biased as a high-gain amplifier via resistor R1. R2 and C2 are for a low-pass
circuit with a phase shift of about 70 degrees at 10.738 MHz. The inverter itself has
a propagation delay of about 8 ns, which is about 30 degrees of (lagging) phase
shift at 10.738 MHz. The remaining (80 or so degrees) of phase shift is produced by
the crystal's internal equivalent inductance and series capacitance inside and with
external capacitor Cl. The output of the inverter is connected via UID to a decade
frequency divider U2B (74HC390). The 74HC390 decade divider integrated circuit
has two divide-by-10 sections. And each divide-by-10 section has a divide-by-2 and
a divide-by-5 circuit. The 10.7386-MHz signal is divided by 10 to provide 1.0738

MHz and then divided by 2 to produce a 537-kHz square-wave pulse signal into
pulse amplitude modulator U2F (via input pin 13 of the 74HCOS), which is an
open-drain output inverter. The output of U2F at pin 12 generates an AM signal via

C6.

Also, the modulating signal is produced by frequency dividing down from the
10.7386-MHz crystal to generate an 839-Hz waveform at pin 5 of the 74HC393
counter. This is done by dividing the 537-kHz signal from pin 3 of the 74HC390 by
5 via its second divide-by-5 circuit at pin 7. The output signal (537 kHz/5 or 107.4
kHz) at pin 7 of the 74HC390 counter is further divided by 128 via binary
counter/divider circuit 74HC393, U4B cascading to U4A to produce an 837-Hz
square wave at pin 5 of the 74HC393 counter. Thus the modulating waveform is a
triangle wave at 839 Hz across C4, which feeds into the load resistors R10 and R5
to provide pulse amplitude modulation at 455 kHz and 537 kHz, respectively.

Chapter 5
Low-Power Tuned Radio-Frequeincy Radios
The very first radios were tuned radio-frequency (TRF) radios back in the early
twentieth century. TRF radios were made commercially from the beginning of
amplitude-modulation (AM) radio to the twenty-first century. As of 2012, there are
still commercially made TRF radios for the AM section of an AM/FM radio, such as
the Kaide Model KK -205 radio that sells for about $5 to $6 on eBay. Also the Kaide
Model KK-9 AM/FM/SW (shortwave) radio that sells for about $7 on e8ay has a TRF
AM radio section while having a superheterodyne circuit for the FM and SW bands.
This chapter will explore TRF radios that drain very little power, and a number of
designs will be presented.

Design Considerations for TRF Radios
In the world of low-power design, we are talking about radios or receivers that
drain less than 1 mA on one or two cells. However, we will set a goal for something
in the range of less than 300 ~A. Why such a low current consumption? Well, the
milliampere-hour capacity of an AA alkaline cell is about 2,500 mAh, whereas an
alkaline C cell has about 7,000 mAh, and a D ceU has about 14,000 mAh. Thus, for
a radio that drains about 300 IJA continuously, one or two D cells will last about 5
years, whereas a C cell will go for about 2.5 years, and an AA cell will run for about
11 months.
As a single-cell battery drains, the voltage drops from about 1.5 volts to about 1.2
volts or 1.1 volts before becoming unusable. Thus the radios must work at the
lower voltages to extend useful battery life. For the most part, low-power radios in
this book shall drive crystal earphones. Conventional magnetic or dynamic
earphones or headphones normally are low resistance and require milliamperes of
current drive, which thus will shorten battery life considerably.
Now, what types of devices shall we use for low-powered radios? 80th bipolar
transistors (BJTs) and field-effect transistors (FETs) are available. For the greatest
voltage gain or power gain per any given operating current, bipolar transistors

always will beat field-effect transistors. This gain is usually characterized by
transconductance or mutual transconductance.
The transconductance of a device can be described as the ratio of the
alternating-current (AC) output current divided by the AC input-signal voltage. From
Ohm's law, we know the V = JR, where V is the voltage in volts, J is the current in
amps, and R is the resistance in ohms. Thus, via Ohm's law, R= L1 J or something
that has volts divided by amps. Transconductance is measured by current/voltage
or amps/volts. 50 transconductance is measured in mhos (ohm spelled in reverse)
to signify that its unit is the reciprocal of an ohm. It should be noted that today the
mho is replaced by siemens, usually denoted by 5.
The higher the transconductance, the higher is the gain. 50 let's take a look at the
transconductance of a bipolar transistor versus a field-effect transistor. For an
operating collector current of 2 mA direct current (DC), the transistor has a
transconductance of 0.076 mho or 0.076 5 (5 = siemens, where 1 5 = 1 mho = 1
amp/1 volt), whereas a 2N3819 field-effect transistor at 2 mA gives out only 0.002
5. For a bipolar transistor to yield 0.002 5 of transconductance, we just need to
operate it at 52 ~A, which is much lower than the 2N3819 FET operating at 2,000
~A or 2 mA.
An inherent advantage of a field-effect transistor is that its input terminal (gate)
has close to infinite resistance; that is, a FET does not load down a signal, whereas
a bipolar transistor has a finite input resistance across its base and emitter. But we
will see that this finite resistance does not pose much of a problem at very low
operating currents (e.g., <50 ~A collector current).
To summarize a couple of the goals for low-power designs, we want the following:
1. Operating voltages from 1.2 volts to 2.4 volts or better
2. Bipolar transistors for their high gain at low operating currents (i.e.,
transconductance)
The TRF radiO, as seen in Figure 1-1, consists of an antenna and tunable RF filter.
In the very early radios from the 1920s, the TRF design had the antenna as an
external long wire antenna or an external loop antenna.
One of the first TRF designs shown in this book will use ferrite bar or rod antenna
coils. These antenna coils can be compact, less than 2 inches long. Or for higher
sensitivity, they can be longer, on the order of 3 inches or more (see Figure 3-1).
We also will show TRF designs with an external loop antenna, which is the type
used currently in stereo high-fidelity (hi-fi) receivers (see Figure 3-2). There is an
advantage to using an external loop antenna, in that virtually any example can be
used as long as there are sufficient windings. This loop antenna does not need to
be wound to a specific inductance value to work with the tuning capacitor. Instead,
the external loop antenna is connected to a "stepped down" smaller winding of an
RF transformer, and the larger winding of the RF transformer is connected to the
tuning capacitor.

The RF transformer may be adjusted to allow matching with tuning capacitors with
various values. For example, the RF transformer may be nominally set at 330 ~H to
match with a 270-pF tuning capacitor. But the inductance of the RF transformer
(e.g., part 42IFlOO) may be adjusted to an increased inductance of 480 ~H, which
then matches a 180-pF (or 200-pF) variable capacitor, or decreased to an
inductance of 270 ~H to work with a 330-pF tuning capacitor.
So, using an RF transformer with an external loop antenna allows for flexibility in
designing the TRF radio with different values of variable capacitors. In addition, the
external loop antenna allows for moving it away from the amplifying circuit to avoid
feedback oscillation . In the past when TRF radios were built with multiple RF
stages, care had to be taken to avoid oscillation. If the receiving antenna is located
in the same area as the multiple RF amplifiers and filters, an oscillation can occur.
In the J. W. Miller Model 570 TRF radio from the late 1930s, there are four sections
of variable capacitors to form a four-stage tunable RF circuit. However, the antenna
is a long wire that is external, far away, and shielded from the four-stage RF circuit.
Thus, using an external antenna loop allows for easier design of multiple RF stages
in TRF radios.
In this book, a design using an internal loop antenna coil (e.g., ferrite antenna coil)
whose inductance matches with the tuning capacitor will be shown. Ferrite antenna
coils are used commonly because of their compactness and sensitivity. A quick
comparison between the ferrite antenna coils in Figure 3-1 and the loop antennas
with RF transformers in Figure 3-2 shows that the ferrite antenna coils produce
higher signal levels by at least twofold over the loop antenna-RF transformer
combination . Although the ferrite antenna coil is generally fixed in inductance
value, one can slide the coil to the middle for maximum inductance (e.g., 100
percent = maximum inductance value) to the end for minimum inductance (e.g., 80
to 85 percent of maximum inductance value) when matching with a particular
variable capacitor.

Improving Sensitivity and/or Selectivity via Antenna
Coils or Circuits
To receive more stations, usually a larger-area loop antenna can be made or a
longer ferrite bar or rod can be used for the antenna coil. Also, the Q or quality
factor of the coil determines the gain and selectivity (with selectivity being the
ability to reject an interfering adjacent channel). The Q is a function of the
resistance of the wire used in winding the loop antenna or antenna coil. Generally,
the lower the reSistance, the higher is the Q. Antenna coils are made, for example,
with wire of American Wire Gauge (AWG) numbers that vary from 30 to 22. Litz
wires, which consist of multiple-strand insulated wires, work better (e.g., lower
resistance at high frequencies) than uninsulated stranded or solid conductor wires.
For the amplitude-modulated (AM) band from 535 kHz to 1610 kHz, though, almost
any type of insulated wire of low DC resistance will do.

To increase sensitivity and selectively, it is important to provide minimal loading to
a parallel inductor capacitor tank circuit. For an amplifier connected to the parallel
inductor capacitor circuit, this means as high an input resistance as possible. For
example, an amplifier whose input resistance is at least 100 k

n

would be acceptable in not loading down the Q of the inductor capacitor tank
circuit. Another alternative is to provide a tap in the coil, which allows connecting to
circuits or amplifiers with less than 100 k

n

of input resistance.
As the first TRF radio design is shown, you will see the principle of tapped-down
coils to preserve the high Q of the coil but also provide other beneficial
characteristics, such as avoiding oscillation.

First Design of TRF Radio
Parts List
• Cl, C4, CS, C8: 1 ~F, 35 volts

• C2, C6: 0.1 ~F
• C3, C7: 0.01 ~F
• Rl: 56 k
• R2: 6,200

• R3, R6: 2,200
• R4, R7: 100 k

• Rs: 20 k
•
•
•
•

n

n
n
n

n

LI antenna coil: 470 ~H primary
L2: 1 mH
L3: 8.2 mH or 10 mH
VCl two-gang variable capacitor: 140 pF, 60 pF

• Dl, D2: 1N914
• D3: 1N34
• Ql, Q2: MPSHlO
At 1.5 volts, this radio drains less than 180 ~A, which meets the current
consumption goal mentioned previously . The radio 's audio signal output is
connected to a crystal earphone. Although this radio can run on 1.5 volts, 3 volts
will work as well. Thus, with a single (-cell alkaline battery, there will be five years
of continuous service. Not bad for an emergency radio. Also, the 1.5 volts can be
obtained from three solar cells. Because of the low current consumption, one can

wire a fruit/vegetable battery using two lemons or potatoes for this radio. Just be
sure not to eat (consume) any of the fruits or vegetables that are used for making
the battery.
In terms of construction, try to keep the base lead of transistor Q1 (MPSH 10) to the
Ll antenna coill's secondary lead short. The secondary winding of Ll typically has
about one-eighth the turns of the primary winding. Also, to avoid "recircu lation"
from the a!mplified RF signal back to antenna coil L1, both inductors L2 and L3
should be mounted preferably at 90 degrees to the antenna coil.
This radio was deemed a "first" design, and one may wonder why the quotation
marks around first Well, Figure 5-1 really shows a fourth attempt to make a
successful radio working off low voltage (e.g., 1.5 volts). The first three designs
needed a minimum 2.4 volts and required more than two transistors.
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FIGURE 5-1 Block diagram and schematic of a TRF radio.
So what made this design in Figure 5-1 successful? There are two features. First
and foremost, it used inductive loading at the collectors of transistors Ql and Q2 to
raise the operating DC voltage at the collectors of these transistors. By raising the

DC voltage at the collectors of Ql and Q2, the internal-collector-to-base
capacitances of the transistors are reduced.
Second was the choice of transistor to be very low-capacitance types, such as the
MPSH10. When working at very low voltages such as 1.5 volts or lower, the
collector-to-base capacitance is important to note because this capacitance will
affect the overall gain of the amplifying stages. At higher supply voltages (e.g., 6
volts and above), general-purpose transistors (e.g., 2N4124 or 2N3904) can be
used because the collector-to-base capacitance is lowered by the higher operating
voltage, but the higher supply voltages would mean more batteries.
When using just resistive loads on a collector, the resistive loads form a voltage
drop (collector DC current times resistance value), which, in turn, causes the
collector voltage to drop as well. This collector voltage drop then causes an
increase in collector-ta-base capacitance, which, in turn, then causes a loss in
amplification at the RF frequencies.
So in summary, the two magic ingredients are
1. Inductors connected between the supply and collector of the transistors, and
2. Using low-capacitance transistors such as the MPSH 10.

Circuit Description
Antenna coil Ll has a primary winding inductance of about 470 IJH, which requires
about 200 pF of capacitance to receive the low end of the AM band at about 530
kHz or 540 kHz. The variable capacitor used in this example is just a common
two-gang/section variable capacitor normally used for superheterodyne radios. By
paralleling the RF and oscillator sections of the variable capacitor, the 200-pF
capacitance is achieved.
of course, other antenna coil and variable capaCitor combinations can be used. See
the following table.

Variable 'Capacitor

Ante na Coil

140 p,F

680IJ H

180 pF to 200 pF

470~H

270 P'

330IJ H

330 p,F to 3,65 pF

25'O(J H

540 p,F (270 plF x 2)

I

165 11 H

For higher Q performance, it is generally better to use a combination with higher
capacitance for the variable capacitor. In other types of radios, however, such as a
superheterodyne radio, using a higher-capacitance variable capacitor does not offer
too much of an advantage because the selectivity will be determined mainly by the
IF coils or IF filters (e.g., 455-kHz ceramic filters).
The secondary of the antenna coil generally is less than 10 IJH, so a smaller signal
is delivered to the base of Ql. But this is okay because the high Q of the antenna
coil is preserved by the step-down transformer action from primary to secondary
windings. The high Q performance of the antenna coil is essential for sensitivity
and, more important, for selectivity of the radio.
Signals from the stepped-down secondary winding of Ll are connected to the input
of amplifier Ql, which is biased by a DC voltage reference circuit consisting of Dl
and D2 to form about 1 volt. The 1 volt DC biases the base of Ql, and the D.6-volt
drop from the base to emitter of Ql produces about 0.4 volt (to 0.3 volt) at the
emitter of Ql. Thus the l-volt reference sets up the collector current of Ql (and
Q2) to be about 0.4/2,200 5 = 72 ~A.
The voltage gain of a comm.on emitter amplifier shown for Q1 or Q2 is the ratio of
the AC voltage m,easured at the collector and the base. For example, the magnitude
of the voltage gain = Vout@collector/Vin@base, where Vout and Vin are AC
signa!ls.
With the inductive load L1 of 1 mH and R2 of 6,200
, the gain of the ampllifier is about 10 at the middle of the AM broadcast band at
about 1 MHz.
The output of Q1 is the collector, which is connected to the second-stage amplifier
Q2 via C3. Amplifier Q2 is similar to amplifier Q1 but with a different collector load

with a larger valued inductor CL3) and load resistor CRS). Thus the gain of the Q2
amplifier at its collector is about 30 or 40.
It should be noted that there are resistors connected in parallel to the load
inductors. This is to ensure that the amplifiers do not oscillate by limiting the gain
at high frequencies. An inductor's impedance increases with frequency. For
example, removing the 20-ko resistor across L2 will result in an oscillating circuit
instead of an amplifying circuit.
With amplifiers Ql and Q2, the total gain is about 300 to 400. To demodulate the
amplified AM signal, a germanium diode is used as an envelope detector with a
peak hold capacitor C7. Note that the peak hold capacitor provides a
larger-amplitude audio signal than without C7. Resistor R6 allows for a discharge
path to C7 so that the audio signal is demodulated without gross distortion when
the AM signal's envelope is decreasing. Without a discharge resistor on the peak
hold capacitor, the demodulated signall will be "stuck" at a voltage related to the
peak of the AM signal. DC blocking capacitor C8 then is connected to a crystal
earphone for listening. Note: One lead of the crystal earphone is connected to
ground.

Variation of the Design (Alternate Design of the TRF
Radio)
A variant of this design was tried with a loop antenna with antenna transformer.
Because there is less RF signal from this combination, loop antenna/transformer as
compared to a ferrite antenna coil, an extra stage of amplification was added
(Figure 5-2).
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FIGURE 5-2 Block diagram and schematic of a TRF radio using a loop
antenna and RF transformer.

Parts ist
• Cl,C4, CS, C8: 1 lJF, 35 volts
• C2, C6, C9: 0.1 IJF
• C3, C7, Cl0, Cll: 0.01 IJF
• Ri: 56 k
• R2, R5: 6,200
• R3, R6, R8: 2,200
• R4, R7, R9: 100 k

• RI
: 20 k

• Tl: 42IF100 oscillator coil
• L1, L2: 1mH
• L3: 10 mH

• vel two-gang variable capacitor: 140 pF, 60 pF
• Dl, D2: 1N914
• D3: 1N34
• Ql, Q2, Q3: MPSH10
• Loop antenna (see Figure 3-2)
The motivation for using a loop antenna and T1 is that the antenna transformer
allows for matching to a wide range of capacitances for the variabl~e capacitor. For
example, T1 (part 42IF100) in Figure 5-2 has an inductance range of about 260 IJH
to about 570 J.JH. Thus the foUowing variable capacitors may be used:

Variable Capacitor

-

-ransfor .er

155· p,F

570 J.lH

180 pF to 200 pF

470, Il H

270 p,F

33,0 J.l H

330 pF to 365 pF

,2 60 J.l H

RF transformer part 42IF100 is actually an oscillator coil for superheterodyne
radios. But because it possesses, by coincidence, the proper turns ratio or tap, we
can use it in combination with a loop antenna to mimic a ferrite bar antenna.
The loop antenna is grounded on one of its leads, whereas the other lead is
connected to the lowest tap of the 42IF100. This can be confirmed with an
ohmmeter. Measuring from the center pin of the 42IF100 coil to an outer pin on the
same side of this coil, the lowest tap has a smaller resistance. Coupling the antenna
loop to the lowest tap allows the coil to maintain a high Q for acceptable to good
selectivity. If the antenna loop is connected to the higher-resistance tap, the Q will
drop, and selectivity will become unacceptable.
Because an extra stage of amplification was added, the current drain typically is
less than 250 IJA for the radio in Figure 5-2. However, the reader is encouraged to
change the values of the emitter resistors and collector load inductors or resistors
to lower the current drain while maintaining performance. For example, emitter
resistors R3 and R6 may be increased from 2.2 k
to 3.3 k
or 3.9 k

while load inductors L1 and L2 are increased to 2.2 mH to 4.7 mH and with load
resistors R2 and R5 increased from 6,200
to 20 k
. Try one stage at a time with these suggested modifications.

Author's Earllier TRF Designs
As stated previously, the designs from Figures 5-1 and 5-2 actually came after
designing three different TRF rad ios with a 3-volt supply. At that time, all three
designs used only resistor loads at the collectors of the transistor voltage-gain
amplifiers. It wasn't until the reflex radios (with transfonmer and/or inductive loads)
were designed for Chapter 6 that I rea lized that the answer to lower-voltage radios
was right in front of me-use inductors for the load instead of just resistors.
So sometimes a "final" design does not always have a stra ight path, but the
journey is still fun and exciting in terms of learning new things ..
See the three designs in Figures 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5; they are for reference only. But
the reader can decide if he or she would like to build any of them.
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FIGURE 5-3 Block diagram and schematic of a previous TRF radio design.
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FIGURE 5-4 Block diagram and schematic of a previous TRF radio design
with a loop antenna.
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FIGURE 5-5 TRF radio with differential pair transistors to reduce
unwanted oscillations.

Figure 5-3 shows one of the first tries on a low-powered TRF radio. Resistive loads
were tried initially, but because the voltage drop occurred, a higher voltage was
required (e.g., 3 volts).
The TRF radio's block diagram is rather simple, as seen in Figure 5-3. An external
antenna loop is connected to an antenna transformer Tl. The antenna transformer
receives RF energy from the antenna loop with a low-impedance drive at the low
side tap winding of Tl. The secondary winding, or the antenna transformer, is
stepped up and provides the necessary inductance to resonate with the variable
capacitor VCl to form a parallel inductance-capacitance tank circuit (LC circuit).
An amplifier consisting of Ql to Q6 must have a very high input
impedance/resistance so as not to load down the parallel LC circuit (Tl and VC1)
that generally has a high impedance of over 100 kV. For example, the input
impedance/resistance of the ampl!ifier at the base of Ql should be on the order of
500 kV or more.
The voltage gain of the amplifier then delivers sufficient AC voltage levels for
envelope detector Q7. Q7 acts very m!uch like a diode but requires less driving
current from the amplifier's output transistor to perform AM demodulation or
detection to a crystal earphone.
One should note that even though this TRF radio uses an external loop antenna, an
antenna coil such as a ferrite bar antenna coil may be substituted for the antenna
transformer and external loop antenna.
Now let's take a look at another design of a low-power TRF radio, as seen in Figure
5-3. In the figure, the antenna transformer is set nominally for about 330 IJH at its
secondary winding, with the external loop antenna connected to a tap of the
330-IJ H secondary winding. Here we use a commonly available oscillator coil
(42IF100) for the antenna transformer. Other commonly available oscillator coils
may be used in place of the 42IF100, such as the 42IFll0 or 42IF300, all available
through Mouser Electronics (www.mouser.com). The 330-IJH inductance is
connected to a 270-pF variable capacitor. In this case, the variable capacitor has
twin sections of 270 pF. Thus only one section of this variable capacitor is used.
The ground terminal of the variable capacitor is always connected to its shaft. In
this way, touching the shaft while tuning has no effect on adding stray capacitance.
The 330-IJH inductance and the 270-pF variable capacitor then allow tuning from
about 535 kHz to about 1,600 kHz. One may notice that the resonant frequency of
an LC tank circuit is proportional to the square root of the inductance or
capacitance. Thus, if 270 pF resonates at about 535 kHz, then at 1,600 kHz, which
is about three times 535 kHz, we would need a capacitance of about 1/3 squared of
270 pF, or 1/9 3 270 pF 5 30 pF.
RF signals developed at the tank circuit at variable VCl typically will be around 20
mV or more with strong stations and much less with weaker signals. Therefore,

total gain of about 100 is needed to bring the level up sufficiently for envelope
detection.
Transistors Q1 and Q2 form a double emitter follower circuit that has a gain of
about 1 (unity) with a very high input resistance at Q1's base so as not to load tank
circuit T1 and VC1 while providing a sufficiently low output resistance drive to
voltage amplifier Q3. The output signal of Q3 via its collector is fed to another
emitter follower Q4, which, in turn, drives a second voltage-gain amplifier Q5. And
Q5's collector output signal is connected to gain-of-1 amplifier emitter follower Q6.
The output of emitter follower Q6 then is connected to peak envelope detector Q7,
wh ich also looks like an emitter follower but with a peak hold capaCitor CS at its
emitter.
In the first design, it was found that emitter follower stages Q1 and Q2 can oscillate
in an undesirable manner when the variable capaCitor is tuned to the top of the AM
band (e.g., around 1,400 kHz or higher). The high impedance characteristic of the
parallel tank circuit actually sets up a condition for oscillation as the variable
capaCitor is adjusted for minimum capacitance. Therefore, an alternative design
was tried out in the next design, which uses a tapped-down coil that is fed to Q1.
A second design uses the more common 140-pF variable capaCitor (Figure 5-4).
An inductance of about 680 J,JH is needed, though, to resonate with the 140-pF
variable capacitor at the low end of the AM band (e.g., 535 kHz), and the oscillator
coils mentioned earlier max out at about 500 IJH. Thus a 455-kHz IF transformer
(42IF104) is used instead because its inductance at the secondary windinQl easily
can be adjusted to 680 J,JH. Here the primary has a suitable turns ratio of about
1: 13 for a primary-to-secondary-winding ratio. Thus the external antenna is
connected to the primary, and the tap of the secondary is connected to emitter
follower Q1. By using the tap at the secondary winding, the driving impedance is
dropped by fourfold or more compared with the impedance at the full winding
(e.g., at VC2) . This lowered tank impedance reduces the undesirable oscillation
from Q1. But the signal is also reduced. Therefore, to increase the gain of the Q3
amplifier, Q3's e,mitter is bypassed to ground via C3. In Figure 5-3 C3 is in series
with a gain-reducing resistor (3,300 V), R6.
It should be noted that T1, the 42IF104 transformer, may be replaced with the
capacitor taken out from a 42IF101 or 42IF102 IF transformer. See Figure 3-28 on
capaCitor removal.
At 3 volts, the current drain is about 200 IJA for the radio designs in Figures 5-3
and 5-4. The designs in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 had some oscillation problems, with
the circuit in Figure 5-4 improved over the circuit in Figure 5-3. So, other types of
circuits were tried.
The "famous" ZN414 or MK484 integrated circuit was tried as well, but osciUations
also occurred similarly when a 680-IJH antenna coil and a 140-pF variable capacitor
were used as the tank circuit.

In terms of the emitter follower amplifiers of Figures 5-3 and 5-4, oscillation occurs
when the emitter of Ql and/or Q2 is loaded into a capacitor, which is always the
case because there is at least capacitance on the board from the emitter to
collector of Ql and Q2, as well as at the base (to ground) of Q3. The capacitance
loading at the emitter of Ql or Q2 causes a phase shift in the minus direction (e.g.,
phase lag or negative phase shift), but the internal capacitance inherent across the
base and emitter of Ql and or Q2 forms a high-pass filter with the inductor of Tl or
T2. Recall that when the variable capacitor VCl or VC2 is tuned to the top of the
AM band, there is very little capacitance across the inductor of Tl or T2. The base
emitter
capacitance of Ql and or Q2 then forms a two-pole high-pass (and high-Q) filter
with amplitude gain and positive phase shift. When the positive phase shift cancels
the negative phase shift with amplitude gain, oscillation occurs. In a later chapter it
will be shown that this principle of introducing a phase lag via a capacitance load at
the emitter and a series LC filter via an inductor connected to the input base lead of
an emitter follower plus the base emitter capacitance will form an oscillator. Note
that the condition for oscillation in a system requires a 0- or 360-degree phase shift
with an amplitude gain of greater than 1 from input to output.
So in the quest to further reduce oscillations, a third design was done with success.
Now let us turn to Figure 5-5.
The L1 inductor and VCl capaCitor tank circuit is connected to the differential pair
amplifier circuit with Q1 and Q2. An emitter follower Q3 provides a gain of about 1
after the differential pair amplifier with load impedance drive into power detector
Q4.
The reason there is no oscillation is that Q1, which looks like an emitter follower,
has a gain of only one-half (e.g., 0.5 at its emitter). And the emitter of Ql is
connected via capaCitor C3 to the emitter of Q2. C3 is chosen to be large in
capacitance and is considered to be an AC short circuit at the RF frequencies. But
"looking" into the impedance of Q2's emitter is resistive, not capacitive. Therefore,
there is no appreciable phase lag or negative phase shift at the emitter of Q1. Thus
Ql's emitter has a gain of one-half and no phase lag, which then enables a
condition for Q1 to not oscillate.
In this radio, a 250-~H ferrite antenna coil is used with a 365-pF variable capacitor.
It is worth noting that the input resistance of Q1 is not as high as the emitter
follower circuits of Figures 5-2 and 5-3. However, it is high enough to maintain
good selectivity from the tank circuit L1 and VC of Figure 5-5.
This radio works fine at 3 volts, with a current drain of less than 200 ~A.
A thought did arise-how about using complimentary metal oxide semiconductor
(CM05) gates such as hex inverter gates for the RF and audio-frequency amplifiers
for a TRF radio? It turns out that when the inverter gates are biased to about
one-half Voo for a 74HC04 chip, both output transistors of the inverter gates are

turned on and drain excessive DC current-on the order of tens of milliamps. CMOS
gates normally have either but not both of the output transistors turned on, which
drains much less current. 50 the idea of using CM05 gates for low-power radios
had to be scrapped.

Chapter 6
Transistor Reflex Radios
This chapter introduces a method of using a form of signal recirculation to reduce
the number of active components for amplification in radios. Unlike the tunable
radio-frequency (TRF) radio circuits shown in Chapter 5, where each amplification
stage amplified only one type of signal (e.g., an RF signal), reflex radio circuits
allow a single transistor stage to amplify both radio-frequency (RF) and
audio-frequency (AF) signals.

Motivat·on Behind Amplifying Both Radio-Frequency and
Audio-Frequency Signals
When the first transistor radios were designed and sold commercially in the
mid-1950s (e.g., the four-transistor radio Regency TR-1 in 1955), transistors were
very expensive. In the mid-twentieth century, audio small-signal transistors were
about $1 to $2 each. For example, in the 1956 Allied Radio Catalog, the very
famous Raytheon CK722 (PNP audio germanium) transistor sold for $2.20. Back in
1956, a loaf of bread cost less than 25 cents. If you wanted a "high-frequency"
transistor in 1956, Raytheon sold its CK760 (aka 2Nl12) for $6.35. Back in those
days, anything in the 2-MHz to 4-MHz (or more) range was considered a
high-frequency transistor.
Of course, by the 1960s, transistor prices dropped, but they were still somewhat
expensive. A quick look at the 1966 Allied Radio Catalog shows that a PNP audio
transistor such as the ReA 2N408 was only 38 cents, and its "high-frequency"
transistor 2N412 (16.5MHz) went for only 43 cents. Remember, though, that in
1966 a gallon of gasoline was less than 40 cents.
So the motivation to design a radio that amplified both radio frequencies and audio
frequencies was economics. Back in those days of building transistor radios, the
transistors were considered costly. Thus, minimizing the number of transistors in a
design allowed the radio to be sold at a cheaper price.
And throughout the 1950s and 1960s there were basically two types of transistor
radios one could buy. The most common was the superheterodyne radio, usually a
six-transistor radio, and the other (less common) was a reflex design using only
two transistors.
It should be noted that there were some superheterodyne radios that included a
reflex circuit as well. But these radios used one of the intermediate-frequency (IF)
transistors to amplify both the IF signals (e.g., a 455-kHz amplitude-modulated
[AM] signal) and the low-level audio signal. One of these radios, the Sylvania
four-transistor Model 4P19W used the IF stage as an emitter follower amplifier

(gain of about 1) for buffering the detected audio signal and providing a
low-impedance drive to the audio output stage.
However, in the typical transistor refiex radios, the RF/ AF amplifier provides voltage
gain (e.g., >1). These two-transistor radios sometimes were called "boy's radio"
because they were more like toys. The performance of the two-transistor radio was
very poor in sensitivity, selectivity, and audio output compared with the
superheterodyne types, but it was adequate for listening to local stations.
Typically in the 1960s, two-transistor radios cost about $3 to $4, whereas
superheterodyne radios cost at least $6 or $7. The average price for a
superheterodyne radio was about $9 to $10 for imported versions (e.g., from
Japan) and at least $14 to $15 for those made in the United States.
Now let's look at a typical two-transistor reflex radio made in the 1960s, the
Windsor radio, as shown in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 Commerciallv made two-transistor reflex radio.
Figure 6-1 shows the front side and its back cover with a schematic for the Windsor
radio. This radio drained about 8 mA to 10 mA at 9 volts. When tuned to a strong
local station, it delivered sufficient volume to fill a room.
If one looks carefully at the schematic, there is a radio-frequency choke (RFC)
transformer and two audio transformers in this radio. The audio transformers are
still available today, but the RFC transformer is not.

The primary of the RFC transformer is connected to the collector of the first
transistor, whereas the secondary is connected to a detection diode. A
measurement of this RFC transformer is as follows:
• Primary inductance is 936 IJH.
• Secondary inductance is 3,300 IJH.
The turns ratio of the RFC transformer is about 1:2 because the secondary
inductance is almost four times the inductance of the primary winding.

= \1
which means that

With the back cover taken off, Figure 6-2 shows the circuits of the Windsor radio,
and the RF transformer (aka RFC transformer) is pOinted out.

RF
Transformer

FIGURE 6-2 An RF tra,nsformer in the commercially made two-transistor
radio.
The figure shows the Windsor radio's RF transformer with primary and secondary
windings indicated. Unfortunately, though, such an RF transformer is not readily
available today.

One-Transistor TRF Reflex Radio
Some of the goals for a single-transistor reflex radio are to work at 3 volts or less,
drain about 250 IJA using a crystal earphone, and provide workable performance at
1.5 volts. And yet another goal is to design this radio without the type of RF
transformer seen in Figure 6-2.
As Figure 6-1 shows, inductive and/or transformer loads are used in both transistor
stages. Inductive and transformer loads to the collectors of the transistors allow for
the collectors actually to swing a higher voltage than the battery supply_ Those who

are familiar with flyback direct-current-direct-current (DC-DC) switching converters
would know this feature.
In addition, using inductive or transformer loads in class A power amplifiers allows
for a theoretical efficiency of up to 50 percent. In contrast, a resistive-load class A
power amplifier yields at most about 25 percent efficiency.
In the follow-up to the one-transistor reflex radio, the multiple-transistor reflex
radio, a second amplifier will be added for driving low-iimpedance headphones or
speakers and will use an output transformer.
So now let's take a look at the one-transistor reflex radio in Figure 6-3.

Parts List
• Cl, C7: 0.01
•
•
•
•

C2,
C3:
C4:
R1:

~F

C6: 1 ~F, 35 volts
0.0022 IJF
100 IJF, 16 volts
47 k

• R2, R4: 1 k
• R3, R5: 100 k
• R6: 200 k
• T1 audio transfomer: 10 k
primary, 10 k
or 2 k
secondary
• L1 antenna coil: 470 IJH primary, 23 IJH secondary
• L2: 3.9 mH or 4.7 mH

• VCl two-section variable capacitor: 140 pF, 60 pF
• 01, 02: lN914
• 03: lN34

• Ql: MPSH10
In this particular design, a 680-IJH ferrite antenna coil was used. It has a tap at 470
IJH that matches a variable capacitor of about 200 pF. Thus both sections of a
variable capacitor with 140 pF and 60 pF work fine with the primary winding of Ll.
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FIGURE 6-3 Block diagram and schematic of a one-transistor reflex radio.
The secondary winding of L1 is stepped down by about 5- to 10-fold (e.g., turns
ratio from primary to secondary winding is 5 to 10: 1), which allows connecting into
the base of RF/AF amplifier Ql. Cl provides an alternating-current (AC) short circuit
at high frequencies (e.g., RF frequencies) but a low-pass filtering effect at aud io
frequencies. The base of Q1 is biased to about 0.8 volt by the voltage reference
circuit D1 and D2 and CS by way of R6, a 200-k
resistor. There is a slight voltage drop, about 200 mV, across R6. Probably R6 can
be reduced to 100 k
if needed.

The forward voltage drop across the base and emitter of Q1 is about 0.6 volt, so
thus the operating collector current of Q1 is about 200 ~A [= (0.8 volt - 0.6 volt)/l
k

].
Amplified RF signals are passed through the primary of Tl and C3, an RF bypass
capacitor to the RF load inductor L2, and resistor R1. As stated previously, L2
should be mounted 90 degrees from the antenna coil L1 to avoid recirculation or
feedback of the amplified RF signal (back) to the antenna coil.
Rl at 47 k
is actually optional. R1 is paralleled across the inductor to avoid possible
oscillation. In the prototype radiO, R1 was not used, and there were no oscillation
problems. It may not be needed, for example, if Rl is removed and oscillations do
not occur.
The amplified RF signal then is demodulated via D3, C7, and R5, which provides a
low-level audio signal (along with a residual amplified RF signal). This low-level
audio signal is fed back to the base of Q1 via C6 and R4 and the secondary winding
of Ll. Normally, one would not think that R4 is necessary and that the signal from
C6 can be connected directly to Cl. In many cases, connecting C6 to Cl would be
fine in terms of not having oscillations. But to further avoid recirculating any
amplified RF signals back to Ql, R4 at 1,000
forms RF filtering with Cl. To reiterate, there are actually some residual RF signals
at the anode of D3, which when coupled back to the base of Ql will cause some
oscillations. So R4 is needed to reduce or eliminate oscillations.
The amplified audio signals then are extracted via T1's primary winding (10 k
), and the amplified audio signal is provided via its secondary winding (e.g., 2 k
). The secondary winding may be connected to a high-impedance earphone (e.g.,
crystal earphone or 2000headset).
The approximate current drain at 1.5 volts is less than 200 ~A, and at 3 volts, the
drain is about 250 ~A. To extend the life of the battery, an On-Off switch may be
used in series with the battery. Voltage reference circuits Dl and D2 provide a
somewhat stable operating DC collector current for Q1 as the supply voltage is
varied.
A couple of extra notes:

1. Ql was tried originally with a high current gain (beta or Hfe) transistor, a
2N5089. This transistor performed poorly with very bad selectivity in this reflex
radio circuit.
2. Ql then was changed to a general-purpose transistor, the 2N4124, which gave
satisfactory results but with a little less gain than the low-capacitance MPSH 10
transistor.

Multiple-Transistor Reflex Radio Circuit
For the two-transistor reflex radio, we will just add an audio power amplifier to
drive low-impedance transducers such as a loudspeaker or standard head phone.
Figure 6-4 shows a two-transistor reflex radio that uses a 3-volt to 4.5-volt power
supply.

Parts List
•
•
•
•

C1,
C2,
C3:
CS,

C7, C9: 0.01 lJF
C4, Cl0: 100 lJF, 16 volts
0.0022 lJF
C6: 1 lJF, 35 volts
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FIGURE 6-4 Block diagram of a two-transistor reflex radio.

• cs: 220 ~F,

16 volts

• Ri: 47 k

n

• R2, R4, R7: 1 k
• R3, R5, R6: 100 k
• RS: 47 k

n

n
n
primary, 23
secondary

• Ll antenna coil: 470 ~H
~H
• L2: 3.9 mH or 4.7 mH
• VCl two-gang variable capacitor: 140 pF, 60 pF
• Ti audio transformer: 10 k
primary, 2 k
secondary
• T2 audio transformer: 120
to 500
primary, B

n
n

n
n
n

secondary
• 01, 02: 1N914
·03: 1N34
• Qi: MPSH10
• Q2: 2N50BB, 2N50B9, or 2N3904
For the two-transistor reflex radio, an audio power amplifier is added via Q2, RB,
C8, T2, and C7. The secondary winding of T1 is biased to about 0.9 volt DC such
that the emitter of Q2 is about 0.3 volt. This results in a DC collector current of
about 6 mA for Q2. At this point we are not as concerned about building a

low-power radio.
Depending on the operating voltage, the optimal primary impedance of T2 is
determined. The secondary impedance of T2 is 8

n
n
to 32-11 headset. For a given DC current and supply voltage, the optimal primary

for driving a loudspeaker or 8-

impedance Z of T2 is roughly equal to Vsupply/ Q2 collector DC current. So, if we
use two cells for 3 volts and the DC collector current is 6 mA, T2's primary
impedance is about 3/ 0.006 = 500

· If the DC current is raised to 10 mA by changing R8 to about 30
, then T2's primary impedance is about 3/0.010

= 300

· Because of the "highll current drain, a power switch in series with the battery will
prolong battery life. See the following table.
SuppLy VoLtage, V

02'5 DC Current, mA

R8, n

3

6

47

500

3

10

30

300 (250)

4 .5

6

47

750 (800)

4 .5

10

30

450 (500)

T2 Primary Z,

n

The values in parentheses show the closest alternative value t hat can be used
instead. Remember that the secondary impedance of T2 is 8 V

There is one "trick" to learn about transformers with center taps. The impedance
from the center tap to any other lead is one-quarter the total impedance of that
wind ing. Thus, if the T2 transformer's primary impedance from end to end of the
wind ing is 1,200
, the impedance from the center tap (CT) to either end of the winding is 1,200

/4 = 300
· Likewise for a 1,000primary impedance, the center tap winding to one end of the transformer will be
1,000

/4 or 250
· Figure 6-5 shows T2's primary winding connection.
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FIGURE 6-5 Two-transistor reflex radio using a center tap of the audio
output transformer.

Chapter 7
A Low-Power Regenerative Radio
When I suggested writing a chapter on regenerative radios, I thought th is was
going to be a piece of cake. It had to be easy, right? Just add some positive
feedback to the system, and magically you get higher gain and selectivity. And after
all, I had already designed a vacuum-tube version without a problem back in 2007
that had been featured in EDN Magazine on the Web
(www.edn.com/blog/Designing_Ideas/41377-A_super_het_radio_runs_S_years_on_
a_C_cell_plus_a_pentode_rad io. ph p).
It turns out that my first regenerative radio was designed with a little luck. Yes,
luck sometimes plays a part in successful designs.
However, in trying to duplicate that success from a pentode vacuum tube to
transistors-well, that's a different story. The pentode tube design had just the
correct amount of transconductance, the antenna coil chosen received the
amplitude-modulated (AM) stations with good signal strength, and the number of
turns added to the antenna coil for regeneration resulted in a simple
high-performance radio that did not go into premature oscillation. One may say
that out of beginner's luck I hit the perfect triad in my first design of a vacuum-tube
regenerative radio.
For the transistorized version, the transconductance is much higher than in the
pentode, the antenna coil is less sensitive than the one in the pentode, and the
number of turns used for regeneration in the antenna coil also was different. So the
first few versions of the transistorized regenerative radio actually failed-yes, they
failed.
In the following sections of this chapter, some of best features of regenerative
radios will be stated, some of the problems encountered will be mentioned, and
finally, solutions to these problems will be presented . For now, let's see what a
regenerative radio ideally is supposed to do.

Improving Sensitivity by Regeneration
In Chapter 6 on reflex radios we saw that a single transistor can function as a radio
frequency (RF) and audio frequency (AF) amplifier at the same time. But the RF
amplification factor of this transistor is fixed by the biasing current of its collector
(see Figure 6-3). The direct-current (DC) bias voltage across resistor R2 determines
the transconductance of the transistor, and therefore, its gain is fixed.
For regenerative radiOS, we try to feed back part of the RF energy of the RF
amplifier to be reamplified without running into oscillation. This is very tricky
because one wants the highest gain possible but also a lack of oscillation within the

RF amplifier. Also the leads of the secondary may have to be reversed. Refer to the
note at the end of this chapter.
Figure 7-1 presents a "sketch" of a possible transistorized regenerative radio.
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FIGURE 7-1 Block diagram: and schematic of a "possible" design for a
regenerative radio.
In the figure, the primary of antenna coil Ll is connected to an RF amplifier circuit
consisting of Ql and Q2. Ql is an emitter follower amplifier designed to give
near-unity gain while also providing a high-impedance input resistance for Ll's
primary, which will not load down or degrade the Q of the antenna coil. The
secondary of Ll, which has a smaller number of turns compared with the primary
of Ll, is used differently in tunable radio-frequency (TRF) radios and reflex radios.

Here the secondary winding of Ll is connected to the amplifier output of Q2 to
magnetically induce some of the amplified RF signal back to the antenna coil. The
secondary winding of the coil is not reversible, so positive feedback occurs only
when the windings are connected in the correct manner. If connected in any other
manner, negative feedback occurs, and the gain cannot be increased as desired.
The amount of RF signal fed back to the antenna coil is related to how variable
resistor VRl is set. The lower the resistance set to VRl, the higher is the DC
collector current of Q2, which increases the gain of the Q2 RF amplifier. Conversely,
with VRl set to a maximum resistance value, a minimum DC collector current is set
for Q2, thus setting the gain of the RF amplifier to a minimum. Thus VR1 controls
the amount of positive feedback to the antenna coil. The more positive feedback
sent back to the antenna coil, Ll, the higher is the overall gain of the system. At
some point, the RF amplifier Q1 and Q2 will oscillate when VR1 is set to a gain that
is sufficient to induce oscillation.
In Figure 7-1, Q2 also works as an AM detector by being a power detector. With a
sufficient RF signal level into the base of Q2, power detection or AM demodulation
occurs. The audio transformer Tl then extracts the audio signals (e.g.,
demodulated AM signals).
In operating a regenerative radio, one turns the regeneration control below the
threshold of oscillation and then tunes for the stations desired. Once a station is
tuned in, turn up the regeneration control until gain is increased, but back off the
regeneration as soon as an oscillation is heard (e .g., a whistling or squealing
sound).

Improving Selectivity by Q Multiplication via
Regeneration
The Q determines the selectivity of an inductor capacitor circuit. Selectivity can be
determined by the bandwidth of a tank circuit. The narrower the bandwidth of a
resonant circuit, the higher is the selectivity. One measurement of bandwidth is
determined by tuned frequency divided by Q.
Thus, if a station is tuned to 1,000 kHz and the Q of the antenna coil is 50, the
bandwidth is 1,000 kHz/50 or 20 kHz.
However, AM stations are spaced 9 kHz or 10 kHz apart depending on what part of
the world you are in. Thus a bandwidth of 20 kHz theoretically can receive two
stations that are adjacent to each other. If the antenna coil has a Q of 100, the
bandwidth of the antenna coil variable capacitor tank circuit is 10 kHz, which would
be a minimum requirement to separate channels from each other.
In some cases, a Q of 100 is achievable for a particular antenna coil. But getting a
Q factor of 200 out of an antenna coil is rare. A limitation on the Q of a coil,
antenna coil, or inductor is the internal coil resistance. For example, a typical coil
may have a coil resistance of from less than 1

n

to at least 10

n

. Therefore, one way to effectively reduce or at least partially null or cancel out the
internal coil resistance is to provide a negative resistance in parallel with the coil.
This negative resistance is generated by an active-amplifying device such as a
transistor along with applying positive feedback.
What happens is the amplifying device pumps energy back (via positive feedback)
into the tank circuit to overcome the resistive loss. When a short pulse excites an
inductor capacitor tank circuit, the tank circuit will "ring" at its resonant frequency
but will decay and fail to ring after a period of time. The Q multiplier effect from a
positive-feedback circuit pumps energy back to the coil to sustain a longer ringing
effect when excited by a short pulse.
Thus the Q multiplier increases the original Q of the coil by a factor that is
determined by the amount of positive feedback applied. With no positive feedback,
the Q of the coil is still the original Q. The more positive feedback is applied,
though, the higher is the multiplying effect on the original Q of the coil. (There will
be a follow-up on the subject of Q in the later chapters of this book such as
Chapters 17 and 20.)

Design Considerations for a Regenerative Radio
Two specific characteristics are needed to design a regenerative radio. They are:
1. The RF signal that is being amplified must be "strong" enough to work on its
own without positive feedback to raise the amplitude level. That is, if the RF signal
is too small to begin with, trying to raise its level via positive feedback may lead to
oscillation.
2. The positive feedback must be controllable such that the gain can be raised
easily while not causing oscillation of the RF amplifier.
If you take a look at Figure 7-2, you will see a tickler oscillator circuit, which looks
like a regenerative radio.
In the figure, a resonant circuit is formed by the Ll primary and VC1, which
resonates at a high impedance with 0 degrees of phase shift. The resonant circuit is
amplified by Q1 and Q2, with output current from Q2 fed to the Ll secondary.
Current flowing into the Ll secondary (10 turns) creates a positive-feedback
condition, which causes a sustained oscillation. Any RF signal picked from the Ll
primary winding is now small compared with the continuous-wave (CW) signal it is
generating at the base of Q1 via oscillation. Thus the RF signal is basically "washed
out" by the oscillation signal.
For a larger picture of what's going on, let's take a look at Figure 7-1 again. Note
that the number of turns on Ll's secondary winding is in a range of 1 to 10 turns.
The reason is that when the gain control is set by changing the gain of the RF
amplifier of Q2 via variable resistor VR1, there will be a "sweet" or optimal number
of turns on Ll's secondary. This optimal number of turns on Ll allows the

positive-feedback regenerative system to achieve a balance between having Q2
provide further amplification of the RF signal (without oscillation) and also providing
Q multiplication to increase the Q or selectivity of Ll. For example, if the number of
turns is too many, the positive-feedback regenerative system wil l break into
oscillation before the received signal can be demodulated in a satisfactory manner.
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FIGURE 7-2 Block diagram and schematic of an oscillator circuit that
resembles a regenerative radio circuit.
Figure 7-3 shows the relationship of the RF amplifier's ga in and threshold of
oscillation as a function of the gain control setting. The top drawing in the figure
shows the relationship of the RF gain in an amplifier such as the voltage gain of Q2
in Figure 7-l. As the gain control VRl is adjusted for minimum resistance, the RF
gain is increased via increasing the DC collector current of Q2, which also increases
regeneration or the amount of positive feedback.
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FIGURE 7-3 Relation of the threshold of oscillation and the RF gain based
on the number of secondary winding turns.
However, as the gain control is adjusted for increased RF gain, the RF amplifier
itself will start to oscillate. Thus, at the bottom of the figure we see that for 10
turns on the antenna coil Ll of Figure 7-1, oscillation occurs even when the RF gain
is low. Under this condition, the overall gain of the RF amplifier is insufficient to
raise the incoming or received RF signal to a high enough level for demodulation
because oscillation breaks in too early. Once the RF amplifier breaks into oscillation,
amplification of the RF signal received from the antenna coil is too low or not
useful.
It should be noted that many commercially made antenna coils have a secondary
winding of 10 or more turns. Thus, when these antenna coils are tried in the circuit
of Figure 7-1, oscillation breaks in much too early before the RF signal can be
amplified sufficiently for demodulation. If the antenna coil has four turns for its
secondary on L1 of Figure 7-1, then we see from the bottom drawing of Figure 7-3
that there is some useful voltage gain before oscillation starts. And if just one turn
of wire is wrapped around the antenna coil, we see that a much larger voltage gain
can be provided to amplify the RF signal from the antenna coil before the
regeneration (via increasing the gain of Q2) breaks into oscillation. Thus the key to
designing a successful regenerative radio is to first have sufficient RFgain to allow
demodulation of the AM signal and then second to have the capability of increasing
the RF gain, which includes adding positive feedback to further increase the RF gain
of the system while also increasing the effective Q or selectivity of the antenna coil
without oscillation occurring.

So here is a first somewhat successful transistorized regenerative radio using an
internal antenna.

Parts List
• Cl, CS, C6, C7: 1 J..IF, 35 volts
• C2: 7 pF or 6.8 pF
• C3: 0.01 J..IF
• C4: 0.0033 J..IF
• Ri: 100 k
• R2, R6: 1 M

• R3: 1 k
• R4, R7: 56 k
• RS: 10 k

• VR1: 100 k

• Tl audio transformer: 10 k
primary, 10 k
or 7 k
secondary
• Ll antenna coil: 470 J..IH with 1 turn wrapped
• VCl two-gang variable capacitor: 140 pF, 60 pF
• 01, 02, 03, 04: 1N914
• Ql, Q2: MPSH 10
• Q3: 2N4124 or 2N3904
This was really the first circuit that worked in a similar way to the pentode
regenerative radio featured in EDN Magazine. The trick here was that only one turn
was used for the secondary winding to provide the positive feedback for
regeneration. And that one turn of wire [e.g., 30 American Wire Gauge (AWG)] was
located in the center of Ll's primary winding.
Diodes D1 to D4 form a voltage reference of about 1.6 volts to 2.0 volts for
providing a DC bias voltage to Q1. Resistor R3 (1 k
) and capacitor C2 form a network to ensure that Ql does not oscillate parasitically.
As seen here, the RF signal is picked up by the antenna coil Ll primary and is

connected to Q1, a near-unity gain amplifier with high-resistance input, so as not to
load down the Q of Ll's primary winding.
Q2 serves two purposes: One is to amplify the RF signal from Ll's primary winding
and send back the signal to Ll via the one-turn secondary winding for regeneration
or positive feedback. The second purpose of Q2 is to provide demodulation of the
AM signal via power detection. When AC signals of greater than 10 mV peak are
coupled to a common emitter amplifier such as Q2, distortion occurs in a manner
that demodulates AM signals.
Gain (or regeneration) control variable resistor VR1 is used to set the amount of
regeneration such that the positive feedback increases the RF gain and increases
the Q of Ll. The audio signals are extracted from Q2 via audio transformer Tl's
primary. Capacitor C4, which is across the primary of Tl, filters out the RF signal
from Q2, and C4 also provides an RF signal path to the secondary winding of Ll.
Audio amplifier Q3 is a common emitter amplifier that further amplifies the
demodulated AM signal. This audio amplifier was needed because of the very low
levels of audio signals from power detector Q2.
The radio design in Figure 7-4 was one of the first transistorized regenerative
radios that finally worked for me-after a few other tries.
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FIGURE 7-4 Block diagram and schematic of a regenerative radio using a
secondary winding of one turn around the primary winding.
But what if one does not want to go through the trouble of winding wire around the
antenna coil and instead wants to use the existing secondary winding? Well, there
is a way to use the existing secondary winding . And two methods will be shown.
Figure 7-5 shows almost the same circuit as Figure 7-4, but it uses the existing
secondary winding of 10 to 20 turns.

Parts List
• Cl,

cs: 1 ~F,

35 volts
• C2: 7 pF or 6.8 pF
• C3: 100 pF, 16 volts
• C4: 0.0033 IJF

• Rl: 100 k
• R2: 1 M

• R3: 1 k
• R4: 56 k
• RS: 10 k

• VR1: 1 k
or 2 k

• Tl audio transformer: 10 k
primary, 10 k
or 7 k
secondary
• Ll antenna coil: 470 IJH primary
• Vel two-gang variable capacitor: 140 pF, 60 pF

• 01, 02, 03, 04: lN914
• Ql, Q2: MPSH 10
In this version, VR1, the regeneration control, is connected across the secondary
winding of L1. The regeneration signal current from Q2 is fed to the wiper of VR1,
which can divert this signal current to the +3-volts supply voltage and/or to the
secondary winding. That is, part of the signal current from Q2 can be fed to the

secondary winding of Ll in a variable manner. This variable signal current into the
secondary winding allows for good control of the regeneration. For example, if the
wiper of VRl is set toward pin 3 of VR1, most of the regeneration signal current will
be diverted to the secondary of L1. However, if the wiper of VRl is set toward pin 1
of VR1, most of the regeneration signal will be diverted to the +3-volts supply,
leaving little or no signall current to the secondary winding. And setting the wiper of
VRl in between will send a fraction of the regeneration signal to the secondary
winding and a fraction of this regeneration signal to the +3-volts supply.
Note that the +3-volts supply is also an AC signal ground. That is, other than
having +3 volts DC, the +3-volts rail has no AC signals on it because AC-wise, it is
the same as ground. Also note that Q2 now is a fixed-gain amplifier and does not
have a variable reSistor, as seen in Figure 7-4.
It should be noted that in the prototype, VRl is a multiturn potentiometer. The
audio signal from T1 may be amplified further by using the Q3 amplifier circuit from
Figure 7-4.
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FI GURE 7-5 Block diagram and schematic of a regenerative radio using a
potentiometer to adjust and control the amount of positive feedback.
By placing a variable resistor across the secondary winding of L1, the primary
winding is loaded down with an equivalent parallel resistor of (VR1's value) x N x
N, where N is the turns ratio of primary to secondary windings . Thus, if N = 20: 1, N
x N ~ 400, VR1 = 1 k
, and the equivalent parallel resistor is 400 x 1 k
, or 400 k
. Shou ld N

= 10: 1, the equivalent parallel resistor is 100 k

Depending on the turns ratio of the antenna coil, the value of VR1 can affect Q.
Thus the last regenerative radio design shown will not affect the Q of the antenna
coil by not loading the secondary winding with resistance while allowing a range of
number of turns on the secondary winding for regeneration. When all the previous
designs (Figures 7-4 and 7-5) were analyzed and assessed for performance, there
seemed to be something missing. In Figure 7-4, one had to experiment in winding
a number of turns to hit the optimal spot in terms of RF gain before oscillation
broke out. In Figure 7-5, there was the potential problem of loading down the Q of
the antenna coil.
Certainly a higher-performance design could be made, but how? It occurred to me
that maybe I could separate the regeneration from the RF amplifier and have a
separate second-stage amplifier to increase the RF level. The block diagram for this
idea is shown in Figure 7-6.
By using a dedicated transistor Q3 for the positive-feedback circuit, the
regeneration can be controlled for a range of turns on the secondary of the
antenna coil, whereas a separate gain stage in Q2 can further amplify the signal for
even better sensitivity. This scheme worked pretty well considering that only a
2-inch-long ferrite antenna coil was used and the radio in the San Francisco Bay
Area picked up radio station KNX (1,070 kHz) from Los Angeles.

Parts List
• Cl, C3, C9, Cl0: 1 IJF, 35 volts
• C2: 7 pF or 6.8 pF
• C4, CS, C6, ell, C12: 0.01 IJF
• C7: 0.15 IJF
• cs: 0.0015 IJF
• R1: 56 k
• R2: 1 M
• R3, R7, R14: 1 k
• R4, R8: 4,700
• RS, R9, R12: 100 k
• R6: 2,200
• R10, R13: 10 k
• R11: 20 k

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ll antenna coil: 470 IJH
Vel two-gang variable capacitor: 140 pF, 60 pF
Dl, D2: 1N914
Ql, Q2, Q3: MPSH10
Q4: MPSH 10 or 2N3904
VR1: 5 k
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FIGURE 7-6 Block diagram and schematic of a preferred design for a
regenerative radio.
RF signals are amplified with near-unity gain from Q1, which has an emitter load
resistor of R4 and VR1, the regeneration control. The wiper of VR1 allows for up to
50 percent of the signal from Q1 to be sent to the input of the regeneration
amplifier Q3.
Thus, in this design, a separate transistor Q3 is used for providing the regeneration
signa!1back to Ll via the secondary winding. The signal from the col lector of Q3 is a
current source, which means a high resistance to ground. This high output
resistance (e.g., > 100 k

) from the collector of Q3 therefore does not load the secondary winding with
resistance and thus further allows the antenna coil Ll to retain a high Q.
By turning up the signal from VRl, regeneration occurs, and increased RF voltage
gain is achieved at the output of Ql's emitter. The RF signal from Ql is further
amplified by Q2. The output of Q2 then is connected to a power detector Q4, which
demodulates the AM signal.
At 3 volts for the supply, this radio drained less than 300 JjA. So two D cells should
last about 5 years continuously. It should be noted that this radio will work down to
1.4 volts as well. Of course, three vegetable/fruit cells or about four to six solar
cells can be used to power this regenerative radio.

Depending on how the antenna coil is wound, regeneration mayor may not occur..
Thus, the secondary winding connections should be connected one way or reversed
to achieve regeneration. That is, if regeneration does not occur the first time, try
reversing the secondary winding's leads, which should then lead to regeneration or
positive feedback of the RF signal.

Chapter 8
Superheterodyne Radios
In Chapter 7 on regenerative radios we found that positive-feedback systems can
enhance the selectivity and sensitivity for improved performance in a radio. Also,
we found that for a regenerative radio, best performance was achieved when we
added as much positive feedback or regeneration as possible, but just below the
threshold of oscillation. When oscillation occurs in a regenerative radio, we lose
performance.
The regenerative radio performs much better than "regular" tuned radio-frequency
(TRF) radios, but it still has limitations because the selectivity is determined by the
amount of regeneration added. For strong signals, the selectivity is less than when
a weaker signal is tuned. The reason is that the weaker signal will require mlore
regeneration, and thus more Q multiplication occurs for the weaker signal versus
the stronger one. Thus the selectivity is variable in a regenerative radio.
So is it possible to design a radio in which the selectivity can be determined by
some other means and such that the selectivity is "constant"? Yes, it is with a
superheterodyne radio (Figure 8-1).
In the figure, the superheterodyne radio has a two-gang variable capacitor. Signals
from the radio stations via the tuned filter (VC_RF) and a local oscillator (VC_Osc)
are combined into a frequency-translation circuit (aka mixer circuit) that produces
an amplitude-modulated (AM) signal at an intermediate frequency (IF). Essentially,
the mixer circuit "maps" the incoming RF signal's frequency to a new frequency
such as 455 kHz, an IF frequency. The IF circuit includes a band -pass filter
centered around the IF. This filter passes signals at or near the IF while rejecting or
attenuating all signals outside the IF band. Demodulation of the AM signal at 455
kHz from the output of the IF amplifier is done with conventional envelope or
power-detector circuits.
In a superheterodyne receiver, there are four new elements, a two-ganged (or
more) variable capacitor, a local oscillator, a mixer, and an IF filter/amplifier.
Demodulation is still done with envelope or power detectors. Now let's 90 over
these four elements briefly:
1. A ganged variable capacitor has a common shaft to turn the rotor plates of two
or more sections. The two sections may be identical, or more commonly, the two
sections are not identical. One section serves as the RF tunable filter (e.g., 540 kHz
to 1,600 kHz), whereas the other section resonates with an OSCillator coil and varies
from about 1 MHz to 2 MHz for a 455-kHz IF.
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FIGURE 8-1 Block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver.
2. A local oscillator generates a range of frequencies and varies depending on
which station is tuned to the AM band. With the ganged variable capacitor, this
local oscillator generates a frequency that typically is 455 kHz above the station
that is being tuned. For example, when the variable capacitor is at maximum
capacitance, the RF filter will be tuned to 540 kHz, whereas the local oscillator will
generate a 540 kHz + 455 kHz = 995 kHz signal. Or when the ganged variable
capacitor is at a minimum, capacitance and is tuned to 1,600 kHz for the RF tunable
filter, the local oscillator generates a 1600 kHz + 455 kHz = 2,055 kHz.
3. A mixer circuit really means that there is some type of multiplication of two
signals going on. When multiplication occurs in two signals of two different
frequencies F1 and F2, the output (of the mixer) will provide signals that have
frequencies of (F1 - F2) and (F1 + F2), along with other signals of different
frequencies from F1 or F2 as well. This is different from an additive mixer, which
simply sums two signals together. In an additive mixer for two signals with
frequencies F1 and F2, the output will only give signals of frequencies F1 and F2.
4. The IF filter generally passes a signal whose frequency is the difference
frequency of the local oscillator and the incoming RF signal. For example, from
element 2, if the radio is tuned to 540 kHz, the local oscillator will be at 995 kHz,
and thus the difference between the two frequencies is 995 kHz - 540 kHz = 455
kHz. Similarly, for a radio tuned to 1,600 kHz, the local oscillator will be at 2,055
kHz, so the difference frequency signal will be 2,055 kHz - 1,600 kHz = 455 kHz.
An IF filter therefore passes a signal whose frequency is around the IF (e.g., 455
kHz) and attenuates or removes signals whose frequencies are outside the vicinity
of the IF. For example, the IF filter also will attenuate the signals from the oscillator
and the RF signal input. It should be noted that most superheterodyne radios
employ simple mixers that wJlI output sum and difference frequency signals but also

will output signals from the local oscillator (lMHz to 2 MHz) and the RF signal input
(540 kHz to 1,600 kHz). The (455-kHz) IF filter then also will remove/attenuate
signals related to the local oscillator or incoming RF signal.

Commercially Made Transistorized Superheterodyne
Radios
One of the first transistor AM radios, the TR-1, was made by LD.E.A., Inc., Regency
Division, in 1955. The circuit topology of the TR-1 followed closely that of the
vacuum-tube radios that used converter circuits instead of a separate local
oscillator circuit and a mixer circuit (Figure 8-2A).
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FIGURE 8-2A Portable four-tube radio.
In Figure 8-2B, an antenna coil is connected to a grid of the 1RS pentagrid
(five-grid) converter tube, whereas an oscillator coil is coupled to three grids of the
lR5 tube. Thus the local oscillator's signal and the incoming RF radio station signal
are connected to just one vacuum tube. Connected to the plate of the lR5 tube is
the first IF transformer to extract AM signals that have been "mapped" to 455 kHz.
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FI GURE 8-2B Schematic diagram of a four-tube radio.
Now let's turn to a block diagram of a typical transistor radio such as the Regency
TR-l (Figure 8-3).
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FIGURE 8-3 Block diagram of a four-transistor radio.
The built-in antenna coil and variable capaCitor VC_RF tune into a desired radio
station to produce an RF signal to the input of the converter circuit. The converter
circu it consists of a transistor oscillator circu it in which the oscillation signal is
combined with the RF signa l. When the two signa ls, the oscillation signa l and the
RF signal, are added together, the nonlinear characteristic of the transistor also
generates a multiplying action between the two signals. As a resu lt, the output of
the converter circu it then produces signa ls that have freq uencies of sums and
differences from the RF signal and the oscillation signal.
The output of the converter is connected to IF Filter 1, which only extracts signals
that are of the difference frequency . Further amplification of th is difference

frequency (e.g., 455 kHz) is done with an IF amplifier, and the output of the IF
amplifier is connected to a second IF filter.
From the second IF filter comes a 4S5-kHz AM signal, which is demodulated by an
envelope detector (or power detector). The envelope detector performs half-wave
rectification on the negative half (lower half) of the AM envelope for two functions.
One function is to provide a demodulated AM signa l or an aud io signal. The second
function is to provide a negative direct-current (DC) voltage for automatic volume
control (AVC). The negative DC voltage is level shifted up by adding a positive bias
voltage such that when a strong signal is received, the net total voltage is a positive
voltage that decreases in proportion to signal strength. And when a weak signal is
received, t he net total voltage is still positive and increases in proportion to the
weakness of the received signal.
The DC bias voltage and t he half-wave-rectified negative half of the AM envelope
are passed through a low-pass filter to remove IF and audio signals, passing only a
DC voltage to change t he gain of the I F amplifier. For example, for a strong signa l
received, the constant DC voltage is + 1.0 V, and when a weak signal is received,
t he constant DC voltage is + 1.2 V. The AVC system allows a more even audio
volume between weak and strong stations received.
To raise the level of t he demodulated AM signal, an audio amplifier (AF Amp) is
used to supply sufficient signal to drive a loudspeaker or low-impedance earphone .
Figure 8-4 provides a more detailed look at the converter circu it.
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FIGURE 8-4 Block diagram of a converter circuit.
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The converter circuit in this figure essentially is an oscillator circuit. Normally, the
oscillator circuit has the negative (-) input terminal connected to a voltage source,
which is an alternating-current (AC) ground. For now, let's take a look at just the
oscillator section. The output of the amplifier is connected to a secondary winding
of the oscillator coil/transformer (e.g., 42IF100). The primary winding of the
oscillator cOil/transformer has the required inductance with a variable capacitor to
span a range of about 1 MHz to 2 MHz for the oscillator signal. The inductance in
the primary winding is tapped down to a smaller voltage, as denoted by the K, a
scaling factor of less than 1. The tapped-down signal then is connected to the
positive input terminal of amplifier to form a deliberate positive-feedback system so
as to provide oscillation.
With the circuit oscillating, the transistor is driven with a relatively large oscillating
signal voltage at the positive (+) terminal, usually greater than a 200-mV
peak-to-peak sine wave. This large signal also causes the transistor amplifier to
distort and produce harmonic distortion at the output of the amplifier. When a
low-level RF signal from the antenna coil is combined with the amplifier via its
negative (-) input terminal, the combination of an RF signal and an oscillating
signal produces intermodulation distortion signals at the output of the amplifier. A
couple of the intermodulation distortion signals happen to have frequencies that are
the sum and difference frequencies of the RF signal and the oscillating signal.
These intermodulation distortion signals are attenuated (e.g., ignored) by the
oscillator's tan k circuit and do not affect the oscillator. But one of these
intermodulation distortion signals is extracted via an IF filter tuned to the difference
frequency or the IF frequency. And the output of the IF filter then is connected to
the input of an IF amplifier (not shown).

A Four-Transistor Radio Schematic
In 19S5, the Regency TR-1 was the first commercially manufactured
superheterodyne radio. It used four transistors for the following functions: the
converter, the first IF amplifier, the second IF amplifier, and the audio amplifier.
This radio ran off a 22.S-volt battery, which was common back then and up to the
1970s but is rare today.
For our first superheterodyne radio, we shall use a l.S-volt to 3-volt source instead
a 22.S-volt battery as well as four transistors, but as the converter, the IF amplifier,
the audio driver, and the audio power amplifier.

Parts List
• Cl, C4, Cl0: 33 IJF, 16 volts
• C2,C6, C9, C13: 0.01 J.JF
• C3, C7, C8: 1 IJF, 35 volts
• cs: 0.15 IJF
• Cl1, C12: 220 IJF, 16 volts

• Ri: 3,300
• R2: 2,200
• R3: 1 k
• R4: 10 k

• RS, R6: 20 k
• R7: 470
• R8: 20

• YRi: 100 k
• 01, 02, 03, 04: lN914
• Ql, Q2, Q3, Q4: 2N3904
•
•
•
•
•

Li antenna coil: primary 600 ~H to 680 ~H, secondary 10 to 20 turns
Tl oscillator coil: 42IF100
T2 IF transformer: 42IF10l
T3 IF transformer: 42IF103
T4 audio driver transformer: primary 10 k

CT, secondary 600
CT or primary 2.5 k
, seconda ry 600
CT
• T5 audio output transformer: primary 120
I

seconda ry 8

• Yel: 140 pF RF and 60 pF oscillator
Figure 8-sA shows a block diagram of the four-transistor radio, and Figure 8-SB
shows the schemiatic of the four-transistor radio.
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FIGURE 8-58 Schematic diagram of a four-transistor radio.
Radio signals are received via antenna coil Ll. L1 resonates with variable capacitor
VC1_RF. The tuned RF signal is stepped down via the L1 secondary winding, which
is connected to the base of Ql, an oscillator circuit. Oscillator coil T1 has a
secondary winding that serves as a tickler winding to couple the output signal from
the collector of Q1 back to the input emitter of Ql to form a positive-feedback
system that ensures oscillation. The primary winding of T1 is connected to the
second gang or section of variable capacitor VC1_0sc to allow varying the
oscillation frequency in the range to 1 MHz to 2 MHz. It should be noted that the
primary winding of T1 has a tapped winding that is connected to the emitter of Ql
via capacitor C2. The tapped winding allows connection to the low-input resistance

at the emitter of Ql, which is typically less than 500 V to avoid degrading the Q of
the parallel resonant tank circuit, consisting of the inductance in the primary
winding of Tl and capacitor Vel_Osc. The base of Ql is biased by diodes Dl and
D2 to provide a DC bias voltage at the base of Q1 of about 1 volt, which also sets
the DC collector current for Q1. R2 is chosen to set a sufficient emitter current
(e.g., fV200 IJA) to provide enough voltage gain in transistor Q1 to reliably produce
oscillation.
Because the secondary winding of Ll provides the RF signal to the base of oscillator
transistor Ql, multiplication of the oscillator signal with the RF signal occurs. And
the output signal at the collector of Ql includes an amplified frequency-translated
signa:1version of the RF signal to 455 kHz.
Note that T2, the first IF transformer's primary, via its tapped winding is in series
with the secondary winding of Tl, the oscillator coil. By this series connection, the
4SS-kHz (IF) signal is extracted from the collector of Q1.
The secondary winding of T2 is also stepped down to allow connection to the base
of the IF amplifier's transistor Q2, which has a moderate input resistance (e.g., in
the few thousands of ohms) so as not to degrade the Q at the primary of T2.
At the output of the IF amplifier's transistor Q2, the collector is connected to the
second IF transformer. The AM signal from second IF transformer's secondary is
demodulated via diodes D3 and D4. One may ask why two diodes in series? The
second diode performs the function of level shifting up the voltage by about 0.5
volt DC, which is needed in an automatic volume-control system with transistor Q2.
Thus diodes D3 and D4 perform envelope detection, and through biasing resistor
RS, the two diodes also level shift the detected lower half of the AM envelope to a
voltage of about 1 volt DC when the RF signal is zero or weakly received. This
1-volt signal is further filtered by R4 and C4 and applied to the secondary winding
of T2 to bias the IF transistor Q2. When a signal is received, the demodulated
signal at C6 is sitting at 1 volt DC with a negative-going AC audio signal. Low-pass
filter R4 and C4 filter out the AC audio signal and provide a DC voltage that is 1 volt
minus the average carrier level of the received signal. The stronger the received RF
signal, the more the average carrier level is "subtracted" from the l-volt DC signal
at C4. By lowering the biasing voltage for Q2 depending on how strong the
received signal is, Q2 performs an automatic gain or volume control for the
demodulated audio signal. Note that if there were only one diode instead of D3 and
D4, maximum DC voltage would be 0.5 volt, which is insufficient to turn on the
base of Q2 (e.g., Q2 requires at least 0.6 volt on the base).
It should be noted that the second IF transformer here or, in general, the Ilast IF
transformer before diode detection usually has a lower turn ratio from primary to
secondary windings compared with any of the other IF transformers. The reason is
to provide more IF signal to the diode detector, which also generates sufficient AVC
voltage. For example, if T3 is changed from a 42IF103 part to a 42IF10l or a

42IF102 transformer (both with about a 20: 1 turns ratio) instead, there will be
lower amplitude-demodulated signals (compared with the 42IF103 transformer with
a 6: 1 turns ratio) because of the higher turns ratio in these two parts, which then
results in insufficient AVC voltage for good automatic volume control.
The demodulated signals from D4 are AC-coupled to the base of the audio driver
transistor Q3 via volume control VR1. The output of Q3 is connected to an
interstage step-down transformer T4 (2.5-k
primary to 150secondary) to generate increased current drive into output audio transistor Q4.
Transistor Q4 is biased at about 20 mA, which results in an input resistance of
about 130
to 150
at the input of Q4. The amplified audio signal via Q4's collector is connected to
step-down transformer TS to drive a speaker or low-impedance earphone.
Although this radio runs off two cells for 2.4 volts to 3 volts, it will operate down to
1.2 volts as well. Because of the current drain of this radio, a power switch in series
with the battery is suggested.

An Eight-Transistor Radio
For designing an eight-transistor radio, a more "traditional" approach was taken.
That is, in most common descriptions of a superheterodyne radio, there is a tuned
RF circuit, a separate local OSCillator, a mixer, IF filters and amplifier(s), a detector,
and the audio amplifier (Figure 8-6A) ..
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FIGURE 8-6A Block diaglram of an eight-transistor radio.
In Figure 8-6A we see that there is a ganged variable capacitor for the tuned RF
stage and local oscil lator. The antenna coil receives radio stations via magnetic
energy and resonates or tunes with the RF section of the variable capacitor. RF
signals from the antenna coil are connected to an input of the mixer circuit. The
local oscillator is also connected to the m ixer circuit such that there is a
combination of both RF and oscillator signals at the input(s) of the mixer. Because
the oscillator's signal into the mixer is very large, the mixer generates
intermodulation distortion products at its output. It should be noted that the
intermodulation distortion products or signal from the mixer also can be thought of
as a result of the oscil/ator signal multiplying with the RF signal. And one of the
intermodulation distortion products is a frequency-translated version of the RF
signa!1to an IF such as 455 kHz. Thus the first IF filter extracts the 455-kHz signal
from the output of the mixer.
Signals from the first IF filter are amplified by the first IF amplifier. The output of
the first IF amplifier Q3 is connected to a second IF filter, and the output of the
second IF filter is further amplified by a second IF amplifier Q4. Finally the output
of the second amplifier is connected to a third IF filter. From the third IF filter,
demodulation occurs via a detector circuit. But also from the detector circuit is a DC
level-shifting circuit that is connected to a low-pass filter with a resistor capaCitor
(RC) time constant of 0.1 second to 0.5 second. The output of the low-pass filter
then provides an AVC voltage, which controls the conversion gain of the mixer
circuit and the voltage gain of the first IF amplifier. By having gain control over two
stages, the mixer and first IF amplifier, there is more AVC range compared with
applying an AVC voltage to one stage such as the previously described
four-transistor radio.

An audio driver stage amplifies the demodulated AM signal with sufficient current
drive to a push-pull audio amplifier for listening via a loudspeaker or low-impedance
earphone.

Parts List
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cl, C6, C8: 0.15 lJF
C2, CS, C12, C1S: 33 pF, 16 volts
C3, C4, C7, C9, C18, C19, C20: 0.01 pF
Cl0, Cll, C17: 1 pF, 35 volts
C13, C14, C16: 220 IJF, 16 volts
Rl, R13: 2,200

• R2, R4, R6: 1,000
• R3, R10: 4,700
• RS, R12: 10 k
• R7, R8: 20 k
• R9: 100 k
• Rl1: 470
• R14: 3.0
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

01, 02, 03, 04, 05: lN914
06: lN270 or lN34
Ql to Q8: 2N3904
Ll antenna coil: 600 pH to 680 pH with tap or secondary winding
VCl variable capacitor: 140 pF and 60 pF
Tl oscillator coil: 42IF100
T2 IF transformer: 42IF10l
T3 IF transformer: 42IF102
T4 IF transformer: 42IF103
Ts audio transformer: primary 1.5 k

, seconda ry 600

CT
• T6 audio transformer: primary 48

CT, secondary 8

• VR1: 100 k
Figu re 8 - 6B presents a schem atic d iag ra m of the tuner section of the
eight-transistor rad io, while Figure 8-6C presents a schematic diagram of the audio
section of the eight-transistor radio.
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FIGURE 8-68 Schematic diagram of the eight transistor radio's tuner
section.
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FIGURE 8-6C Audio amplifiers for the eight transistor radio.
Oscillator circuit Q1 generates a 1-MHz to 2-MHz signal of more than 300 mV
(peak-to-peak sine wave) at its emitter via oscillator coil T1 and variable capacitor
Vcl_Osc. Positive feedback is established by coupling the output signal from the
collector of Q1 back to its emitter terminal via a tapped winding from T1 's primary
winding. The oscillation signal at the emitter then is connected to the emitter
(input) of mixer circuit Q2. Low-level RF signals are connected to the base input
terminal of the mixer Q2 via a tap in antenna coil Ll. As stated earlier, VC1_RF
tunes with the antenna coil (680 IJH) to resonate or give maximum signal level
when tuned to a radio station.
At first glance, it looks as though the signal at the collector of mixer transistor Q2
will be an amplified version of the two signals, the low-level RF signal and the
oscillator signal, connected to its inputs. But because the oscillator signal 's
amplitude is very large, Q2 is driven into deliberate distortion, which causes its
output at the collector to generate signals that are the sum and difference
frequencies of the low-level RF signal (540 kHz to 1,600 kHz) and the oscillator
signal (1 kHz to 2 MHz), as well as providing amplified versions of the RF and
oscillator signals. However, because the difference frequency signals (e .g., IF
signals) are at 455 kHz and all other signals are at frequencies above 455 kHz, the
first IF filter, T2, is able to extract the IF signal and reject all the other signals from
the mixer's output.
The extracted IF signal from the secondary winding of T2 is amplified by the first IF
amplifier Q3 via a connection to the base of Q3 . The amplified signal from the
collector of Q3 is then connected to a second IF filter T3 for further band-pass
filtering around 455 kHz. A second-stage IF amplifier Q4 further amplifies signals
from the secondary winding of n. A third IF filter T4 is connected to the output of
Q4. Demodulation of the 455-kHz signal at the secondary winding of T4 is done by

diodes D3 and D4, which also provide a DC level-shifted voltage of the
demodulated signal. The demodulated and DC level-shifted signal is further
low-pass filtered to remove audio information via R5 and CS. Thus the voltage at
CS represents a DC shifted-voltage version of the average RF carrier level of the
signal from the radio station. And thus this voltage at CS provides an AVC voltage
that is connected to the bases of Q2 and Q3 via the secondary winding of Ll and
primary winding of T2. Since both bases of Q2 and Q3 require at least 0.6 volt of
biasing voltage, the voltage from D3, D4, and R7 provides about 1.0 volt of DC to
start with that allows biasing of Q2 and Q3.
Automatic volume control then is accomplished by varying the signal output from
mixer 2 and first IF amplifier Q3 in an inverse manner. The higher the received
signa:l, the lower is the AVC voltage to turn down the gain. Conversely, the lower
the received signal, the higher is the AVC voltage to turn up the gain.
The demodulated signal from D4 is further audio amplified by Q5 and Q6, and its
volume is controlled by VRl. Amplifier QS is an inverting-gain amplifier that is
connected to a driver amplifier Q6. The output of amplifier Q6 is connected to an
interstage transformer T5 to boost the audio signal current into transistors Q7 and
Q8 in a push-pull manner. The phase of the audio signal into the base of Q7 is 180
degree in reference to the phase of the audio signal at Q8. Biasing of Q7 and Q8 is
accomplished by the voltage generated by diodes D5 and D6 and R13. Signal
currents in a push-pull manner from Q7 and Q8 are connected to output
transfonmer T6 so that its secondary winding can drive a loud speaker or
low-impedance earphone.
This radio will work fine off 2.4 volts to 3 volts but also will run off 1.2 volts. Also
because of the current drain, a power switch in series with the battery is
suggested.

Alternative Oscillator and Antenna Coil Circuit
In Chapter 3 it was noted that one of the sections of a twin variable capacitor can
be used for the oscillator circuit. A series capaCitor of 110 to 120 percent of the
variable capacitor's maximum capacitance in an oscillator circuit allows for accurate
tracking with the tuned RF stage. For example, with a twin variable capacitor of 270
pF, a 330-pF series capacitor is needed for the oscillator circuit. And for a twin
335-pF variable capacitor, a 390-pF series capacitor is required. Figure 8-7 shows
an alternative oscillator and antenna coil circuit for the eight-transistor radio.
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FIGURE 8-7 Alternative tuner section for the eight-transistor radio.
In this circuit, instead of using a nonsimilar two-gang variable capacitor for the
tuned RF and oscillator circuit, a twin 270-pF variable capacitor is used. Twin
variable capacitors are used not only for superheterodyne radios covering the
broadcast AM band or medium-wave band, but they are also used for long- and
short-wave radio bands as well.
For an AM radio with a twin 270-pF capacitor with a series 330-pF capacitor C16,
we need about 140 ~H of inductance. Because the 42IF100 oscillator coil T1 has
nominally about 330 ~H, a 220-~H or 270-~H fixed inductor is paralleled with the
main primary winding of T1 to provide a net inductance of about 140 ~H. Also, a
fixed 15-pF capacitor C22 is paralleled with the primary winding of T1 or with L2 for
better tracking with the tuned RF stage. In addition, the emitter resistor R2 (for the
oscillator circuit Q1) is changed from 1 k

n

to 510 to ensure more than 300 mV peak to peak of the oscillation Signal (at Q1's
emitter). Note that C3 is connected to the low-side tap of Tl. The output of the
oscillator is connected to mixer transistor Q2's emitter terminal through C4.
As mentioned in Chapters 3 and 5, using a loop antenna allows for more flexibility
because loop antennas can be made with about 10 turns around a 6-inch rectangle,
square, or ellipse or bought readily at MCM Electronics or on the Web. Thus a loop
antenna is connected to a second 42IF100 coil T7; it is connected to the low-side
tap that is used as an RF transformer. The other section of the twin 270-pF variable

capacitor is connected to the main primary winding of T7, whereas the secondary
winding of T7 provides RF signals to the mixer transistor Q2 via its base terminal.
And for automatic volume control, one side of the secondary winding of T7 is
connected to the AVC voltage source at CS. Figure 8-7 shows the alternative
oscillator and antenna coil circuit, including part of the mixer circuit Q2 and first IF
amplifier circuit Q3. This circuit can be "dropped in" or substituted for the oscillator
and tuned RF section circuits of the eight-transistor radio circuit shown in Figure
8-68.
Figure 8-8 shows another type of oscillator, a differential-pair transistor oscillator.
As stated earlier, the loop antenna is connected to the low-side tap of T7
(42IF100).
It was found that an IF transformer (the 42IFI04) has about 140 ~H from the
low-side tap of its primary winding. Because of interelectrode capacitances of the
oscillator transistor, it is undesirable to connect this low-side 140-~H tap directly to
a transistor. Instead, therefore, the stepped-down secondary winding is used. At
resonance, resistance "looking" into the 140-~H tap is very high, on the order of
100 kV or more, but looking into the secondary, this 100 k
gets divided by N x N, where N is the turns ratio from the low-side tap to the
secondary winding. For the 42IF104, N is in the range of about 14, which means
that at resonance the equivalent resistance across the secondary winding is about
500
(100 k
divided by 142).
The differential-pair transistor oscillator is formed by Q1A and Q1B. The collector of
Q1A is connected to the secondary winding of the 42IF104 IF transformer, which is
like a 500load. To ensure oscillation by positive feedback, the collector of Q1A is connected
to the base of emitter follower transistor Q1B, where its emitter is connected back
to the emitter of Q1A. With sufficient DC collector currents set for both transistors,
there will be enough gain to sustain a reliable osciUation. And the oscillator's signal
is taken from the collector of Q1A and added in series with the RF signal via the
secondary winding of T7.
It should be noted that the mixer circuit is modified slightly by grounding the
emitter of Q2 with a 0.15-~F capacitor and summing both osciUator and RF signals
into the base of Q2 . Again, the oscillator signal is large enough to cause a
modulation or multiplying effect on the RF signal from the secondary winding of T7.

Thus the output signal from Q2's collector into the IF filter, T2, is a 4S5-kHz AM
signal.
The AVC voltage from CS is sent to the base of Q2 via resistor R20 and to the base
of the IF amplifier transistor Q3 via the secondary wind ing of the second IF
transformer T2 (42IF102). As we will see in Chapter 9, the differential-pair oscillator
will play an important role in low-powered oscillator circuits.
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FIGURE S-SDifferential-pair oscillator (Q1A, Q1B) for alternative tuner
section of the eight-transistor radio.

An Item to Note
Generally, the 42IFIOO oscillator coil can be substituted with the 42IF300 or the
41IF110 for use as an RF transformer (with a loop antenna) or as an oscillator coil.
However, some experimentation may be needed to achieve equivalent results to
the 42IFIOO. For example, in an oscillator circuit, the converter or oscillator
transistor's emitter resistor may have to be reduced in value (e.g., in half) or
increased (e.g., up to twofold) when substituting the 42IF300 or 421FII0 for the
42IFI00 coil.

Chapter 9
Low-Power Superheterodyne Radios
Chapter 8 presented superheterodyne radios of moderate current drain (e.g., >10
mA) that powered loudspeakers. This chapter will explore superheterodyne
receivers with extremely low current draw that allow years of continuous playing on
a single battery. What we will find out is that the superheterodyne circuit topology
shown in Chapter 8 will not apply for low-power design, and instead, a modified
circuit topology is required.

Design Goalis for Low Power
The design goals are as follows:
1. Current drain of Iless than 150 IJA with a crystal earphone
2. Operational supply voltage of 1.2 volts
3. Sensitivity and selectivity performance at least equal to that of the
four-transistor design in Chapter 8
As with the low-power circuits in earlier chapters, the goals in terms of current
drain and supply voltage remain the same. However, because the circuit topology
includes an oscillator, mixer, and two intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifiers, one
would think that power consumption would go up. Instead, we design these
circuits, the mixer, and IF amplifier to run each at about 20 IJA or less. Moreover, a
low-power superheterodyne radio with less than 150 IJA of drain will last about 5
years continuously on a single alkaline C cell.

Low-Power Oscillator, Mixer, and
Intermediate-Frequency Circuits
In Chapter 8 we found out that with commercially made oscillator coils such as the
42IFIOO or 42IF300, the oscillator or converter transistor's collector current
requires about 200 IJA to ensure reliable oscillation over the tuning range of 1 MHz
to 2 MHz. The step-down ratio of the oscillator coil thus requires a minimum
transconductance or gain from the transistor for oscillation to occur.
Transconductance of a bipolar transistor is roughly equal to the direct-current (DC)
collector current divided by 0.026 volt. For example, if the DC collector current is 1
mA, then the transconductance of the transistor is 0.001mA/0.026 volt = 38
mA/volts. As you can see, transconductance is proportional to DC collector current.
For a low-power oscillator, the transconductance of the transistor will be much
lower than the transconductances of the OSCillator/converter transistors shown in
Chapter 8. Therefore, the OSCillator/converter circuits will not oscillate reliably at DC
collector currents of less than 100 IJA.

The turns ratio of the 42IF100, 42IF300, or 42IF110 oscillator coil is at least 20: 1,
which is required for the one-transistor oscillator/converter circuit of Chapter 8.
However, if an extra transistor is added to form a two-transistor oscillator circuit,
then the turns ratio can be lower, something like 4:1,3:1,2:1, or even 1:1. The
extra transistor "buffers" the oscillator signal to allow less loading on the oscillator's
tank circuit such that the oscillator signal is not stepped down or attentuated as
much. By avoiding stepping down or attenuating the oscillator signal too much, the
two transistors with lower transconductance still will provide sufficient gain to
sustai n reliable oscillation.
Another way to analyze the oscillator/converter circuits of Chapter 8 is that the load
resistance for the collector of the transistor at resonance is low because of the high
step-down ratio. This low-valued load resistance (in the few kiloohms) requires
higher transconductance.
In contrast, if the load resistance at resonance is m uch higher, a lower
transconductance is required because gain is related to the load resistance
multiplied by the transconductance. Thus, using a differential-pair oscillator circuit
allows for a higher load resistance at resonance to "make up" for the lower
transconductance of the transistors.
Turning to the mixer, the same type of mixer will be used as in Chapter 8, but at a
much lower current. And the IF amplifier circuits will be similar to the ones used in
Chapter 8 but again at a lower current. Because the IF amplifier circuits will be
running at much lower transconductance or gain, coupling from one stage of the IF
signal to another will not use the secondary winding of the IF transformer. The
signall voltage from the secondary is stepped down from the primary winding so as
to allow loading into a lower input resistance of the IF amplifier. However, when
the IF amplifier is run at a lower operating current such as 20 IJA, the input
impedance is sufficiently high (e.g., approximately 50 kV to 100 kV) to allow
coupling from the transistor's collector output terminal of the previous stage to the
input of the next amplifying stage. By skipping the secondary winding and using the
signal voltage at the primary of the IF transformer, more IF signal' voltage is
provided.

lLow-Power Detector' and Audio Circuits
A germanium diode will be used for demodulation or detection of the
amplitude-modulated (AM) signal from the last IF stage. However, since the
secondary winding of the IF transformer provides a lower signal voltage, the diode
will rectify the IF signal at the primary winding instead.
To drive the crystal earphone, a low-power audio amplifier will be used. This audio
amplifier will have an input resistance of at least 100 k
to maintain the Q or selectivity characteristic of the last IF transformer.

"First" Design of a Low-Power Superheterodyne Radio
Actually, the real first design was built a couple of years ago with a current drain of
about 140 J.lA for five years of continuous service on a single C cell. This radio was
mentioned in EDN Magazine on the web in October of 2011
(www.edn.com/blog/Designing_Ideas/41377-A_super_het_radio_runs_S_years_on_
a_C_cell_plus_a_ pentode_radio.php). But the "first" design for this book is a
refined version based on the radio just mentioned that features even lower power.
Figure 9-1 provides the block diagram.
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F GURE 9-1 A low-power superheterodyne radio block diagram.
There are on ly a couple of differences between this radio and the superheterodyne
radio block diagrams in Chapter 8. One is that the oscillator circuit requires two
transistors instead of one. However, the two-transistor oscillator circuit drains only
about 36 J.lA versus the hundreds of microamperes consumed by the one-transistor
oscillator circuits in Chapter 8.
The second difference is that the automatic volume control CAVC) system was
eliminated. Instead, there will be an IF gain control that will act as a volume
control.

Parts List
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cl, C2, C3, C7, CS, C9, ClO, ell, Cl2, Cl6,Cl7: 0.01 J.lF
C4, CS, Cl5: 33 J.lF, 16 volts
C6: 0.15 IJF
Cl3: 0.0022 IJF
Cl4: 1 J.lF, 35 volts or 33 J.lF, 16 volts
VCl variable capacitor: 140 pF and 60 pF

• Ri, R2, RS, R6, R7: 12 k
• R3, R4, R12: 56 k
• R8, RiO, R13, R14: 100 k
• R9: 1.1 M
• RII : 1 M

or 1.1 M

• VRi: 100-k
pot
• DI, 02: 1N914
• D3: 1N34 or 1N270

• Qi, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5: MPSH 10
• Q6: 2NS089 or 2NS088
• Li antenna coil: 600 IJH to 680 IJH primary, 10 to 20 turns for secondary
winding
• T1: 42IFI03 IF transformer with internal cap removed or 42IFI06 IF transformer
• T2, T3, T4: 42IF101 IF transformer
Figure 9-2 provides a schematic diagram of our "first" low-power superheterodyne
radio, which at 1.25 volts drained about 87 IJA, or four score and 7 microamps!
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FIGURE 9-2 Schematic diagram of a six-transistor low-power
superheterodyne radio.
For the oscillator circuit, a different approach is needed to achieve oscillations at
low transistor collector currents . Also, because a conventiona l or off-the-shelf
oscillator coil has too high a turns ratio, some other type of oscillator coil must be
used for a low-power oscillator circuit.
Since the third IF transformer (the 42IF103) has a turns ratio of 6: 1 instead of
20:1, it is possible to use it as an oscillator coil for a low-power circuit. The first
step is to remove the internal capacitor by using a small-blade screwdriver to break
out the ceramic material on the bottom of the 42IF103 IF transformer. The leads of
the capacitor can stay and do not need to be removed. Alternatively, Xicon, which
manufactures the IF transformer and oscillator coils, also makes a version of the
42IF103 without the capacitor, which is the 42IF106. The required inductance is
about 330 ~H, wh ich is achieved across the high-side tap. Thus the va riable
capacitor Vcl is connected to the high-side tap connection of the primary of Tl.
This time the low-side tap connection of the 42IF103 or 42IF106 primary winding is
left alone as an open circuit.
At resonance via VC1 _0sc and the primary high-sid e tap winding of Tl, the
secondary winding has a sufficiently high load resistance for Q1 to set up a
sustained oscillation via positive feedback via Q2. The oscillator's output signal is
about 170 mV peak to peak at C2. This oscillation signa l is added to the

radio-frequency (RF) signal from the secondary winding of L1. Many antenna coils
come with a secondary winding. But some antenna coils come with just a primary
winding. Thus a secondary winding can be made by winding about 10 to 20 turns
of wire near or on the primary winding of the antenna coil.
It should be noted that the secondary winding can be made with more turns than
usual because the input resistance to the mixer transistor Q3 is higher than usual
owing to the lowered collector current. For example, most antenna coils come with
a primary-to-secondary turns ratio of about 10 to 15: 1. For this project, a turns
ratio of 4 to 5: 1 will provide more RF signal into the mixer transistor while still
maintaining the high Q of the antenna coil.
With the RF signal added to the 170 mV of oscillator signal, mixer transistor Q3 is
driven into gross distortion such that there is a multiplying effect of the RF signal
and the oscillator signal. Thus the collector of Q3 includes a signal that is a
frequency-translated (455-kHz) version of the RF signal.
IF transformer T2 works as an inductor capacitor tank circuit tuned to 455 kHz. The
collector of Q3 is fed to the low-side tap of T2 so as to form a lower-impedance
load. At the primary, the turns ratio from the whole winding to the low-side tap is
about 3: 1. The equivalent parallel resistance across the whole winding of the
primary winding is about 500 k

n

. Thus the resistance at resonance at the low-side tap is 500 k

n

divided by 3 x 3 = 9, or about 55 k

By C16, the low-side tap of T2 is connected to the input of the first IF amplifier
transistor Q4, which has an input resistance of greater than 100 k

n

- Note

-

The input resistance to a common or grounded emitter amplifier is the current gain
divided by (DC collector currentjO.026 volt) . Assuming a current gain of 50 and a
DC collector current of 12 ~A, then the input resistance is about 50/ 0.000046mho =
108 k

IF amplifier Q4 also has a gain control, VR1, that provides a gain reduction of 8:1.
When VR1 is adjusted for maximum gain (VR1 = 0

fl

), the input resistance of Q4 is about 108 k
. But when VRl is set to 100 k
, the gain of amplifier is lowered, but the input resistance is raised from 108 k
to 108 k
1 (50 1 1) x 10.7 k

= 654 k
. The 10.7-k
number is the parallel resistance of 100 k
and 12 k

The output of Q4 via its collector is connected to the low-side tap of the primary
winding of T3 and coupled to the second IF amplifier Q5 via C17. The second IF
amplifier's input resistance is similar to that of the Q4 amplifier and equa,ls about
100 kV or more.
A germanium diode (D3) demodulates the 455-kHz AM signal at the collector of Q5 .
R8 and R9 provide about 100 mV of forward voltage bias to the germanium diode
detector. Audio signals from the cathode of D3 are amplified further by Q6, an
inverting audio amplifier, to drive the crystal earphone via e15.

Alternative Low-Power Superheterodyne Radio Design
Figure 9-3 presents a slight modification to the preceding design. By using a twin
variable capacitor, the two-transistor oscillator circuit can use an IF transformer
with its internal capaCitor removed or, better yet, a standard variable inductor.
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FIGURE 9-3 A low-power superheterodyne radio with a twin-gang
variable capacitor.

Parts List
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cl, C2, C3, C7, C8, C9, Cl0, C11 , C12, C17, C18, C19, C20: 0.01
C4, CS, Cls: 33 ~F, 16 volts
C6: 0.15 ~F
C13: 0.0022 ~F
C14: 1 ~F, 35 volts or 33 ~F, 16 volts
C16: 330 pF
RI, R2: 22 k

• R3, R4, R12: 56 k
• Rs, R6, R7: 12 k
• R8, RIO, R13, R14, Rls: 100 k
• R9: 1.1 M
• R11 : 1 M

or 1.1 M
• 01, 02: 1N914
• 03: lN34 or 1N270
• QI, Q2, Q3, Q4, Qs: MPSH 10

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

~F

• Q6: 2NS089 or 2NS088
• LI antenna coil: 330 IJH primary, 10 to 20 turns for secondary winding
• T1: 42IF101 IF transformer with internal capacitor removed, or a 120-IJH or
1S0-IJH variable inductor
• T2, T3, T4: 42IF101 IF transformer
• Vel variable capacitor: twin gang 270 pF and 270 pF
• VR1: 100-k
pot
Figure 9-4 presents a schematic diagram of the alternate low-power
superheterodyne radio. In this configuration, the oscillator tank circuit formed by
VC1, C16, and T1 is not stepped down via a secondary winding but rather is
connected via C2 to the base of Q2. This means that at resonance, Q1's collector
load is a resistance of at least 10 k
. This higher load resistance at the collector of Ql provides more overall gain in the
circuit for oscillation.. However, because the collector of Q1 is sensitive to stray
capacitance that will shift the oscillation frequency, the output signal from the
oscillator is taken from the emitter of Q2, a lower-resistance point. Any small stray
capacitance loading into the emitter of Q2 does not cause the oscillator's frequency
to shift.
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FIGURE 9-4 Schematic diagram for the alternate low-power
superheterodyne radio.
The waveform at the Q2 emitter is a half-wave-rectified sine wave, which
resembles a positive-going pulse. This positive-going pulse then is added to the RF
signal from Ll's secondary winding and fed to the mixer Q3. From here on out, the
circuit works identically to the one shown in Figure 9-2.
This radio drained about 97 ~A at 1.25 volts, but the reader is encouraged to
change the values of RI and R2 from 22 k
to 33 k
(or 39 k
) and change R3 from 56 k
to 75 k
or 100 k
to lower the power consumption further.

It should be noted that the reader also can replace the ferrite antenna coil L1in
Figure 9-4 with a loop antenna and an RF transformer (actually an oscillator coil
used as an RF coil), such as the 42IF100, 42IF110, or 42IF300 coil. The loop
antenna will be connected to the low-side tap of the RF transformer at the primary
winding, the variable capacitor VC1's RF section will be connected to the primary
winding, and the other end of the primary winding will be grounded. The secondary
winding of the RF transformer will be connected in the same way as the secondary
winding of L1 in Figure 9-4. For a reference, see Figure 8-8 for the schematic
pertaining to the loop antenna and T7.

Photos of Low-Power AM Superheterodyne Radios
Figure 9-5 is a picture of a prototype of the circuit from Figure 9-2. Figure 9-6
shows the original low-power AM superheterodyne radio that was featured in EDN
Magazine. This radio lasted about five years on a C cell. It drained about 140 ~A to
150 IJA depending on the setting of the IF gain control (on the right side of the
radio). This radio used a similar circuit to that shown in Figure 9-2. However, the
oscillator coil was hacked or modified extensively to match the variable capacitor
and to ensure that the low-power differential -pair transistor oscillator circuit
performed as expected. For making this oscillator coil, an IF transformer was taken
apart, and the primary winding was unwound and then rewound to achieve the
correct inductance and tapping ratio. Excess wire was cut off because an oscillator
coil generally has less inductance than an IF coil. Also, this procedure of unwinding
and rewinding the coil was very challenging because the thickness of the wire in
the IF transformer was about the same thickness as a human hair.

FIGURE 9-5 A superheterodyne radio that drains about 87 pA from an
NiMH battery.

FIGURE 9-6 Original low-power superheterodyne radio.
See below for the schematic diagram of Figure 9-6.
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FIGURE 9-7 Schem,atic diagram of the original low-power
superheterodyne radio.

Chapter 10
Exotic or "Off the Wall" Superheterodyne Radios
In Chapters 8 and 9, the superheterodyne radios were designed in a
straightforward manner. The radio-frequency (RF), intermediate-frequency (IF),
and aud io signa ls were ampllified with dedicated amplifiers. This chapter presents
reflex superheterodyne radios. In one design, the mixer oscillator converter circuit
doubles as an audio power amplifier. And in another design, the oscillator converter
stage and IF amplifier circuit also operate as audio driver and audio output
amplifiers.

A One-Transistor Superheterodyne Radio
Chapter 6 introduced a single-transistor reflex radio. This one-transistor radio was a
tunable radio-frequency (TRF) circuit with the detected output recirculated back to
the RF amplifier to increase the audio level. The selectivity of this reflex radio was
adequate, and the audio output was suitable for driving generally high-impedance
earphones of 2,000 Cl or more. The selectivity of the reflex radio is limited by the
loading of the antenna coil via the input to its transistor circuit.
Selectivity can be increased by adding a second stage of RF tuning at the collector
of the one-transistor circuit. However, more often than not, undesirable osciUations
will occur with a tuned circuit (e.g., antenna coil and variable capacitor) at the input
and another tuned circuit at the output. The reason is that the antenna coil is
receiving the RF signal everywhere, including the amplified RF signal from the
collector. So is there another way to increase selectivity? Yes, one can try designing
a su perheterodyne radio with one transistor.
However, because we are using just one transistor, there is a limitation as to how
much gain is available for amplifying RF and audio-frequency (AF) signals. One
objective of this radio is to drive a low-impedance earphone (e.g., 32
). Thus, in order to provide sufficient audio drive to a IOW-impedance earphone, this
radio will drain current on the order of m1any milliamps (i.e., not a very low-power
receiver).

Design Considerations for a One-Transistor
Superheterodyne Radio
The converter oscillator circuit, which usually runs at a couple or few hundred
microamperes now will operate at about 10 times the current, anywhere from a few
to about 10 mi lliamperes. The higher operating current is required because the
converter oscillator circuit will pull the additional duty of amplifying audio signals.
However, the higher collector current increases the gain of the converter oscillator

ci rcuit, wh ich can lead to pa rasitic oscillations. In addition, the higher collector
current leads to higher osci llation signals at the collector of the converter transistor,
which robs the audio-sig nal's voltage swi ng. Therefore, it is desirable to limit the
oscillator's output voltage.
Another design consideration for a one-transistor superheterodyne receiver is
demodulation after the I F filter. Because the co nverter oscillator transistor is
running at such a high col lector current, there is a tremendously large oscillator
signall at input of the IF filter that does not get fi ltered out. This large oscillator
signal added on top of t he IF signa l then hampers envelope detection of the
455-kHz IF signal. In rea lity, for sing le-tuned IF transformers, the signal from the
output of the first IF transformer contains bot h signals from the IF of 455 kHz and
also the oscillator frequency, which ranges from 1 MHz to 2 MHz. Usually, the fi rst
I F amplifier does not have a problem handling both signa ls, and the output from
the first IF amplifier is fed to a second IF transformer, which then filters out almost
completely the oscillator sig nal whi le passing the 455-kHz I F signa l.
Th us at least two stages of I F filtering may be required to reject the osci llator's
signal from the converter oscilllator circuit whi le allowing t he 455-kHz I F signal to be
envelope detected.
Fi na lly, t he operating voltage of a one-transistor superheterodyne rad io is normally
in the range of 9 volts to 18 volts. At the t ransistor's collector terminal, three
signals are su perimposed. They are t he oscillator signal, the 455-kHz IF signal, and
t he audio sig nal. Thus, for t he following design, a 9-volt supply will be used. Figure
10-1 shows a block diagram for a one-transistor superheterodyne radio.
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FIGURE 10-1 Block diagram of a one-transistor reflex superheterodyne
radio.
The radio station's RF signal is received by antenna coil Ll, which couples the RF
signal via a secondary winding of Ll to converter circuit Q1. The output of Ql feeds
an IF transformer and an audio transformer. The output of the first IF T2
transformer then is coupled with a second IF transformer T3, which provides
sufficient rejection of the oscillator's signal for envelope detection of the 455-kHz IF
signal. Detector D3 then provides an audio signal that is fed back to the converter
oscillator transistor's input for audio amplification. Audio transformer T5 is
connected to the output of the converter oscillator transistor Ql for extraction of
the ampl:ified audio signal. This amplified audio signal then has sufficient current to
drive a low-impedance earphone.

Parts List
• Cl: 100 IJF, 16 volts
• C2, C3, C4, C9: 0.01 I-IF

• cs: 820 pF,

10/0 silver mica

• C6: 0.0039 IJF
• C7, C8: 1 IJF, 35 volts

• RI: 180
• R2: 390 k
• R3: 47 k

• R4: 20 k
• VR1: 50 k

• TI oscillator coil: 421Fll0
• T2, T3 IF transformer: 42IF103
• T4 audio-drive transformer: 10 k
primary, 10 k
secondary

• TS audio output transformer:: 1 k
primary, 8
secondary

• LI antenna coil: 600 IJH to 680 IJH primary, 10 turns for secondary winding

L2: 150 ~H
DI, 02: lN914
D3, D4, D5: 1N270 or lN34
QI: 2N5089
• Vel: two-gang variable capacitor 140 pF and 60 pF
Figure 10-2 presents the schematic for the one-transistor radio. As shown in the
schematic, the RF signal from the tuned circuit consisting of VC1 RF and Ll is
connected to the base of Q1. The collector of Ql is connected to a secondary
winding of the oscillator coil Tl that feeds energy back to its primary winding to
provide a reliable oscillation signal from 1 MHz to 2 MHz at the emitter of Q1. At
the low side of the primary winding of T1, two diodes are wired back to back to
provide amplitude limiting of the oscillator signal because the operating collector
current of Ql is biased to a much higher than "normal" direct-current (DC) current.
With a local oscillator signal at the emitter of Ql and an RF signal at the base of
Q1, a multiplying effect of the two signals occurs to provide an IF signal at 455 kHz
at the collector of Q1. The first IF transformer T2 provides extraction of the IF
signa:1 but still contains some of the local oscillator's signal. For further attenuation
of the local oscillator signal while passing the IF signal, a series resonant circuit
formed by L2 and CS is connected to a second IF transformer T3 that passes
signals around 455 kHz and provides further attenuation of the local oscillator
signal, whose frequencies range from 1 MHz to 2 MHz. The signal from the IF
transformer T3 provides further attenuation of the local oscillator signal and is
connected to D3 for envelope detection of the 455-kHz amplitude-modulated (AM)
signal. The detected signal now is an audio signal that is connected to the primary
winding of audio transformer T4, whose secondary winding is connected in series
with the secondary winding of L1.
•
•
•
•
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FIGURE 10-2 Schematic diagram of the one-transistor reflex radio.
Thus the base of Ql has both RF signals from Ll and AF signals via T4. Amplified
audio signals at the collector of Ql are extracted via audio transformer TS.
Sufficient audio signal current is provided by the secondary winding of TS to drive a
low-impedance earphone. Also, to conserve battery life, a power switch may be
connected in series with the battery.

Although the one-transistor superheterodyne radio provides higher selectivity than
the one-transistor reflex radio, the sensitivity is about the same. Thus the
one-transistor superheterodyne reflex radio generally performs not that much
better than a one-transistor TRF reflex radio such as the one shown in Chapter 6.
This radio is more of an exercise in circuit design and is neither low power nor high
performance.
If time permits, a second one-transistor reflex superheterodyne radio will be
designed. But there is only so much one can do with just one transistor to convert
RF signals into an "amplified" IF signal while trying to provide audio amplification as
well. See Chapter 23 for an update of the one-transistor reflex superheterodyne

radio. In the next design using two transistors, the performance is improved
significantly, although this design is not considered to be low power.

A Two-Transistor Superheterodyne Radio
Although neither one- nor two-transistor superheterodyne radios generallly were
made commercially, there were three-transistor designs. For example, in 1960, the
Truetone Model DC3090 was sold. This was a three-transistor superheterodyne
design with a converter circuit, an IF/AF amplifier, and an audio power amplifier..
The detected AM signal from the IF amplifier was fed back to the IF amplifier for
further AF amplification, and the audio signal from the IF amplifier then was
connected to the audio power amplifier for driving a loudspeaker. Thus the
Truetone radio was a reflex radio using the IF amplifier for amplifying audio signals
and 455-kHz IF signals from the converter circuit.
Thus the Truetone radio had the following characteristics:
1. A converter oscillator circuit for translating the RF signal from an antenna coil to
an amplified IF signal using a first transistor
2. An IF amplifier with two IF transformers using a second transistor
3. Audio amplification with two stages, a first stage via the IF amplifier and a
second stage via an audio output amplifier using a third transistor to drive a
speaker
However, the design for a two-transistor radio can have the same characteristics if
the converter oscillator circuit works as the first-stage audio amplifier. Thus the
two-transistor superheterodyne radio has the following characteristics:
1. A converter oscillator circuit for translating the RF signal from an antenna coil to
an amplified IF signal and for amplifying audio signals from the detector circuit
using the first transistor
2. An IF amplifier with two IF transformers that also provides large audio signal
amplification to drive a speaker using the second transistor
In both cases, the three- and two-transistor designs have a converter stage, an IF
stage, and two stages of audio amplification. But the two -transistor
superheterodyne radio design has sort of a two-stage reflex circuit, whereas the
three-transistor radio has a one-stage reflex circuit. Figure 10-3 presents the block
diagram for a two-transistor superheterodyne radio.
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FIGURE 10-3 Block diagram of the two-transistor superheterodyne radio.
RF signals are connected to the input of converter oscillator circu it Ql and Tl to
provide a 455-kHz signall to the first IF filter T2. The output of T2 is connected to
an IF amplifier (Q2) for further amplification of the 455-kHz IF signal. The output of
Q2 is co nnected to t he second IF tra nsformer T3, whose secondary winding
provides an AM signal for envelope detection via diode D3. Audio signals via D3
then are fed back to the input of Ql to further amplify the detected AM signa l. The
amplified audio signal from Ql via audio driver transformer T4 then is coupled to
the input of Q2 for providing large audio signals that are extracted by audio output
transformer T5 to drive a loudspeaker.

Parts List
• Cl, C3,C4, C6: 0.01 ~F
• C2: 0.0047 IJF
• cs: 100 JJF, 16 volts
• C7, Cl0, C11 : 1 IJF, 35 volts
• C8,C9: 0.0033 IJF
• RI, R4: 22 k
• R2: 1,000
• R3: 24
• RS: 510 k
• VR1: 50-k

pot
• T1 oscillator coil: 42IF100
• T2 IF t ransformer : 42IF101, use low side tap on primary winding

• T3 IF transformer: 42IF103, use low side tap on primary winding
• T4 audio driver transformer: 10 k
primary, 10 k
secondary; use the CT in the secondary for 2.5 k
or 10 k
primary, 2 k
secondary
• TS audio output transformer: 500
primary, 8
secondary
• DI, 02: 1N914
• D3: 1N270 or IN34
• QI, Q2: 2N3904
• vel: two gang-variable capacitor 140 pF and 60 pF
• LI antenna coil: 600 ~H to 680 ~H primary, 10 to 20 turns for secondary
winding
• L2: 4.7-mH induetor
Figure 10-4 presents the schematic diagram of the two-transistor two-stage reflex
superheterodyne radio. As seen in this diagram, a 9-volt battery will be used as the
power supply, and the radio will drain around 10 mA to 20 mA for driving a
loudspeaker.
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FIGURE 10-4 Schematic diagram of the two-transistor supe.r heterodyne
radio.
RF signals are received via antenna coil Ll, which is tuned with variable capacitor
VCl RF. These RF signals are connected to the base of converter oscillator
transistor Q1, which has a DC collector current at the typical hundreds of
microamperes. The oscillator circuit consists of the collector output of Ql coupling
back to the input (emitter) of Ql via the secondary winding of Tl and its tapped
primary winding, respectively.
Because the emitter of Ql has a large oscillator signal, Ql is driven into sufficient
distortion that the small RF signal coupled with the base of Ql is effectively
multiplied with the oscillator signal. Stated in another way, the large-amplitude
oscillator signal results in a time-varying transconductance, where the time-varying
function is the oscillator's signal.
From the collector output terminal of Ql then is a 455-kHz IF signal that is
connected to the primary winding of the first IF transformer T2. The signal from the
secondary winding of the IF transformer then is connected to the base of Q2 for
amplification of the 455-kHz signal.
Because Q2's collector is operating at a direct current of about 15 mA, generally
one would think that the input resistance at the base of Q2 would be in the
hundreds of ohms (e.g., 250 V or less), which can excessively load down the signal

from T2's secondary winding. However, because the emitter of Q2 has a 24-V
resistor to ground, the actual input resistance is about the transistor's current gain
(beta or Hfe, typically 100) times 24 V, which is about 2,400 V. Thus the emitter
24-V resistor raises the input resistance while essentially providing about the same
voltage gain as if Q2 were biased at (typically) 1 mA of collector current with the
emitter bypassed to ground with a capacitor.
The amplified IF signal then is connected to the second IF transformer T3, and the
secondary winding of T3 is connected to D3 for demodulation of the 4S5-kHz AM
signal. Because the demodulated AM signal is going to be recirculated into the
converter oscillator transistor Ql, it is essential to remove any 455-kHz signal prior
to connection to the base of Ql via the secondary winding of Ll, the antenna coil.
Therefore, a low-pass filter formed by C8, L2, and C9 removes substantially the
455-kHz IF signal component from the detector diode D3 while coupling an audio
signal to the base of Ql via the secondary winding of Ll.
At audio frequencies, the converter oscillator circuit has an input resistance of
about 100,000
(beta times R2

= 1,000

, where beta = 100). The primary impedance of T4 is in fact about 10 kV because
the tapped secondary of T4 is being loaded by the input resistance of Q2, which is
2,400 V. Recall that the tapped secondary winding of T4 should be 2,500 V. Thus
there is close to an optimal power transfer in impedance matching for T4 into Q2,
and the aUdio-voltage gain from the base of Ql to the base of Q2 is about 5. The
audio gain from the base of Ql to its collector is 10 k
/1 k

= 10.

But because the center tap of the secondary of T4 is used, we only get half
the audio-signal voltage, which is connected to the base of Q2.
With the amplified (T4) audio signal coupled to the base of Q2, the collector of Q2
supplies sufficient current to output transformer TS for driving a loudspeaker at its
secondary winding. The DC collector current of Q2 is set at about 15 mA with a
SOO-V impedance load to allow for 7.5 volts peak or 15 volts peak to peak of
alternating-current (AC) signal swing. Note that the term impedance is used instead
of resistance. Transformer Ts allows the audio-signal voltage at the collector of Q2
to swing above the 9-volt power supply. Thus the 15 mA of collector current allows
the collector to swing about 7.5 volts above the 9 volts. For power conservation,
the reader may connect a power switch in series with the battery.

Chapter 11
Inductor-Iess Circuits
In previous chapters there was extensive use of coils, inductors, or transformers for
radiofrequency (RF) and intermediate-frequency (IF) signals. This chapter presents
alternatives to coils or inductors.

Ceramic Filters
Ceramic filters emulate high-Q inductor/capacitor (LC) circuits as band-pass filters.
These filters generaUy are three-terminal devices with input, ground, and output
term inals. However, ceramic filters also are made as two-terminal devices.
The earliest use of ceramic filters for amplitude-modulated (AM) transistor radios
can be found in the 1960s. For example, the Motorola Model XP3CE and Model
XP4CE 9- and 11-transistor radios from 1965 to 1967 each used a two-termina l
ceramic fi lter in the first IF amplifier. Normally, the first IF amplifier has an RF
bypass capaCitor from the emitter to ground. In these Motorola radios, the RF
bypass capaCitor is replaced with a two-terminal ceramic filter, which acts like a
series resonant 455-kHz tank circuit. Thus at 455 kHz, the two-termina l ceramic
filter has a minimum impedance or resistance, and at frequencies outside 455-kHz
band, such as 470 kHz, the ceramic filter has a high impedance. By rep'lacing the
RF bypass capaCitor with the two-termina l ceramic filter at the emitter of the
common-emitter IF amplifier, the output current from the IF amplifier is peaked at
the IF frequency and lowered at frequencies outside the IF band.
Two-termina l ceramic filters should not be confused with the very common
two-terminal ceramic resonators. A ceramic resonator has a very narrow bandwidth
that generally is not suitable for an IF filter used in a standard AM radio. However,
because ceramic resonators have very narrow bands, they can be used as a
continuous-wave (CW) IF fi lter for receiving Morse code. Ceramic resonators
generally are used for generating frequencies such as seen in one of the generator
circuits in Chapter 4. For this chapter, we will concentrate on (wider-bandwidth)
ceramic filters instead because resonators exhibit very narrow band characteristics
that are not suitable for broadcast AM receivers.
Today, two-terminal ceramic filters are not that readily available, but three-termina l
ceramic filters are found commonly. Three-terminal ceramic filters for the AM band
could be found in stereo receivers in the 1970s, such as the 1973 Sony STR-222.
As the cost of these three-terminal devices dropped, they were very commonly
designed into portable or pocket radios by the middle to late 1970s or early 19805.
For example, in 1981, the Sony ICF-200 pocket radio had three-terminal ceramic
4S5-kHz and 10.7-MHz filters for AM and frequency-modulated (FM) bands.

One characteristic of a ceramic filter is that unlike an inductor, the direct-current
(DC) resistance is very high, just like an open circuit. Another feature of a ceramic
filter is that it is meant to be driven and terminated by a specified resistance. Most
AM band ceramic filters, for example, have driving and terminating resistances from
1,000 V to about 3,000 V. And ceramic filters may be specified for a wide
bandwidth such as 10 kHz to a narrow bandwidth of 3 kHz.
Although ceramic filters have a response like a typical LC band-pass filter near the
pass-band frequencies, they do suffer from allowing out-of-band signals to pass
through. And, in general, the specified frequency response of a ceramic filter
includes an IF transformer preceding it to help remove spurious or out-of-band
signals such as the local oscillator signal that is from 1 MHz to 2 MHz.
Manufacturers of ceramic filters include Murata, Toko, and Token. Note that AM
(and FM) band ceramic filters can be obtained from www.mouser.com.
Figure 11-1 shows a selection of ceramic filters. In the figure, the ceramic filter on
the left is a single-element filter, whereas the item on the right is a
multiple-element filter. A multiple-element ceramic filter is essentially two or more
single-element ceramic filters that are cascaded.

FIGURE 11-1 455-kHz ceramic filters.
~

-

Note

The pin out for the single-element ceramic filter in the lead on the left is the output
terminal, and the center lead is the ground or common terminal, and finally, the
lead on the right is the input terminal.

Figure 11-2 is a block diagram of a radio with 455-kHz IF ceramic filters. Antenna
coil Ll and variable capacitor VCl provide an RF signal to the converter circuit Q1.
Oscillator coil Tl provides a local oscillator signal for converting the incoming RF
signal to an IF signal. Ceramic filters extract the IF signal from the output of the
converter circuit. The IF signal is filtered and amplified by an IF amplifier circuit.
The output of the last IF amplifying transistor Q3 is fed to a diode detector D3 for
demodulation .
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FIGURE 11-2 Block diagram of a radio using ceramic filters.

Parts list
•
•
•
•

Cl, C3, C7: 0.01 lJF
C2, C4, CS: 1 lJF, 35 volts
CS, C6: 0.15 lJF
Rl: 2,200

• R2, RS: 3,000
• R3, R6, RlO: 22 k

• R4, R7, RS: 2,200
• R9: 47 k
• L1 antenna coil: 600 I-IH to 680 I-IH, 10 to 20 turns for secondary winding
• VCl: two-gang variable capacitor 140 pF and 60 pF
• Dl, D2: IN914
• D3: IN34 or IN270
• Tl oscillator coil: 42IF100
• CFl, CF2, CF3: Ceramic filter SFU455A, Murata or equivalent
• Ql, Q2, Q3: 2N3904
Figure 11-3 shows a schematic for an AM radio that uses ceramic filters to replace
IF transformers. Received radio station signals are tuned by Ll and VCl RF to
provide RF signals to the base of converter oscillator transistor Ql. Oscillator coil Tt

provides a local oscillator signal from about 1 MHz to 2 MHz via coupling the
oscillation signal from the secondary to primary windings. A multiplying effect
between the RF signal and the local oscillator signal occurs via a large oscillator
signal at the emitter of Ql and a small RF signal at the base of Q1. Thus at the
collector of Ql there is an IF signal as well as a very large-amplitude oscillator
signal. Because the ceramic filters have poor rejection for some out-of-band
signails, including the oscillator signal, two 455-kHz ceramic filters (CFl and CF2)
are used to extract the 455-kHz IF signal. From the output of ceramic filter CF2 is a
usable IF signal for further amplification via the first IF amplifier transistor Q2. The
collector terminal output of Q2 is then fed to a single ceramic filter CF3 whose filter
output is connected to the input of the second IF amplifier Q3. The output collector
terminal at Q3 now provides an IF signal for envelope detection via diode D3. Thus
audio signals are provided at C8 for a crystal earphone or the audio signals may be
connected to an audio amplifier. Note that D3 is rectifying the negative portion of
the AM envelope because the positive portion actually goes into clipping when a
strong signal is received. However, the negative portion of the AM envelope at the
collector of Q3 is not affected and does not clip. Also, to conserve energy, a power
switch may be connected in series with the battery or power source.
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FIGURE 11-3 Schematic diagram of an AM radio with ceramic filters using
a 3-volt supply.

Gyrators (aka Simulated or Active Inductors)
When generating FM was in its infancy, there were no varactor tuning diodes. The
FM transmitter back in the 1930s or 1940s used vacuum tubes for amplification, for
oscillation, and for modulation of the frequency of the oscillator. The choice circuit
to generate FM of that era was the reactance modulator. The reactance modulator
circuit consisted of a vacuum tube that acted as a variable inductor. With no audio
signal into this vacuum tube, an inductance of fixed value was formed in parallel
with the oscillator's main coil. If the vacuum tube changed in plate current due to
an audio signal, the inductance changed as well. So for a fixed plate current in the
vacuum tube, a fixed inductor was synthesized from the plate to the cathode of the
tube. Today, the reactance modulator can be designed with field-effect transistors,
bipolar transistors, and/or integrated circuits.
For this book, we will be working with simulated inductors or gyrators consisting of
solid-state devices, and the inductance will be fixed.
Figure 11-4 shows a very simple gyrator. The gyrator in the figure is a "simulated"
inductor with one lead that is grounded. So looking into the Cl and R2 input
terminal of the gyrator is equivalent to looking into a regular inductor as in the
lower portion of the figure with the other lead grounded.
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FIGURE 11-4 Gyrator using a gain-of-1 op a,m ip voltage follower circuit.
An off-the-shelf inductor or coil always has at least two characteristics. The first is
the inductance, and the other is the DC resistance. So any coil can be modeled as a
perfect inductor with a series resistance. The lower the DC resistance of the coil,
the closer this coil comes to an ideal inductor. At a low frequency or at DC, the
impedance of the coil is just its internal resistance. For example, an antenna coil's
primary winding may be anywhere from 1
to 10
in terms of internal resistance. And at high frequencies, the coil has a very high
impedance if there is no appreciable capacitance in the coil.
Now let's look at Figure 11-4. The input of the gyrator circuit is Cl and R2. Cl and
R1 form a high-pass fi lter network, which means that at low frequencies there is
reduced amplitude or no low-frequency signals across Rl. At high frequencies, Cl

acts closer to a short circuit, which means that high-frequency signals appear at Rl.
The signal at Ri is amplified by a gain of 1 and fed back to the input via R2.
So let's take a look at what happens if the signal at the input is a DC voltage. Cl
will block the DC voltage, and the voltage at Ri will be zero. The output of the
amplifier then will be zero as well, which grounds one end of R2. This means that
at DC the input of the gyrator is just a resistor, R2. Note that a coil at DC is also
just the internal resistance, which means that a coil can be modeled at DC as a
resistor as well.
For a high-frequency signal at the input of the gyrator, Cl passes most or all of the
input signal into Rl. One can say that the high-frequency signal at the input and
output of the amplifier is really close to or the same as the signal appearing at the
input of the gyrator circuit. This then means that signal voltage on R2 that is
connected to the amplifier is really about the same signal voltage at the input of
the gyrator. But R2 is also connected to the input. If we assume that R1 is very
large and does not load the input signal, then most or all of the signal current
flowing to the gyrator is through R2. But, if the signal voltage on both ends of R2 is
almost the same or is the same, then there is no net current flowing into R2. Recall
Ohm's law, which says that it is the potential difference (voltage difference) across
a resistor that determines the current flowing into the resistor. If the voltage is the
same on both ends of R2, then the potential difference is zero, and thus there is no
current through R2. So, at high frequencies, there is little or no current flowing into
R2 or the gyrator. At high frequencies the gyrator circuit looks like an open circuit
or a very high impedance circuit.
But isn't this the same as the effect on a coil at high frequencies? A high-frequency
signal into a coill will measure as a very high-impedance device or as an open
circuit. Thus the gyrator circuit is "equivalent" to a coil or inductor.
The gyrator circuit in Figure 11-4 has an inductance of L = Cl x Rl x R2. For
example, if Cl = 1,000 pF, R1 = 1,000
, and R2

= 50

(R2 is the equivalent internal resistance of a coil), then this gyrator has an
inductance of 50 JJH. However, in practice, the Q of this gyrator circuit usually does
not exceed 10. Note that the Q values of antenna coils and IF transformers are at
least 50 typically. So the gyrator circuit in Figure 11-4 is not quite suitable for an IF
filter, for example.
But there is another type of gyrator circuit that has two amplifiers and works as a
generalized impedance converter (GIC). Gyrators using a GIC topology generally
have a Q of 50 or more. (Figure 11-6B shows a gyrator circuit using op amps U7A
and U7B.)

Inductor-Iess (aka Coil-less) Superheterodyne Radio
Here is a problem to solve: How do you design a superheterodyne radio without
any coils? One way is to substitute every inductor with a gyrator. Or if a band-pass
filter is needed, one can use a ceramic filter or a gyrator.
But what if you want to design an inductor-Iess superheterodyne radio with just a
one-section variable capacitor or, better yet, tune the radio without a variable
capacitor at all? So this was what I was thinking during t he last four months before
I was going to write this book. The initial design was to use ceramic filters for the
IF stages and no tuned RF stage. This design would work, except that using a
455-kHz ceramic fi lter with a single conversion RF mixer circuit wou ld result in
receiving radio signals at image frequencies.
For example, without a variable band-pass fi lter tuned to the desired frequency and
fed to the converter or mixer circuit, an image signal will convert (or mix down) to
the same IF frequency at twice the IF frequency (e.g., twice the IF frequency = 2
x 455 kHz = 910 kHz) plus the frequency of the desired station. See the following
table for some examples.
Desired Station Frequency

IF Frequency

Image Frequency

540 kHz

455 kHz

1,450 kHz

610 kHz

455 kHz

1,520 kHz

680 kHz

455 kHz

1,590 kHz

However, there is another technique called double conversion that elim inates
receiving stations at the image frequencies. But a double-conversion radio requires
a second mixer or converter circuit and other IF filters. The double-conversion rad io
is workable, but it was decided that the inductor-Iess radio design will stick to just
one converter circuit instead.
Therefore, to get around the problem of receiving stations at image frequencies,
the IF frequency was ra ised to about 600 kHz (or higher), and a broadband
low-pass filter was used to remove signals higher than 1,600 kHz. Any signal above
1,600 kHz would be filtered out and not able to mix or convert down to the new
600-kHz IF frequency. See the following table for some examples.
Desired Station Frequency

IF Frequency

Image Frequency

540 kHz

600 kHz

1,740 kHz

610 kHz

600 kHz

1,810 kHz

680 kHz

600 kHz

1,880 kHz

As stated previously, any signal above 1,600 kHz will be attenuated or removed by
a low - pass f ilter. Figure 11 - 5 is a block diagram for an inductor- Iess
superheterodyne radio. For the antenna, a short wire of less than 2 or 3 feet or a
telescoping antenna will be sufficient to pick up radio stations in the AM broadcast

band. The antenna is connected to a high-pass filter to attenuate signals below the
AM band so that the radio minimizes picking up hum or other low-frequency
signals. From the output of the high-pass filter, the wide-band RF signal is amplified
by a low-noise circuit so that any noise contribution from the succeeding low-pass
filter is negligible. The output of the low-noise amplifier is connected to the input of
a 1.6-MHz low-pass filter, and the output of the low-pass filter is fed to a unity gain
inverting amplifier and to an input of a balanced RF mixer. The output of the unity
gain inverting amplifier is fed to the other input of the balanced RF mixer. A local
oscillator formed by the same type of hysteresis oscillator circuit as shown in
Chapter 4 provides twice the local oscillator frequency. The output of the local
oscillator is connected to a flip-flop divide-by-two circuit that provides a " perfect"
square wave at the local oscillator frequency signal to the balanced mixer.
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FIGURE 11-5 Block diagram of an tnductor-Iess radio.
The mixer is balanced because neither the oscillator signal nor the RF signal from
the low-pass filter appears at the output of the balanced mixer. Only a multiplied
signal (RF signal times the oscillator signal) appears at the output. From the output
of the balanced mixer, the sum and difference frequency signals are amplified and
then fed to a single high-Q gyrator band-pass filter. The output of the 600-kHz IF
band-pass filter is further amplified and then finally demodulated with a detector
(e.g., diode envelope detector).

Parts List
• Cl: 0.0056 IJF

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C2: 0.0018 IJF
C3, C4, C27: 0.15 IJF
CS: 0.001 IJF 5%
C6: 0.0022 IJF 5%
C7: 100 pF 5%
C8: 0.0027 IJF 5%
C9, C19: 300 pF 5%
Cl0: 30 pF 5%
Cll, C12, C13, C14, C15, C17, C18, C24, C25, C28, C32, C33, C34: 0.01

IJF

•
•
•
•
•
•

C16, C22, C31: 100 IJF, 16 volts
C20: 24 pF 5% or 22 pF 50/0
C21, C26, C35, C36, C37, C38, C39: 1 IJF, 35 volts
C23: 47 pF 5%
C29, C30: 510 pF 50/0
Rl, R4: 100

• R2, R6, R7, R8, R9, Rl0: 301
1%
• R3, R13, R14, R15, R16, R34: la k

• RS, Rll, R12, R20, R22, R30, R31: 1,000
1%
• R17: 910
or 820

• R18: 2,000
• R19: 47 k
• R21, R23, R29, R32: 3,900
• R24, R33: 100 k
• R25, R26, R27, R28: 511
1%
• Ul, U2, U7: LME49720 or LM4562

•
•
•
•
•
•

U3: 74AHC14 or 74HC14
U4: 74HC74 or 74HCT74
US: 74HC4053
U6, U8: NESS32 or LM833
U9: LM78LOS or LM780S
VR1: l-k

pot
• VR2: 10-k
pot
• D1: lN270 or lN34 or lN914
Figures 11-6A and 11-6B provide schematic diagrams for the inductor-Iess radio. A
short wire or telescopic antenna is connected to a high-pass filter circuit consisting
of Rl, R2, Cl, and C2, which has a cutoff frequency at about 280 kHz. This
high -pass filter removes or attenuates low-frequency signals that would be
demodulated as hum or extraneous noise. The output of the high-pass filter at C2
then is coupled to a five-pole l,600-kHz active low-pass filter consisting of
capacitors from CS to Cl0, U1B, and U2A. The output of the low-pass filter is
inverted in phase via U2B so that the inputs of the mixer USA have a balianced or
push-pull signal. Thus the inputs of the balanced mixer USA are connected to a
noninverting output of the low-pass filter and an inverting output of the low-pass
filter. By commutating between the non inverting and inverting outputs of the
low-pass filter, multiplication occurs with the local oscillator signal from the flip-flop
frequency divider circuit U4A.
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FIGURE 11-68 Inductor-Iess radio schematic diagram part 2-gyrator,
amplifiers, and detector.
The local oscillator signal is generated by a hysteresis oscillator circuit much like the
one seen in Chapter 4, which was used as an RF generator. Since the hysteresis
oscillator in Chapter 4 is sufficiently stable in frequency for generating an RF signal
to test a radiO, it is also stable enough to be used as a local oscillator in this
inductor-Iess receiver.
With an IF frequency set at 600 kHz, the desired local oscillator signal's frequency
to the balanced mixer is S40 kHz 1 600 kHz to 1,600 kHz 1 600 kHz, or 1,140 kHz
to 2,200 kHz. The hysteresis oscillator U3A must generate twice the frequency
because a divide-by-two circuit, U4A, halves the frequency of the oscillator.
Therefore, the output signal frequency of U3A must be adjustable via VRl to range
from 2,280 kHz to 4,400 kHz.
You may ask why not skip the divide-by-two circuit and connect U3A directly to the
mixer USA. It turns out that by dividing the oscillator's frequency by two via U4A, a
perfect square wave is used as the commutating signal for mixer USA. The square
wave is symmetric, which then allows the mixing or multiplying effect to be
balanced such that the RF signal from the low-pass filter does not appear at the
output of USA. The hysteresis oscillator does not generate a perfectly symmetric
waveform. That is, the logic high duration is not equal to the logic low duration .

Sending such a nonsymmetric waveform to the mixer will cause leakage of the RF
signal to the output of the mixer, which is not preferred in a balanced-mixer
configuration.
in Chapter 10 concerning the one-transistor superheterodyne radio, it was
mentioned that having a huge-amplitude local oscillator signal added to the IF
signal hampers proper envelope detection of the IF signal. And thus multiple IF
filters are needed to sufficiently remove or attenuate the oscillator signal.
In this inductor-Iess radio, there is only one IF filter, so great care must be taken at
the design stage to provide a mixer/converter circuit that outputs essentially no
local oscillator signal nor the RF signal. This is the reason for using a balanced
mixer.
The output of the balanced mixer is fed to a second low-pass filter at around 1,600
kHz to remove the very high-frequency components from the balanced mixer owing
to the square-wave switching. The output of this second low-pass filter is fed to
amplifiers U6A and U6B. VR2 serves as a variable gain control to adjust the IF gain..
The output signal from U6B then is band-pass-filtered via R24, resonating capacitor
C29, and gyrator (active inductor) circuit U7A and U7B that has an inductance of
[(C30 x R28 x R25 x R27)/R26] = L. R24 sets the Q of the parallel tank circuit to
greater than 50 at a resonant frequency of 600 kHz. The 600-kHz IF signal from
the output of the band-pass circuit is further amplified via U8A and U8B before
being demodulated by 01. Audio signals via C35 then are connected to a crystal
earphone or to an audio amplifier. Also, a power switch may be connected in series
with the battery or power source to conserve energy.
Note that the inductor-Iess superheterodyne radio is simple to use. There are no
coils to adjust, and there are no mUltiple-gang variable capaCitors to deal with. And
this radio uses very common parts that are more available than the antenna coils,
IF transformers, ceramic filters, and/or variable capaCitors that were used in
previous superheterodyne radio designs.

Chapter 12
Introduction to Software-Defined Radios (SDRs)
Chapter 11 presented a different type of superheterodyne radio· a coil- less
receiver. Two new concepts were introduced-image signals and switching-type
radio-frequency (RF) signal mixers. It was also in Chapter 11 that image signals
were shown to be eliminated or attenuated by providing a band-pass filter prior to
RF mixer so that the desired signal is output from the mixer and not the image
signaL In the coil-less radio, a higher intermediate frequency (IF) of 600 kHz was
used with a 1.6-MHz low-pass filter to provide image signal rejection. The coil-less
radio is rather simple to implement with integrated circuits.
It should be noted that in Chapters 8 through 11, the selectivity of the
superheterodyne radio was influenced by the band-pass characteristics of the IF
filter. If more selectivity is required, then usually more IF transformers, coils,
and/or ceramic filters must be added to the design. And if the IF needs to be
changed to some frequency other than 455 kHz, then the IF transformers or
ceramic filters need to be replaced.
So one of the main motivations for a using a computer or digital processing in
superheterodyne radios is to replace the IF section, whereby the IF filters can be
generated in the digital domain. Once an analog signal is digitized by an
analog-to-digital converter, the digital domain can take over to mimic many of the
past analog functions, such as filtering, RF mixing, delaying signals, or amplifying
the IF signals. In the digital domain, the frequency and band-pass characteristic
(e.g., bandwidth) can be designed with flexibility. For example, with digital filtering,
the band-pass filter characteristics can be tailored to any specific bandwidth without
changing the hardware.
So, if one needs a 4SS-kHz filter in the digital domain to have narrower or broader
bandwidth, just setting some registers in the digital filter program changes the filter
characteristics. So there is no need to change a physical part. The filter's
characteristic is determined by software.
And as technology progresses, more and more circuits can be mimicked in a
computer or in a system on a chip via digital signal processing to provide not only
filtering but also amplification, tuning across the IF band (e.g., 44.1 kHz to 192
kHz), phase shifting, multiplication (e.g ., RF mixing) that includes image-reject
mixing, and detecting [amplitude-modulated (AM) and frequency-modulated (FM)
demodulators] via software.
One popular implementation of a software-defined radio (SDR) on a chip is a
two-band 2-m and 70-cm transceiver made by Baofeng. This radiO sells for about
$40 and uses a dedicated 5DR integrated circuit, the RDA 1846. Because this radio

does not have too much RF filtering in the front end, it is susceptible to overload
when used near a transm,itter (e.g., amateur radio FM repeater). But otherwise it
performs very well.
Another popular implementation of the SDR is via several dO-it-yourself
software-defined radio programs that run on a computer, such as the Winrad
program. There are other SDR programs that will run on PCs. For example, once
the Winrad program is installed on a PC (e.g., XP or Windows 7 operating system),
all that is needed is a down-converted low-frequency IF signa l to be provided to the
audio inputs of the computer's sound card. The PC then takes over the IF filtering,
tuning, and demodulation. Because the low -frequency IF signal has a wide
bandwidth of at least half the sampling frequency of the sound card, radio stations
can be tuned via the Winrad software program over a 201-kHz range. Thus the
Winrad program also provides the equivalent of a variable-frequency oscillator.
For many SDRs, switch-mode mixers wi ll be used, and image rejection wi ll be
handled in the software via digital signal processing. So now let's look at two
examples of SDR front-end systems. They both provide two channels of
down-converted low-frequency IF signals to the two input channels of a computer's
sound card.
Figure 12-1A provides a first example of an SDR front-end block diagram. An
antenna is connected to generally a fixed -frequency RF band-pass filter, but a
tunable filter can be used. This RF band-pass filter will be needed to remove signals
whose frequencies are outside the band of interest so that out-of-band signals do
not mix back down to the IF band. For example, in the 40-m amateur radio band,
signals around 7.2 MHz should be passed through, but frequencies above 8 MHz
should be attenuated. The RF band-pass filter in an SDR system generalily is not
used to remove image signals but to remove out-of-band signals because the mixer
that is used is a harmonic mixer.
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FIGURE 12-1A First example of an SDR front-end system using analog
phase shifters.
Briefly, almost every RF mixer is a harmonic mixer of some sort. So what is meant
by harmonic mixing? A harmonic mixer is capable of providing a signal that falls
into the IF band by way of out-of-band RF signals producing a difference signa l
with a harmonic of the local oscillator's frequency.

Let's take an example of a theoretical broadcast AM radio system in which there is
no tuned RF filter prior to mixing. Recall from Chapter 8 that superheterodyne
radios always use a tuned RF filter via variable capacitor VCl_RF to pass the radio
station's signal to the mixer or converter circuit. And recall that the local oscillators
or converter circuits in Chapter 8 have large oscillator signals that purposely cause
distortion in order to provide a multiplying effect in the mixer or converter circuits.
This distortion owing to the large amplitude of the oscillator signal also results in
harmonics of the local oscillator frequency. Table 12-1 provides an example with a
455-kHz IF system (note that LO = local oscillator).
TABLE 12-1 Out-of-Band Radio-Frequencies Mixing Undesirably to the 455 kHz IF
from Harmonics of the LO (Local Oscillator) Signal

Oscillator Frequency Range

RF Frequency Range for
455-kH z IF

LO fu ndamental frequency

990 kHz-2.1 MHz

535 kHz- l,645 kH z

Second harmonic of LO

1. 98 MHz- 4.2 MHz

1.52 MHz- 3.74 MHz

Thi rd harmonic of LO

2.97 MHz- 6.3 MHz

2.51 MHz- 5.84 MHz

..
As can be seen from the table, without any filtenng pnor to RF mixing, unwanted
signals of frequencies from 1.52 MHz to 5.84 MHz will mix into the 455-kHz IF band
and thus cause the radio to receive extraneous signals. Note that noise from 1.52
MHz to 5.84 MHz also will mix into the IF band, resulting in extra or increased noise
levels when the 455-kHz IF signal is demodulated.
So in Figure 12-1A a filter is used to ensure that out-of-band noise and signals are
not down-converted to the IF band. The output of the mixer then is connected to a
constant-amplitude phase-shift circuit that provides two outputs. Relative to one of
the outputs of the phase-shifter network is a constant 90-degree shift over a range
of frequencies. A first output of the phase-shifter circuit is normally defined as the I
channel, or in-phase channel, whereas the second output that has the constant
90-degree phase shift relative to the first output is named the Q channel, or
quadrature channel.
A computer's sound card then captures the signals from the I and Q channels of
the phase-shifter circuit, which contain signals of a low IF (e.g., 3 kHz to 96 kHz).
Now the question is, Why connect two types of signals to the sound card?
As stated earlier, the RF filter in Figure 12-1A does not filter out image signals. So
there must be some other way to remove image signals. By using I and Q signals
and connecting them to an image-signa I-reject mixer circuit that is emulated by
digital signal processing in the computer, image signals are attenuated . It will be
shown in much more detail in Chapter 21 that signals that are 90 degrees relative
to each other can be used to cancel out image signals while passing the desired
signals, or vice versa, that is, passing image signals while canceling out the desired
signals.

Figure 12-18 shows a Imore common way of generating I and Q signals at low IFs
for coupling into the computer. The analog phase-shift network is replaced by an I
and Q m,ixer system~ , which consists of two mixers. So in Figure 12-1A there is one
mixer and an analog phase-shift network. And in Figure 12-18 there are two mixers
instead to prov ide the phase-sh ifting function that replaces an analog
phase-shifting network. A first mlixer down-converts the RF signal to a low IF signal
at reference 0 degree, whereas the second mixer down-converts the same RF
signa:1to the same low IF but with a phase shift of 90 degrees. The low IF signals
from both mixers are amplified by relatively low-bandwidth operational amplifiers,
and the outputs of the amplifiers then are sent to the sound card input of the
computer for digital signal processing.
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Filter
Mixer
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L-----------,1I
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90 Degrees Output (Q Channel)

FIGURE 12-18 Generating I and Q signals via a mixing method.
The I and Q mixer shown in Figure 12-1B consists of two mixer circuits. The first
mixer circuit receives a O-degree phase signal from the local oscillator, whereas the
second mixer circuit receives a 90-degree phase signal from the local oscillator. By
multiplying at 0 and 90 degrees, two (Iow-frequency) IF signals are generated such
that one of the IF signals is 90 degrees shifted from the other IF signal.
Figure 12-1C illustrates some of the 5DR functions within a computer that is
running the SDR software program. The computer's sound card channel 1 and
channel 2 inputs digitize the I and Q signals to further filter them. Also, the
software program (e.9 ., Winrad) allows for f ine-tun ing of the phases and
amplitudes of the I and Q signals for maximum image rejection through the
image-reject filter in the computer.

I Channel Input --)~

Corn puter with SDR Program
Ilmage Rejection Mixer

Tuning and IF Filtering
Demodulation ( AM FM SSB CW)
Q Channel Input

/

FIGURE 12-1C SDR functions within a computer or system on a chip.
With the I and Q signals, demodulation of broadcast AM signals is achieved by
multiplying the I signal by itself and multiplying the Q signal by itself, summing the
squares of the I and Q signals to provide a summed signal, and then taking the
square root of that summed signal. Although this process may seem mysterious
when compared with envelope detection, it is not.
But here is a hint on how this demodulation works: Use the trigonometric identity
that [sin(Btjf + [cos(Bt)f always is equal to 1 and that the I signal is [1 + Ili(t)]
cos(Bt) and the Q signal is [1 1 m(t)] sinCBt), where rrt...t) represents the audio
information. Chapter 16 provides a detailed explanation on how AM demodulation
works via I and Q signals.
Other functions included in an SDR are demodulation of single-sideband signals and
frequency-modulation (FM) signals. And depending on the sampling rate of the
sound card, the SDR software program allows for tuning to a bandwidth of half the
sample rate or up to the sampling rate of the sound card. For example, if the sound
card samples at a rate of 192 kHz, an SDR software program allows tuning over a
range of at least 96 kHz or up to 192 kHz. Figure 12-1D shows a screen capture of
the Winrad SDR software program running. As seen in the figure, the local oscillator
is set for 7,150 kHz in this particular example to tune into the amateur-radio
40-meter band. The tuning spans from 7,054 kHz to 7,246 kHz for a range of 192
kHz. Since amateur radio traditionally has single-sideband transmission on the
lower sideband for the 40-meter band, lower sideband (LSB) is chosen for the
demodulation.

FIGURE 12-1D A screen capture of Winrad showing that at 192-kHz
sampling frequency, tuning for radio stations spans 192 kHz.
In this example, 192 kHz of tuning range is available because of the computer's
sound card. Not all computers will come with this "extended" capability. For
example, many laptop computers will only allow for 48 kHz or 96 kHz of tuning
range. The user can first run Winrad to confirm the sampling rate and tuning range.
If the tuning range seems restricted, go to the Winrad top menu to select the
sampling rate (Figure 12-1E).

FIGURE 12-1E Selecting sampling rate via Winrad.
Should the sampling rate top out at a number lower than 192,000, upgrading the
sound card to a 192-kHz sampling rate is recommended. However, in an SDR, it is
still possible to have very usable tuning results with existing sound cards with
sampling rates of 44.1 kHz, 48 kHz, or 96 kHz. One solution is to obtain a
variable-frequency oscillator such as a direct-digital-synthesis (DDS) generator,
which is available in kit or completed form. The DDS generator can tune to the
stations instead of the Winrad software program.

SDR Front-End Circuits, Filters, and Mixers
As stated previously, the SDR front-end circuits usually require some type of filter
prior to mixing or down-converting to the low-frequency IF signal for the computer
to process. The filter generally must cut off or attenuate low-frequency noise in the
IF band of about 100 kHz and below. Therefore, the simplest filter can consist of a
high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency at about 200 kHz to 100 kHz. With a
high-pass filter, low-frequency noise such as power-line hum can be attenuated

effectively so that the demodulated signal does not include this type of
low-frequency noise.
However, ideally, the filter should be a combination of a high-pass filter and a
low-pass filter in which the low-pass filter prevents signals from out of the band of
interest to be demodulated. The low pass filter is especially required if the SDR
front-end circuit includes a switch mode RF mixer. A switch mode RF mixer is also a
harmonic mixer which means that RF signals near a harmonic of the local' oscillator
or switching frequency will also mix down to the IF. Examples of switch mode
mixers include commuting mixers and sampling circuits. It should be noted that a
band-pass filter has a high-pass and a low-pass filtering characteristic. Thus, at a
minimum, a single-inductor/capacitor (Le) band-pass circuit should be used for
filtering. But a multipo:le band-pass filter may be used for wider bandwidth and
sharper cutoff characteristics.
More elaborate filters usually result in better noise performance and overload
characteristics, though. More filtering restricts the signals to a smaller portion of the
RF spectrum and thus removes interfering signals for "jamming," or overloading,
the mixer.
Figure 12-2 presents examples of simple Le and multistage band-pass filters. The
circuits located at the top portion of the figure illustrate a simple Le band-pass
network, whereas the circuit at the bottom shows a multistage Le band-pass filter
for sharper cutoff to out-of-band signals and noise.
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FIGURE 12-2 Simple Le and multistage band-pass filter for an SDR
front-end circuit.
In terms of simplicity for mixing or down-converting the RF signal to a
low-frequency IF signal, a commutating switch such as the one used in the coil-less
radio in Chapter 11 works very well in terms of handling high-level RF signals as
well as in terms of low noise performance.
In addition, a sampling circuit provides RF mixing action. For example a
sample-and -hold circuit can serve as a mixing circuit. For those who have
experimented with digitizing audio signals, one knows that aliasing can occur when
the input signal's frequency exceeds half the sampling frequency. For example, if a
digital audio system is sampling at 44.1 kHz, then an input signal of 25 kHz
connected into the analog-to-digital converter will cause a 19.1-kHz aliasing signal
to appear at the output. But the 19.1-kHz signal is just a signal that has a
difference frequency of the sampling frequency and the input frequency or,

alternatively stated, 44.1 kHz - 25 kHz = 19.1 kHz. So the sampling circuit can be
used as a mixer.
Figure 12-3A shows a commutating switching mixer. The com:mutating mixer has
been used since at least around 1930. This mixer circuit switches between a
non inverting output RF signal and an inverting output RF signal. So a push-pull or
complementary analog (RF) signal is needed at the inputs of this mixer. Under ideal
conditions, this particular mixer is ba lanced in that neither the input RF signali nor
the osciUator signal appears at its output terminal. However, in practice, there is a
very small leak-through of the RF and oscillator signals at the output.

Noninverting RF Sign al

A
Mixer Output

Inverti ng RF Si gnal

B

/ ~

Oscillator Signal

FIGURE 12-3A Com,mutating switch-mode mixer.
As mentioned previously, sampling a signal is a form of mixing or multiplication.
And in particular, a sample-and-hold circuit allows for the equivalent of peak
detection such that the sampled output of the mixer generates an IF signal that has
almost the same amplitude as the input RF signal.
Figure 12-38 shows a single sampling switch with a hold capacitor C. Two or m.ore
sample-and-hold circuits may be used to generate I and Q signals. In its simplest
form, two of these circuits will provide 0- and 90-degree phase-shifted signals.

Mixer Output

Noninvert'n g RF Signal
/

"C

n
Oscillator Signal

FIGURE 12-38 A sample-and-hold circuit that can be used for RF mixing.
In another configuration using a four-pole sample-and-hold circuit designed by Dan
Tayloe, I and Q signals also can be generated. A variant of the four-pole
sample-and-hold circuit can be implemented by using four single-sampling switches
and capacitors. One should note that the sampling mixer is very popular with SDR
do-it-yourself (DYI) kits.

Phasing Circuits for 0- an:d gO-Degree Outputs for I and
Q Signals
To generate I and Q signals, a circuit or series of circuits must be used to generate
two outputs for a signal whose frequency range is defined. For SDR software
programs, ideally, a phasing circuit should provide 0- and gO-degree outputs up to
one-half t he sampl ing rate of the sound card. For example, a sound card that
samples up to 192 kHz will requ ire that the phasing circuit provide a constant
difference of 90 degrees from the I and Q outputs over a range of up to 192 kHz/2
= 96 kHz.
Most practical analog phasing circuits work over a range of frequencies that are
defined as the lower and higher limit frequencies. For example, the lower limit
frequency cannot be at 0 Hz or near DC (direct currect) but must be some positive
number frequency such as 10 Hz or 300 Hz. The upper frequency li mit t heoretically
can be as high as t he designer wants, and this upper limit depends on the
bandwidth of the ampl ifiers or components used.
Figure 12-4 presents a basic analog 0- and 90-degree phase-shift system. This
phasing system must have two characteristics. Over the frequency range from the
lower to the higher frequency limits,

o Degree Signal Output
( I Signal Output )
In put Signal

Phase Shifter Circuit
90 Degree s Signal Output
( Q Sig nal Output)

FIGURE 12-4 A phasing system with a single input ter minal and two
outputs for I and Q signals.
1 . The I and Q outputs must maintain constant amplitude relative to each other.
2. The I and Q outputs must maintain a constant 90-degree difference in phase.
Any amplitude variation or deviation from the 90-degree phase difference between
the I and Q outputs over the frequency range wil l cause the image-reject mixer in
the computer to not completely reject the image signal.
Figure 12-5 provides an example phasing circuit t hat generates 0- and 90-degree
output.
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FIGURE 12- 5 An analog phase-shifting circuit that prOVides I and Q
signals.
Before I explain operation of th is phasing circuit, I wou ld like to recommend a
terrific book on synthesizing fi lters and phase-shift networks by Arthur B. Wi lliams .
It is ca lled the Electronic Filter Design Handbook and is published by McGraw-Hill.
Any edition (e.g ., the 1980 First Edition, 1989 Second Edition, 1995 Third Edition,
or the 2006 Fourth Edit ion) of this book will be helpfu l. And it is from th is book that

the phasing circuit in the figure is taken. I cannot say enough about how great this
book is in terms of showing how to design all types of filters with coils or active
components. The gyrator circuit in Chapter 11 came from this book. Any hobbyist
or engineer will find that this book contains practical designs without long
mathematical derivations on filter design. In short, this is a great filter book for
designers.
Figure 12-5 shows a phase-shifting circuit with six amplifiers: U1A, U1B, U2A, U2B,
U3A, and U3B.
-~

-

Note

A low-output-impedance amplifier (e.g., op amp UOA) should drive the resistors and
capacitors associated with U1A and U1B.
Each amplifier section constitutes an all-pass network. So the output of any of the
amplifiers will provide constant amplitude over frequency while phase shifting the
input signal. The actual phase shift varies with the frequency of the input signal. So
the output of the A section of amplifiers at U3A is the summation of phase shifts
from U1A, U2A, and U3A. Each amplifier has a different RC time constant, such as
C1A R1A, C2A R2A, and C3A R3A. These time constants cause the phase (as
compared with the input signal) at the output of U3A to vary quite "wildly" as the
frequency is varied. At first glance, this may look all wrong. But there is the B
section that also generates phase shifts from U1B, U2B, and U3B in a similarly
"wild" manner but with a constant difference of gO degrees from the A section.
The amplifier gain resistors R are identical 1 percent resistors and can be in the
range of 1,000
to 10,000

n
n

as long as the resistors are the same value for each amplifier. So, for example, all
the resistors R can be 1,000

n

1 percent (or better, such as 0.25 percent tolerance).
So we have one set of phasing circuits in the A section and another set in the B
section, both generating lots of phase shift when compared with the input. But by
carefully designing the RC time constants for each amplifier, a gO-degree phase
difference is achieved with constant amplitude for an input signal having a lower
and higher frequency limit.
The phasing circuit in Figure 12-5 maintains a constant gO-degree phase difference
over a frequency range. This range can be expressed as the ratio of the higher
frequency limit to the lower frequency limit. For example, from the Arthur B.
Williams book, the following values are calculated for a ratio of the higher

frequency limit to the Ilowest frequency limit of about 10: 1 for a frequency range of
300 Hz to 3,000 Hz with an error of about 0.1 degree. And it should be noted that
although 300 Hz to 3,000 Hz typically is a range for a single-sideband audio phase
shifter, for the SDR, a range of about 3,000 Hz to 30 kHz is more useful.
In order to scale the original range of 300 Hz to 3,000 Hz to a new range, just scale
either the resistors or the capacitors coupled to the positive (+) terminal of the
amplifier to the reciprocal of the scaling factor. For example, if 3,000 to 30,000 Hz
is needed, then this is a scaling factor of 10. So just divide all the resistor values at
the (+) terminal of the amplifiers by 10, or alternatively, divide all capacitor value
at the (+) terminal of the amplifiers by 10.

Do not divide both the values of the resistors and capaCitors.
Table 12-2 illustrates a phase-shifting circuit that holds a gO-degree phase
difference within about ±0.1 degree.
TABLE 12-2 Resistor and Capacitor Values for the Phase-Shifting Circuit that
Maintains a gO-Degree Phase Difference between the I and Q Signal Outputs within
0.1 Degree
Frequency Range
300 Hz to 3 kHz

Frequency Range
3 kHz to 30 kHz

Frequency Range
9 kHz to 90 kHz

R1A: 16.2 kO

R1A: 1.62 kO

R1A: 1.62 kn

R1B: 54.9 k!1

RIB: 5.49 kn

RIB: 5.49 k!1

R2A: 118 kn

R2A: 11.8 kn

R2A: 11.8 k!1

R2B: 237 kO

R2B: 23.7 kO

R2B: 23.7 k!1

R3A: 511 kO

R3A: 51.1 kO

R3A: 51.1 kn

R3B: 1.74 MO

R3B: 174 k!1

R3B: 174 kO

All capacitors: 1,000 pF 1%

ALL capacitors: 1,000 pF 1%

ALL capacitors: 330 pF 1%

The first column of the table shows the original resistor and capacitor values for a
frequency range of 300 to 3,000 Hz. To scale the frequency range 10-fold for 3 to
30 kHz, the resistors are divided by 10, but the capacitors remain the same. The
third column shows how to scale the frequency range of 3 kHz to 30 kHz to 9 kHz
to 90 kHz simply by taking the (same) resistor values of the second column and
dividing the capaCitor values by 3 (1,000 IJF/3 = 330 IJF).
Op amps for these circuits (in Table 12-2) should have at least a 10-MHz gain
bandwidth product. For example, an AD823 op amp may be used. For the values
shown for the frequency ranges of 3 kHz to 30 kHz and 9 kHz to 90 kHz, one can
use an NE5532 or LM833 op amp.
IV

And see Table 12-3 for a phase-shifting circuit that holds the gO-degree phase
differential between I and Q channels within ±0.44 degree but over a frequency
ratio of about 25:1 instead of the 10:1, as seen in Table 12-2. For the values shown
in the table, the op amps used may be NE5532 or LM833.
TABLE 12-3 Resistor and Capacitor Values for the Phase-Shifting Circuit that
Maintains a gO-Degree Phase Difference between the I and Q Signal Outputs within
0.44 Degree
Frequency Range
3 kH z t o 75 kHz

Frequency Range
3.8 kHz t o 96 kHz

Frequency Range
4.5 kHz t o 114 kHz

RiA: 1.62 kn

R1A: 1.62 kO

R1A: 1.62 kO

RiB: 5.89 kn

RiB : 5.90 kO

RiB: 5.90 kG

R2A: 14.0 kn

R2A: 14.0 kO

R2A: 14.0 kO

R2B: 32.4 kf!.

R2B : 32.4 kO

R2B: 32.4 kG

R3A: 76.8 kO

R3A: 76.8 k!1

R3A: 76.8 kf!

R3B: 280 kO

R3B : 280 kO

R3B: 280 kO

ALL capacitors: 500 pF 1%

ALL capacitors: 390 pF 1%

ALL capacitors: 330 pF 10/0

A question one may ask is, What is the consequence when the 90-degree
difference in phase between the I and Q channels is off by a degree or two? That
is, if the I and Q channels are 89 or 88 degrees in phase difference, what happens?
It turns out that an image-reject mixer relies on a precise gO-degree phase
differential in order to perfectly cancel out the image signal. An error of a degree or
two causes an imprecise cancellation of the image signal, and thus some of the
image signal wi ll appear at the output of the image-reject mixer.
For a rough approximation, the residual image signal output can be expressed by
the following:

.5
where x is the error phase angle measured in radians. Note that 1 radian = 57.3
degree, so 0.1 radian = 5.73 degrees, and 0.01 radian = 0.573 degree.
For sma ll! va lues of x measured in radians that are much smaller than 1,

.

1
For example, if x == 0. 1 radian, then sinCO.'!) rv 0.1. Again, recall that x is measured
in radians. And for all practical purposes, if x = 0.01, then sinCO.0 1) = 0..01. And
again, to reiterate, x is measured in radians, and x [in the equation of sin(x) = xfor
small values of x] is notmeasured in degrees.
Also, 1 degree equals 0.0174 radian. So a 1-degree error will result in a residual
image signal of about

.5

7

7
.7 M
7'

whereas a O.S-degree error from the gO-degree difference phase between the I and
Q channels will result in a 0.435 percent leak-through of the image signal.
For an appropriate approximation of the residual image signal output with a phase
error or deviation from the 90 degree difference between the I and Q channels is 1
percent per 1 degree of phase error, see Chapter 21, which presents an analysis of
an image-reject mixer and provides further details pertaining to phase error.

Mu'ltipliers for Generating 0- and gO-Degree Phases
While the phase-shifting circuit in Figure 12-5 provides an accurate phase
difference of 90 degrees between the I and Q channels, its accuracy depends on
precision parts. Also, to increase the range of frequencies, more amplifier stages
must be added. For example, if a frequency ratio of 500: 1 is needed with less than
0.5 degree of error, 10 amplifiers instead of the 6 shown in Figure 12-5 will be
required.
So an alternative to phase-shifting networks is to use multiplier circuits. Chapters 8
and 9 showed that a mixing circuit creates a multiplying effect on two signals. And
one of the outputs of the mixing circuit is a signal that has a frequency equal to the
difference of the two input signals-the local oscillator signal and the RF signal.
But what if we connect the RF signal to two mu ltipliers, and each multiplier is
connected to an oscillator of the same frequency, and one of the m,ultiplier has a
phase-shifted oscillator signal? See Figure 12-6.
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FIGURE 12-6 An alternative method of providing a 0- and a 90-degree
output for I and Q sig'n algeneration.
It turns out that when two signals are multiplied to provide a difference-frequency
signal, the phase of one or both of the two signals carries over to add a phase shift
to the difference-frequency signal. So, if a mixer generates a signal that has a
difference frequency (F1 - F2), then it also carries over the phase angle. That is, if
s ig n a I 1 = cos ( F 1 t + Cl» and si 9 n a I 2 = cos (F 2 t), th e nth e re suit in g
difference-frequency signal by mu ltiplication is

l

l

l] -

·2 l

J

where A is a sca ling factor-based conversion gain of the multiplier, and f is the
phase ang le, such as 90 degrees.
So in Figure 12-6 the top mu ltipl ier has the RF signa l multipl ied by a cosine
waveform, and the bottom mu ltip lier has the RF signal multiplied by a
90-degree-shifted cosine waveform or a sine waveform. The output of both top and
bottom mixers will provide a signal with the exact same difference frequency
(frequency of the RF signal minus the frequency of the cosine waveform). However,
the bottom mixer will provide a difference-frequency signal with a 90-degree phase
shift in relation to the difference-frequency signal from the top mixer.

The output of each m ixer then is connected to a filter to pass the
difference-frequency signal while removing other signals, such as a signal whose
frequency is the sum of the frequencies of the RF and cosine waveform. Thus the
outputs of the (identical) filters provide I (O-degree) and Q (gO-degree) signals,
which typically are low IF signals (e.g., < 100 kHz) for the SOR.
One advantage of multiplying mixers to generate I and Q signals is that there is
essentially no lower- or higher-limit frequency to worry about. So, if the frequency
ratio changes from 10: 1 to 1,000:1 in maintaining gO degrees of phase shift
between the two channels, the multiplier circuit in Figure 12-6 does not change,
whereas the phase-shifting circuit shown in Figure 12-5 increases in complexity.
One small downside to using switching mixers versus a phase-shifting network is
that the signal generator driving the switching mixer initially has to run at four
times the local oscilllator frequency. If an oscillator has a perfect square wave with
50 percent duty cycle, then the signal generator can run at twice the local oscillator
frequency. In order to synthesize a gO-degree phase-shifted version from the
generator, at least twice the local oscillator frequency is needed for a digital divider
circuit.

Examp'l e Radio Circuits for Softwar'e -Defined Radios
For a first experiment in an SOR, an AM radio will be shown. It will contain some
circuits that were shown in previous chapters but will have a lower IF signal for
inputting to a computer's sound card.
Figure 12-7 presents a block diagram of an AM radio front-end circuit for an SOR.
The figure shows an AM radio with a built-in loop antenna that couples RF signals
into an RF transformer. The RF transformer tunes with a variable capacitor to pass
frequencies of the tuned stations while removing signals outside the standard AM
band. Since a switch-mode mixer will be used, removal of signals outside the AM
band is essential. However, the variable tuned circuit, variable capacitor VC1_RF
and an inductor Tl, does not have the narrow bandwidth to reject image signals
because of the low IF of less than 20 kHz. Fortunately, via the I and Q signals fed
to the computer, the image signals will be rejected (or selected) via the digital
signal-processing algorithms in the software.
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FIGURE 12-7 A front-end block diagram for an SDR that tunes the
standard AM band.
The switch-mode mixer also is connected to a local oscillator tuned via VC1 Osc
that is set to about 15 kHz above the tuned RF signal such that the output of the
mixer circuit provides a low IF of about 15 kHz, The 15-kHz IF signal from the
mixer is connected to a phase-shifting circuit similar to the one in Figure 12-5, And
the I and Q outputs of the phase-shifting circuit then are coupled to the audio
inputs of a sound card in a computer. As stated previously, tuning is accomplished
mostly by the variable capacitor, so the entire 1-MHz range of the broadcast AM
band can be accessed, Thus the 192-kHz tuning range of the computer via Winrad
and the sound card is insufficient for tuning across the entire AM band,
The SDR program Winrad then is used to detect the I and Q signals, which then
provide audio signals to the speakers in the computer,

Parts List
• Cl, C2, C3, C4, C6, CS, C24: 0,01 uF
• CS, Cll, C12, C1S, C22, C2S: 33 ~F , 16 volts
• C7, C9: 0,001 ~F, 5% film
• C10, C23: 0,01 ~F, 5% film
• C13: 5 pF for R22 = 220 k
; or 47 pF for R22 = 22 k

n
n

• Cl4, C16, C17, C19, C20, C2l: 500 pF 1%
• ClS, C26, C27, C28, C29, C30: 1 pF, 35 V
• R1, R2, R4, RS, R7, R8: 12 k
• R3: 2 M
• R6: 4.7
• R9: 1,800
• R10: 1,000
• R1l, R13, R14, R16, R17, R19, R23, R2S, R26, R28, R29, R31: 1,000
10/ 0 , 0.5 0/0, or 0.25%
• R12: 1,620
1%

• R1S: 14.0 k
1%

• R18: 76.8 k
1%

• R20, R32: 100
• R2l: 22 k
• R22: 220 k
, or 22 k

for lower gain so as to reduce overload ing the sound card

• R24: 5.90 k
1%

• R27: 32 .4 k
1%

• R30: 280 k

• Tl: 42IF100, 42IFIIO, or 42IF300
• T2: 42IF100, 42IFIIO, or 42IF300 primary winding or 330-IJH variable inductor
• VC1: twin-gang variable capaCitor 270 pF and 270 pF
• Loop antenna to low-side tap of Tl
• Ul: 74HC04
• U2: UA733 or LM733 video differential amplifier
• U3: 74HC4053 or 74HCT4053
• U4, US, U6, U7: NE5532 or LM833
• US: LM78LOS

Before bui lding the circuit, with an inductance meter, set Tl's primary winding
inductance value across the main winding (e.g., do not measure at the tap of Tl or
T2) to 322 IJH, and set T2's inductance value to 312 IJH. This will ensure that the
oscillator's frequency is at least 10 kHz higher than the tuned RF frequency with Tl.
Figures 12-SA and 12-88 show circuit diagrams for experimental AM front circuits
for an SDR.
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FIGURE 12-SA Schematic diagram of an AM radio front-end circuit for an
SDR that includes a commutating mixer.
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FIGURE 12-88 Schematic diagram of an AM radio front-end circuit with
the analog phase-shifting circuit.
Before proceeding with building this circuit, with an inductance meter, adjust the
inductance value of Tl's primary winding to 322 IJH and T2 to 310 IJH. Rad io
signals are tuned via VCl RF and Tl to provide the RF signals to amplifier U2,
which has noninverting and inverting analog signal outputs to the commutating
mixer, U3. The mixer U3 is switched via the local oscil lator signa l from U1B, whose
frequency is between 10 kHz to 20 kHz above the frequency of the tuned RF signal.
The output of mixer U3 then is low-pass-fi ltered via R9 and C7 to provide a
low-frequency IF signal in the range of 10 kHz to 20 kHz. This low-frequency I F
signal is coupled to an IF amplifier, U4A, to further ampl ify the I F signal. The
amplified IF signa l then drives two banks of phase-sh ifter circu its to provide I and Q
signal outputs. The I signal via U7A and the Q signal via U7B then are connected to
the line input of the sound card of a computer with an SDR software program
run ning. With the SDR program running, select "AM" for the demodulation and a
demodulated ba ndwidth of 3 kHz to 5 kHz. Then, via the software program, tune
for a radio station between 10 kHz and 20 kHz. To tune throughout the AM band
range of 540 kHz to 1,600 kHz, adjust variable capacitor VCl.
The value of R22 may be selected to adjust the signal amplitude to match the
requirements (e.g., input sensitivity) of individual sound cards. For some sound
cards, R22 set to 220 k
may cause overloading. Th us R22 can be replaced with a 22-k

resistor to reduce the I and Q signals by 10. Note that C13 should be replaced with
a 47-pF capacitor if R22 is 22 k

Alignment procedure.' With a reference generator of a known frequency, such as
the 537-kHz reference RF oscillator shown in Chapter 4, couple the generator's
si9nal with a wire near the I,oop antenna. With an oscilloscope set to
alternating-current (AC) coupling, probe either end of C3 or C4, and tune VCl for
maximum si9nal. Then connect a frequency counter to pin 4 of U2 and adjust T2
(or an adjustable inductor) to a frequency about 15 kHz above the RF oscillator's
frequency. For example, if the RF oscillator is measured at 537 kHz, then adjust T2
such that pin 4 of U2 reads 552 kHz.
Figure 12-9A shows a screen capture of the Winrad program with the AM radio
front-end circuit connected to a computer with a received radio station. In the
fi9ure, the tuned desired signal is highlighted by a wide vertical strip, whereas the
image signal is highlighted by a vertical line. The image signal is about 40 dB lower
than the desired signal (tuned signal). Or stated another way, the amplitude of the
image si9nal is about 1 percent of the amplitude of the desired signal (tuned
signa:I).

FIGURE 12-9A Screen capture of Winrad progra im with default
adjustments for nulling out the image signal.
The Winrad program allows for fine adjustment to null out the image signal (Figure
12-9B). By clicking on the "Show Optionsll tab and scrolling down to "Channel Skew
Calibration," fine adjustments can be made for both amplitude and phase to null
out the image signal. See the vertical line in the screen capture where the image
signal is attenuated into the noise floor.
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FIGURE 12-98 Image signal reduced further by adjusting amplitude and
phase within the Winrad software program.

Second SDR Front-End Circuit for the 40-Meter Amateur
Radio Band
Figure 12-10 shows a block diagram of an experimental front-end circuit for
down-converting RF signals around 7.150 MHz to a low-frequency IF signal with I
and Q output signals. Because the local oscillator will provide a fixed frequency, the
I and Q output signals preferably are digitized at the highest sampling rate to
provide the widest tuning range. For example, a 192-kHz rate allows tuning over a
frequency range of 192 kHz via a software program such as Winrad. Fortunately,
the 40-meter amateur radio band for voice transmission occupies approximately a
150 kHz of bandwidth for the frequency range 7.150 MHz to 7.300 MHz.
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FIGURE 12-10 Block diagram of the experimental front-end circuit for the
40-meter band.
RF signals from an antenna are coupled to a 7.150-MHz band'pass filter. The
output of the band-pass filter is buffered by an amplifier to drive the inputs of four
analog switches. The analog switches are controlled by a four·phase oscillator
signal that is used to make the four analog switches sample at 0, 90, 180, and 270
degrees. By sampling at 0 and 180 degrees, an I channel is provided. Similarly, by
sampling at 90 and 270 degrees, a Q channel is provided. The output signals from
the mixer are further amplified to provide I and Q signals of suitable amplitude for
the computer's sound' card input circuits.

Parts List
• Cl, CB, C9: 1

~F,

5% film, note: Cl can be 0.01 IJF

• C2: 47 pF
• C3: 22 pF or 27 pF
• C4, CS, C6, C7: 0.0047 ~F, 5% film
• C10, C12, C1S, C16, C17, C1B, C24: 0.01
• Cll, C13, C14, C22, C23: 33 ~F, 25 volts
• C19, C20: 22 pF or 33 pF
• C21: 1 ~F, 35 volts
• Rl: 11 k
• R2: 39 k
• R3: 47

n
n

~F

• R4: 470
• RS: 22

• R6, R12, R13, R16: 100
• R7: 3,300

• RS, R10: 1 k
1%
• R9, R11: 100 k

1%
• R14: 1 M
• R1S: 330

• T1: 10.7-MHz IF transformer 42IF129
• Yl crystal: 28.636 or 28.322 MHz fundamental frequency crystal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U1:
U2,
U4:
US:
U6,
US:
Ql:

74HC4066
U3: NESS32 or LM833
74AC04
78L05 or 7805
U7: 74AC74
74AC08

MPHS10

• Q2: 2N3906
Figures 12-11A and 12-11B present schematic diagrams of the front-end circuit for
receiving 40-meter RF signals. Note that this circuit can operate from a regulated
9-volt to 12-volt DC supply or a battery.
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FIGURE 12-1.1A Schematic diagram of an experimental 40-meter RF
circuit for an SDR local oscillator circuit with four-phase oscillator
signals.
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FIGURE 12-118 Schematic diagram of the front-end circuit including
front-end input filter and mixing circuit.
An antenna is coupled to a low-impedance winding of an RF transformer Tl, which
is really a lO.7-MHz I F transformer with an added capacitor C3 to lower the
resonating frequency to 7.22 MHz. Tl as configured in this circuit has an input
impedance of about 50
for matching to an antenna. The other side of T1 at the low-side tap has about a
l: 10 turns ratio, which then provides about a lD-fold increase in RF signa l when
compared with the signal at the antenna input termina l. To drive the ana log switch
mixer, the signa 'l from the low-side tap of Tl is buffered by a compound
comp lementary trans istor amp lifier Ql and Q2. This amplifier provides a
high-impedance input resistance so t hat the Q of Tl is not affected and so that the
amplifier also provides a low output resistance capable of driving t he mixing circuit
consisting of four sample-and-hold switches in Ul.

To adjust Tl, connect a 7.22-MHz signal to C1S, and measure with an oscilloscope
the signal output at the em itter of Ql [MPSHlD, and note the pin-out for this

transistor (BEC), which is different from a 2N3906 (EBC)]. Then adjust Tl for
maximum signal level.
The control pulses that turn on the switches in UlA-U lD are nonoverlapping
pulses, being a quarter cycle in duration at 0-, 90-, 180-, and 270-degree relative
phases. The sampling frequency of each of these nonoverlapping pulses is the
crystal oscillator's frequency divided by 4. The sample-and-hold signals for 0 and
180 degrees appear at capacitors C4 and CS. An "almost" differential amplifier
consisting of U3B and U2B amplifies roughly the difference in voltage across C4 and
CS.
The reason for saying that U3B and U2B almost form a differential amplifier is
because normally the (+) input of U38 would include a resistive divider circuit. But
since there is none, there is an error of about l/gain. Since the feedback resistors
in U6A (and U6B) result in a gain of about lOO, the error is about 1/100, or 1
percent. Similarily, the 90- and 270-degree sampled signals are amplified almost
differentially by a factor of 100 via amplifier U3A and U2A.

Taking the difference between the two signals that are sampled 180 degrees apart
in Figure 12-11B amounts to essentially the same as the circuit shown in Figure
12-8A, consisting of differential output amplifier (Ua733) U2 coupled to the two
input terminals of the single-pole double-throw switch U3A. The output signals in
Figure 12-11B of U3B and U3A then provide I and Q signals to the computer's
sound card.
It should be noted that because the gain bandwidth product of the op amps in U6
is 10 MHz, it is operating near the limit to provide a 100-kHz bandwidth for a
closed-loop gain of 100. The NE5532 is configured to provide a gain of lOO, so the
frequency response is 100 kHz, which means that there is very little negative
feedback at 100 kHz. Normally, this can be a problem because the gain and
frequency response of amplifiers are not tightly specified. That is, only a minimum
specification of the gain bandwidth product of the op amp is guaranteed. So, if U6,
a dual op amp, were replaced by two single op amps of similar specifications,
chances are that the I and Q channels would suffer a mismatch in frequency
response and ability to maintain a 90-degree phase difference over the range of
frequencies (e.g., 100 kHz). But because in a dual op amp the characteristics in the
die are matched (e.g., equally bad or equally good on both op amps in the
package), it is often possible to still have good matching on the I and Q channels.
Of course, higher-frequency dual op amps can be used in place of the NE5532.
In reference to Figure 12-11A, the crystal oscillator at about 28.6 MHz runs at four
times the mixing frequency but gets frequency divided by 2 via U1A to ensure a 50

percent duty-cycle square wave at 14.3 MHz. This 14.3-MHz square-wave signal will
be used later to generate a gO-degree phase-shifted version of the 7.150 MHz . A
second frequency-divider circuit U2A further frequency divides the 14.3-MHz signal
from UlA to provide a 7.150-MHz signal at a reference phase of 0 degree. By
feeding this reference phase 7.150-MHz signal to a latch flip-flop circuit and
clocking the latch with an inverted-phase 14.3-MHz signa'l, the output of the latch
circuit provides a 90-degree phase-shifted signal at 7.150 MHz. The actual
frequency of the crystal is 28.636 MHz, which results in 7.159 MHz instead of 7.150
MHz.
The 0- and gO-degree signals from U2A and U2B, along with output signals from
U1A, are fed to a decoder circuit consisting of four AND gates, U3. The outputs of
the AND gate provide the 0-, 90-, 180-, and 270-degree nonoverlapping signals for
the analog switch mixer U4.
This front-end circuit was able to receive single-sideband transmissions on the
40-meter band. However, this circuit is just a starting point. Improvements can be
made, and if time penmits, another front-end circuit for receiving the 40-meter
band will be presented.
It is suggested that the reader may just want to purchase DIY SDR front-end kits .
One vendor is SoftRock, which sells receivers and transceivers for the amateur
radio enthusiast.

To transmit below the 10-meter band (i.e., transmit below 28 MHz), the reader
must hold at least a general class amateur radio license. And to transmit on any
amateur radio band, a license is required. Consult the ARRL, the Amercian Radio
Relay League, at www.arrl.net for more information on licensing.
If the reader is just interested in operating receivers, no license is required. And
SoftRock sells many receiver kits.
Well, this ends the first part of this book, which is geared more for the hobbyist to
just build or experiment with radio circuits. It has been an interesting ride for the
last 12 weeks for me in designing, building, testing, and writing about radio circuits.

The second part of this book will concentrate on tutorials of various subjects related
to electronics, so I hope that readers will stick around for that. I will do my best to
explain some of the principles of electronics with no more than high school math.
So hang on, there is more to come.

Chapter 13
Oscillator Circ1
uits
In Chapters 8, 9, and 10, oscillator circuits were used as local OSCillators and
converters (mixer and oscillator combination). In this chapter we will explore some
"simp le" analyses of a one-transistor oscillator circuit and a differential-pair
OSCillator. Both of these types of inductor/capacitor (LC) circuits have been used in
some of the superheterodyne radio deSigns, and in a sense, this chapter is a
"tutorial" on how these circuits work in more detail.
Although the oscillator circuits presented in this chapter are "simplified" for analysis
sake and for ease of building and experimentation, the basic oscillator principles
still apply. For example, the one-transistor circuit will use capacitors for "stepping
down the voltage" instead of an oscillator coil/transformer.
The objectives for the analysis of oscillator circuits are as follows:
1. Introduce the reader to transconductance,which is related to the
voltage-to-current gain.
2. Show how transconductance determines whether a circuit will oscillate reliably.
3. IUustrate that there are two types of transconductances-small-signal
transconductance and large-Signal transconductance.
4. Explain the role of the inductor and capacitors used in the oscillator circuit to
determine oscillator frequency and equivalent turns ratio for a transformer.
But first let's take a systems approach to how oscillators work in general.
A condition for oscillation includes the following characteristics:
1. The total gain from the amplifier to the LC circuit and back to the input of the
amplifier must exceed 1; typically, the gain is at least 2.
2. The total phase shift around the system must total to 0 or 360 degrees. So, if
the amplifier has an inverting gain (e.g., common -emitter amplifier), the other
components must deliver 180 degrees of phase shift. And if the amplifier has a
noninverting gain (e.g., common or grounded-base amplifier), the other
components typically must have a net phase shift of 0 degree.
Figure 13-1 shows an oscillator system. A gain amplifier's output terminal is
connected to a resonant filter, and the output of the resonant filter is fed back to
the input terminal of the gain amplifier. The filter is commonly implemented as a
parallel LC circuit.

Filter

FIGURE 13-1 Basic oscillator system.
The filter in the figure is usually a parallel Le circuit of some kind that has a-degree
phase shift at its resonant frequency of 1/2n
. At a frequency above the resonant frequency, the phase shift usually lags or
creates a negative phase shift. Above the resonant frequency, the Le network has
more capacitive characteristics than inductive or resistive. And at frequencies below
the resonant frequency, the Le network has more inductive characteristics that
cause a phase lead or positive phase shift.
In an oscillator system, the positive-feedback mechanism responsible for causing
the oscillation will readjust itself to shift the frequency of the oscillator to maintain
the a-degree phase shift. In a sense, the oscillator "servos" itself to correct for a
degrees by readjusting its frequency.
So, for example, what if the gain amplifier in Figure 13-1 has some phase lag owing
to a roll-off in frequency response, which causes a negative phase shift? The
oscillator system is pretty "smart"; it lowers the frequency of the oscillation signal
so that the LC filter is below the original resonance frequency, which, in turn,
causes a phase lead to cancel out the phase lag of the amplifier. As a result, the
oscillator will run at a lower frequency. This makes sense because a slower
amplifier (see Figure 13-1) causes an oscillator to run slower in the form of a lower
frequency.
The filter is commonly implemented as a parallel Le circuit (Figure 13-2). A
voltage-driven LRC circuit can be used, such as the oscillator used in the SDR
frontend circuit in Figure 13-3, U1A. Alternatively, and more commonly, the LRC
circuit is driven with a current source via the collector of a transistor, although
there are exceptions where the emitter drives an Le or LRC circuit to form an
oscillator (Figure 13-4).
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FIGURE 13-2 An LRC circuit that is voltage driven.
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FIGURE 13-3 Schematic diagram of an AM radio front-end circuit for an
SDR that includes a commutating mixer.

FIGURE 13-4 A current-driven LRC circuit.
Many active devices have current-source outputs such as a bipolar transistor with a
collector terminal or a field-effect transistor with a drain terminal. The concept of a
current source may not be familiar to some people because a voltage source is
more easily visualized as a battery or a signal generator. In an ideal voltage source,
the generated signal delivers a voltage signal independent of the current flowing
into or out of the voltage source. In an ideal current source however, the generated
current is independent of the voltage across the ideal current source.

One-Transistor Oscillator
Figure 13-5 shows an oscillator system with a voltage-dependent current source.
The current source is controlled by the amount of voltage applied to the input of
the system. Signal current is fed to a parallel Le circuit where two capacitors form a
voltage divider network.

Transconductance Devi ce

Vout

+

v

Rin

R1

L1

C1

FIGURE 13-5 An oscillator system using a voltage-controlled current
source.
The resonant frequency is still

/
, where C = Cl x C2/(C1 + C2). Moreover, since Cl and C2 form a voltage divider,
the capacitive voltage divider acts pretty much like a step-down transformer in
terms of a turns ratio of 1/ n = C1/(C1 + C2). The voltage-controlled current source
is a transconductance device, which means that a change in input voltage results in
a change in output current. Or, equivalently, the transconduetance of a device =
8.fout 18. Vln, which can be construed as the ratio of

So now let's take a look at a particular transconductance device-the bipolar
transistor. This transistor can be approximated by a part of the Ebers-MolI
equation:

n

1

-

where Is is the transistor's reverse bias saturation current or leakage current (e.g.,
0..01 pA to 0.0001 pA), VBE is the base-ta-emitter voltage, e = 2.71828. '" and

(KTIq) = v,- = 0.026 volt direct current (DC) at room temperature. VT is also known
as the thermal voltage.
The small signal t ransconductance of the bipolar transistor at a particular DC
collector current ICQ is given by
mall i
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If we did not know about Equation (13-2), there is another way to indirectly come
up with the transistor's transconductance by plugging values into Equation (13-1).
For Table 13-1, Is = 0.01 pA. Note that the transconductance is independent of the
value of Is.
TABLE 13-1 Calculated Small Signal Transconductances of a Bipolar Transistor

~IC

lea

~VBE

0.0 26 V

0.0039 mAil mV

0.00384 mAl

--

VBE

le

0.59867

0.1000 mA

0.5996 7

0.1039 mA

1 mV @ 0.1 mA
0.65854

1.0000 mA

0.65954

1.0392 mA

0.0392 mAil mV

0.0384 mAl
1 mV@ 1.0 mA

From this table, one can see that Equation (13-2) is valid and that the small-signal
transconductance is linearly proportional to t he DC coUector current. And, as seen
from Equation (13-2), it is va lid for calculating the small-signal transconducta nce of
a bipolar transistor. And by small signal, we are limiting the alternati ng-current (AC)
signa ~1 into the base emitter of the transistor to about 5 mV to 15 mV peak to peak.
If the base-emitter AC signal is larger than 15 mV peak to peak, gross distortion wil l
occur at the output of the collector, and a large-signal transconductance model will
have to be used. For example, Figure 13-6 shows an input signal at the base and
emitter of a transistor of about 5 mV peak (10 mV peak to peak) and 39 mV peak
(78 mV peak to peak). As can be seen in the figure, for small input signals, the
collector current output looks pretty much like a sine wave, but for large input
signa:ls, the collector current is larger in ampl itude but highly distorted.

FIGURE 13-6 Output collector current for small and large input sinusoidal
signals at the base-emitter junction of a transist.o r. The X axis is time,
and the Yaxis is the output current.
When an output signal gets distorted, harmonics are generated, and as the input
signal level is increased, the fundamental frequency signal at the output is no
longer proportional to the input signal's amplitude. Thus the output level of the
fundamental frequency signal gets compressed (Figure 13-7). In the figure, the
straight Iline shows the input signal increasing linearly, whereas the output starts to
compress.

FIGURE 13-7 Example of gain or transconductance com ,p ression.
Thexaxisis the input, and the >axis is the output.
So let's take a look at how the large-signal transconductance Gm is different from
the small-signal transconductance gm measured in amperes per volt for a DC
collector current of 1 mA = ICQ for various sine-wave a1
mplitudes measured at a
peak voltage Vp or as a function of sin(w" into the base-emitter junction of the
transistor (Table 13-2). And the output collector current is the amplitude of the
signal current at only the fundamental frequency. Note that ICQ is the quiescent
(DC) collector current.
TABLE 13-2 Comparisons of Large and Small Signal Transconductances as a
Function of Base-Emitter Peak Sine Wave Driving Voltages

In put Signal Level VD

gm @ l-mA IeQ

0.001 is small signal

0.038 mho

Gm @ l-mA lea
0.038 mho

Gn/9 m for Any IeQ
1.0

0.013 is large signal

0.037 mho

0.97

0.026 is large signal

0.034 mho

0.893

0.052 is large signal

0.026 mho

0.698

0.104 is large signal

0.016 mho

0.432

0.156 is large signal

0.012 mho

0.304

See Figure 13-8 for input signals of 26 mV peak and 52 mV peak. Note that as the
input signal is increased with a sinusoid, the collector output gets narrower,
approaching a delta pulse as the input keeps on increasing. The spectrum, of the
narrow pulse conta ins fundamental and harmonic frequencies, with the amplitude
of the harmonic sig nals being close to the amplitude of the fundamental frequency
sig na:1(Figure 13-8).

FIGURE 13-8 Output current of a transistor with 26-mV peak and 52-mV
peak ACsignals at the input. The X axis is time, and the Y axis is the
output cu rrent.

From Figures 13-6 through 13-8 we see that when the input of a bipolar transistor
amplifier is overdriven with a large signa l, there is a loweri ng of effective
transconductance pertaining to signals with the fundamental frequency. So how
does th is lowering of the effective transconductance of the transistor owing to
overloading affect other characteristics such as input resista nce in a bipolar
transistor amplifier?
In a grounded base amplifier, the AC input small signal resistance at a quiescent
collector current is just 11VBE/I1I E, where I1I E is the change in emitter current. But
we know that in a transistor with current gain ~. > 10, for practical purposes, I1IE 5
I1Ic, the input resistance is I1VBE/I1Ic, which is just the reciprocal of gml where gm =
I1Idl1VBE = I cQ/O.026 volt. So the small-signal input resistance of a common-base
amplifier at a quiescent collector current, ICQ is l/g m = 1/(IcQ/O.026 volt).
Also note for a common-emitter amplifier with the emitter AC grounded the input
resistance is 11VBE/I1IB, where 111B is the change in base current. But J31B = lc,
where ~ is the current gain, and I1IB = I1Id~. Because of ~, the small-signal input
resistance of a common-emitter amplifier with emitter AC grounded is J3(I1VBE/I1Ic)

= ~/gm.
Now that the input resistances of common-base and common-emitter amplifiers
have been established, let's take a look at the effect of input resistances for small
and large signals at the input where the input resistances pertain to the
fundamental frequency signal (i.e./ harmonics are ignored). Effectively, the
large-signal resistance is the small-signal resistance multiplied by a factor of gm/Gm.
Intuitively, the reason why the input resistance across the base emitter junction (or
emitter-ta-base junction) increases as the input signal is increased. With large
signa ls at the input, the input currents are no longer sinusoidal but instead are
distorted in such a manner that the fundamental frequency input current decreases
wh ile the input currents of the harmonics increase. For example, when the sinusoid
input voltage signal is > 26 mV peak, the input current has a periodic narrowed
pulse waveform. The frequency spectrum of this periodic narrowed pulse waveform
consists of signals of the fundamental frequency and at least the first few
harmonics that are almost equal in amplitude. For example, a 1 mA peak-ta-peak
periodic narrowed pulse waveform (see Figure 13-8 with 52 mV peak AC signal)
does not have a 1 mA peak to peak fundamental frequency sinusoidal component.
Instead, the fundamental frequency signal component of the narrowed pulse is
smaller « 1 mA peak-to-peak) because the narrowed pulse contains harmonics as
well. And because of the smaller fundamental signal amplitude current at the input,
the input resistance increases as the input voltage signal is increased to cause
distortion in the form of a narrowed pulsed input current waveform.
As can be seen in Table 13-3, driving a common-base amplifier with a sine wave of
100 mV peak (i.e., 200 mV peak to peak) actually will increase the input resistance

by about two-fold. For example, with a DC collector current of 1 mA
input resistance of a common base amplifier is 26

= I cQ,

the

for sma ll signals such as a 1 mV peak sine wave AC signal across the emitter-base
junction. If the input signal is increased to a 104 mV peak sine wave, the input
resistance is increased from 26
to 60
pertaining to the fundamental frequency of the sine wave. In another example, if
the ICQ = 0.1 mA, the small signal input resistance into the common base amplifier
is 260
, and the large-signal input resistance with a 104 mV peak sine wave is 600

TABLE 13-3 Muliplying Factor gm/Gm to Determine the Large-Signal Input
Resistance
Input Signal Level Vp

l/g m@ I-mA Ica

l/Gm @ I-mA Ica

gm/Gm for Any lea

260

1.0

0.013 ;s a large signaL

270

1.03

0.026 is a Large signal

290

1.12

0.052 is a large signaL

370

1.43

0.104 is a large signaL

600

2.31

0.156 is a Large signaL

86

n

3.29

0.001 is a small signal

26

n

This table is also applicable to common-emitter amplifiers with the emitter AC
grounded just by multiplying the resistance values (l/g m for small signals or l/G m
for large signals) by ~, the current gain. For a common emitter amplifier with ICQ =
1 mA, the small-signal input resistance is ~/gm = 13(26
) and the large-signal input resistance with a 104 mV peak sine wave is I3/G m

=

~(60

). For example, if f3 = lOO, the small and large signal resistances for 1 mV and 104
mV peak sine wave signals are 2,600
and 6,000
, respectively.

So, after a rather lengthy discussion on small- and large-signal effects on
transconductance and input resistance, we are now ready to analyze a
one-transistor Colpitts oscillator circuit (Figure 13-9A) and its alternative diagram
(Figure 13-98).
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FIGURE 13-9A Colpitts oscillator circuit.
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FIGURE 13-98 Alternative diagram for a Colpitts oscillator.
For the values given where RI = 2,700
, RE = 1,000 V, Cl = 0.0018 ~F, C2 = 0.056 ~F, and Ll = 15 ~H, the resonant
frequency is about 1 MHz, thus providing a 1-MHz signal' at the emitter or collector
of Q1. With 1.7 volts at the base of Ql, the emitter DC voltage is about 1 volt,
which sets up a collector current of 1 mA. The current gain ~ is greater than 10
(e.g., typica lly 100 or more). The 1-mA collector current provides a small-signal
transconductance gm of 0.038 mho (amperes per volt).
Since at 1 ,MHz C2's impedance almost grounds the emitter or Ql, the initiall gain of
the system is (gmRL)(l/ n), where 1/ n is the step-down ratio Cl/(Cl 1 C2) = 1/31
for this example. Therefore, the initial gain of the system Av = 0.038 x 2,700/31 =
3.2. Normally, the initial small-signal gain of this type of oscillator is between 2.2
and 4. A higher initial small-signal gain can be set, but at the expense of generating
more distortion with a larger-amplitude output voltage.
From the initial sma ll-signal gain of Av = 3.2, a reasonable prediction can be made
as to what the input amplitude will be. It turns out that l/Av = 1/3.2 = 0.312 is also
approximately Gm/gm that is, in other words,

/
From Table 13-2, when Gm/gm = 0.304, the input voltage is about 156 mV. So we
can expect with Gm/gm
0.312 that the input signal voltage across C2 will be on
the order of about 156 mV.

=

The output voltage then will be about 156 mV x 0.312 x 0.038 x 2,700 = 5.0 volts
peak. Note that 0.312 x 0.038 = Gml the large-signal transconductance, which is
smaller than the small-signal transconductance by a multiplying factor of about
0.312.
The Q of the tank circuit is determined primarily by the load resistor RL = 2,700;
that is,

L

The actual capacitance is really smaller because Cl is in series with C2. But
because C2 » Cl, Cl can be used in the calculation. So the Q of the circuit is
about 30 (give or take 10 percent).
In general, the actual output will be smaller than the predicted output voltage value
because the inductor has losses and the transistor includes series emitter and base
resistors that reduce its transconductance. For example, with the one-transistor
oscillator with the values R1 = 2,700
, RE

= 1,000

, Cl = 0.0018 IJF, C2 = 0.056 IJF, and L1 = 15 IJH, the actual output was smaller
by at least 30 percent. That is, instead of the 5.0 volts peak, fewer than 3.5 volts
was provided with a standard fixed inductor and a 2N3904 transistor. It turns out
that at 1 MHz, the 15 - ~H inductor is very lossy and thus has a low Q that lowers
the output voltage. By maintaining Av = 3.2 by using the same values for R1 =
2,700
and RE

= 1,000

and raising the frequency to about 3 ,MHz by dividing the capacitor values by 10
(i.e., Cl = 180 IJF and C2 = 0.0056 pF) and replacing the 2N3904 transistor with a
2N4401, the output increased to about 4.25 volts peak, which is within about 15
percent of the calculated 5.0 volts peak.
It should be noted that the input impedance at the emitter of the transistor is often
low enough to cause additional signal loss, which thereby lowers the loop gain of
the oscillator. This extra lowering of the loop gain resu lts in a lower oscillator
output signal. Normally, C2 is made sufficiently large to load into the emitter with
minimal signal loss.

Differential Pair Oscillator
Figure 13-10 shows a differential-pair oscillator circuit that is similar to the ones
shown in Figures 9-2 and 9-4 of Chapter 9. Essentially, this circuit has the same
elements as the one-transistor oscillator circuit with the exception of an extra

transistor to "buffer" the signal from the step-down capacitive voltage divider circuit
that results in 1/ n step-down ratio = Cl/(Cl 1 C2).
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FIGURE 13-10 Differential-pair oscillator circuit.
The advantage of the second transistor Q2 is that the input resistance is at least a
factor of ~ higher than the input resistance to a common-base amplifier, which has
an input resistance of l/g m for small signals or l/G mfor large signals.
The actual small- and large-signal input resistance at the input of Q2 is = 2~/gm
and 2~/Gm, respectively. The reason for the factor of 2 is that the input resistance
of Ql at its emitter acts as a local feedback (degeneration) resistor for Q2.
Normally, the input resistance to a common-emitter amplifier is ~/gm. Intuitively,
the reason for having twice the input resistance is that onlV half the Vin signal is
across the base-emitter junction of Q2, thereby resulting in half the current drain
into the base of Q2, which translates into twice the input resistance.

In Figure 13-10, the quiescent currents of Q1 and Q2 are equal; thus the
small-sig nal input resistance at the emitter of Q1 is Ijgm, and the output resistance
of emitter fol lower Q2 is also l/gm . From Figure 13-11A, Q2 is modeled as a
unity-gain amplifier with an output resistance of R_out = 1/g mQ2 .
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FIGURE i3-i1A Differen t ial- pair oscillator with Q2 m od eled as a
unity-gain amplifier with output resistance ~out .
But the input resistance to the emitter of Ql is also l/gmQl. So the signa l voltage at
the emitter of Ql is just one-ha lf Vin , where Vin is the signal from the capacitive

divider circuit Cl and C2. Therefore, the smalil-signal transconductance from Vin at
the base of Q2 to the collector output of Q1 is the following:

cl

I

1

--1

where gmQl = I cQ1 /O.026 volt and ICQl is the DC collector current of Ql. Because the
current gain ~ is generally high, the emitter and collector currents of each of the
transistors are equal. However, the summed equal emitter or collector currents of
Q1 and Q2 equal the emitter tail current lEE, that is,

by various substitutions,
v 1 = ..'/ , 2 v It = m 11- 'gnal an
n 1.1 tan
Cl
In
2 4
t h di r nti I-p ir mplifi r
And the small-signal loop gain for the oscillator circuit is
fl I /

V.
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Usually the small-signal loop gain is set for 2.5 or more to ensure reliable
oscillation.
Now let's take a look at the large-signal characteristics of a differential-pair circuit
(Figure 13-11B). The large-signal equation for the collector current of Ql is as
follows for large values of ~ (e.g., >100):

,
= I
• ~I ] '11
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FIGURE 13-11B A differential-pair amplifier that can be used for the
oscillator .
With sinusoidal signals of various amplitudes at the base of Q1 in Figure 13-11B,
the output current at the collector of Ql is shown in Figure 13-12. Note in Figure
13-11B that the base of Q2 is grounded AC signal-wise.

FIGURE 13-12 Q1 collector output current for various amplitude inputs at
the base of Q1. The.-\axis is time, and the >axis is the output current.
In Figure 13-12, the input levels at the base of Q1 are peak sinusoidal input levels
of 26 mV, 52 mV, 104 mV, and 416 mV, respectively. At 26 mV peak, the output
current still looks low in distortion, with about 2 percent third-order harmonic
distortion. But as the amplitude input level is increased from 52 mV to 416 mV
peak, we see that the output current increases in distortion. Distortion is seen at
104 mV, with a soft clipping waveform changing to hard clipping resembling a
square wave at 416 mV at the input.
As a result of this distortion, the fundamental frequency signal current at the
collector of Q1 will compress as the input signal is increased. So, although the
distortion is symmetric compared with the distortion of a single-ended transistor
amplifier, as shown in Figure 13-10, there is also a drop in transconductance in a
differential-pair transistor amplifier as the input signal is increased.
Table 13-4 shows the approximate' drop-off in large-signal transconductance as a
function on input voltage across the bases of the differential amplifier. Note that
the large-signal transconductance is output-signal current of the fundamental
frequency divided by the input-signal voltage of the fundamental frequency.

TABLE 13-4 Ratio of Large- to Small-Signal Transconductance as a Function of
Sinusoidal Input Level
Input Signal (Peak Sinusoidal Voltage)

Gjgmfor Any l EE

0 .001

1 .000

0 .026

0.9 50

0.052

0.825

0.078

0.675

0.104

0.560

0.130

0.47 5

0. 156

0.410

0.182

0.360

0.208

0.310

0.234

0.280

0.260

0.250

0.286

0.230

0.312

0.210

0.338

0.195

0.364

0. 185

* As read off a gra ph from Communication Circuits: Analysis and Design, by Ke nneth K. CLarke and Donald T.
Hess (Addison -Wesley, 1971) .

For designing a 3-MHz differential-pair oscillator as seen in Figure 13-10, consider
the foUowing: Given that L1 = 15 IJH, Cl = 180 pF, C2 = 1,620 pF, and Q = 10,
find Rl, the emitter tail current lEE and voltage output at the collector of Q1. Note
that Cl/(Cl 1 C2) = 1/10.
The series capacitance of Cl and C2 results in 162 pF. And 162 pF with the 15-IJH
inductor L results in a resonant frequency of 3.23 MHz. Therefore, Q = 2n(3.23
MHz) RL (162 pF) = 10. Solving for Rl yields R1 = 3,000
for the closest = percent-valued resistor.
First, pick an initial small-signal loop gain of 3 to solve for the tail current lEE:

x
where lEE

3,

.X 1

2

= 1.04 mA

4

~

I

/ . 2

It = ~

1

1 mA. Because the initial small-Signal loop gain

/ . 04)

= gm/Gm =

From Table 13-4, this results in about 208 mV across the base of Q2. And because
the capacitive voltage divider network Cl and C2 attenuates the collector signal
voltage from Ql by 10, the output voltage at Ql 's collector must be 10 x 208 mV
peak, or about a 2-V peak sinusoidal waveform, and thus

()Ut

Actually, the output voltage can be calculated via Table 13-4 without directly
knowing the tail current lEE when the small-signal loop gain is chosen or
established. Since Q2 has a much higher impedance input resistance at the base of
Q2 compared to the input resistance at the emitter of the Colpitts osciUator, loading
effects from Q2 are ignored because the equivalent large-signal input resistance is
2~/Gm and this large signal resistance is further multiplied by rf or 100 in this
example. Note that 1/ n = Cl/(Cl 1 C2) = (180 pF)/(180 pF 1 1620 pF) = 1/10, or
n = 10, and rf = 100.
Just for "fun," if ~ = 100, then the small-signal input resistance is 2~/gmQl' Then

/ .02
where lEE

1

= 1 mA. Thus 9mQl

So 2~/gmQl = 10,000 =
small signal-wise. Large signal-wise because gm/Gm = 3,

X

/11

The equivalent large-signal resistance loading the tank circuit across Ll then is
J
X
which is insignificant to Rl

=3 k

X

in terms of loading the Le tank circuit.

Unless inductor Ll is a lossless (ideal) inductor, when the oscililator circuit is built
based on the equations, a smaller-amplitude oscillation signal will be generated in
the range of 10 to 25 percent lower than the calculated amplitude. For example, if
the 15- ~H Ll inductor is not ideal or lossless and has an unloaded Q of lOO, that
would be like paralleling a 30-k

resistor with Rl

= 3,000

, which results in a 2,700resistor in parallel with L1. Also, the transistors Q1 and Q2 each have internal base
series resistors and internal emitter series resistors that cause a lowering of
transconductance from the small-signal equation such as (1/2) IEE/O.026. A circuit
was constructed, and the output voltage was about 1.65 volts peak or low by about
18 percent.
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Chapter 14
Mixer Circuits and Harmonic Mixers
An idealized mixer is a multiplier circuit that takes two signals and literally multiplies
the values of each signal to provide an output. In one sense, this concept is easier
to understand with multiplication of numbers. For example, there are two analog
signals, each connected to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The digital outputs
from the two ADCs then provide numbers from each signal, and these numbers are
updated over time. If the outputs of the ADCs are fed to a digital multiplier, then
the output of the digital multiplier will provide a stream of numbers that are the
product of the two streams of numbers from the outputs of the ADCs. The output
of the digital multiplier then is connected to a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to
provide an analog signal that represents the product of the two analog signals.
But back in the days of the superheterodyne radio in the late teens of the twentieth
century, multiplication, or an approximation of it, had to be done all in the analog
domain. Therefore, vacuum tubes such as triodes and pentodes were used
commonly to provide an analog multiplication effect of two signals such as the
radio-frequency (RF) signal and the local oscillator signal. For the triode, which is a
very linear amplification device, a very large local oscillator voltage was supplied to
its cathode or grid to essentially turn the triode on and off to cause a chopping
effect on the RF signal such that the output signal at the plate of the triode
provided an intermediate-frequency (IF) signal.
Pentodes were handled similarly to triodes in terms of RF mixing, with the oscillator
signal and RF signal combined in the control grid. The pentode had a screen grid,
and transconductance depended on the voltage supplied to the screen grid.
Usually, the screen grid was connected to a direct-current (DC) source to set a
fixed transconductance. However, some mixer designs connected the RF signal to
the control grid, whereas the local oscillator's signal was connected to the screen
grid to modulate the transconductance of the pentode. The modulated
transconductance then provided a multiplying effect of the RF signal.
But other analog multiplying methods and circuits also were used in the early years
of radio. For example, diodes could be used as mixers or as part of a more complex
mixer circuit such as a double-balanced modulator. And in particular, in the late
1920s or by 1930, switch-mode mixers using solid-state copper oxide diodes were
used in commutating switch-mode mixers or balanced modulators.
Mixers can be viewed in two ways:
1. Two (or more) signals are applied to a nonlinear device to generate distortion
and thus provide an IF signal.

2. Or more common ly, mixers are symbolized as multipliers that generate an
output signal that is the product of two (or more) input signals.
Thus the objective for this chapter is to cover analog mixer circuits. Switch-mode
mixers will be explained in Chapter 15.

Adding Circuits Versus Mixing Circuits
Analog circuits that are adders will sum or combine two signals without distortion
signals at the output. The output is just the summation of the two input signals.
Figure 14-1 shows various examples of summing circuits. The top circuit is a simple
two-resistor signal-combining network. And tihe bottom circuit shows an operational
amplifier ( op amp) summing circuit that has an output of
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FIGURE 14-1 Examples of summing circuits.
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Mixing circuits, however, are nonlinear in nature. When two signals are combined
into a mixer circu it, either by modulation and/or by nonlinearities of the mixer
circuit, signals at the output of the mixer contain distortion products related to
harmonics and intermodulation of the two signals (Figure 14-2).
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FIGURE 14-2 A m ixer system with nonlinearities that generate
distortions"
First, let's look at harmonic distortion. Harmonic distortion simply means that the
output of the mixer generates a signal that is at least one multiple (2, 3, 4, ... ) of
the input frequency. So, for example, a junction field-effect transistor (FET) has
approximately a square-law relationship of the following:
I

D .

III

/

where Vgs is the gate-to-source voltage, Vp is the cutoff voltage of the FET, and is a
constant based on DC current when the gate-ta-source voltage Vgs = O. !From
expanding the equation, we get

I(

I) '

-2

+

I

Note that the first term in the brackets is 1, a DC current term, whereas the second
term in the brackets is a linear-amplification term, - 2(VgJVp) where V9S contributes
to the output current lout. However, the third term, +(VgJV p)2, squares the input
signal across the gate and source of the FET.
Now let's take a look graphically at what squaring a signal means (Figure 14-3),
The input signal is an alternating-current (AC) signal that has a range of positive
and negative voltages, but the squared input signal is nonnegative, which includes
o and positive voltages only and at twice the frequency of the input. As one can
see, the squaring of the input signal results in a second harmonic signal.

FIGURE 14-3 Squaring a sinusoidal signal produces a twice-frequency
component. The X axis shows time, whereas the Yaxis shows the
amplitude.
So what happens if the input signal is a combination of two signals of different
frequencies? Figure 14-4 shows two "high" frequency signals with frequencies F1
and F2 in the lower portion that are just slightly different in frequency. The
smaller-amplitude high-frequency signal (with a frequency of Fl) is lower in
frequency than the higher-amplitude high-frequency signal (with a frequency of
F2) . When these two signals are added (summed) and squared, the resulting
waveform is seen at the top of the figure and resembles an amplitude-modulated
(AM) waveform. The envelope of the signal at the top of the figure has a frequency
that is the difference of the two high-frequency signals with a frequency of F2 - F1.

Figure 14-4 Two "high" frequency signals that are combined and squared,
resulting in a modulating waveform. The Xaxis shows time, whereas the
Yaxis shows the amplitude.
So, clearly, a nonlinear device causes a modulation effect, which, in turn, causes a
mixing effect. If we just substitute two sinusoidal signals of frequencies Fl and F2
into a squaring function, we get the following:
[ 0 (21T

It)

+

(2'7T 2t)]2 = [

0

(2'7T It)]2 + [2

(2'7T It)

0

(2'iT 2t)]

+[

0

(2'lT 2t)]2
(14-2)

Note that the first and third terms, [cos(2~Flt)f and [cos(2IJF2~f, will generate
second harmonics of each of the two input signals, and more important, the middle
term shows multiplication of the two input signals.
From a trigonometric identity, 2[cos(a)][cos(~)] = cos(a + ~) + cos(a - ~) and in
particular, that middle term
[2
(27T It ..
27T 2t)] = 0 27T 1 - 2}t] +
. [2'iT(
+ 2)t]
(14-3)
Note that the squaring function provides both a difference-frequency term (Fl F2) and a summing-frequency term (Fl + F2). And it should be noted that signals

that carry the difference- and summing-frequency terms are intermodulation
distortion products or signals.
And in superheterodyne receivers, the IF signal from the mixer has a difference
frequency such as (Fl - F2), where Fl is the frequency of the local oscillator, and
F2 is the frequency of the input RF signal.

Distortion Can Be a Good Thing (for Mixing)
We have seen how an FET with an approximate square-law characteristic can act
as a linear summer and as a mixer/multiplier. This square-law characteristic
generates distortion in terms of harmonic and intermodulation distortion products
at the drain of the FET.
FETs are used as mixers, and often to provide good mixing action. Typically the
local oscillator's voltage (Le., combined with the RF signal) is in the amplitude level
of volts peak to peak. The reason for this is that the FET is such a linear device that
huge amounts of input voltage are required to drive the FET into "usable" distortion
that provides adequate levels of the IF signal.

Single-Bipolar-Tranis istorDistortion
Now suppose that we would like to use a bipolar transistor for mixing. As
mentioned previously, a bipolar-transistor amplifier with its emitter grounded
AC-wise has an exponential function:

I ~

where VBE is the total voltage across the base emitter junction of the transistor,
wh ich includes a DC bias voltage VBEQ plus the AC signal voltage Vsig • Thus
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The collector current can be expressed equivalently as
v

( , l~ '"
s

~/(!S!J

I

The DC or quiescent collector current is just

Figure 14-5 presents an example of a common emitter amplifier. In the figure, a
common emitter amplifier with J3 > lOO, the DC emitter current is essentially equal
to the DC collector current. Thus VE/RE = I cQ .
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FI GURE 14-5 A common emitter amplifier.
Note that (evsig!(KT/q)) is a modulating factor of the DC quiescent collector current
and represents the AC signal or time-varying signal in the collector current.
So what about t he "mysterious" term (evsigICKT/q))? What is that equa l to? in Chapter
13 with the introduction to e, it was stated that e = 2.71828 .. . =
And one way
to ca lcu late e is

e.

e l = 1 + }I / l + {12/ [(2) 1 ]} + {13/ f( (2)(1)]} + ... + [I n/(n! ]

= 2.71 2

...

And

n

1 + xi i I + { x2/( 2 1
+ {xl/re 2) I l} + " " " + [Xlt/ n. 1
14where n! is not yelling out n with great loudness (a high school joke), but n! is n
factorial:
x
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Also, in general,
eX!·1

= 1 + Xl/[ a 1 (1]

{X2/[ 2)(2 1 l}

+

{Xl/[( 3)( )(2 (l)])

+ . . . + {xlT/[ n)(n!]}
14-7)

The preceding general equation is rather daunting. But generaHy, we are concerned
only with a few or at most the first four terms of this equation. If more terms are to
be calculated, there are computers to do that!
Now let's use the preceding general equation to figure out what happens when

and

/

. 2

with v in units of volts.
And we will just calculate the first three or four terms:
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By using Equation (14-5),

I( =
this then leads to the collector current being equal to

le == I . [1

+

38/ v)V

ig

740/ v 2

st~ +

,46 7 / V·i V.~g +

.. .]
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The equation for the collector current shows that there is a squared term and a
cubic term that will (at least) provide distortion of the second and third orders.
From Equation (14-1) on the FET's square-law characteristic, a modulation effect on
two signals occurs with the squared term. Since the bipolar transistor also includes
a squared term, we can expect that the bipolar trans istor will generate a
modulation effect with two input signals as well. And this modulation effect is what
we are looking for in a single-bipolar-transistor mixer.
It should be noted that the generalized Equation (14-9) is reallly only valid for peak
sinusoid waveforms of about 26 mV or less. At input signals of 26 mV peak, the

equation holds up very well in determining harmonic distortion. Higher-amplitude
sinusoidal waveforms of 50 mV or more peak will cause gain compression, and
predicting the harmonic distortion will become inaccurate. Therefore, for the higher
amplitude Signals, modified Bessel functions are used instead of the power series
expansion in equation (14-9).
Before moving on to how harmonic and intermodulation distortion is calculated, we
should review Equation (14-9):
le = leQ [l

+ (38 / v)V". + (740 / v' )V,i,.+ (9 ,467/ v:l)V;:.+ .. '1

(1 4-9)

Spreading out the terms, we get

(14-10)
Now let's look at the first four terms and see what they represent.
1. I CQ 1 = ICQis DC collector current or bias current.
2. I CQ (38/v)V Sig = is the linear amplification term. The small-signal
transconductance gm = ICQ (38). For example, at 1 mA of I co, the DC collector
current results in 38 mA/V for the small-signal transconductance. And 100 ~A of ICQ
results in 3.8 mA/V of small-signal transconductance.
3. ICQ(740/y' )V/Si9 is the square-law term that generates a DC offset plus
second-order harmonic and intermodulation distortion. Second-order
intermodulation distortion from two signals of frequencies F1 and F2 results in
output signals with frequencies of (F1 1 F2) and (Fl - F2).
4. IcQ(9,467/v3)V'3Sig is the cubic term, which produces third-order harmonic and
intermodulation distortion. For two signals at the input of Fl and F2, the third-order
intermodulation signals are more complicated than the second-order
intermodulation components. The third-order intermodulation distortion products
for the two input signals will generate signals that have frequencies of (2F1 - F2),
(2F2 - Ft), (2Fl 1 F2), and (2F2 1 Fl) .
To calculate distortion, such as second- or third-order distortion, Vsig is set to a
single or multiple sinusoidal signals. For mixing purposes, there are generally two
signals at the input of the mixer, the RF signal and the local oscillator signal. Thus,
for now, we will not concern ourselves with harmonic distortion but just
concentrate on second-order intermodulation distortion because it is this distortion
product that generates the difference-frequency signal (Fl - F2).
Consider the input two sinusoidal waveforms from Equation (14-2):

[cos(2'lTFlt) + cos(2'lTF2tW = V,ig = [cos(2'lTFlt) ]'
[2 cos(2'lTF lt) cos(2'lTF2t) ] + [COS(21TF2tW

+

Let's generalize the amplitudes of each input signal with A, and A, such that

(14-2)
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which then yields the square-law term:
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Because we are interested only in the "modulated" or multiplying term between the
two signals, the second term is of interest, which then reduces to

(2'1Tl- 1 t

1

]

2

+ 1'2)t

2
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So now, if we return to Equation (14-10) for just the first three terms, we have

- I

/
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and if we substitute for the two signals at the input for Vsig and refer to equations
(14-11) and (14-12), we have
le

=
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Removing or ignoring the second-order harmonic distortion terms [Al cos(2nF1 tjf
and [A2 cos(2nF2t)f, we get
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And using Equation (14-13) for substitution, we arrive at
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+
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So what does Equation (14-14) really mean? For determining the intermodulation
distortion products and the difference-frequency term, this equation is really
accurate for signals of less than about 13mV peak. Any larger signals will start to
include errors, and these errors will increase as the input signal's amplitude rises
above 26 mV peak.
Let's try the following scenario: The signal Ai cos(2nF1t) is the oscillator signal with
Al = 0.013. A2 is the RF input signal with A2 < 0.013 volt (e.g., typically = mV or
less). The second-order intermodulation distortion 1M2 as a function of one of the
input signals is

1M2 = ( lcn740/ Icn38)A,A,/A,

= 19A, = 19(0.01 3) = 0.25 = 25 perce nt = 25%
(1 4-1 5)

Note: (IcQ740/I cQ 38) = (IcQ/I cQ ) (740/38) = 1(740/38) = 19
But what does this 25 percent of 1M2 distortion mean? This means that the 1M2
distortion components have an equivalent transconductance of 25 percent of the
small-signal transconductance. So, if the transistor is biased at 1 mA, the
transconductance for generating the sum- or difference-frequency signal is 25%(gm
= 25%(0.0384) A/V, or 9.5 mA/V.
So, for example, for an oscillator signal of 0.013 volt peak sinusoidal waveform
added or combined with a small-signal RF signal VRF into the base and emitter
junction of a bipolar transistor amplifier operating at 1 mA, the IF signal current
IS;9-IF with the difference frequency is

ISI~I F = V Rf X 25%(glll) = V Rf X 9.5 rnA/ V
Note that the conversion transconductance is IS;9_IF/VRF. And for a O.013-volt peak
sinusoidal oscillator signal into the mixer, the conversion transconductance is
25%(gm).
Equation (14-15) shows that the conversion gain or IF signal transconductance is
controlled by the oscillator's signal amplitude. But it should be noted that increasing
the oscillator's peak amplitude A, beyond O.013-volt will raise that 25 percent
number to something higher that is no longer linear or proportional. By using other
mathematical techniques that are more accurate than the power-series expansion
[e.g., Equation (14-8) or (14-9)], it is found that if the oscillator signal is raised to
26 mV peak, or 2 3 13 mV peak, we get 45%(gm) instead of 50%(gm) for the
conversion gain.
In previous chapters concerning the superheterodyne radio, it was mentioned that
the oscillator voltage into the mixer or converter is in the range of about 200 mV to
300 mV peak to peak or 100 mV to 150 mV peak. The next section will explore a
more accurate model for bipolar mixer circuits with large oscillator voltages that are
beyond 13 mV peak.
Another technique to more accurately characterize the behavior of a simple
transistor mixer is to view the transistor as having a time-varying transconductance
that depends on the oscillator signal. Recall that the small-signal transconductance
gm = I cQ/ (0.026 volt). Usually we define a small-signal transconductance as gmQ =
I cQ /(0.026 volt), where ICQ is a constant DC current, which then makes gmQ a
constant small-signal transconductance.
But when an oscillator voltage is added with the bias voltage, the collector current
is actually time-varying, and thus the transconductance is changing with time in
relation to the amplitude and frequency of the oscillator signal. Therefore, the
output collector current as a function of time can be thought of as

I

X

I

where gm(t) is a time-varying transconductance with its shape depending on the
oscillator amplitude. This shape resembles the collector current of a bipolar
transistor with a large overdrive signal, as seen in Figure 14-6. For large signals
such as 100 mV to 200 mV peak to peak, the time-varying transconductance has a
shape approaching a pulse. And the narrowing nature of this pulse as larger and
larger amplitudes of oscillator signals are combined into a transistor mixer will limit
the conversion transconductance.

·5

FIGURE 14-6 Collector current of the transistor for various input levels
into the base-emitter junction. The Xaxis shows time, whereas the Yaxis
shows the amplitude.
As seen in the figure, because transconductance is directly related to the collector
current, the transconductance is time-varying and has the same pulse "shape" as
the OSCillator amplitude is increased into the transistor mixer. A topic of
mathematics known as modified 8esse/ functions explains the time-varying

transconductance of a bipolar transistor mixer. Modified Bessel functions are rather
involved, and they generally are taught in senior year or graduate school university
classes. I wiU take a simplified approach instead, just showing the results of the
conversion transconductance as a function of oscillator signal injection voltage.

Simple Transistor Mixer and Its Conversion
Transconductance
Let me say at this point that I have probably overloaded quite a few readers with
equations and trigonometric identities to explain how distortion in amplifiers is used
in mixers or modulators. So this next section will detour back to a tabulated
approach. After all, the math can be interesting but also can sidetrack the reader.
See Figure 14-7, a simple one-transistor mixer. Figure 14-7 is a simp,le transistor
mixer circuit whereby the oscillator signal is combined with the RF signal to provide
typically an IF signal. Table 14-1 lists the tabulated ratios of conversion
transconductance to small-signal transconductance as a function of the oscillator
signa;I's peak amplitude.
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FIGURE 14-7 A simple transistor mixer circuit.
TABLE 14-1 Rat io of Conversion Transco n duct ance to Small - Signal
Transconductance for the Sum- or Difference-Frequency (Fl ± F2) Signals as a
Function of the Oscilllator Signal's Peak Amplitude

Oscillator SignaL (Peak Sinusoidal Voltage)

Any I
g. m_conversIon
. /g. mfor
QCQ

0.013

0.242

0.026

0.446

0.052

0.698

0.078

0.810

0.130

0.893

0.182

0.926

0.260

0.949

As can be seen in Table 14-1, t here is a law of diminishinQi returns, and general ly,
an oscillator signal of at least 100 mV peak to peak will provide sufficient drive.
Table 14-2 shows t he conversion transconductance at 1 mA DC collector current.
TABLE 14-2 Conversion Transconductance at 1 mA as a Fu nction of Oscil lator
Drive Voltage
Oscillator SignaL (Peak Sinusoidal Voltage)

9m3 0nversion@

1 mA Ica in mho or S

0.013

0.0093

0.026

0.0171

0.052

0.0268

0.078

0.0311

0.130

0.0343

0.182

0.0356

0.260

0 .0364

Since the convers ion transcon ductance gm_conversion is propo rt ional t o t he DC
collector current, the numbers in t he right colum n of Table 14-2 can be scaled
appropriately. For example, to find gm_conversion at 2 mA, just multiply the numbers
by 2, and to find gm_conversion at 100 ~A, just divide the numbers by 10. Again, the
values for gm_conversion are only for output signals that provide frequencies of Fl - F2
or Fl + F2.
For a quick example, suppose t hat t he oscillator injects a 78-mV peak sine wave
into the mixer. What would be the conversion gain for an I F tank circuit with an
equivalent parallel resistance R 150 k

=

when the DC collector current is 100 ~A?
The conversion gain is gm_conversion X R. At 1 mA for 78 mV peak,

so 100 IJA is one-tenth of 1 mA, which leads to

IL ) 1

~ ~

ut

Therefore, the conversion gain is 0.00311 mho x 150,000 V = 466. This would
mean that an RF signal is amplified 466 times and converted to an IF signal of
generally lower frequency. For example, if the RF signal is 1 mV peak to peak at
600 kHz and the local oscillator provides a 1,055-kHz signal at 78 mV peak with a
100-IJA DC collector current for the one-transistor mixer and a 1S0-V load at 455
kHz, the output IF signal at 455 kHz will be 466 mV peak to peak.
Also, it should be noted that because the RF signal is generally small, the worst
case or minimum input resistance into the base of the mixer is ~/gmQ' which is the
small-signal input resistance at the (quiescent) DC collector current.

Differential-Pair Mixer
The differential-pair transistor amplifier is a building block to a true multiplying
circuit. A double-balanced multiplier performs the operation of literally multiplying
two signals without leaking through any signals from the inputs (e.g., RF signal
and/or oscillator signal) to the output. Normally, this "true" multiplying circuit will
require at least three or four differential-pair amplifiers. For example, see the data
sheets and schematic diagrams to the MC1494 and the MC1495.
For this chapter, we will just look at a simple differential-pair mixer, which will
provide a multiplying action but also will leak through the input signals, the RF
input signal, and the oscillator signal at its output. However, the input signals
generally can be filtered out from the output of a differential-pair mixer.
A differential-pair mixer usually consists of at least three transistors. See Figure
14-8. In Figure 14-8, the oscillator signal will be connected to the base of transistor
Q1, and Q3's collector will be providing the modulating current that controls the
signal current at the output of Q1 (or Q2). Generally, the top transistors are in a
"limiting" mode, which means that the oscillator voltage across the bases of Q1 and
Q2 is sufficiently high in amplitude (e.g., >300 mV peak) to cause Q1 and Q2 to
generate a square-wave output current. At an amplitude level of about 1 volt peak
to peak sine wave to the base of Ql, the output current of Ql or Q2 does indeed
resemble a square-wave signal. Figure 14-9 shows the output waveform of Ql for
various levels at the base of Q1. Note: In practice Rl is replaced with an IF filter.
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FIGURE 14-8 A differential-pair mixer with three transistors.

FIGURE 14-9 Q1 collector output for various input sine-wave input levels
at 0.026, 0.052, 0.104, and 0.416 V peak. The X axis is time, whereas the
Yaxis is the amplitude.
With the base of Q2 AC grounded, the collector current from Ql is

/

,J

+

where lEE is the DC emitter "tail" current, and I sig is the AC signal current for
modullating, which means that I sig = gm3 X VRF = IRF sin (2nF2)t
If VBl is a sinusoid signal at a frequency of Fl at about 1 volt peak to peak, then
the expression
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which approximately represents a square-wave signal. And if IsigS IRF[sin(2IJF2)tJ,
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Since the RF signal at frequency F2 and oscillator signal at frequency Fl can be
filtered out, let's just look at the relevant product term related to the IF signal,
which is a signal at frequency Fl - F2 or F1 1 F2. Therefore,

le) I~' = [IIU' in 21T 2 t][~ in 21T 1 )t] = I Rf, M in(21T 1 t][ in(21T 2)t]
1= I RF~

2 t] -

+

2 t] }
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211')[ 1 + 2 t] }
And if the RF signal voltage is small, such as less than 10 mV peak,
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The conversion transconductance is gm3( l/p). So, if lEE = 1 mA, then the
conversion transconductance is 0.0384/p = 0.0122 mho.
One should note that the square-wave signal from the differential-pair mixer
consists of odd harmonics that are attenuated by a factor of 1/ N, where N is the
odd harmonic. So, for example, the third harmonic is one-third the amplitude of the
fundamental frequency and the eleventh harmonic is one-eleventh the amplitude of
the fundamental frequency. Therefore, the conversion transconductance for mixing
with the harmonic of frequency Fl is just multiplied by a factor of 1/ N.
Thus the differential-pair mixer equation (14-16) shows that the RF signa;1 current
also multiplies with signals whose frequencies are odd multiples of Fl. This then
means that mixes with the harmonics of Fl and thus provides harmonic mixing.

Harmonic Mixer Circuits
In the previous two circuits, the one-transistor mixer and differential-pair mixer, we
were concerned only with the mixers generating a sum- or difference-frequency
signall, with frequency (F1 - F2) or (Fl + F2). But we also have seen that both the
Single-transistor and differential'-pair mixer circuits generate signals with harmonics
of the oscillator frequency.
If we define the frequency Fl as Fosc and frequency F2 as FRF , then we can show
examples of simple mixing (sum and difference frequencies) and harmonic mixing
in Table 14-3.

TABLE 14-3 Out-Frequencies for Simple and Harmonic Mixers

Frequendes to Mixer

Fosc and

FRF

SimpLe Mixing

Second-Harmonic

Third-Harmonic

Mixing

Mixing

2Fosc ±

FOS( ± FRF

FRF

3±Fosc ±FRF

Now let's return to the one-transistor mixer. We can compare the ratio of
conversion transconductance to small-signal transconductance, this time including
mixing at harmonics of the oscillator frequen cy. Table 14-4 shows that the
conversion gain for harmonic mixing is almost the same as the conversion gain for
simple mixing when the oscillator injection voltage is about 500 mV peak sine wave
into the baseemitter junction. However, one down side to having high-amplitude
injection voltages into the mixer is that more filtering may be required at the
mixer's output to filter out all the signals of fundamental and harmonic frequen cies
related to the oscillator frequency.
TABLE 14-4 Transconductance Ratios for a Single-Transistor Mixer
Oscillator Signal
(Peak Sinusoidal
Voltage)

9

g m_conversion! mQ

FundamentaL
Frequency

gm conversioj 9 mQ

9 m_conversio./ 9 mQ

Second Harmonic

Third Harmonic

0.013

0.242

0 .030

0.0025

0.026

0.446

0.107

0.018

0.052

0.698

0.302

0.09 3

0.078

0 .810

0.460

0.197

0.130

0 .893

0 .642

0. 379

0 .182

0 .926

0. 736

0.505

0 .260

0 .949

0.810

0.625

0.520

0.974

0.902

0 .779

So the bottom line IS If harmonic mixing IS needed In a one-transistor mixer, make
sure that the oscillator voltage is at least 130 mV peak into the base-emitter
junction. gm_coovecs;oo/gmQ is known from this table and gmQ = I cQ / 0.026 volt,
gm_coove,;;oo can be found. For example, if the oscillator injection voltage is 0.052 V
peak into the base-emitter junction, then for the second harmonic of the oscillator
signal mixing with the RF signal, we have

gnl_COl1vcrsion.-2nd / g mQ = 0.302
and thus

gm_con"crsion.-2nd = gmQCO.302)
If I CQ = 1 mA, then gmQ = 0.0384, and then

2

if _ r
Now let's take a look at the harmonic conversion transconductance of the
differential-pair mixer. For mixing at the fundamental frequency, Equation (14-18)
states
l_ r
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And this leads to a modification of Equation (14-19):
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And for an Mh harmonic, where N is an odd number, the output signal is
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where gm3 = IEEjO.026 volt.
For example, for harmonic mixing based on the fifth harmonic to provide an output
signal whose frequencies are SFOSC ± FRf , the conversion transconductance is
.~

t ) -

1
1i

where gm3

= IEEjO.026 volt the small-signal transconductance of Q3 in Figure 14-9.
Mixer Oscilllator Circuits

At this point of writing this chapter I am glad to leave the world of complicated
equations, So back to circuits!
In essence, some oscillator circuits can double as a mixer circuit as well. You have
seen these circuits in Chapters 8 and 10, and they are called converter circuits. The
conversion gain analysis is the same as in the preceding section for a one-transistor
mixer. Typically, the self-oscillating voltage is usually set for about 100 mV to 200
mV peak into the base-emitter junction for the converter circuit, so the conversion
transconductance for simple mixing will be about the same as the small-Signal
tra nscond uctance.

Figure 14-10 presents a schematic for an oscillator converter circuit. Figure 14-10
shows a common base oscillator that has a low-impedance oscillating voltage fed to
the emitter of Ql via a tap from the oscillator transformer. The base of Q1 is
coupled to the RF input signal. It should be noted that the RF signal source should
have a low-impedance drive so as to ensure that oscillation occurs reliably. This is
why if one inspects the converter circuits in Chapter 8 orChapter 10, the RF signal
is stepped down via the secondary winding of the antenna coil. The RF signal 's
amplitude should be much smaller than the oscillator's signal. For example, if the
oscillator's amplitude is 250 mV peak into the base-emitter junction, the RF signal
should be under 25 mV peak.

IF S ignal

VC1
Variable Capacitor

FIGURE 14-10 An oscillator mixer circuit or converter circuit.
Also note that the RF signal's frequencies should be way beyond the pass band of
the oscillator's tank circuit. For example, if a very low IF is desired, such as 10 kHz,
the RF signal itself may cause the oscillator frequency to pullover to the RF
frequency. Thus, if the oscillator is set at 1,OlD kHz and the incoming RF signal is

at 1,000 kHz, there can be a problem of oscillator-frequency stability. Therefore,
the RF signals whose frequencies are close to the oscillator's frequency can cause
the oscillator to lock onto or synchronize with the incominQl RF signal via injection
locking.
Figure 14-10 also can be used as a harmonic converter. If this is desired, the
oscillator's signal should be increased by increasing the DC collector current to
provide a "reasonable" conversion gain. This can be done by increasing the bias
voltage at the base of Q1 by increasing Vbias and/or by decreasing the resistance of
emitter bias resistor RE.
Figure 14-11 shows a differential-pair oscillator with an emitter tail current source
that also amplifies the RF signal source. Thus the emitter current is a combination
of a DC current and the amplified RF signal current. The IF signal is extracted via
the collector of Q2. This is not as common a configuration for a mixer oscillator
circuit compared with the one-transistor circuit in FiQlure 14-10 but nevertheless is
workable. Care should be taken as to the RF level connected to the base of Q3.
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FIGURE 14-11 A differential-pair oscillator mixer circuit.
If RF gain reduction is needed, an emitter capacitor C, can be replaced with a
series capacitor and resistor combination (RC), and the transconductance of Q3 is
lowered.

Conversion Gain
Conversion gain is usually the ratio of the voltage amplitudes of the output IF signal
to the input RF signal. When the conversion transconductance is known, the
conversion gain is just
g l1L.COOvCrSlon

X RI - conversion gain

where Rl is the equivalent load resistance (usually) in a parallel LC tank circuit. If
the mixer's output current is connected to a tapped transformer, then the turns
ratio must be taken into consideration. For example, many IF transformers have a
turns ratio of 3: 1 in the primary winding. If the IF transformer has an equ ivalent
parallel resistance of 200 k
, then the resistance at the low-side tap is (1/3 2)

X

200 k

, or 22.2 k

=

Rl. AliSO note that the output signal at the secondary winding of the IF
transformer will be lower than at the primary winding owing to the step-down ratio.
Before I end th is chapter, I offer Table 14-5, which lists various conversion
transconductances of different devices for comparison. For the one-transistor
mixer, assume that the driving voltage at the base-emitter junction is above 125
mV peak, which translates to a conversion transconductance of about 90 percent of
the sma ll-signal transconductance of a bipolar transistor.
As can be seen in Table 14-5, the two vacuum tubes, 1R5 and 12BE6, which were
used in superheterodyne radios, have conversion transconductances very close to
that of a bipolar transistor running at a collector current of 10 JJA. This fact will give
you a hint as to how the ultralow-powered superheterodyne radios of Chapter 9
were designed.
TABLE 14-5 Conversion Transconductances of Transistors, Vacuum Tubes, and
MOSFETs
Device

Conversion Transconductance

Transistor at 1 mA

0.0345 mho

Translstor at 100 ~A

0.00345 mho

TranSlstor at 10 !-lA

0.00035 mho

1 R5 pentagrid tube at 5 mA

0.00030 mho

128E6 pentagrid tube at 10 mA

0.00047 mho

40604 dual-gate MOSFET at 10 mA

0.00280 mho
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Chapter 15
Sampling Theory and Sampling Mixers
After showing a whole host of equations from the last two chapters, I will try a
graphical approach to the subject of sampling. However, some equations will have
to be shown.
The objectives of this chapter will be the following:
1. To show what sampling is in terms of multiplying a signal
2. To show how sampling can be used for mixing, such as generating an
intermediate-frequency (IF) signal
3. To investigate switch-mode mixers

Sampling Signals as a Form of Muliplication or Mixing
A typical sampling circuit is a switch that is turned on for a short duration that
momentarily passes an input signal to the output terminal of the switch (Figure
1S-lA). In Figure 1S-lA, an input signal such as a direct-current (DC) signal or a
sine-wave signal is "gated" through for a short duration via a sampling signal. Thus
this sampling-switch circuit is sometimes called a chopper modulator, which is a
single balanced mixer circuit. A single balanced mixer means that only one of the
input signals is nulled or removed from the output, but the other input signal
appears at the output. In Figure 1S-lA, the sampling signal that drives the control
signal to the switch does not appear at the output when the input signal is zero.
However, the input signal does leak through to the output terminal. And if the input
signal is a DC signal, the output of the sampling switch is just a series of pulses
where the height or amplitude of each pulse is proportional to the input signal.

Ilnput Signal

Output

Sampl ingS!ignal
FIGURE 15-1А Sam!pling-switch circuit.
50, if the input signal is + 1 volt ОС, then the output of the sampling circuit will
generate а series of pulses that аге + 1 volt in amplitude. And if the input signal is
- 2 volts ОС, then the output of the sampling switch will generate а series of
negative pulses at -2 volts.

Unless labeled, all the waveforms have the Х axis denoting time and the У axis
denoting amplitude.
Figu гe 15-1В shows the output of the sampling-switch ciгcuit when the input signal
is 11 volt. Since the sampling switch seems to just сопуегt the input signal into а
seгies of pulses of the same amplitude, we сап view the sampling switch in anotheг
way that is useful for analyzing the frequency components at the output.

FIGURE 15-18 Sampling-switch output with а +l-volt DC input signal.
Equivalently, the sampling-switch circuit looks like а Q-volt to ll-volt pulse train
that ideally is multiplied Ьу the input signal (Figure 15 - 1С). The Q-volt to ll-volt
pulse train is also known as а unit pu/se tгain.

FIGURE lS-lC Ап equivalent system that produces the same output
signal as the sampling-switch circuit in part А.
So now let's take а look at а sampling system viewed as а multiplieг ofthe input
signa:1(Figure 15-2). Fгom the figuгe, everywheгe the pulse is 11 volt, that pulse is
multiplied Ьу the input sine-wave signal.
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FIGURE 15-2 Ап input signal sine wave of 0.5 volt peak and the unit pulse
train.
Fi guгe 15-3 shows that the input sine wave that has а peak ampl itude of 0.5 volt
when multiplied Ьу the unit-pulse-tгain signal гesults in а pulse tгain that has а
sampled sinusoidall outline ог envelope also with а O.5-volt peak amplitude.

FIGURE 15-3 Unit pulse train multiplied Ьу the input sine-wave signal.
Figure 15-4А shows the outline of the multiplied ог modulated pulse-train signal
тоге clearly. For ideal sampling, the widths of the pulses аге as narrow as possibIe
and аге supposedly close to zero in width. In practice, the pulses have some finite
width. Foг analysis, we will use а finite pulse width foг the pulse tгain.

FIGURE 15-4А Multiplied-unit-pulse-train signal with а "drawn" outline
to denote the envelope of the resulting sampled signal.
As stated in Chapter 14 for а single-transistor mixer, we found that increasing the
sinusoidal input into the transistor's base-emitter junction causes the collector
current to output а narrower and narrower pulse. And we found that the narrower
the pulse, the тоге harmonics were generated. For example, for а transistor mixer,
increasing the oscillator's signal level to 0.52 volt peak into the base-emitter
junction causes the second and third harmonic signal amplitudes to almost match
the amplitude of the fundamental. See ТаЫе 14-4, where the conversion
transconductances of the second and third harmonics аге within 20 percent of the
fundamental oscillator frequency for а O.52-volt peak sinusoidal waveform.
Thus we сап surmise that а pulse train of narrow pulses has frequency components
consisting of harmonics that аге almost the same amplitude as the fuлdаmепtаl.
Also, а positive-going pulse train also must have ап average ОС term.
А periodic pulse-train signal, where опе of the pulses is ап even function that is
centered at the origin at t = О, сап Ье written as
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where N is а positive integer, f s is the sampling frequency in hertz, t is time, and ОС
is the average value of the pulse train. The DC term is also found Ьу taking the
average value of опе period Р of the pulse. And а N i5 а weighting factor based оп
the frequency coefficients of а Fourier series of the pulse-train signal.
We сап define the input signal that wНl Ье 5ampled а5

)

And because the multiplication of the periodic pulse-train signal and the input signal
amounts to sampling of the input signal, we have the sampled input signal as
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Expanding the terms, we get
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Now let's take а look at some of the product terms:
1. [Ь 1 соs(2пfiпt)]DС is just the input signal that is scaled Ьу the average ОС
voltage.
2. [Ь 1 соs(2пfiпt)][аl соs(2пfst)]is the input sigпаl multiplied Ьу а fundamental
sampling-frequency sinusoidal waveform .
З. [Ь 1 соs(2пfiпt)][а2 cos(2 х 2пf s t)] is the input signal multiplied Ьу а
second-harmonic sampling-frequency sinusoidal wavefoгm.
4. [Ь 1 соs(2пfi п t)][аз соs(З х 2пf s t)] is the input signal multiplied Ьу а
third-harmonic sampling-frequency sinusoidal waveform.
S. [Ь 1 соs(2пfiпt)][аN cos(N х 2пfs t)] is the input signal multiplied Ьу ап Mh
harmonic 5ampling-frequency sinusoidal waveform.
50, from the ргесеdiпя, we see for а sampling system that there is а linear term
from the first prod'uct term, as well as multiplication (mixing) between the input
signa l and signals of the fundamental and harmonics of the sampling frequency
from the subsequent terms. For 5ampling with а narrow pulse train ог using ап
ideal sampling pulse train, the harmonic signal amplitudes аге equal to that of the
fundamental-frequency signal. That is, with ideal sampling, аl = а2 = ... = aN.
irl

Finite Pulse-Width Signals
For а finite pulse-width 5ignal, calculating the weighting factor5
50 heгe is the result foг апу Nfoг а pulse centeгed at the oгigin:

сап Ье

challenging,
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where N is the лth harmonic including the fundamental: (N = 1), Т is the duration
of the rectangular pulse, апd Р is the period of the pulse.
For а quick verificat ion, let's take а look at а square-wave pulse that has а level at
О volt and 1 volt. The duration of the square-wave pulse is one-half the period for а
50 percent duty cycle. Thus

And
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For the fundamental frequency, N = 1, 50 the coefficient
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because the sine of 90 degrees, ог п/2, equa ls 1. Thi5 2/п factor then 15 In
agreement with the coefficient for the fundamental frequency of а square wave
with levels of О and 1. Also note that the ОС terml ог this square-wave signal from О
to 1 is 1/2 = ОС; thus the square-wave signal SQ( tJ has the fol lowing ОС term and
coefficients:
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Thus, sampling the input signal S(t)
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S(J t) results in
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For а quadrature pulse signal QF{t), used in а Tayloe detector, w hich is а 25
percent duty-cycle pulse (from О to 1) that results in
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Note that every fourth harmonic signa l is zero
pulse signal QF{f) :
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Thus, if ап input signal .5{ f) is sampledby the 25 percent duty-cycle pulse-train
signal, wehave
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From the preceding two example pulse-train signals, we find that sampling is
indeed а way of multiplying the input signal with pulse-train signals that include а
ОС term and alternating-current (АС) signals, including the fundamental frequency
and harmonics of the sampling signal. Multiplication of the input signal with the
sampling signal then provides а form of harmonic mixing as well .
Figure 15-48 shows the relative spect.rum associated with ап ideal sampling sigпа l
that has а very narrow pulse w idth, and Figure 15-4С shows the spectrum
associated with а square-wave-sampling waveform. It should Ье noted that when
two sigпаls аге multiplied such as from .5{ f) = Ь 1 соs(2пJfnf) and the fuпdаmепtа l
sampling frequency signal of the square-wave signal S(J.fJ, [b 1 cos(2nfst

-

1т

t

the resulting signal is а doubIe-sidеЬапd-suрргеssеd carrieг signal. That iS, there
аге по signals from the multiplication operation that include а "carrier" frequency of
f 5 • We will find that doubIe-sidеЬапd-suрргеssеd carrier signals аге the building
bIocks for 1 апd Q sigп аls in Chapter 16.
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FIGURE 15-48 Spectrum of ап ideally sampled signal.
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FIGURE 15-4С Spectrum о' ап input signal multiplied or sampled with а
square-wave signal.
In Figures 15-1 through 15-4, examples of sampling аге shown. And generally in а
sampling system, the frequency range of the input signal f in is less than half the
sampling fгeqi uency f s . That is, if f s, the sampling fгeq ие псу, is 96 kHz, then the
maximum frequency of f in is less than 48 kHz. However, in some sampling mixeгs,
the frequency range of f in is above one-half the sampling frequency, and as а
result, aliasing signals occur. Is aliasing necessarily bad? We know that aliasing is
bad in digital audio signal processing when the input frequency violates the Nyquist
sampling rate and causes aliasing distortion signals within the audio band. But

actually for radio-frequency (RF) mixing, the aliasing signals
seгve as intermediate-frequency (IF) signals.

аге

signals that

сап

Alia5ing 15 а Mixing Effect
For using а sampling system as а mixer to provide ап IF signal, let's staгt Ьу
thinking about what happens when ап input signal matches the exact frequency
and phase of the sampling signal. Figure 15-5 presents ап example pulse-train
signal. For а sine-wave input signal of the samefrequency, see Figure 15-6.

,..,

FIGURE 15-5 А pulse-train signal that will
the same phase and frequency.

Ье

sampling

ап

input signal of

FIGURE 15-6 А sampling pulse train and
cros.s ing being sampled.

ап

input signal with its zero

In Figuгe 15-6 we see that the sine-wave signal at the zeгo cгossings lines up with
the sampling pulses, which аmоuпts to sampling а Q volt ОС signal. Figuгe 15-7
shows the гesult of sаmрliпg а signal of the same fгequency at Q-degгee phase ог
at the zeгo crossing. Note the finite negative and positive glitches that occuг during
the time the pu lse is turned оп. And if the sampling pulses аге narrowed further,
these glitches will trend toward zero in amplitude.

FIGURE 15-7 Sampling at the zero crossing of ап input signal.
For ап ideal sampling pulse-train signal, where the pulse duration is narrowed
toward О lJS, these glitches will trend toward zero.
Now let's take а look at sаmрliпg at а diffегепt portion of the input sigпаl, that iS,
viеwi 'пgthе sampling at anotheг phase of the iпрut signal (Figuгe 15-8). In the
figure, since the peak amplitude of the phase-shifted siпе wave is about one-half
the amplitude of the "unit" sampling pulses, the output should show а tгаiп of
pulses of about one-half height (Figuгe 15-9).

FIGURE 15-8 SampHng
degrees.
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FIGURE 15-9 Resu lt of sampling the peak amplitude of the phase-shifted
input signal.
Fi guгe 15-9 shows that sampling the input signal that has Ьееп phase-shifted to 90
degгees гesu lted in а tгa i n of pulses whose pu lse amplitude is the peak amplitude
of the input signal (e.g., one-half). 50, even though the input signal's fгequency is
the same as the sampling f:requency, the phase shift of 90 degrees in this example
is equivalent to ап input signal set to 0.5 volt DC.
Now let's see what happens when the input signal is phase-shifted fuгther (Figure
15-10). As seen in the figuгe, the input signal is phase-sh ifted Ьу 270 degгees,
causing the sampling pu lses to capt1
ure the negative peaks of the input sine-wave
signa l. Аgа i п, the peak ampl itude of the i прut signa l is one- half the pu lse's
amplitude. Fi guгe 15-11 shows the гesult of saimpling the 270-degгee phase-shifted
signal .

FIGURE 15-10 Sampling а 270-degree phase-shifted input signal of the
same frequency asthe sampling frequency.
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FIGURE 15-11 Sampling the 270-degree phase-shifted input signa'l of the
same frequency as the sampling frequency.
As сап Ье seen, for ап input signa l that has Ьееп phase-shifted 270 degrees, the
output of the sampling system provides а constant pulse train whose pulse
amplitude is -0.5.
Therefore, а way to equivalently express sampling а signal that exceeds the Nyquist
rate апd that causes aliasing is the following: For signa ls whose frequencies аге
over one-half the sampling frequency, the sampled signals from the sampling
system where f{ tj is the unit pu lse-train signal сап Ье characterized as where е is
the phase angle of t he inpu't signal relative to the sampling signal, and Vp is the
peak voltage of the input sine-wave signa l.
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In а sense, when the input signa l's frequency is close to the sampling frequency,
the sampling system provides а "phase detector" outpu't signa l. For example, when
the input signal has the same fгeque n cy as t he sampling fгequency, as showni n
the preceding figures, we have

and using Equation (15-8), then

VщlJt)

=

[У р siп (Э) ] Х

P(t)

which agrees with Figures 15-7, 15-9, and 15-11 for е = О, 90, and 270 degrees.
Now let's take а look at а situation where the input signal's frequency f;o_h; is just
above the sampling frequency (Figure 15-12). This figure shows ап input signal
whose frequency is slightly above the sampling frequency that is sampled at
various amplitude ranges of the input signal, which provides а varying signal at the
output of the sampling system (Figure 15-13). This figure shows the result of
sampling ап input signal whose frequency f;o h; is slightly higher than the sampling
frequency fs . Note that the input signal's peak sinusoidal amplitude is one-half the
amplitude of the pulse-train signal. Notice that the resulting signal from the output
of the sampleг looks like а low-fгequency signal at (f;n_h; - fs), and it has the same
amplitude as the input signal that is being sampled ог multiplied Ьу the pulse-train
signal (Figures 15- 14 and 15-15).

FIGURE 15-1.2 Input signal's frequency is slightly
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FIGURE 15-13 Resulting output from the sampler when the input signal is
slightly higher than thesampling frequency.

FIGURE 15-14 The pulse-train signal and
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FIGURE 15-15 Ап, input signal with frequency (fiП_hi - f s ) being sampled Ьу
the pulse-train signal.
Figu гe 15-14 shows the pulse tгain signal and ап input signal of frequency (fiП _ h1 f s), and Figuгe 15-15 thus shows that there is ап equivalence to sampling at а low
fгequency of (fiП _ hi - f s) and sampling at а high fгequency of fiП_hi that violates the
Nyquist condition
Now сотраге the Figures 15-15 and 15-13. Except foг the small vaгiance in the
shape of the pulses, the output of the sampling system is basically the same foг
both figures. Note that if the pulse-train signal is narrowed sufficiently, then Figures
15-15 and 15-13 would Ье identical.
5imilarly, now let's take а look at sаmрliпg ап input signal whose frequency fiпJоw is
slightly below the sampling fгеquепсу (Figure 15-16). In this figure, t,he difference
fгequency of the sampling frequency and the input sigлаl is (fs - finJow), which is
equal to (fiп_high - fs ). 50, for example, if the input signal with frequency fiП _ hi is 10
kHz above the sampling fгequency fSf then the iпрut signal with fгequency finJow is
10 kHz below the sampling frequency f s .

FIGURE 15-16 Ап input signal sl'ightly below the sampling frequen.cy.
The output of the sampl ing system then pгoduces а wavefoгm such as that seen in
Figure 15-17. This figure shows basically the same type of waveform as Figures
15-13 and 15-15 with ап i пvегsi оп i п the shape of the mоdu l аtiпg епvеlоре. 50 let's
see what happens when а low-frequency signal of (fs - finJow) is inverted and
sampled (Figures 15-18 and 15-19).
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FIGURE 15-17 Output of а sampling system when the input signal's
frequency is slightly lower than the sa,mpling freq'u ency.
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FIGURE 15-18 Ап inverted-sine-wave signal as the input signa'l that is
sampled Ьу the pulse-train signal.
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FIGURE 15-19 The output of the sampling system with ап inverted sine
wave at the input.
[п Figures 15-17 and 15·19 we see а similarity, very much like Figures 15-13 and
15-15, with а difference based оп inversion of the waveforms. Thus the
phase-detector "model" of the sampling system is confirmed as

Vou,Cl) = Vр sin[2 'П t(f;,,t
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When f i " > f" the pulse train is modulated with

а

(15-9)

positive sine-wave signal:

(15-10)
And if f i" < f" then the pulse-train signal is modulated
signal:

Ьу а

negative sine-wave

(15-11)
Now let's take а look at the implications of aliasing Ьу sampling а signal that is
beyond the Nyquist frequency of (V2)fs• Under ideal sampling conditions, where the
pulse width of the pulse-train signal is sufficiently narrow, sampling such а signal

whose frequency exceeds ('/2)f5 is the equivalent of sampling another signal of the
same amplitude but with а frequency of (f5 - f in ) ог Ifs - finl. This also implies that if
the output of the sampling circuit includes а capacitor to form а sample-and-hold
circuit, the actual conversion gain will Ье almost lossless when Ifs - f in I < < (5 О (See
the sample-and-hold ciгcuit in Fig 'uгe 12-36.)
For example, if а mixer is to translate amplitude-modulated (АМ) radio signal at
990 kHz (fiп ) to а low IF signal such as 10 kHz, then the mixing ог sampling
frequency сап Ье 1,000 kHz (f5), and thus so the sampling mixer will have almost
lossless conversion. That is, the 10-kНz IF signal will have almost the same
amplitude as the incoming АМ radio signal.

«
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Generally, the phase of the IF signal is not that important. However, the fact that
there is ап identifying phase (noninverting ог inverting) in the sampling ог
multiplying mixer when the incoming RF signal is аЬоуе ог below the ,mixing ог
sampling frequency provides added information. This added (phase) information is
actually used in constructing ап image-reject mixer (note that image-reject mixers
will Ье covered in Chapter 21).
Before we move оп to multiplexing mixers, I/d like to add а word ог two about what
is really inside the sine ог cosine functions. That is, when we look at sin(x), what is
х? The variabIe х has to Ье ап angle. 50, when you see siп(2пft), the term 2пft is
ап angle that varies with time. In addition,
- 'П I

where w is the frequency
Therefore,

,п гаdiапs рег
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second, and tis time measured in seconds.
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Thus ll<p(t)/llt = w in radians рег second, which is indeed the radial frequency of
the sinusoidal waveform.
When studying frequency mоdulаtiоп (FM), дер ( f)/ llt, the frequency, is handy to
keep in mind because the change in phase divided Ьу the change in time results in
the (instantaneous) frequency of the signal.

Multiplexer Circuits as Balanced Mixers
In this section pertaining to multiplexer circuits such as ап Д-В switch, with А and В
inputs, we will find t'hat when the Д-В switch is switched back and foгth with equal
duration (e.g., 50 percent duty cycle pulse), the output of the Д-В switch will
provide а signal thla t is equivalent to multiplying the input signal with а unit bipolar
square-wave signal. А unit bipolar square-wave signal is defined to have two levels,
опе at -1 а nd the other at 11.
Figure 15-20 shows а multiplexer circuit for mixing. The figure also shows а simple
switching circuit that provides mixing of two signalls in а doubIy balanced таппег. Д
doubIe-Ьа/апсеd mixer m,eans that the output does not contain апу leak-through
from апу of the АС input signals, such as the oscillator signal апd the RF signal.

А

Noninverting RF Sign al

Mixer Output
/

В

Inverting RF Signal

"

Oscillator Signal

F.I GURE 15-20 А doubIe-thrоw single-pole multip.l exer switch for
mixing/ multiplying RF signals.
The aperationby multiplicatian al!so means that far ОС input signals, the autput
must include опе of the input signals. For example, consider multiplying ап input
signal S(!) with а unit-pulse-train signal Р(!) far the ascillatar signal :
х

If S{ f)

= 1 volt ОС, then
х

( t

l

In this example using the circuit in Figure 15-1А, Ьу setting the input as а ОС sigпаl
ог constant voltage, the output of the multiplying function is the same as опе of the

input signals, Р(/). Therefore, there аге exceptions to the concept of balancing out
ог nulling out the input signal from the output of а multiplier ог mixer.
Now let's return to Figuгe 15-20 and examine how it works as а multiplier. The RF
inputs connected to each of the two inputs of the switch аге complementaгy ог
push-pull . The oscillator signal that is fed to the switch control actuator is а 50
percent duty-cycle square-wave signal . Therefore, at the output of this mixer, half
the time the output is the RF signal input and the other half of the time the output
is the inveгted RF input signal. For example, if the control signal is logic high, the
output of the switch is connected to the noninveгting RF signal. When the control
signal is logic low, the output of the switch is connected to the inveгting RF signal.
Thus the output of the mixer is а signal that fl ips the sign ог polarity of the
incoming RF signal. lп other words, this mixer commutes the RF signal in polarity
as а function of the oscillator signal.
Therefore, the circuit in Figure 15-20 is sometimes called а commutating mixer. То
understand the multiplying characteristic of this circuit, for the time being, consider
setting the noninveгting RF signal VRF to 11 volt ОС at the А input of the switch. lf
the А input is 11 volt ОС, then the В input of the switch has to Ье -1 volt ОС based
оп the fact that the В input is the inveгting RF signal input.
Now, with 11 volt ОС at the А terminal and -1 volt ОС at the В terminal, and with
the oscillator signal controlling the switch so as to send the voltages at the input
terminals in ап alternate таппег, the output has to generate а square-wave signal
of levels +1 volt and -1 volt at the same frequency as the oscillator signal. For
example, if the oscillator signal is set to 10 MHz, with the input voltages at 11 volt
and -1 volt, the output of the switch will generate а 10-МНz square-wave signal
that is 2 volt peak to peak and centered around О volt.
lf VRF is increased to 12 volts ОС at the А terminal, then the voltage at the В
terminal of the switch has to Ье -2 volts ОС, and the output of the mixer will
provide а square-wave signal from -2 volts to 12 volts, ог а 4-volt peak-to-peak
signal at 10 MHz. Therefore, the output of the mixer is а square-wave signal that is
scaled Ьу the input signal, and in paгticular, this square-wave signal is bipolar,
meaning that it outputs both positive and negative pulses. Also note that with
positive voltages at input terminal А, the output square-wave signal matches the
same phase as the oscillator signal.
Now what happens if VRF at the А input is set to -1 volt ОС? Then the В input will
have to Ье 11 volt ОС, and the output of the mixer still will generate а 2 volt
peak-to-peak square-wave signal but with inveгted phase in relationship to the
oscillator's signal. Thus, at least with ОС voltages, there is а multiplying effect from
this circuit. And in general, if the input signal is ап АС signal, there is still а
multiplying effect from this mixer circuit. From the examples where the input signal
is increased, decreased, ог changed to а negative polarity, the output of the mixer
maintains propoгtionality and phase.

And if VRF = О volt, then both inputs of the multiplexer аге О volt. The output of the
multiplexer thus switches between О volt and О volt to provide а О volt
(square-wave) signal ог по signal. 50, when the input signal drops to О volt, there
is по caггier ог oscillator signal at the output of the multiplexer, which balances out
ог removes the oscillator signal from the output.
We thus will characterize this dual-polarity squ.are-wave signal and its Fourier series
as
р
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Notice that the bipolar square-wave signal SQbP (f) has по DC teгm. This makes
sense because there is ап equal number of positive and negative pulses from this
signal, which aveгages to О.
The output of the mixer now сап Ье characterized as
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(15-15)
Equations (15-14) and (15-15) thus show the multiplying effect of the input RF
signal and the oscillatoг signal.
То this point, ап intuitive explanation has Ьееп presented. In practice, if опе builds
the circuit shown in Figure 15-20, а multiplication of the RF and oscillator sigлаls
will Ье verified. However, there is another way to show тоге formally why the
multiplexeг ciгcuit works as а mixer.
The signal at the А teгminal сап Ье thought of as being multiplied Ьу а
square-wave signal 5Q(f) fгom Еquаtiол (15-5) that has ал amplitude range from О
to 1. The signal at the В teгminal сап Ье thought at of as the inveгted signal from
the А teгminal multiplied Ьу а 180-degree phase-shifted version of SQ(f). The mixer
output then is the summation of these two multiplication operations.
А 180-degree phase-shifted versiOin of SQ(t)
[1 - SQ(t)]. Figure 15-21 presents а
gгaph of 5Q(f), and Figure 15-22 presents а graph of [1 - SQ(f)]. Thus, Figure
15-22 shows equivalent of the square-wave signal SQ(t), shifted Ьу 180 degгees.
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FIGURE 15-21 Square-wave signal SQ( t).
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FIGURE 15-22 SQ( t), а square-wave signal that is shifted
For the derivation, thеп,
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Note that the VRF terms subtract each other out, leaving
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Equation (15-19) then leads to Equation (15-15):
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Figure 15-23 shows VRF and SQ(t), алd Figure 15-24 shows VRF Х SQ(t). Figure
15-25 shows wavefoгms -V RF and [1 - SQ(t)]. Figuгe 15-26 shows the гesulting
waveform of -V RF х [1 - SQ(t)]. And Figuгe 15-27 shows the summation of the two
products VRF х SQ(t) and -V RF Х [1 - SQ(t)].
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FIGURE 15-23 Waveforms V RF and SQ(t).
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FIGURE 15-24 Waveform showing V RF
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FIGURE 15-25 Waveforms - V RF and [1 - SQ(t)].
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FIGURE 15-26 Waveform resulting from multiplying signals -V RF with [1

- SQ(t)].

FIGURE 15-27 The summation of the two multiplied signals VRF х SQ( t)
and -V RF
Adding ог combining the waveforms from Figures 15-24 and 15-26 results in the
waveform shown in Figure 15-27.
Now let's take а look at Figure 15-28, which shows the input signal VRF multiplying
thle bipolar square-wave signal SQbp(t). Note that Figures 15-27 and 15-28 аге
identical, which confirms that the multiplexer circuit in Figure 15-20 сап Ье
an,alyzed in terms to two unipolar square waves that have levels of О and: + 1. The
first unipolar square wave at Odegrees of phase is multiplied Ьу ап input signal,
and the other unipolar square wave at 180 degrees of phase is multiplied Ьу ап
inverse phase input signal, which when the two multiplied outputs аге summed will
provide а signal equivalent to the input signal, multiplying а bipolar square-wave
signal that has levels of -1 and +1.
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FIGURE 15-28 Square-wave form showlng the product of IПрut slgnal and
bipolar square-wave signal SQbp( t:).
[п terms of conversion gain, this mixer circuit has а conversion gain with the
fundamental oscillator signal of 2 / п and requires the generation of ап
inverting'phase RF signal. This inverting phase сап Ье achieved via а transformer, а
balanced'output amplifier, ог ап inverting-gain amplifier.
With V. F = Ь , cos(2n if, 1J and using just the first term from Equation (15'15), we
have

Ь , ~~ { cos[2 7f(~11

+ fJ t] + cos[2 7f(~11 - fs)J}

Thus the input signal's amplitude Ь , gets scaled Ьу а factor of (4/ П)('/2 ) = 2/ п ,
which is the conversion gain.
Саге should Ье taken to avoid апу ОС voltage difference between the А and В
terminals in Figure 15·20. Апу potential difference at the inputs will cause а

leak-thгough

of the caггieг signal . This makes sense: If we гетоуе the input signal
VRF and still have а ОС offset voltage between the two input teгminals, the switch
will toggle between the two diffeгent ОС voltages at the А and В teгminals,
гesulting in а squaгe wave at the output. Foг example, if theгe is а 110-mV ОС
signal at the А input teгminal and а 15-mV ОС signal at the В input teгminal, the
multiplexeг will geneгate а squaгe-wave signal that has levels of 15 mV to 110 mV,
which is а 5-mV peak-to-peak squaгe-wave signal.
Also, the oscillatoг's duty cycle must Ье pгecisely 50 peгcent. If theгe is ап
asymmetгy in the oscillatoг's wavefoгm in teгms of on-off duгation, then theгe will
Ье а leak-thгoug h of the RF input signal to the output. Foг example, if the
oscillatoг's wavefoгm is 99 peгcent in the оп state and 1 peгcent in the off state,
then this means that foг all pгactical puгposes viгtually all the input signal fгom
teгminal А will Ье sent to the output of the switch.
Switch-mode and commutating mixeгs have Ьееп aгound since the late 1920s.
Some of the pioneeгs of these types of mixeгs weгe
1. С. R. Keith, who in 1929 invented doubIy balanced mixeгs with fouг diodes and
eight adjusted tгansfoгmeг windings
2. R. S. Caгutheгs, who in 1934 invented switching-mode mixeгs with two, fouг, six,
and eight diodes that included а singly balanced mixeг
З. F. А. Cowan, who in 1934 invented ап impгoved and simplified fouг-diode doubIy
balanced mixeг design that is still used today
Foг cuгiosity's sake, let's take а look at the уегу familiaг fouг-diode гing doubIy
balanced mixeг developed Ьу F. А . Cowan (Figuгe 15-29). The figuгe shows that
еуеп in 1934 ог eaгlieг, solid-state diodes weгe availabIe that weгe made fгom
соррег oxide.

D1

DЭ

Т1

Vsig

==:J

Т2

1
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Cvout
. Vs
D2

+

D4

Vosc

FIGURE 15-29 А four-diode ring mixer{modulator.
Figuгe 15-29 looks а little daunting with the two tгansfoгmeгs and
windings. Theгefoгe, let's simplify it in the following таппег:

centeг

tap

push-pull signal sources, а
noninveгting signal source, and ап inveгting signal source.
2. Replace the output transformer with two resistors, and take the output sigпаl
across the two resistors in а differential mаппег.
In Figure 15-30, the oscillator signal source is provided Ьу Vosc, which normally is а
large sinusoid signal that supplies sufficient voltage to switch оп the diodes. When
Vosc is а large positive voltage, diodes О2 and DЗ аге turned оп, whereas diodes
О1 and О4 аге off. Thus, with Vosc being а large positive voltage, О2 and DЗ аге
like wires, and О1 and О4 аге like ореп circuits.

1. Replace the input transformer with two balanced

01

ог

DЗ

R1

+V

Vo

2

+

Vosc

.V

FIGURE 15-30 Ап "equivalent" four-diode ring modulator/mixer.
With О2 and О3 conducting,input signal +Vs is connected to the top of resistor R1,
an,d input sigпаl -Vs is connected to the bottom of R2. The output signal then is the
potentialdifference across the top of R1 and the bottom of R2, which is + Vs - (Vs)
= +2Vs when the oscillator sigпаl Vosc is positive voltage.
However, when the oscillator signal Voscis а large negative voltage, diodes О2 and
DЗ turn off and Ьесоте ореп circuits, whereas diodes О1 and О4 conduct апd
Ьесоте wires. Therefore, input signal -Vs is connected to the top of R1 and input
signal +Vs is connected to the bottom of R2. The potential diffегепсе between the
voltages from the top of R1 and bottom of R2 is thеп

Iп еssепсе,

the oscillator signal is соmmutаti iпg the iпрut signal in the four-diode
ring modulator/mixer уегу much like the Д-В switch multiplexer shown in Figure
15-20. Therefore, the апаlуsis of Figures 15-28 and 15-29 is the samle as the
analysis for multiplexer circuits and has the equation
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is а gain fa cto Г, as deteгmined Ьу the tгansfoгmeгs' tuгns гatios, diode
losses, and loading.
Figures 15-31 and 15-32 аге t:he front pages of the patents filedl Ьу С. R. Keith and
F. А. Cowan that weгe pubIished Ьу the U.S. Patent Office. Note that patents сап
Ье accessed through www.google.comjpatents. Note that Figure 15-30 isderived
from Figure 15-32.
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Cowan that is still used today.

Tradeoffs in Performance of the Mixers
The sampling mixer in Figure 15-1А and the multiplexing mixer 'п Figure 15-20
have advantages and disadvantages. А sampling mixer with а hold capacitor has
almost lossless conversion gain but generally requires а very low-impedance drive
at its iпрut. Whеп the sаmрliпg switch is tuгпеd оп, а sigпifiсапt load is presented
to the input terminal because of the charging current into the capacitor. This
loading effect usually requires ап amplifier ог alow-impedance transformer to drive
the input. Also, the sаmрli iпg mixer is not а doubIy balanced mixer, which means
that the input signal does find its way to the output. However, usually the input
signal сап Ье filtered out ог canceled out via ап extra sampling switch that is turned
оп later at опе-hаlf period of the oscillator's frequency.
Because there is по hold capacitor in the multiplexer mixer in Figure 15-20, driving
the input does not require а very low-impedance output from the RF input signal
source. However, ап extra signal that is opposite in phase is required, which сап Ье
provided Ьу а transformer with а center-tap winding ог ап extra amplifier.

Conversion gain is Iless than that of the sample-and-hold mixer, but the noise
performance is very good.
80th mixers аге harmonic mixers, and а band-pass ог low-pass filter is required оп
the path of the inputs. Otherwise, the output of these mixers will "тар" noise and
RF signals from out of the radio band of interest.
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Chapter 16
In-Phase and Quadrature (IQ) Signals
This chapter will explore amplitude modulation in а little moredetail. The objectives
аге

take а brief look at broadcast amplitude-modulated (АМ) signals
То examine doubIe-sidеЬапd suppressed carrieг (DSBSC) АМ signals
З. То use the DSBSC signal to geneгate 1 and Q signals
4. То deteгmine how 1 апd Q sigпаls аге demodulated
5. То apply 1 and Q signals to softwaгe-defined radios (SDRs)
Broadcast АМ signals аге gепегаllу modulated with а carrier signal апd ап audio
signal. Theгe is only опе phase of carrier signal, and i:n the standard envelope
detection of the АМ radio signal, this phase infoгmation is normally not used. The
standard АМ signal is known as ап amplitude-modulated signal with caгrier. This
signal is illustrated ,п Figure 16-1 and characterized Ьу Equation (16-1).
1.
2.

То

FIGURE 16-1 Ап example waveform of
percent modulation.

а

broadcast

АМ

signal with 50

~

-

Note

AII the waveforms have the Xaxis denoting time and the Yaxis denoting amplitude.

(16-1 )
This equation describes the waveform in Figure 15-1, with the modulation т of the
carrier equal to 0.5, ог 50 percent. !f т = 100 percent, the carrier momentarily
drops to zero ог gets "pinched" off (Figure 15-2).

FIGURE 16-2 Ап АМ signal with 100 percent modulation.
Figure 15-2 shows ап АМ signal that has Ьееп modulated at а 100 percent level,
which pinches off the carrier but also allows the amplitude of the carrier to increase
to twice its level at О percent modulation. !п general, the equation governing the
standard АМ signal is

2'П . rri .r
( -2
The mоdulаtiпg sigпаl m(t) is limited iп гапgе gепегаllу iп the fоllоwiпg mаппег to
prevent distortion when demodulating the АМ signal:

[

}

]

Given this limitation in range for m(t), the value of [1 + m(lj] is nonnegative, and
the phase of the carrier signal [соs(2пfcаГГiег) t] does not change as its carrier
amplitude is being varied. The constant 1 in the term [1 + щl}] ensures that there
is а carrier signal should the modulating signal drop to О. This makes sense
because when the music ог voice signals drop in а bгoadcast АМ radio progгam, the
radio-frequency (RF) carгieг signal is still pгesent.

Introduction to Suppressed-Carrier Amplitude
Modulation
Foг а suppressed-caгrier

amplitude-modulated signal, theгe is по caггier signal.
That is, the sinusoidal signal соs(2пfcaггiег)t is not present in а suppressed-carrier АМ
signal. Theгe аге generally two types of suppressed-carrieг АМ signal:s, а
doubIe-sidеЬапd suppгessed-caгrier (DSBSC) АМ signal and а signal-sideband
suppressed-carrier (SSBSC) АМ signal. Ву using а combination of DSBSC АМ
signa!ls, опе сап also gепегаtе phase-modulated signals.
The basic signal to provide 1 and Q signals and single-sideband signals is the
doubIe-sidеЬапd signal S(t)DSBSC. It is characterized Ьу the following equation:

О.

si

t

2

.

i

t

where Vsig ( l} is the modulating signal and gепегаllу is ап alternating-current (АС)
signal, and the гange of Vsig ( l} is not necessarily restricted to -1 and + 1. Figure
16-3 provides ал illustration of а doubIe-sidеЬапd suppressed-carrier signal
S(l}DSBSC. The figuгe looks гatheг strange in that опе тау expect to see that а
sinusoidal modulating signal should result in а sinusoid envelope.

v

IV

FIGURE 16-3 Ап example of
suppressed-carrier) АМ signal.
Figuгe

а

DSBSC

(doubIe-sidеЬапd

16-4 then oveгlays the modulating signal оп top of the DSBSC АМ signal foг
claгity. Опе should now note that the phase of the caггieг signal соs(2пfcаггiег)t сап
change signs ог phase fгom О to 180 degгees and vice veгsa. Foг example, if foг а
particulaг duгation VSig ( t) = + 1, then

IjIV

FIGURE 16-4 The DSBSC

АМ

s(t)J)
and the phase of the
-1, then

~A

АЛ
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caггieг

is

~I~

V,!!

лА
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signal with the modulating signal overlayed.

RSC

= соs( 2 1Тfс.,ГГiсг)t

О degгees. Howeveг, foг anotheг duгation

S(t)!) SRSC = -соs( 2 1ТfC<lrriсr)
which means that the caггieг signal has inveгted ог changed in phase

VSig(f) =

Ьу

180

degгees .
Figuгe

16-5 shows а гelationship between the modulating signal, the DSBSC дм
signal, and the caггieг signal . The figuгe shows а continuous-wave (CW) caггieг
signal below the DSBSC дм signal . Note that in the гegions wheгe the modulating
signal is positive (above О), the positive peaks of the CW caггieг signal line up with
the positive peaks of the DSBSC дм signal. Howeveг, when the modulating signal is
negative (below О), we see that the positive peaks of the CW caггieг signal line up
with the negative peaks of the DSBSC дм signal. Thus а DSBSC дм signal includes
time-vaгying amplitude and phase modifications оп the caггieг signal.

I

~I

I~

FIGURE 16-5 Ап illustration of the carrier signal as а reference phase
compared with the DSBSC АМ signal and modulating signal.
As mепtiопеd previously, the DSBSC (doubIe-sidеЬапd suppressed-carrier) АМ
signal with ап АС modulating signal never contains the carrier signal. For example,
if

then
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As expected, multipl!ying the modulation signal (e.g., audio) Ьу the carrier signal
results in two signals whose frequencies аге above and below the carrier frequency
fcarrier Ьу f mod. The frequency (fcarrier + f mod) is the uррег-sidеЬапd frequency, апd the
(fcarгieг-fmod) frequency is the lоwег-sidеЬапd frequency.

!п

terms of demodulating the DSBSC (doubIe sideband suppressed carrier) signal,
simple envelope detection such as using а diode is not workabIe. Д simple diode
envelope detector will result in а demodulated signal that is distorted and full-wave
rectified. For example, а sinusoidal modulating signal for the DSBSC signal will Ье
detected with а diode, as shown in Figure 16-6.

FIGURE 16-6 Using ап envelope detector оп а DSBSC АМ signal results in
full-wave rectification of the wanted signal.
From Figure 16-6 we see that simple envelope detection for the DSBSC дм signal
results in distortion, and thus another way of detection is needed. !nstead of а
diode for demodulation, а synchronous detector is used.
Д synchronous detector consists of а mixer ог multiplier circuit and ап oscillator that
is precisely the same frequency as the carrier. The oscillator's frequency sometimes
сап Ье adjusted to Ье пеаг the original carrier fгequency, but often а separate
signal is sent to lock the oscillator to the correct frequency. дп example of such а
DSBSC дм system is the опе used in recovering the L-R channels in а stereo FM
radio. The L-R audio signals аге DSBSC дм modulated Ьу а 38-kНz oscillator at the
radio station, and the spectrum of this дм signal spans from 23 to 53 kHz, with the

carrieг

missing at 38 kHz. At the receiver, to regenerate the 38-kНz carrier signa l
for synchronous detection, а 19-kНz "pilot" signal is sепt from the radio stаtiоп. Ву
frequency multiplication of the 19- kНz pilot tone, а 38- kНz signal is generated and
then used to гесоуег the L-R aud'io signals (Figure 16-7).
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FIGURE 16-7 А demodulation system for а DSBSC АМ signal.
The figure shows а demodulation system for а DSBSC АМ sigпаl Ьу means of а
mixer, oscillator, and low-pass filter. The received signal S(t)OSBSC is connected to
опе of the inputs of themixer ог multiplier, whereas the гemaining input of the
mixer is connected to the oscillator that "somehow" has the correct frequency. After
miхiпg the two sigпа ls, the mixer is соппесtеd to а low-pass filter to extract the
mоdulаtiоп sigпаl such as audio. Is this all that is needed to demodulate the signal
S( t)OSBSC? No, to demodulate the signal correctly, the phase of the oscillator's sigпаl
is important.
Let's take at look at Еquаti оп (16-3) to see why the phase of the гeceiver's
oscillator sigпаl is imрогtапt:

t
demiodulate this sigпаl, we will multiply S( t)OSBSC Ьу а signal 2соs[(2пfcаГГiег t + 8]
that has the same carrier frequency and includes ап arbitrary phase-shift angle 8.
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The first term in this equation is а high-frequency signal of frequency 2пfcаГГiег that
will Ье Iremoved Ьу thie low-pass filter, leaving only the second term related to the
cos(8).
Thus the output via low-pass filtегiпg is

i1

=[

]

If the phase angle 8 from the receiver's oscillator is О, tihen the cos(8) = cos(O)
1, and we сап see that the original modulating signal is recovered completely:

=

But if the oscillator's phase is 90 degrees, the fi ltered output is

And if the oscillator's phase is 180 degrees off from the radio station's carrier signal
phase, we get as the output
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What's interesting about using synchronous detection оп а DSBSC АМ signal is that
with the "wгопg" phase provided Ьу the oscillator, the output of the detector сап
Ье zero. This result is almost as if the detector does not even "see" the input signal
[VSig( f) ]соs(2п fcarrier) t
At first look, this result of having the wrong phase from the oscillator for the
detector тау Ье а flaw in trying to demodulate а DSBSC (doubIe-sidеЬапd
suppressed-carrier) АМ signal. But actually опе canuse this "flaw" to transmit two
DSBSC АМ signals (1 and Q signals) and recover two channel!s of information, even
though the two 1 and Q DSBSC АМ signals occupy the same spectrum ог
bandwidth.

How I and Q Signals Are Generated
Before the structures of various 1 and Q modulators аге shown, а tabIe of
trigonometric identities will Ье useful Ьесаusеgепегаtiпg various forms of 1 and Q
signa:ls involves multiplication of sine an,d cosine signals (ТаЫе 16-1).
ТаЫе 16-1 Trigonometгic Identities

cos(a +

rз)

= [cos(a)][cos(J3)] -

[siп(а)][siп(f3)]

cos(a - r3) = [cos(a)][cos(fj)] + [sin(a)] [sin(r3)]
sin(a + (3)
sin(a -

rз)

=

[sin(a)] [cos(f3)] + [ cos(a)][sin(J3)]

= [sin(a)] [cos(f3)] - [ cos(a)][sin(J3)]

[sin(a)] [cos(J3)]

2

= ( 1/ )siп(а

+ 13) + (1/2)sin(a - (3)

[cos(a)] [COS( If3)] = (1/ 2)cos(a
[sin(a)] [sin(J3)]
cos(a -

rз)

sin(a- 13)

=

+rз)

+ (1/ 2)cos(a -

rз)

_(1/2)cos(a + (3) + (1/ 2)cos(a - 13)

= COS(J3 - а)
= -siп(J3

sin(a) - sin(J3)

-

а)

= 2[cos(~)]

2

[sin(a - ~ )]
2

Figure 16-8 shows а general 1 and Q modulator. The figure shows а first input
signal V1 (f) that is multiplied Ьу ап in-phase (1) carrier signal, generally а cosine
signal such as соs(2пfcf), where f c is the carrier's frequency in hertz. Similarly, the
sесопd input signal V2 (f) is multiplied Ьу а quadrature-phase (Q) carrier signal that
is 90 degrees phase-shifted from the 1 carrier signal, which is generally denoted as
а sine signal such as sin(2nfct). Note that the carrier frequency f c is the same for
both 1 and Q carrier signals.
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FI GURE 16-8 I and Q modulators using мо m:ixers.
А сотЫпег takes the output signals from each multiplier (Мl and М2) and сал add
ог subtract them. The output of the сотЫпег then provides а new signal.
1 and Q signals that аге combined have mu ltiple uses . They аге
1. Transmitting two separate channels of infoгmation within the same spectгum.
2. Frequency trans1lating а signal of опе frequency to another frequency, such as
generating а single-sideband signal. The frequency shift сап Ье upward ог
downward.
Ап example of transmitting two channels of information using 1 and Q signals ог,
equivalently, using quadratuгe modulation: is the analog composite coloг television
signa:ls {ог NTSC (National Television System Committee) and PAL (Phase Alternate
Line). Although television signals have Ьееп changed to а digital form,at, analog ТУ
signals аге still in use in тапу countries, even if the analog тv signals аге not
transm,itted. DVD and Blu-ray disc players still have analog ТУ outputs, and тапу
modern ТУ sets still have analog ТУ inputs. The use of quadrature modulation
allows sending two channels of coloг video signals along withthe luminance ог
Ыасk-апd-whitе signal to provide decoding {ог red, green, and bIue signals. When
the outputs of the mixers аге summed, the resulting signal is as follows:
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Togenerate а sing le-sideband signal, we provide input signal V2 ( f) as а 90-degree
phase-shifted version of V1(f). For simplicity, let V1(f) = соs(2пfmоdtJ and V2(f) =
siп(2пfmоdf), and now take the summed output signal as
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If the соmЫпег is а subtractor, then the new sigпаl at the output of the соmЫпег is
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using the trigonometric identities (16-8) and (16-9), we get
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Note that to provide "perfect" single-sideband signals, not only the amplitudes of
the input signals have to Ье exact, but also the phases of the carrier and input
signa:ls both must keep ап exact 90-degree diffeгence. In pгactice, the input signals
mау not Ье exactly t :he same amplitude-wise, and the mixers mау not have
identical conversion gain. However, adjustments сап Ье made to the mixer's
conversion gain and/or to theinput's amplitude to match the overall amplitude for
maximum cancellation of the undesirabIe sideband .
Now let's take а closer look at what happens if there is а deviation from а
90-degree signal of Ll'P in the carrier signal. However, this time we will work with а
slight change in the product terms (Figure 16-9).
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FIGURE 16-9 Ап alt ernate sing le-sideband generator wit h а slig ht
phase-angle error in the Q carrier signal.
Figure 16-9 shows а single-sideband modulation system that provides а sine-wave
output with ап еггог of д<.р in the Q carrier signal. Note that дц> < < 1, where д<.р is
measured in radians. Thus
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The lower-sideband signal would cancel out completely if
eггoгs, we have
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80th these sinusoidal waveforms represent "vectors" of the lower-sideband signa l
that have the same magnitude but nealrly the same d'irection. In other words, both
sinusoidal wavefoгms almost cancel out each otheг owing to the subtгaction
process.

Equation (16-17), the tгigonometгic identity sin(o) - sin(~) = 2[cos(0 1
b)j2][sin(0 - b)j2] will Ье useful in deteгmining the magnitude (MAG) of the
loweг- sideband signal. Thus
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Thus the residual lower-sideband signal has а magnitude of (У2) L1q>, where L1q> is
measured in radians. For example, if the Q phase еггог is 0.573 deQlree, ог 0.01
radian, then the residual sideband will Ье (1/2)(0.01) = 0.005, ог 0.5 percent, of the
upper-sideband sigпаl's amplitude.
А graph of 100{('/2)[siп(2пfct- 2пfmоdt + О) - siп(2пfct- 2пfmоdt + L1q> )]} is shown
in Figure 16-10 to confirm Equation (16-18). From the ргесеdiпg саlсulаti опs, the
graph should show а соsiпе fuпctiоп with а peak amplitude of 100 х 0.005, ог 0. 5.
Figure 16-10 shows а sinusoidal waveform with а peak amplitude of 0.5, which is
the гesult of multiplying (V2)[siп(2пfct- 2пfmоd t + О) - siп(2пfct- 2пfmОdt + 0.01)]
Ьу 100. The Yaxis is full scale at 2.5 from the огig i п .

2.5

FIGURE 16-10 А graph of (1/2)[sin(2nfct - 2nfmod t +
2nfmodt + .ll.cp) multiplied 100-fold for ease of viewing.
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The subtгaction of two sine functions of almost the same phase leads to а cosine
function. Intuitively, опе would have thought two sine functions that close in phase
would lead to anotheг sine function. Howeveг, this "unexpected" гesult also
pгovides anotheг way to geneгate а Q signal. Of couгse , if опе looks at the
tгigonometгic tabIes, then опе will see that this гesult is indeed expected. That is,
two sine functions of neaгly the same phase when subtгacted do pгoduce а cosine
function.
~

-

Note

In practice, the mixers сап Ье of switch-mode type that generates square waves,
which тау Ье difficult to subtract with а differential amplifier. 50 ап equivalent
fuпсtiоп сап Ье made Ьу iпvеrtiпg ап input signal to ап input of а mixer instead
and then сотЫпе Ьу adding via resistors. If switch-mode mixers аге used, then а
low-pass ог band-pass filter should Ье used to remove harmonics from the
combining circuit.

Demodulating I and Q Signals
When а summ!ed 1 and Q signal is sent to а demodulator, there аге two channels of
information соехistiпg with each other without interfering with the delivery of
information from each channel. In standard дм broadcast signals, to sелd а 5-kНz
audio channel with standard дм signals that contain upper- and lower-sideband
signals plus the carrier signal, 10 kHz of bandwidth! in the RF channel is пееdеd .
However, if 1 and Q signals аге sent instead with each 5 kHz of iпfогmаtiоп, each 1
and Q channel occupies 10 kHz within the same channel space. Thus, wh!en
demodulated, two сhаппеls of 5 kHz of information аге delivered, which is twice
the information received for the same RF Ьапdwidth when compared with standard
broadcast дм signals. Because the 1 and Q signals аге orthogonal to each other,
the two signals аге almost in different but paгallel universes.
When both 1 and Q signals аге сотЫпеd, they тау look "messy," and at first
glance, the 1 and Q signals seem inseparabIe. It is as if sоmеопе took а sheet of
white рарег and wrote ап essay with bIue ink from top to bottom and then wrote
оп the same page from top to bottom another essay in red ink. With the different
essays written, over each other, at first glance, опе would find it difficult to read.
But if а red filter is placed over the sheet, the writing in bIue ink сап Ье read, and
likewise,if а bIue filter is placed оуег the sheet, the writing in red ink сап Ье read.
Demodulating 1 and Q signals is similar to the precedingdescription, and separating
out each channel is done with multiplication of the 1 and Q signals with 0- and
90-degree signals.
Опсе the quadrature modulated sigпаls аге combined as described in Equation
(16-6), а single wire ог channel сап Ье used to саггу ог transmit these signals to а
гeceiver. То demodulate the two channels of infoгmation V 1(t) and V 2(t), ап
oscillator ог signal source must have the same carrier frequency f c during the
modulation process. Normally, the signal source regenerates the frequency f c. For
example, in color ТУ signals, а phase-Iock loop oscillator ог regeneгation oscillator
along with а reference signa.1 sent provides а demodulation signal with а frequency
f c at О and 90 degrees of phase.
Figure 16-11 shows а demodulation system consisting of two .mixers and fHters and
two carrier signal sources. The output of the first mixer М1 then is
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FIGURE 16-11 Ап IQ signal demodu!lation system.
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recover ог demodulate V1(f) while "ignoring" V2(f), we multiply SumIQ(t}
signal source = соs(2пfcf) . Therefore,
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The high -frequency terms relating to 2п2fс t аге filtered out via low-pass ог
bandpass filtering and with cos(O) = 1 and sin(O) = о. Also, whenever а sine wave
and а cosine wave of the same frequency and phase аге multiplied, the result is О
after filtering out the high -frequency signals. The output of Fi lter_1 th,at is
connected to М1 isthen
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Similarly to recover V2 (l), we multiply SumIQ(l)
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Whеп the high-frequency terms from M2_out аге filtered out, the output of Filter_2
results iп
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The dеmоdulаtiоп of siпglе-sidеЬалd sigпаls, however, does поt reqiuire ап exact
phase of the oscillator but does require ап exact frequency. Most single-sideband
sigпа :ls аге Ьеуопd the audio Ьапd of 10 kHz ог 20 kHz. Thus the dеmоdulаtiоп of
these types of single-sideband signals is relatively easy Ьу simple multiplication with
the oscillator signal, whose fгеquепсу is the same as the osci.llator frequency at the
l
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we need. to multiply this sigпаl, [SubtrI<LuSb(l)], with
high-fгеquепсу signal. Thus we have
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I and Q Signals Used in Software-Defined Radios (SDRs)
Another use for quadrature mоdulаtiоп is to tгапsfогm а sigпаl into two sigпаls that
аге equalin amplitude апd also have а relationship О and 90 degrees between each
other. This tгапsfогтаtiоп also changes the frequency from the original. For
example, if а signal is at 10 MHz, quadrature modulation сап provide two signals at
20 kHz that аге 90 degrees apart from each other. Figure 16-12 shows а 0- and
90-degree phase shifter based оп IQ ог quadrature modulation.
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FIGURE 16-12 А 0- and 90-degreephasing circuit.
The figu1re shows а single signal source VRF ( fJ = соs(2ПlRFfJ that is connected to the
input of two mixers Мl and М2. А signal generator соs(2пfosсfJ is connected to the
remaining input terminal of mixeг Мl, and anotheг signal generator siп(2пfosсfJ is
connected to the remaining input of mixer М2.
The outputs of Мl and М2 аге connected to filters Filter_l and Fi lter_2,
respectively. These filteгs remove the high-frequency signals from the outputs of
the mixeгs. Theгefoгe, the output of mixeг М 1 is
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Filter_2 removes the higher-frequency signal, which results in

Filter2_out

=-fsiп(2 1Т fо ,сt

-

2 1ТfRF t)

= Q signal

Therefore, the signals from Filter1_out and Filter2_out аге 90 degrees apart from
each other по matter how low а frequency (fosc - f RF) iS, even down to пеаг direct
currect (ОС). Now the fact that these two signals сап maintain а 90-degree
difference all the way down to nearly ОС is truly amazing. The 1 and Q signals from
the filters then allow а computer to digitize these signals and demodulate them.
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Chapter 17
Intermediate-Frequency Circuits
The intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifier and fiilter determine selectivity and
sensitivity foг ап amplitude-m.odulated (АМ) superheterodyne гadio. In
commercially made гadios, some of the first transistoг гadios needed two stages of
IF amplification and three IF filteгs to match the sensitivity and selectivity of
vacuum-tube receivers. Transistor radios made with only опе IF amplifieг generally
perfoгmed worse in sensitivity (and selectivity) than the ones with two IF
amplifieгs. Howeveг, theгe аге some ways to bring up the sensitivity of the гadio Ьу
using longer antenna coils.
While IF amplifiers provide amplification, often ап IF amplifier also serves to
pгovide some type of automatic gailn contгol. Thus another function of the IF
amplifieг is to reduce gain whenthe гadio is tuned to а stгong signal and increase
the gain when а weak signal is received.
Theгefore, the objectives of this chapteг аге
1. То investigate diffeгent types of IF amplifiers.
2. То introduce the early effect that results in а lossy resistance across the
collector-emitter junction of а transistor.
З. То examine how gain control is achieved.
4. То look at how certain nonlineaгities of ап IF amplifier affect distortion.

IF Amplifiers
From the output current of а mixer (ог conveгter) transistor comes а multitude of
signals. Four sigпаls from the output аге the RF sigпаl, the oscillator signal, the
signa;1whosefrequency is the sum of the RF and oscillator frequencies, and finally,
the IF signal, whose frequency is the diffегепсе between the RF and oscillator
frequencies. А simple inductor-capacitor (LC) IF filter is tuned to the IF frequency
band but still passes some of the oscillator signal through. The reason is that the
oscillator signal current is very strong in amplitude whether а simple mixer is used
ог а mixer oscillator converter circuit is used. Also, note that the IF signal is
generally very small in amplitude compared with the oscillator signal.
In American and Japanese tгапsistог radio designs from the 1950s to the 1980s, а
single tuned IF transformer is coupled between the output of the mixer ог
converter and the first IF amplifier. However, some transistor radio designs from
Russia use а doubIe tuned IF stage fоllоwiпg the converter ormixer.
At first look, опе would think that the first IF amplifier tгалsistог has а Ilot to handle
with а high-amplitude oscill!ator signal and а small-amplitude IF signal at its iпрut.
Fortunately, there is sufficient attenuation of the oscillator signal, and the IF

amplifier transistor сап handle and amplify both signals in а mostly linear таппег.
А genera'lized IF system using а one-transistor IF amplifier is shоwл in Figure 17-1.

IF Filter 2

Converter

Rin

IF Filter 1
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(e .g.,2N3904)

Mixer

RE

FIGURE 17-1 А bIock schematic diagram of а typicallF system for а radio.
This figure shows ап IF amplifier system in which the first IF filteris а single tuned
circuit that couples into the base of Ql. А соттоп emitter amplifier generally is
used to allow for moderately high input re5istance (e.g.{ 500
to 2,000
) 50 that the first IF filter i5 not exces5ively loaded down. А heavy load оп the IF
filter will cause low signal and reduced Q. Becau5e the emitter i5 alternating-current
(АС) gгоuпdеd via capacitoг СЕ, the small-signa'l tгапsсопduсtапсе of the amplifier
i5 gm == I CQ1 /(O.026 volt), where I CQ1 i5 the quiescent direct-current (ОС) collector
current.
The gain of the соттоп emitter amplifieг then is -gm RL, where RL is the
equivalent load resistance at the IF О.е., 455 kHz). Since the ОС current is set up
Ьу the voltage VE across RE,

<>

1

Note that changing the DC curгent also changes the transconductance of Ql. Ог
put another way, changing the base voltage at Ql re5ults in а change in
tгапsсопduсtалсе. For example, increasing the ОС voltage at the Ьа5е increa5es the
transconductance, wherea5 lowering the ОС voltage at the Ьа5е reduces the
tra ncond ucta псе.

In terms of input resistance of the amplifier, the input resistance looking into the
base of Ql is

=

(З _.-

i)

Note that while increasing the IDC collector current increases the transconductance,
it also lowers the input resistance.
For а collector current of 0.5 тА and а current gain ~ of 50,

,

J

If the collector current is increased to 5

.

тА,

and if the collector current is decreased to 0.05

тА,

il

The collector of Ql then погmаllу is connected to another IF transformer, simple LC
filter, ог а ceramicfilter. As тепtiопеd previously, the ceramic filter requires some
prefiltering ог attenuation of the oscillator signal for р!горег band-pass filtering.
Without the prefiltering from another LC circuit, the ceгamic filter will have too
much leak-through of the oscillator signal, which еvепtuаllу will iпtеrfеге with
envelope dеtесtiоп of the АМ signal.
Detection of th.e АМ sigпа l typically is taken from the output of the output filter.
However, if тоге selectivity and sепsitivity аге needed, а second-stage IF ampHfier
is added after the output filter from Ql, and detection of the АМ sigпаl is taken
from the output filter of the second IF amplifier.
Figure 17-2А is а schematic diagram of а typical IF amplifier such as from а
commercially made transistor radio. The figure shows а one-transistor IF amplifier.
IF tгапsfогmег Тl couples а lоw-imреdапсе signal source (e.g., 500 V ог less) iпtо
the base of Ql.
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FIGURE 17-2А Ап IF amplifier circuit.
The gain of the IF amplifier is -gm RL where RL is the equivalent load resistance at
the IF (i.e., 455 kHz) from the collector. Опе should note that there is а capacitor
across the collector base junction of Ql, СсЬ. This capacitor is the internal capacitor
in all transistors, and the capacitance d'epends оп the supplyvoltage. Lowering the
supply voltage results in higher capacitance far СсЬ, and increasing the supply
voltage results in lower capacitance for СсЬ. In the earlier days of tгапsistог radios,
such asin the 1950s, capacitor СсЬ had very high capacitance, which could cause
two probIems. These probIems were а loss in gain and the possibility of саusiпg
oscillation. Therefore, to avoid losses in gain and to reduce the possibility of
oscillation, the primary winding of the IF transformer had а tap for neutralizing ог
canceling out the СсЬ capacitance.
Iп Figure 17-2А, the IF signal at the collector of Q1, node А, is 180 degrees out of
phase from the signal at node С. Node В of IF transfor,mer Т2 is connected to the
power supply. Therefore, а neutralizing capacitor CN is used to сапсеl out the
capacitance from СсЬ. For example, if the primary winding has equal turns from the
centeг tap to the outside teгminals, then the magnitude ог amplitude of the signals

at nodes А and С will Ье equa l. The neutralizing capacitor will have the same
capacitance as СсЬ; thu5 CN
СсЬ.
However, Ьу the 1960s, tran5istors had improved, and the capacitance of СсЬ was
low enough to do without the neutralizing capacitance CN. But there аге at least а
couple of other reasons for the collector current output signal to feed into а tapped
LC circuit. Опе геа50П is to avoid oscillation Ьу setting up а lower-impedance point
at the tap 50 that the overall gain of the amplifier i5 not too high. Recall that the
im,pedance of а parallel LC circuit is very high and in practice сап Ье in the
hundreds of kiloohms at resonance.
Another reason is to avoid loading down the Q of the LC circuit. Ву u5ing а tapped
winding, апу resistive losses from the collector to the emitter of the transi5tor will
cause negligibIe ргоЫет5. Since emitter capacitor СЕ i5 ап АС 5hort to ground, the
collector to emitter resistance in the transistor will act а5 а resistor from the
collector to ground.
This collector to emitter resistance i5 usuallygiven as

=

r ()

17..

=-~

72

--I

()

where ICQ is the ОС quiescent collector current, and VА is the Early voltage.
Typically, the Early voltage VА is 100 volts to 250 volts. For example, at а ОС
collector curгent of 1 тА for ICQ and ап Early voltage of 100 volts, the output
resistance from collector to emitter is

For а typical IF transformer, the I05SY re5istance across the whole primary winding
from nodes А to С is about 200 k
. The turns ratio from node5
k
reflects back to nodes
х з2

АС

5 900

in parallel with the 200-k

АВ/АС

as 100 k

is 1:3. Thismeans that the loading

Ьу го

= 100

lossy resistor. However, 900
in parallel with 200
516З

. The 900resistance lowers the Q of the coil (and the IF amplifier gain)
because 16З k
fV

80

peгcent

Ьу

about 20 percent

of 200

If the collectoг of Q1 is connected to node А and not to а tap of the pгimary
winding, the output resistance of the tгansistor will dramatically load down the Q
(Figuгe 17-28). In this figuгe, the collector is connected to node А, ог the full
winding of the coil. Therefoгe, го 5 100
is now in

paгallel

with the 200-

resistor across nodes
resistance of 67

А

and

С

of the coil, which then results in

ап

equivalent

across the fuH primary winding of Т2, which is one-third of 200
. 8ecause of this dramatic
two-thirds, ог 67 percent.

dгop

in

гesistance,the

Q of the coil now has dropped
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FIGURE 17-28 Ап IF amplifier with the coll.e ctor not connected to the tap
of the primary winding.
А typical 455-kНz IF tгапsfогmег has ап iпtегпаl геsопаtiпg capacitor of about 200
pF. Theгefoгe, the Q of the coil is
Q = (2п455,ООО Hz)RC = (2п455,000 Hz)R(200 pF)
if R = 200 k
,

thеп

, then

Q = 114. If R drops to 163 k
Q = 93, and if R drops to 67 k

=

, then Q 38.
As сап Ье sееп, соппесti lпg the collector of the tгапsistог to а tap оп а tapped
winding has ап аdvапtаgе of miпimiziпg Q losses. Also recall that а IOS5 i lП Q of the
coi l results i п роогег 5electivity апd IOS5 of gаiп.

The gain of the IF amplifier from the base to the collector is -gmRL, where RL is the
equivalentload гesistance at the IF (i.e., 455 kHz) that is connected to the
collectoг.
Опе

other "side effect" of соппеctiпg the collector to the coil as shown in Figure
17-2В is that the transistor's СсЬ сап mistune the IF transformer when the power
supply dгops in voltage. Since the base of the tгansistor is driven preferabIy Ьу а
low-impedance source, СсЬ оп the base side is almost grounded. Thus СсЬ is
almost like а capacitor from the collector to ground. Because the IF transformer's
internal capacitor is typically 200 pF, а change of about 4 pF in СсЬ when the
supply voltage changes will cause а 1 percent shiftin resonant frequency. Put
another way, if the IF transformer is tuned with the СсЬ of the transistor for 455
kHz, and if the supply voltage drops suchthat СсЬ changes Ьу 4 pF, the resonant
frequency will shift downward to about 451 kHz. This shift in resonant frequency
amounts to а slight mistuning of the IF transformer and сап гeduce the amplitude
of the 455-kНz sigпаl.
Thus the use of а tapped winding also reduces sensitivity to а shift in the resonant
frequency when СсЬ changes. For example, with а 3: 1 turns ratio, а shift in
capacitance of 4 pF with а tapped connection in the primaгy winding reduces the
shift сhапgе in capacitance Ьу з2, ог ninefold (see below). That is,

-l.
that is added to the 200 pF, which is much lower than 4 pF added to the 200-рF
геsопаtiпg capacitor.
Alternatives to the common-emitteг amplifier аге the common-base lF amplifiers
seen in Figures 17-3А and 17-3В, the cascode amplifier seen in Figures 17-4А and
17-48, and the differential-pair amplifier sееп iп Figures 17-5А апd 17-58.
In the common-base amplifier, the gаiп from the emitter to the collector is 19mRL,
wheгe Rl is the еquivаlепt load resistance at the IF (i.e., 455 kHz) from the
collector. То avoid the ргоЫет of feedback сарасitапсе from СсЬ, а gгоuпdеd-Ьаsе
amplifieг is опе sоlutiоп. What is meant Ьу grounded base is that the base of the
transistor is grounded in terms of the АС signal. Therefore, bypass capacitor СЬур
is attached to the base and gгоuпd. Iпsресtiоп of Figures 17-3А апd 17-38 will
show that СсЬ is поw grounded via the base lead of the transistor. Thus СсЬ just
adds capacitance to the tank circuit, but not much because of the tapped
configuration of Т2.
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FIGURE 17-ЗА Common-base IF amplifier.
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FIGURE 17-38 Common-baseamplifier that was used in General Electric
transi$tor radio$ in the 1960$.
In

а

common-emitter amplifier, as seen in Figure 17-28, the feedback capacitance
СсЬ along with inveгting voltage gain -А = -gmRL at the collectoг foгms а M il leг
capacitance fгom the base of Ql to gгound. This Milleг capacitance is equal to
СсЬ(l + А) = Cin
from the base to ground. Thus the Mi lleг capacitance is а result of capacitance
multiplication. Note that there will befuгther dеsсгiрti оп of the Miller capacitance in
Chapter 19. However, in а common-base amplifier, as shown in Figure 17-3В, there
is по Mil ler capacitance because the base is grounded, and the input terminal is at
the emitter. Note: The gain, А, is the magnitude of the inverting gain and А is
positive.
In Figure 17-3А, the common-base amplifier isdriven Ьу the secondary winding of
а parallel-tuned ciгcuit. То preseгve а геаsопаЫе amount of Q > ЗО, the step-down

гatio

of the IF tгansformer should Ье higher than those of the IF transformers used
in coupling signal to а соmmюп-еmittег IF amplifieг . The input resistance in а
common-base amplifier is 119т instead Ofb/Qlm, which is the input resistance to а
common-emitter amplifier with the emitter АС Qlrounded. Therefore, the input
resistance of а com,mon-base amplifier is lowered Ьу а factor of Ь compared with
the input resistance of а common-emitter amplifieг.
For example, if the common-base amplifier's ОС collector current is 0.2 тА, the
input resistance is 1ЗО V. In а tapped coil ог а transformer, the impedance ratio is
the square of the turns ratio. The tuгnsгatio of the Т1 shou Id Ье оп the ordeг of at
least 25:1 that yields ап impedance ratio of 252:1, which means that the equivalent
resistance across the tank circuit is 252 Х 130

= 625

х

130

= 81
for Q = 46. Should the collectoг cuггent incгease, the turns ratio of the IF
transformer must Ье increased as well to preseгve sufficient Q for good selectivity .
In Figure 17-38, the common-base amplifier is driven Ьу а series resonant LC
circuit. In а series resonant circuit, the desired goal is to load into а small input
resistance. Thus the common-base amplifieг fits the goal. Howeveг, seгies гesonant
IF transformeгs weгe not veгy соттоп in АМ transistoг гadios and were used
mainly Ьу the General Electric Сотрапу in the 1960s for some designs.
In teгms of the collector to 9round output гesistance in а common-base amplifier,
this output гesistance Ro = гоС1 + gmRs), where Rs is the souгce гesistance of the
signal source from the previous stage, and where Rs < < RE and gmRs < < ~. For
example, if RE = 1,000
and Rs

= 100

, and if 9т

= 0.0384 mho for 1-тА ОС collector current, 9mRs = З.8. Let го 5 100 k

; then

)

1+

Thus the output resistance is raised ,п а common-base amplifier compared with а
common-emitter amplifier with the emitter АС grounded.
If the emitter is not АС Qlrounded in а common-emitter amplifier, ог if С Е = О (по
capacitor ,п the circuit), then the output resistance from collector to ground in а
common-emitter amplifier with emitter resistor RE is

where Гр = ~/9m. For small values of !RE, where 9mRE < < ~, then Ro
gmRE). Thus, if RE == 100
and го

= ГаС1

+

= 150

and the collector

cuгrent

is 1

тА,

then

=7
Other characteristics of the common-emitter amplifier will Ье covered in Chapter
19, such as input resistance with the emitteг not bypassed to gгound.
Figure 17-4А shows а circuit to reduce Miller capacitance. The figure shows а
combination of а common-emitteг amplifieг whose output collector from Ql feeds
into а common-base amplifier Q2. This configuration is called а cascode amp/ifier.
The motivation for а cascode amplifier is to pгovide the input гesistance of а
common-emitter amplifier while minimizing Miller capacitance ог minimizing
feedback fromthe collector output of Q2 back to the base input of Ql. Note that
for ~ > 20, for all practical purposes, the DC collector currents of Ql and Q2 аге
the same. Thus the transconductances of bot:h transistors Q1 and Q2 аге the same;
that is, gmQl gmQ2.
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FIGURE 17-4А А two-transistor cascode IF amplifier,
And the gain of the IF amplifier from the base of Ql to the collector of Q2 is ~m RL'
where RL is the equivalent load resistan ce at the IF (i.e., 455 kHz) from the
collector of Q2. In terms of DC bias voltages, Vbias2 is generally at least 1 volt DC
above Vbias1. For example, if Vbias1 = 2 volts DC, Vbias2 is at least 3 volts DC.
The Miller capacitance at the input of Q1's base is twice the СсЬ capacitance of Q1
because the gain from the base to collector of Q1 is -1, so А = 1. The vo ltage gain
is ~m_Ql/gm_Q2 . Thus the Miller capacitance = 2СсЬ, where СсЬ is the collector to
base capacitance for Q1.
However, the Miller capacitance сап Ье lowered further if Q2 is biased for тоге
collector DC current than Q1 (Figure 17-46) . 6у connecting а resistor RE2 to

ground, the collector current of Q2 is increased; t 'hen 9m_Q2 > 9m_Ql . For the
example if Ql is biased for 1 тА, and RE2 is chosen to drain 1 тА to ground, Q2
will have а total of 2 тА, 1 тА fromQl and another 1 тА via resistor RE2. Thus
gm_Q2 = 2g m_Q1f so the gain is - 9m_Ql/9m_Q2 = -(У2)ОГ А=(У2) which leads to the
Mil ler capacitance 5 1. 5СсЬ, where СсЬ is the collector to base capacitance for Ql.
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FIGURE 17-48 А cascode amplifier with resistor RE to increase collector
current of Q2.
Obviously, there is а limit as to how much тоге you сап increase current to Q2
because the lowest capacitance is 1 СсЬ . In terms of output resistance (гот Q2's

collector, with RE2 removed, Q2's emitter is "seeing" а resistor to groun!d from the
collector to emitter resistance of Ql, ГО1, which is very high. Thus

=

Ro гы( 1 + ~)
is а very high resistance at Q2's collector, which makes the collector current from
Q2 for all practical purposes а :п ideal current source.
Thus, toraise the output resistance of а transistor, field-effect transistor (FET), ог
metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), use а cascode circuit.
In cuгve tracers, the output resistance causes the current curves to rise up at а
positive slope. When the output resistance is increased, the current curves stay
тоге flat in slope.
In practice, the benefit of the higher output resistance in а cascode amplifier with
Q2's collector connected to а tap of th,e primary winding is negligibIe when
compared with а common-emitter amplifier. However, the isol!ation from the output
of Q2 to the input of Ql reduces the possibility of oscillation.
Another way to reduce ог avoid Miller capacitance is to use а differential amplifier,
as seen in Figure 17-5А. Differential amplifiers in IF stages аге used тоге
commonly in cQimmunications receivers, stereo hi -fi receivers, and integrated
circuits. They were rarely, if ever, used in transistor radios. This figure shows а
differential amplifier with matched transistors Ql andQ2. Ql isolates and removes
апу Miller capacitance because its collector is tied to ап АС ground, the power
supply. The output at Q2 then feeds signal current into the IF transformer. The
output resistance (referenced to ground) at Q2's collector is
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FIGUREs 17-5А А differential-pair amplifier for IF signal amplification.
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Since the collector currents
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equal for Ql and Q2, gm_Ql =

ь Ш. -

У '
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2RE

g mЛ2,

which leads to

]/ 0026
volt
.

And the gain is ('/2)gm_Q1 RL, where RL is the equivalent resistive load. The input
resistance into the base of Q1 is 2b/ gm_Q1 .
If matched transistors аге по! availabIe, опе сап use discrete transistors, as shown
in Figure 17-5В. This figure shows ап alternative differential-pair amplifier that does
по! require matched transistors for Ql and Q2. Note that the emitter resistors аге
twice the value of RE in Figure 17-5А to result in the same collector current for а

given Vbias. When the transistors аге not matched, the base emitter voltages of Q1
and Q2 аге different for the same collector current. Th:us, if they аге conn:ected as
shown ,п Figure 17 - 5А, there will Ье а great imbalance of ОС collector current. Ву
isolating the emitters witih а capacitor СЕ in Figure 17-5В, each emitter of Q1 and
Q2 is biased separately to essentially the same ОС collector current via the emitter
resistors. Capacitor СЕ is generally large. For example, at 455 kHz, а 0.0 1-IJF
capacitor has ап impedance of about 50
. For collector currents set to 1
about 26
. Thus the capacitance of

СЕ

тА,

should

the emitter input and output resistances

Ье

аге

at least 10 times lower than the 26

at the IF. For example, with collector currents at 1
about 1

тА, СЕ

= 0.47

IJF, which is

at 455 kHz.
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FIGURES 17-58 А discrete transistor differential-pair amplifier using АС
coupling between the emitters.
То calculate RL, the еquivаlепt load resistor at the collector of the tгапsistог, see
Figure 17-6. Given а transformer with number of turns пl and п2 at the primary
and пЗ in the secondary, and with the equivalent unloaded Q resistance Rpri across
the whole winding of the primary, ап equivalent resistance сап Ье calculated across
the n 1 winding.
Vsupply

Vsupply

IF Transformer

IF Transformer

-----"""7)

Rpri

Rsec

RL

RL

FIGURE 17-6 Ап IF transformer with turns denoted at the pri!m ary and
secondary windings.
Ап equivalent secondary resistance Rsec in parallel to Rpri is

where Rin is the input resistance that is loading the secondary winding. For
example, Rin is the input геsistапсе to а соmmоп emitter ог common-base
amplifier.
Rsec and Rpri аге two resistors in parallel; that iS,

where

--~--

Then the equivalent resistance acrossthe winding

пl

2

is
2
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Gain-Controlled IF Amplifiers
Normally, it is desirab:le to сопtгоl the gаiп of опе ог тоге IF amplifiers to equalize
the loudness when tuned to а weak ог strong radio-frequency (RF) signal. In АМ
receiveгs, the gain control is "automatic" via the detectoг stage. Often, in
соmmuпiсаtiопs radios the IF gаiп сап Ье сопtгоllеd manually ог automatically via а
detectoг stage.
Usually, the gain control should Ье set at the very first IF stage. In this way, апу
succeeding IF stage сап avoid distortion of the IF signal that would result in
distortion in the detected signal. Foг example, if а receiver has two IF amplifiers, if
the second IF amplifier is adjusted for collector curгent as а way to control its gаiп,
then а strongly received signal will cause the first IF stage to pгovide large signals
into the second IF amplifier. However, the distortion of the IF amplifieris Ibased оп
signal voltage into the input and not оп collectoг cuгrent. Theгefore, а high-Ievel
signal into the second IF stage сап cause oveгload.
Normally, gain сопtгоl оп just the fiгst IF amplifier should Ье adequate to equalize
the lоudпеss. The gain contгolis just а function of Vbias connected to the base via
а windilng of the IF transformer ог via capacitive coupling. Therefore, the gain of
each соттоп emitteг ог cascode IF stage is

- [ - - - - I,] ==

а in а

а 1..1 n

rth

ti n

тт п-

mitt r

and
р

If а соттоп base amplifier is driven Ьу а уегу low-impedance input signall sourc€,
the pгeceding relationship for the common-emitter stage also holds.
For the differential pair amplifiers in Figures 17-5А ог 17В,

.

1

.

1

I

Considerations of Distort.ion Effects

оп

IF Amplifiers

As опе who has made both tube and tгansistoг АМ гadios, 1 find that the sound of
tube radios has less distortion than that of transistorized receivers. That is, the
sound is сlеалег with tube radios. There could Ье а couple of factors responsibIe for
this, such as а тоге lineaг IF amplifieг ог а class А audio amplifier in the tube гadio
versus а transistor radio with multiple stages of IF amplification and а class В audio
amplifier. н oweve г, 1 ат not talking about the "mysterious" tube versus transistor
sound. What 1 would like to investigate instead is measurabIe distortion effects.

Therefore, this section will look into the distortion characteristics of IF systems
using tubes, FEТs, and bipolar transistors.
In particular, what type of distortion in the IF system would most likely cause а
demodulated АМ signal to produce а distorted audio signal? That is, what role does
second- and third-order distortion play in а demodulated signal?
Pentodes and FEТs both have approximately square-Iaw characteristics in terms of
input voltage and output current. Therefore, both have very small amounts of
third-order distortion. The following equation is for а generalized nonlinear
amplifying device:
1o", = а о

+ (aJv ,;. +

(aJ v,~g

+

(a,) Y,~.

+ . .. + (aN)v :..

The signal into the IF amplifier is characterized as
signal at the IF f IF :

ап

( 17-3)

amplitude-modulated

(АМ)

Note
m(t) denotes the modulating signal ог audio signal that will Ье demodulated later.
The spectrum that m(t) occupies is generally from about 20 Hz to about 5 kHz ог
10 kHz.
For ап approximate square-Iaw device such as а pentode ог FEТ,

1•• "'S<LI""'
In terms
filter аге
including
That iS,

= ао

+ а, !I + met ) ] соsе 2 7Т f,.) t + а, {[1 + т и)]

соsе 2 7Тf".)t } '

eI7 -4 )

of the IF filter, the only signals that will pass through the IF bandpass
the ones that аге centered around the frequency f IF . AII other signals,
DC terms ог harmonics, will Ье filtered out Ьу the IF transformer ог filter.

lrn''''''L''''' = а о

e

I 7-5 )
[ соsе 2 7Т f".)t]'
From а trigonometric identity, [cos(b)]' 5 ('/, )[cos(2b) 1 cos(O)] 5 ('/,)[cos(2b) 1
1], therefore,
I. OU;QJ'"''

And

Ьу

= ао

+ а , !I + met ) ] соsе 2 7Т f".)t + а ,!I + met) ]'

+ а , [1 + т (с) ] соs(2'IТf,,_) t + а ,[1 +

expanding out the terms related to

а"

m(t) ]' [ 'h ][соs(4 'IТ f,,) t

+ 1]

we get

IO"'--,QJ'" = а о + а,[1 + m et)] со s (2'IТ f,,) t + а,[1 + ти)]' ['/2 ]

+

а , [1

+

Note
cos(4pfIF)t = cos(2p2fIF)t is

m (I)J' ['h ]с оS (4'IТ f".) I]
а

second harmonic of the IF signal.
Now let's examine each term that makes up 100'-5Q.-,aw:

( 17-6)

1. ао is а DC term that is filtered out Ьу the IF filter.
аl[l

+

т(l)]

З. а ,[l

+

т( 1)]' [1/,] is а baseband audio signal and DC term that is filtered out Ьу

2.

cos(2pf1f)t is the linear "amplified amplitude-modulated IF signal"
centered around the IF that passes through the IF filter.
the IF filter. For example, this baseband audio signal has frequencies below 20 kHz,
and а 455-kНz IF filter will remove these audio and DC signals.
4. а, [l + m(I)]' [V,]cos(4pf1f)t] is ап АМ signal that is centered around twice the
IF. Thus the IF filter will remove signals гelated to the second haгmonic of the IF.
Theгefore, afteг IF filteгing, all that is гemaining is

IОl1t_SQПI ,сred = a l (1

ти)] cos(27rf1f.) t

+

(17-7)

This гesult is quite гemaгkabIe. What it says is that а device сап have as much
second-oгdeг distoгtion in ап IF amplifieг, but all the second-oгdeг distогtiоп is
filteгed out Ьу the IF filteг, leaving only "distoгtion-Iess" amplification . Theгefoгe, а
peгfect squaгe-Iaw device contгibutes по distoгtion to ап IF amplifieг.
Now let's take а look at thiгd-oгdeг distoгtion iп amplifieгs that include а cubic teгm
such as а bipolaг tгansistoг ог а diffeгential-paiг amplifieг. Siпсе the teгms геlаtiпg
to ао, а l , апd а , have Ьееп analyzed, let's examine the term relating to аз :

аз (Vs~g) = аз ([1

+

m(t) ]СОS(27r f' f·)t)З

(17-8)

Equation (17-8) then equals:
аз

аз ([1

+

([1

+

т (t)] соs(2'П f".)t)

т(t)Jсоs(2'П f..)t)[1

+

([1

+

т (t) ]соs(2'П f".) t)' =

т(t)J' ['h j[СОS(41Т f,,)t

+ 1]

= аз (У;",)

(17-9)

Equation (17-9) then equals:
аз СОS(21Т f",) t )[1

азlт (t) ] СОS(2'П f,,_)t) [!

+

+

m (I) J' [ ' I, ][С05(4 1Т f",) 1

т (t) ]' I 'I, ][ СОS4 1Т f".) t

а з [С05(21Т f..) t[1

+

+

+ J]

1J +
= аз (У;'.) =

m (t)]' [' /, ][ С05(4 1Т f,r)t]

аз СОS(21Т f".)t)[ J

+

+ m(t)]' ['1, ] +

+ т (I) ] ' I '/, ][ СО5(4'П f",} I] +
аз [т (t) ] соs(2'П f".)t)[I + m(t) ]' ['1, ] = а з (У,;.)

а з l т (t) ][ СО5(2 1Т f".) tlll

( 17-10)

Note
соs(4пf]f )t= соs(2п2fIf )tis а

second harmonic of the IF signal .

1 . а з [соs(2пf]f)l'][1 + ти)] ' [,/, ][cos(4pf]f)t] represents sum and diffегепсе
signals, опе at f IF and another at the third harmonic ЗfIf . After IF filtering, the

signal related to fIFis: аз [cos(2pfIF)"[1 + m(t)]2 [У4] = аз [cos(2pfIF) "[1 1 2т(" +
[m(t)]2][1/4]' However the modulating signal is squared, which means that there
will Ье second harmonics of the modulating signal generated, thus causing
distortion when the signal is demodulated.
2. аз [cos(2pfIF)t)[1 + m(t)]2 e/2] 5 аз [cos(2pfIF)t)[1 + 2m(t) 1 [т(с]2][1/ 2 ]
represents ап amplitude modulated signal at а frequency of f IF, which is а signal
that passes through the IF filter. However, since there is а squared modulating
signal term, theгe will Ье second-oгder audio distortion when the signal is
demodulated.
З. аз [m("][cos(2pfIF)tj[1 + m(t)]2 [V2][соs(4пfIF)tj represents sum and difference
signals, опе signal at f IF and another signal at 3fIF. After using the IF filter we have:
а з [ m ( t) ] [ с 05 (2 Р f 1F) t] [ 1 + m ( t) ] 2 [ 114] 5 а 3 с о 5 ( 2 Р f 1F) t[ т (t) + 2 [ т ( t) ] 2 +
[m(t)]з]е/4]. Note that the modulating signal now has Ьееп squared and cubed,

which will lead to second- and third-order distoгtion оп т( t) when the signal is
demodulated.
4. аз [m(t)][cos(2pfIF)t][1 + m(t)]2 e/2] = аз cos(2nfIF)t[m(t) + 2[m(t)]2 +
[m(t)]з]е/2] represents ап amplitude modulated signal at fгequency but contains
sесопd-апd third-order distortions оп the modulating signal т( t).
Thus third-oгder distortion in ап 1F amplifieг гesults in both second- and thiгd-oгdeг
distortion оп the modulating signal, which гesults in а distoгted demodulated audio
signa:l. Thus typically а single-ended ог differential-pair transistoг amplifier in the 1F
section will cause second- and th!ird-order distortion at the output of the detector
stage. 1t should Ье noted that intuitively it makes sense as to why third order
distortion in the 1F stage causes а distorted demodulated signal. Ап АМ signal has а
caгrier, upper-sideband, and lower-sideband signals that аге close together in
frequencies . 1f two signals of close frequencies, F1 and F2, аге connected to
amplifier with third-order distortion, th!e resulting third-order intermodulation
distortion products will have fгequencies of (2F1 - F2) and (2F2 - Fl) that fall
within the 1F bandwidth (band -pass), which will cause distortion iп the
demodulated signal. However, ап amplifier with second-order distortion will have
intermodulation products whose fгequencies аге (F1 - F2) апd (Fl 1 F2) that fall
outside the IF Ьапdwidth (Ьапd - раss), and thus will not cause distогtiоп iп the
demodulated signal.
Recall that second-order distoгtion in ап IF amplifier does поt add апу distortion at
all to the modulating si gпаl, so when the IF signalis demodulated, the гecovered
audio signal is free of distoгtion. Therefore, sq'uare-Iaw devices such as pentodes
and FEТs provide "distoгtion-free" demodulated signals.
Question: 15 it possibIe to make а single-ended amplifier free of third-order
distortion? The answer is yes.

Опе

of the most useful facts 1 гететЬег fгom ту days taking classes in nonlineaг
integгated ciгcuits design fгom Pгofessoг R. G. Меуег is that if ап ет itteг
degeneгation гesistoг RE is set to (1J2)(1/g m) in а common -emitteг amplifieг
(without bypassin,g the emitteг to gгound), the th i гd-oгdeг distoгtion disappears!
Foг example, if the ОС collector current is at 100 ~A, set the emitter resistor RE to
130 У, and "magically/l the third-order distoгtion products go to zeгo. Actually, the
"magic" was in his analysis оп how а small amount of local feedback in а
common-emitteг amplifieг would сапсеl out the thiгd-oгdeг teгm. In practice, the
tгansistoг alгeady has some lossy inteгnal гesistances, so опе тау have to adjust
the emitteг гesistor for minimum third-order distoгtion. Because the ОС voltage
drop across а resistor of (1J2)(1/g m) is too low to bias the collector current reliabIy,
see Figure 17-7 foг ап example of how to implement а third-order
distoгtion-canceli ing a'mpHfier.
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Note: Each IF Transformer has ап internal capacitor.
FIGURE 17-7 Ап example of how to implement third-order distortion
cancellation in а common-emitter amplifier.
In this figuгe, Vbias is fixed and is not vaгied foг gain contгol. Typically, Vbias is set
for at least 1 volt across RE. Capacitoг СЕ is large such that its impedance is
typically 1
ог

less at frequency f I F • Seгies resistor RЕЗ is selected such that the pa гal l el
combination of resistors RE and RЕЗ is (1f2)(1/g m). For example, if Vbias is set such
that theгe is 1 volt ac:гoss RE, ог VE 5 1 volt DC and RE 5 2,000
, then the collector current is 0.5
· Because RE »

(1/ 2)(1/g m),we

тА,

сап

and (1/2)(1/g m) is 26

set RЕЗ to about 27

minimum thi гd-oгdeг d i stoгtion. In pгactice, theгe is а souгce
гesistance that drives the base of the tгалsi stог, and the transistor has ап inteгnal
series base resistor. Typically, in ап IF transformer, the secondary winding has ап
equivalent souгce гesistance dгiviпg the base with about а few h undгed ohms. Also,
the transistoг тау have ап i пtегпаl base series геsistапсе of 50
10

peгcent foг

to 1,000
· With tihe transistor's cu~ rrent gain Ь large (e.g., 13. 50), the source геs istапсе Rs
and the base seгies геsistапсе Rbb сап Ье гeflected back to the emitteг as ап extгa
series emitter resistance of (Rs + Rbb )/Ь .
Suppose that Rbb + Rs = 700

, ~ = 100, and the col lectoг current is 0.5
resistor" is (700/100)

=7
· Then, to minimize third-order distortion,

- 7

тА;

then the equivalent "iпtегпаl emitteг
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Chapter 18
Detector I Automatic Vo,l ume Control Circuits
Although the title of this chapteг mау seem to coveг simple ciгcuits, the analysis of
some detectoг circuits and automatic volume control (AVC) systems сап Ье quite
detailed and extгemely tedious. In particulaг, а peak-envelope
amplitude-modulation (АМ) detectoг such as that shown in Figuгe 18-1 with DЗ,
С13, R8, and R9 is actually very ha гd to analyze in teгms of calculating fo г
distoгtion, bandwidth, and гeduction of Q of the tank ciгcuit. Depending оп the
amount of modulation оп the envelope, th,e гesistoг-capacitoг discharge cuггent
varies.
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superheterodyne radio with а peak envelope detector DЗ.
Ап appгoximation foг а peak detectoг is to ana1
lyze it as а sаmрlе-алd-hоld ciгcuit.
Each peak cycle of the carrieг is rectified to а positive pulse that chaгges а
capacitor that acts as if each peak were sampled and held. But stiII the analysis of
the peak envelope detectoгs is tгicky and really long.
FIGURE 18-1

А

Неге

is а quote from Harold S. Black from his 1953 book, Modu/ation Theory,
regarding peak епvеlоре detectors: "Detailed analysis of the current wave that
flows, ог the spectrum of the voltage across the load resistance, tends to get
tedious and not to produce results in ап interesting form."
Therefore, this chapter will take а look at average envelope detection for дм
signals, which does not iпсludе а charging capacitor such as С13 iп Figure 18-1.
However, for ап ехсеllепt and detailed апаlуsis of дм detectors апd in particular
peak envelope detectors, please read Chapter 10 of Communications Circuits
Ana/ysis and Design, Ьу Clarke and Hess.
Iп terms of AVC circuits, the апаlуsis of this feedback system is also very involved.
Uпlikеmапу stапdагd feedback systems, where а reference signal forces the output
to а ргеdеtегmiпеd amplitude level, AVC systems аге uпiquе iп that there is по
геfегепсе signal. The output of ап amplifier is converted to а direct-current (ОС)
signal and fed back to а gain-control term inal of the radio-frequency (RF),
intermediate-frequency (IF), and ог mixer circuits.
Therefore, this chapter wiH investigate сегtаiп aspects of АМ detectors. The
objectives аге
1. То examine averaging envelope detectors and power detectors.
2. То look into synchronous detector circuits for single- and doubIe-sidеЬапd
signals.
3. То explain how дм radio 1 and Q signals аге demodulated without envelope ог
synchronous detection.
4. То measure the average carrier signal for ап AVC system.

Average Envelope Detectors
Figure 18-2 shows ап envelope detector consisting of а diode О1 and resistor R1.
For analysis of this circuit, the diode is "peгfect" in that there is по turn, voltage
such as 0.1 volt for germanium ог 0.5 volt for silicon diodes. Figure 18-3 shows а
biasing scheme consisting of resistor R2 and: d'iode D2to overcome the turn оп
voltage of germanium ог silicon diodes. (Note: R2D2 сап Ье bought at your local
electronics parts vendor, so you do not have to travel to а galaxy far, far away to
get them-just kidding!) Diodes Dl and D2 аге of the same semiconductor
material.
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FIGURE 18-2 А typical average envelope detector for standard
signals,
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FIGURE 18-3 А biasing circuit to overcome the turn оп voltage of а diode
or tra nsistor.
For analyzing а rectifying demodulator for а standard АМ signal such as the опе
shown in Figure 18-4, we assume the following:

FIGURE 18-4 Ап АМ signal that is fed into the diode detectorcircuit.
1. The dIode has по voltage drop.
2. The diode detector is driven Ьу а sufficiently low resistance that the load resistor
R does not 'Ioad down the IF signal.

The waveforms shown, unless noted, have the
amplitude.
Figure 18-4 is characterized Ьу equation

Х axis

for time and the

У axis

for

[1 + m(t)] cos(2pfl l,) = Vin_l l: = Vsig
!f the modulating signal m(t) = О, then all we have is the carrier and ап
unmodulated дм signal .
For ап unmodulated signal, the output of the diode rectifier provided а
half-wave-rectified signal. This rectified signal should not Ье confused with апу
exponential characteristic of the typical semiconductor diode such as
10 = I,eVI)/(KT/Qj = cliode currel1 t as а fUl1ct iol1 of the forward bias voltage
!п

fact, the diode is basically switching ог gating only опе polarity of the дм signal
into the load resistor. Therefore, апу power-series analysis of the exponential
function is not applicabIe because switching ог gating effects result in
discontinuities in the half-wave-rectified waveform that аге not associated with the
exponential function.
The output of the rectifier for ап unmodulated дм signal is seen in Figure 18-5. The
half-wave-rectified signal (HWRS) of peak amplitude Vp, as seen in Figure 18-5, сап
Ье described Ьу the following Fourier series:

FIGURE 18-5 Output
signal.

sigпаl

of the diode rectifier of

21Т

11-"

41Т п. t ... ]

t - 1=11'

ап!

unmodulated

= r ti 1 d

АМ

i nal

( 8-1)
Figure 18-6 shows а rectified modulated signa l. The figure shows an АМ signa l that
is being demodulated Ьу hialf-wave rectification. То relate to this waveform, it is
equivalent to multiplying the half-wave unmodulated waveform from Figure 18-5
with the same modulating signa l [1 + т(" ] .
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!

FIGURE 18-6 А modulated АМ signal is half-wave rectified via а diode
circuit.
Therefore, the formula that describes а demodulated АМ signa l for average
envelope detection is

2 'JТ

11-

l -

'J

t-

(41Т

11'

t ... ]
(

-2

То

recover the modulated signal and its average carrier level, the Ihigh-frequency
signails related to the frequency f IF and harmonics of f IF аге removed Ьу filtering. As
а result of filtегiпg, the output of the demodulator is

[1

+

1':

Therefore, the output of the demodulator for

ап

average envelope detector is

-

1i

which means that the audio output signal is scaled Ьу (ljn) = 0.318. So as
compared with а peak detector, the average envelope detector provides only about
32 percent of the audio level of а peak detector.. For example, if m(t) 5 ('/2)
cos(2pfmod)t, the output of the de.modulator is

1.

lJ

(...!...

Figure 18-7 shows the half-wave-rectified АМ signal with the filtered modulating
signal. Had а full-wave rectifier Ьееп used instead of the half-wave circuit, the
output of the average елvеlоре detector would Ье twice the audio level, ог а
scaling factor of (2jп), which then would approach the demodulated output of а
peak envelope detector.
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FIGURE 18-7 Demodulated АМ signal with audio signal at (1/п) of the
carrier level.
However, full rectification of the IF signal far dеtесtiоп is rarely used because
matched diades апd а center-tapped secondary wiпdiпg of the IF transformer аге
пееdеd, which adds to the cost. Most дм demodulators just use а peak envelope
detector.

Power Detectors
Power detectors for дм broadcast signals have Ьееп around s iпсе the days of
vacuum-tube regenerative radias .. The basic premise of а power detector is to take
advantage of the "inherent" nonlinearity in activedevices such as tubes, field-effect
transistors (FETs), ог transistors. Power detectors alsa have а п advantage over
diode demodulators. They provide а higher load геsistапсе to the IF tалk circuit,
which ma intains а higher Q ог selectivity in the last I F stage.
I n Chapter 17 we looked at the consequences of second- and th ird-order distortions
of IF signals. For а square-Iaw device, the output curirent for ап дм signal is

m l)J

7т'

11 '

l

2'7т

z

11_ l J

Note that the input signal into the square-Iaw device is

Vsig is represented in Figure 18-4. Also note that since second-ordeг distoгtion гises
as the square of the input signal, increasing this input signal iresults in тоге
distortion and тоге output in terms of the demodulated signal. However, for small
am,plitudes of the input signal [1 + m(t)] СОS(2пfIF)t, there should Ье less
"conversion gain" for audio signals.
In particular, the second-order distortion produced signals such as baseband audio
signals and second haгmonic IF signals that сап Ье filteгed out Ьу the IF
transformer.
We now turn our attention to the baseband sigпаl. In the second-ordeгed term,
there is а squared cosine term [СОS(2ПfIF)t]2 = (1/2)[1 + [соs(2п2fIF)t]. When а
low-pass filter is applied, the high-freqluency signal соs(2п2fIF)t is removed, leaving
only the (1/2)(1) = (1/2) term [see Equation (18-5)].
For а device that generates second-order harmonic distortion with the
high-frequency IF signal and its haгmonics filteгed out, the output current is given
Ьу

1Щ I

10'\"

Шt<:rt·U

-

2

[1

m l ]211/
2] L

211

As сап Ье seen, after filteгing, the modulating sigлаl т( f) is recovered. However,
there is а distortion term т( t)2 that adds second-harmonic distortion to the
recovered audio signal. At first glance, the second-harmonic distortion terms looks
really bad because given 100 percent modulation for а sine-wave-modulating
signa;I, the second-harmonic distoгtion сап Ье 25 percent of the amplitude of the
гecovered audio signal. For example, if m(t) 5 cos(2pfmod)t for 100 percent
modulation, then,
2
If

1I

However, the relative level of the recovered audio signal is 2т( f) 5 cos(2pfmodf),
which leads to the fact that there is а 4: 1 ratio between the recovered audio signal
and its second harmonic.
However, when опе Hstens subjectively to а complex waveform such as speech ог
music, the power detector provides very tolerabIe and intellig ibIe audio
reproduction. Figures 18-8 алd 18-9 sh!ow typical bipolar transistor power detector
circuits. The power detector shown in Figure 18-8 is basically а common-emitter
amplifier that has its emitter alternating-cuгrent (АС) grounded via the 12-IJF
capacitor. Grounding the emitter via capacitor СЕ is essential to take advantage of
the inherent nonHnearity of the transistor. Figure 18-9 shows а slightly simplified

version of the power detectoг circuit in Figure 18-8. Figuгe 18-10 shows the output
current to а bipolar transistor power detector with 50 percent modulation.
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more simplified power detector circuit.
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FIGURE 18-10 Collector cu!r rent with ап АМ signal at the base.
Although bipolar transistors have third-, fourth-, and higher-harmonic distortion, in
practice, when they аге used as а power detector, the bipolar transistor's
exponential curve approximates square-Iaw power detection very closely. Tlhat is,
when the audio signal is measured at the outpu:t of the collector of Figures 18-8 ог
18-9, the third harmonic is typically 10 times lower than the second harmonic.
Measurements were done оп tihe circuit in Figure 18-9 and produced the following
parameters:
• С1 5 0.022 ~F
• СЕ 5 4.7 ~F (Note: The capacitance of СЕ сап Ье largeг, such as 10 ~ F to ЗЗ ~F ..)
• RE 5 RL 5 1,000
• VE 5 0.72 V

= 0.72 тА
• gm = 0.0277 mho ог 5
• fmod = 500 Hz

• ICQ

• fIF = 455 kHz

•
•
•
•

50 percent modulation was used.
V 5i, = 100 mV {[1 + 0.5 соs(2пfmod)t}соs(2ПIF )1}
Power detector output = 380 mV[0.5 соs(2пfmod)1]
The second-harmonic distoгtion was about 7 percent, whereas the third-harmonic
distогtiоп was about 0.7 регсепt.
• А lower-Ievel IF sigпаl was coupled iпtо the power detector.
• V5i, = 40 mV [1 + 0.5 соs(2пfmod)1] соs(2пfIF ) t
• Power detector output = 110 mV [0.5 соs(2пfmod )1]
• The sесопd-hагmопiс distогtiоп was about 12 регсепt, whereas the
third-harmonic distoгtion was about 1.2 percent.
Note that when the input signal dropped from 100 mV to 40 mV, а factor of 2.5:1,
the detector ouput dгopped from 380 mV to 110 mV, а factor of 3.45:1. This shows
that геduсiпg the IF sigпаl level also reduces the "сопvегsiоп gаiп " оп гесоvегiпg
the audio sigпаl. Of couгse, this makes sense because when the IF signal is veгy
small, the common-emitter amplifier does not create the distoгtion needed for АМ
detection and thus provides veгy little ог по demodulated signals.
Опе тау notice that the power detector provides demodulated audio signal and
amplification of the demodulated signal. For the input signal

VSiR = 100 тУ [1

+ 0.5 соs(21Тfnюd)tj СОS (21ТfJ F.) t

the power detectoг provided а demodulated output signal of 380 mV peak. In
contrast, а peak envelope detector will provide only 50 mV peak (100 mV х 0.5).
And тоге gain from the power detector сап Ье provided Ьу апу combination of
increasing the DC collector current ог the collector load resistor. For example,
increasing the load resistor from 1,000 V to 2,000 V will doubIe the amplitude of
the demodulated signal to provide 760 mV in peak amplitude of the audio signal.
In practical terms, а superheterodyne receiver that uses а power detector must
pгovide adequate IF signal levels to the detector to deliberately drive the transistor
into distoгtion. Thus better регfогтапсе will Ье achieved Ьу radios with two IF
stages than just а single IF amplifier.

Synchronous Detectors
Synchronous detectors аге often used in three situations. Опе is for the detection
of Morse code transmission. Another is for the demodulation of suppressed carrier
signals such as single- ог doubIe-sidеЬапd signals. In Chapter 17, synchronous
detection of doubIe- and single-sideband АМ signals was discussed. The third
соттоп use for а synchronous detector is to pгovide much better demodulation
fidelity of standard АМ signals. When envelope detectors аге used, generally fairly
good distoгtion регfогтапсе сап Ье achieved. However, synchronous detectors сап
Ье used to fuгther lower distortion when demodulating ап АМ signal. For
analog-transmitted television signals, amplitude modulation is used. And in the

television receiver, generally а diode envelope detector is used. However, with
integrated circuits (ICs), including тапу complex circuits as paгt of а television
signal system, synchronous detectors аге used instead of envelope detectors.
At the IC level, adding тоге transistors and resistors is not much of а ргоЫет, and
the cost is negligibIe. But оп а printed-circuit-board implementation, adding extra
functions with тоге paгts takes up board space and adds cost. Therefore, when
тоге circuits were literally integrated into the chips, complex demodulation systems
were designed routinely.
The basic synchгonous detector requires two circuits at а minimum. Опе circuit is
the carrier regeneration circuit that provides а continuous-wave (CW) signal that
represents the carrier signal, and the other circuit is а multiplier to provide the
demodulation.
Figure 18-11 shows а typical synchronous detector used foг demodulating дм
signals. Д phase-Iock loop circuit consisting of the phase detector, loop filter
amplifier, and voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) regenerates the IF carrier signal.
Demodulation of а standard дм signal is achieved Ьу multiplying а phase-shifted
version of the VCO output with the IF signal.
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FIGURE 18-11 А synchronous detector wlth а phase-Iock loop osclllator
and mixer for detecting АМ signals.
The дм IF signal is fed to ап amplifier and а band-pass filter for increasing the level
of the IF signal and filtering out some of the noise that тау Ье present. With а
sufficient level of the IF signal, а limiter fuгther amplifies and detects the zero
crossings of the IF signal . These zero crossings provide the phase information
needed for regeneration of the carrier signal. In this paгticular example, the output
of the limiter circuit provides а square-wave signal, which then is connected to ап

input of а phase compaгatoг. The output of the phase compaгatoг, such as ап
Exclusive OR gate, will pгovide ап aveгage voltage based оп the phase diffeгence
between the IF signal and the VCO. Noгmally, if ап Exclusive OR gate is used, the
phase that is desiгed foг the VCO to lock is 90 degгees away fгom the incoming IF
signal, which then outputs ап aveгage voltage fгom the Exclusive OR gate of
one-half the supply voltage. Foг example, if the supply voltage is 5 volts, when the
VCO is typically locked, the aveгage output voltage fгom the Exclusive OR phase
detector is 2.5 volts ОС.
The output of the phase detectoг then is coupled to ап amplifier and low-pass filteг
(Ioop filteг amplifier), which thеп feeds ап erroг-correction signal into the VCO. The
phase-Iock loop circuit pгovides а CW signal. This CW signal then has the aveгage
phase of the IF signal сапiег. However, саге must Ье taken such that the VCO itself
does not generate too much phase noise. Thus, noгmally, the VCO consists of а
high-stability oscillatoг such as ап LC oscillatoг. The VCO pгovides а signal whose
fгequency depends оп the voltage into the VCO. The output of the VCO then is
coupled to the remaining input of the phase detectoг.
Theгefore, the output of the VCO pгovides а regeneгated caггier signal of constant
amplitude. Because the phase detectoг locks the VCO to the IF signal's сапiег with
а 90-degree offset, а phase-shifteг ciгcuit is provided to cancel the 90-degree offset
an,d match the IF signal caгrieг's phase. Thus the output of the phase-shifteг ciгcuit
is connected to опе input of а mu1
ltiplying circuit, and the otheг inpu,t of the
multiplieг ciгcuit is connected to the IF signal. The output of the multiplieг then is
low-pass-filtered to гecoveг the audio signal.
Of course, theгe аге тапу vaгiations оп how сапiег гegeneгation сап Ье done.
Figuгe 18-11 is just опе example. Foг readers who аге inteгested in а "jungle chip"
that demodulates АМ тv signals, the Mitsubishi M51366SP integгated ciгcuit is ап
example.

IQ Detectors for АМ Broadcast Signals
Foг softwaгe-defined гadios

(SDRs), demodulating а standaгd АМ signal, а
doubIe-sidеЬапd signal with caгrieг, is implemented entiгely differently. There is по
envelope detector, and although 5упсhгопоus dеtесtiоп сап Ье used, detection of
the standard АМ signal is done via а Pythagoгean pгocess. That is, а key to
understanding thi5 type of demodulation proce5s will include the trigonometric
identity [c05(8)J 2 1 [sin(8)J 2 ;; 1 (Figure 18-12).
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FIGURE 18-12 Demodulating АМ signals via а Pythagorean method.
Figure 18-12 shows two sig ,паls-thе 1 Signa l VSi9 _ I and the Q Signa l VSi9 _Q-thаt аге
individuailly squared and added. For simplicity, the ana lysis will Ье done in the
сопtiпuоus time dоmаiп. T'he analog-to-digital converters (АОС_I and ADC_Q) and
digital-to-analog converter (ОАе) сап Ье omitted for the analysis below. The square
root of the output of the adder then provides the demodulated signal, such as ап
audio signal. For а general s ituаtiоп, the two sigла l s аге dеfiпеd as fol lows:

т

i.

I

= [1 +

]

The output of squaring

fuпctiоп

rI

SQ.1 is

1

and the output of sq.uaring function SCL2 is

1
And the output of the adder is

{[l + m t 1

211'fll , t} 2 + {Р

+ т(с] in 211'[1 '" t} 2 = [l + m(t 12r 2 1ТfllJtl
+ 1 + т l . iп(2-п I l: t l = 1 + m t ]2 { [со 21Т 1F t]2 + in 21Т ... t]2}
Howeve:r, we know that [cos(8)]2 + [sin(8)]2 = 1, and we let 8 = (2пfIF )t.
Therefore, [СОS(2пfIF)tj2 + [SiП(2пfIF )tj2 = 1, and the summed ог added output is

Z

+
The output of the adder is connected to the input of
positive output of the square-root function is

+
а

square-root

fuпсtiоп,

so the

i n 1m

l

and the output of the square-root function provides а ОС off5et 5ignal (1) that
repre5ent5 the carrier level at О modulation.
Figure 18-12 also includes the analog-to-digital converters and а digital-to-analog
converter to denote that normally the 1 and Q signals аге digitized, and the
squагiпg, 5umming, and square-root functions аге implemented in а соmрutаtiопаl
таппег.

At this point in this chapter, it would seem that the explanation оп how 1 and Q
signals аге demodulated for АМ signal5 is done. Well, not 50 fast. There is опе
equation that тау need further ехрlалаtiоп. In high school trigonometгy cla55es,
the trigonometric identity [cos(8)]2 + [sin(8)]2 5 + is "taken for granted." After all,
the angle add'ition and subtraction laws prove this identity. But what does it really
representin terms of time-varyin,g signals? The idea of taking the sum of the
squares of the cosine and sine functions of the same ang!le and having this som
equa:1 to 1 seems а bit abstract. Let's see what is really going оп Ьу graphing out
the cosine and sine functions.
Figure 18-13 presents graphs of соs(2пfIF)t and [СОS(2ПfIF)tj2. The squared cosine
signa:1 has а twice-frequency signal that is ha:lf the ampllitude of the cosine signal,
an;d the squared cosine signal includes а ОС signal at one-half the peak amplitude
of the cosine signal. Since the peak amplitude of the cosine signal is 1, the ОС
signal has а value of 0.5.

FIGURE 18-13 Graphs of а cosine signal and а squared cosine signal.
Figuгe 18-14 shows gгaphs of а sine signal and the squaгe of the sine signa l.
Because the sine signal is one- quaгter of а cycle ог 90 degrees shifted from the
cosine signal,the squaгed sine signal will pгoduce а twice-fгequency signal that is
one-half cycle ог 180 degгees in гe lati onship to the twice-fгequency cosine signal.

FIGURE 18-14 Graphs of а sine signal and а squared sine signal.
Very much like the squared cosine signal, the squared sine signal has twice the
frequency and half the amplitude of the sine signal. Also, the squared signal has а
ОС signal of 0.5.
Now let's take а look at two squared signals. Figure 18-15 displays the two squared
signals. When the squared cosine signal and the squ.ared sine signal аге added ог
summed, the twice-frequency signals аге 180 degrees from each other and will
cancel, wheгeas the ОС signals that аге each 0.5 in amplitude will add to form а ОС
signal of 1.0. Thus the sum of the squares of the cosine and sine signals of the
same frequency is а constant 1 (Figure 18-16).

FIGURE 18-15 The squared cosine signal and the squa'r ed sine signal
shown together.
As seen in Figure 18-16, the sum of the two twice-frequency signals with 0.5 ОС
offsets result in а DC value of 1.0. Thus, in terms of time functions, the sum of the
squares of O- degree cosine and 90-degree sine signals produces а
fгеquепсу-dоubIiпg effect that results in twice the phase shift af 180 degrees. The
twice-frequency АС signals cancel aut to zero, whereas the ОС camponents of 0.5
add ta form 1, which isthe result for [С05(8)]2 + [sin(8)]2 = 1 far апу 8.

FIGURE 18-16 The sum
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the waveforms shown in Figure 18-15.

Average Carrier or Providing Automatic
Volume Control

In designing ап AVC system foг ап АМ гadio, theгe is опе veгy impoгtant factoг to
consider, and that is defining the maximum carrier level fгom the output of the IF
tгansformeг. Ву defining the maximum caггieг level, the maximum audio level also
is defined. Foг example ап aveгage caггieг level of 1.0 volt peak pгovides 1.0 volt
peak of audio at 100 peгcent modulation (Figuгe 18-17). Fгom Equation (16-1) in
Chapteг 16, {1 + m[соs(2пfmоd)t]} соs(2пfсаrгiег) t = АМ signal.
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FIGURE 18-17 Ап АМ signal with 1.0-V peak average carrier level with ап
audio signal of 1.0 volt.
Ап AVC system is shоwп iп Figure 18-18. The figure shows ап IF system and
detector of а superheterodyne radio with the level-shifter resistor and capacitor
values for R2, С3, R3, and R4 simi lar to those in the Sony Model 3F-ббWгаdiо.
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FIGURE 18-18 Ап АУС system using а negative peak detector and DC
level shifter.
The АМ signal is demodulated Ьу а negative peak detector CR1 and С1 that follows
the audio signal, The output of the negative peak detector at the anode of CR1
provides the negative going peaks of the АМ signal that is level-shifted Ьу about
+0,6 volt owing to the turn-on voltage of diode CR1, When the АМ signal is very
weak ог пеаг zero, the output of CR1 is about +0,6 volt, When the АМ signal is
strong, the output of CR1 is less than +0,6 volt because of the negative peak
detector CR1 and hold capacitor С1,
Resistoг R2 and capacitor С3 гemove the audio signal and provide а DC voltage that
is indicative of the negative peak voltage of ап unmodulated АМ signal,
То design the AVC system as shown in Figure 18-18 for а particular audio level
Vpk_,"dio, and given а silicon diode and transistor with about а 0,6-volt forward
voltage drop, then all that is needed is а level-shifting circuit that provides Vpeak_,"d;o
of DC bias to the emitter voltage VE. For example, if 400 mV peak audio is required,
then 0.4 volt DC is needed for VE under а weak- ог no-signal condition, The
level-shifting circuit, consisting of CR1, R2, R3, and R4, along with the power
supply, then will provide а Q1 base voltage of about 0,6 volt + 0.4 volt 5 1,0 volt,
In Figure 18-18, assume that the diode and transistor turn-on voltages аге the
same, And thus the level-shifting voltage at а no-signal condition is the same
voltage as the emitter voltage VE, If at 100 percent modulation, 500 mV peak audio
is needed, and the voltage dгop across R3 and R2 is about 500 mV DC given that

R4 > > R3 + R2. Noгmally, the гesistance of R4 is at least fouг times the seгies
resistance of R2 and R3. When а weak station is received, the average ОС vol:tage
at С1 is about 0.6 volt. With the 0.5-volt level-shifting voltage from R2 and R3, the
base voltage is about 1.1 volts (ог ап emitteг voltage of about 0.5 volt to set up а
ОС collector current of (+0 . 5 volt)/RE = I CQ1 However, when а very strong station is
гeceived, the negative peak value of the IF signal will Ье negative 0.5 volt. This
negative 0.5 volt thenis added to the +0.6-volt ОС level-shifting voltage of CR1,
гesulting in а net aveгage voltage of +0.1 volt ОС at С1. With the + 0.5-volt
level-shifting voltage acгoss R2 and R3, the base of Q1 then has а voltage of +0.6
volt. However, the base-to-emitter voltage of Q1 is about +0.6 volt, which results in
the emitter voltage approaching О volt across RE that results in nearly О collector
cuгrent to reduce the gain of Q1. Figure 18-18 also includes ,п paren,thesis values
taken from а schematic of the Sony 3F-66W transistor radio (гот 1969. In this
гadio, Q1 is а silicon tгansistoг, but the detector diode CR1 is geгmanium with а
tuгn-on voltage of about 100 mV. With about 6.5 V powering R4, there is about 53
IJA of cuггent thгough the resistoгs R4, R3, and R2. The total resistance of R2 and
R3 is 15 k

+ 5.6 k

= 20.6 k
. The voltage drop across R2 and R3 under no-signal conditions is 53 IJA

х

20.6 k

= 1.09 volts

and is also the level-shifting voltage that will Ье added to the CR1
diode drop of 0.1 volt. Thus the total voltage at the base of Q1 is 1.09 volt + 0.1
volt = 1.19 volt. The voltage at VE given а +О.б-vоlt base-emitteг voltage dгop for
Q1 then is 1.19volts - 0.6 volt = + 0.59 volt= VE• Thus the maximum expected
audio amplitudeis about 0.59 volt peak {§}when а strong station is tuned.
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Chapter 19
Amplifier Circuits
Му

thought оп writing а chapter оп amplifiers is that only certain topics about
amplification will Ье explained. There аге literally hundreds of books оп amplifier
dеsigп, including operational amplifiers, radio-frequency (RF) amplifiers, low-noise
preamplifiers, audio power amplifiers, seгvo amplifiers, instrumentation amplifiers,
and so оп . Some of these books cover detailed material concerning input stages,
voltage-gain stages, and output stages. And when video amplifiers аге covered, а
new set of specifications and siglnals is introduced, such as differential gain and
phase, 2Tpulse response, color Ьаг, and multiburst signals.
As 1 ат writing this chapter, 1 know that some readers would li ke тоге material оп
amplifiers. Given the constraints of this book, though, which relates to radio circuits
that include audio ampHfiers, the following subjects will Ье covered.
1. Operational amplifiers
2. Basic characteristics of amplifie:rs, such as gain and frequency response
З. Connecting multiple amplifiers and biasing concerns
4. Practical considerations when using amplifiers

Introduction to Operational Amplifiers
Ап

operational amplifier (ог ор атр) generally has two input terminals and ап
output terminal. Of course, there аге usually two power-supply terminals as well
(Figure 19-1).
For controlled amplification, the ор атр must have some type of feedback element
from the output terminal to опе of the input terminals. Th:e (огт of feedback must
Ье negative feedback. In some instances, the output terminal is connected to ап
inverting device such as а common-emitter ampl ifier ог inverting amplifier, which
means that the output of the inverting device must Ье connected to the positive
( +) iпрut of the ор атр.
However, тоге commonly, th,e output of the ор атр is connected through а
resistor and ог capacitor to the negative (-) input of the ор атр (Figuire 19-2).

FIGURE 19-1 Ап operational amplifier.
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FIGURE 19-2 Ап ор атр configured for inverting gain.
The general rules for analyzing ап ор атр circuit аге as follows:
1. The ор атр m1
ust have а net negative feedback. That is, if there is both positive
and negative feedback from the output to the (-) апd (+) iпрuts, there has to Ье
тоге negative feedback than positive feedback. In most cases, there аге only
feedback elements (гот the output to the (-) input.
2. The raw ог open-Ioop gain of the ор атр is very laгge (> 10,000).
З. Опсе negative feedback is achieved, two conditions hold. Опе is that the cuггent
into the (-) апd (+) iпрuts is zeгo, апd the otheг is that the роtепtiаl difference
between the two inputs (-) and (+) is zeгo. That is, the (-) input and the (+) input
have the same voltage.

If there is net positive feedback in ап ор атр circuit, usually there is some
combination of oscillation ог the output terminal being stuck пеаг опе of the
power-supply voltages.
In Figure 19-2, the (+) input is gгоuлdеd, and given feedback resistor RF, there is
negative feedback. The voltage at the (+ ) input isthe same voltage at the (-)
terminal. This means that the (-) terminal looks like а ground potential. Therefore,
to find the gain, ог we sum the currents into the (-) terminal to equal О. That is,

-- +

- )
Thus gain is just set Ьу the two resistors RF and R1. Also, because the (-) input is а
viгtual ground, the input resistance in the view of Vin is just R1 because the (-)
input соппесtеd to R1 is viгtually grounded since the (+) input is grounded.
What the viгtual ground at the (-) input alsoimplies is that the input геsistапсе at
the (-) terminal is nearly О V to ground when there is а Inegative-feedback resistor
connected from the output to the (-) terminal of the ор атр апd when the
open-Ioop gain of the ор атр is very large.
Now let's take а look at two characteristics of this ор атр circuit. Опе is to
estabIish the inputresistance at the (-) terminal with а given negative-feedback
resistor RF and а givеп open-Ioop gаiп of the amplifier. Апd the other is to ехаmiпе
why the voltages аге the same for the (-) and (+) iпрuts when пеgаtivе feedback
is applied.
For а пеgаtivе-fееdЬасk amplifier with а feedback resistor RF, Figure 19-3 shows
ап amplifier with gain -А to mimic the configuration as shown in Figure 19-2. То
calculate the iпрut геsistапсе, we пееd to know

However, we canequivalently show Figu:re 19-3 as Figure 19-4. If Vintest
ОС апd -д
-2 and RF 5 1000

=

= 1 volt

, the voltage at tlhe resistor, RF, is + 1 volt ОС оп опе end and -2 volts ОС оп the
other end of RF, thereby forming 3 volts across RF, ог 3 milliamps of dгаiп when 1
volt ОС is applied at the iпрut. At first glапсе, this seems counter intuitive since
most of the time we аге used to believing the worse case concerning curгent drain
for а resistor is to have опе end gгоuпdеd, which would result in 1 volt across the
гesistoг to yield 1 milliamp of гesistor current.

RF

Vout

V

intest

FIGURE 19-3

Ап

amplifier with feedback resistor RF.

I intest

V

-А

intest

FIGURE 19-4

RF

Ап

(V_inte st)

equivalent circuit to Figure 19-3 for determining

Viп_tеst/Iiп_tеst.

So what happens if Ьу "magic" we make the amplifier's gain -А = -1,000,0007 With
Vintest = 1 volt DC, this would mean that there is 1,000,001 volts across the
resistor RF = 1,000
, so Iintest = 1,000.001 А . And! this excessive current would
Vintest loading into а resistor of abaut 0.001

Ье

equ ivalent to

, ог for all pгactical purposes, Vintest is loading into а shoгt circuit.
Thus the general equation far fi nding the iпрut сuггепt drain with feedback resistor
RF in Figure 19-4 is

·nt

- --------------

I

-4)

Vintest _
RF
Iintest
(1 + А )

(19-5)

intest

V

intest

RF/(1 +А)

FIGURE 19-5 The equivalent input resistance caused
resistor and invertin9 amplifier.

Rl
г----~'V'-.----1"_--____i

·AVdiff

Ьу а

feedback

Vout

+
Vdi ff

FIGURE 19-6 Ап equivalent circuit to Figure 19-2.
Thus, if the amplifier's gain is very large, the input resistance at the (-) input
terminal of the ор атр approaches а short circuit, Figure 19-5 shows ап equivalent
input resistance at the input terminal, Another way to model the inverting ор атр
ci rcuit in Figure 19-2 is via Figure 19-6, In this figure, the input resistor R1 is
voltage divided via Rdiffjn = RFj (l + А) to form the input voltage Vdiff,

Vou t =

-А

Vdiff = Vin[
Vo ut =
\'Оlll
VIII

=

-А

-А[

Vdiff
'Н'

] /

(1 +1\)

Vin[

R~-

(19-6)
[

Rf'
( 1+1\)

] /

[

(1+ 1\ )

Ю' ] /
( 1 + 1\ )

[

RI'
(1 + 1\)

+ R1]

RF'

(1+ 1\)

+ Rl]

+ R1 ]

(19-7)
(19-8)
(19-9)

__ +
1

-

For large values of А, that iS, the
А) == -1 and RF/(l + А) == О, thеп

ор атр

\ '11)

This is the same

апswег

1

J )

has

а

very large open-Ioop

gаiп -А/(l

+

/

as calculated before. Also note that
о

I

Аgаiп,

for large values of -А,
\(

This mеапs for а large open-11oop gаiп, the voltage across the (-) апd (+) iпрut
terminals, which is Vdiff, goes to zero.
Figure 19-3 showed that whеп а resistor RF is connected in а negative-feedback
configuration of ап amplifier whose gain is -А, the equivalent resistance lookinginto
the input of the amplifier is RFj(l + А). The negative feedbackthus causes а
"divided" ог \\reduced" resistance effect Ьу pulling тоге сuггепt at the input of the
amplifier thап expected.
Now suppose that the res istoг RF is гeplaced with а capacitoг CF whose impedance
is ZCF = 1 jj2пfСF and the voltage source Vin is replaced with ап alternating-current
(АС) signal souгce Vac (Figure 19-7).

CF

lac

Zin

Vout

Vac

FIGURE 19-7
capacitor.

А

Miller capacitance multiplier circuit that uses

- - -

а

feedback

-

~

NЛ!.е

~

j =

у-1
, ап imaginary number. And impedance, which is measured in ohms, is апу
combination of resistance and/or reactance, where reactance includes the term
j2пf. Resistance is limited to the real numbers, and impedance includes the
complex numbers (real and/or imaginary numbers).
We should expect that the negative feedback
input, and the АС input impedance is

z.

1 +
I

wШ

cause

тоге

currentdrain at the

/ j2 . ','

1

2

Сl-

121i IC1'(

)1

Thus the impedance lin at the input terminal of the amplifier with gain of -А looks
like the impedance of а capacitor that has а capacitance of [CF(l + А)]. ОГ
equivalently, the input to the amplifier wit:h а feedback capacitor CF is capacitive
with а capacitance of CF multiplied Ьу (1 + А).
Multiplying capacitance lowers the impedance, which is in accordance with Figures
19-3 and 19-5, which show that а resistive feedback element results 'п а ,reduced

ог

lowered resistance at the input of the amplifier. Stated anotheг way, Figure 19-8
shows the equivalent АС voltage across capacitor CF and its АС cu'rrent I ac •
The АС cuгrent is

7.(.

ZCJ

Afteг геапапgiпg

the equation and noting that
the input of the amplifier is

_ . ==
I'ft:

ZCI '
(1 + Л

==

1/j2'if1 .~.
1 + I

Vac

ZCF

= 1jj2pf CF,

the impedance at

== ____
1

Л

j2wl ;}-'

Thus the Milleг capacitance is CF(l + А)],
the amplifier to ground (see Figure 19-9).

lac

Z<'I '

Zin

-12

\)1
which is the capacitance at the input of
j:l:п II

:1:

CF

-А

(Vac)

FIGURE 19-8 Ап equivalent circuit showing the voltage sources across
capacitor CF.
In common -emitteг amplifiers, the Miller capacitance exists and multiplies the
collectoг-to-base capacitance Ьу (1 + А) where А is the inveгtinggain from the
base to the collector. Th is Miller capacitance usually robs the amplifer's
high-frequency gain and reduces its input impedance and сап Ье considered а
"bad" effect. As shownin Chapter 17, the Milleг capacitance сап Ье reduced ог
eliminated Ьу using а cascode amplifier ог adifferential amplifier. Another way to
reduce the effects of Мillег capacitance in а common-emitter ampl ifier is to connect
ап emitter follower before the common-emitter amplifier. The emitter follower will
Ье designed to drive the increased capacitance at the input and thus maintain the
desired high-frequency response.

lac

Zin

Vac

CF(1 +А)

FIGURE 19-9 Ап equivalent capacitance at the input owing to а feedback
capacitor and ап inverting amplifier.
In ор amps, often there аге two voltage-gain stages, and in order to maintain
unity-gain stability, the Miller capacitance is often used. The second stage usually
includes extra capacitance across the base and collector of а common-emitter
amplifier for а deliberate high-frequency roll-off to the overall open-Ioop gain of the
ор атр such that when negative feedback is applied, there аге по oscillations.
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-v
+
V diff

2
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Vout = -А (Vdiff)

U1A

+v

FIGURE 19-10
R1.

А

noninverting amplifier with feedback resistors RF and

Now а noninveгting ор атр ciгcuit will Ье examined (Figuгe 19-10). In analyzing
the inveгting amplifier of Figure 19-2, whеп the open-Ioop gain А is large, the
voltage at the (- ) апd (+) terminals of the amplifier is the same. Therefore, the
voltage at the (-) tегmiпаl in Figuгe 19-10 is Vout[Rlj(Rl + RF)], апd the vol:tage
at the (+) iпрut teгminal is just Vin. Therefore,

ог

which leads to
\ '(

I

:;;;;;;;

iH

Кг'

I

1

:;;;;;;;

- -] -

However, if the open-Ioop gаiп А is just some gain value,
deteгmined as а fuпctiоп of А. See Figuгe 19-10.

t=[

thеп

сап Ье

Vout/Vin

-1

in 1[- ]
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и

ln

I
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\ 10ut
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I ) J{ 1

)\1
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= О,

Now let's check the equation. If R1
gain

then we should have just the open-Ioop

1

In reality, if R1 is shorted to gгоuлd, the output of the ор
of the power-supply rails. And if А is veгy large such that
get

I

r

атр
(А

will head toward опе
+ 1)R1 > > RF, we will

i

Amplifier Characteristics
In this section, only two topics will Ье covered. Опе is the input resistance to а
common-emitter amplifier with ап emitter resistor when the emitter is not АС
grounded. The other is the gain of the common-emitteг amplifier with this emitter
resistor.
While there аге plenty of other topics that сап Ье covered, there аге тапу
excellent books оп ор атр applications and transistor amplifiers. Two of them that
соте to mind аге
1. /ntuitive /СОр Amps (гот Basics to Usefu/ Applications, Ьу Thomas М.
Frederiksen (National's Semiconductor Technology Series, Santa Clara: National
Semiconductor Corporation,1984).
2. Bipo/ar and MOS Ana/og Circuit Design, Ьу Alan В. Grebene, New York: John
Wiley & Sons (1984).
The reader сап consult these books for much тоге detail оп amplifiers in geneгal.
Figure 19-11 shows а simple common-emitter amplifier with ап emitter resistor RE.
Note that there is по capacitor from the emitteг of Q1 to ground.
Analyzing the common-emitter amplifieг in Figure 19-11 will Ье done а little bit
differently from most college courses that use hybrid п transistor models. Instead,
some simple equations will Ье used.
Recall the following if the transistoг's сuггепt gain ~ is large: The output resistance
looking into the emitteг with the base connected to а voltage source is 1/gm, which
is equal to the output resistance of ап emitteг followeг when the base is dгiven Ьу а
low-source-resistance signal voltage.

S i gп, аl

Source with Bias Vol tage

+V

RL

Vout
С1

Rin
~__~~____- .__________~________~~____~2~

("')1

Q1

J
Rbias

VE
RE

+ Vbias

FIGURE 19-11 Common-emitter amplifier with
resistor RE.
where ICQ = quiescent collector ОС current.
Now referring to Figure 19-11, опе will see that Vin
signals сап Ье characterized as:

То

а

local negative-feedback

= VBE + VE. Therefore the АС

find the input resistance, we need to find
, \ 11

-

11

Th е refo ге,

~I

J

'I ' + ~
1

[

But we know that the voltage at the emitter is VE = (IE)RE. Therefore, the change
in emitteг voltage VE oveг the change in emitteг cuггent is RE.

-

апd

that

which

1Е

thеп

= (~ +

1)IВ. Theгefoгe,

('

LHE

= (~ +

1)д1В, апd

leads to

Ьу suЬstitutiопs,

( ~

The emitter гesistor сап have beneficial effects in teгms of гaisin! g the input
гesistance. For example, if ICQ = 26 тА, ~ = 100, and RE = О, ~/gm = 100
, апd Rin = (100 + О) ~, а low iпрut resistance. However, if RE is 10 ohms, thеп (~
+ 1)RE = (101)10

= 1,010
, and Riп

= (100 +

1,010)

; 1,110
,

а

medium

iпрut

resistance. Of course,

hаviпg

RE at 10

also гeduces the overall transconductance of the transistor, as we will see in the
following analysis.
Transconductance of the transistor is given Ьу

.

When there is

ап

I .

emitter resistor as shown in Figure 19-11, we
tгапsсопduсtалсе, grv m, as:

=

For laгge ~, ДIЕ д1 с •
The АС emitter current is

dеfiпе а

new

\

:

l'

However, the АС voltage at the emitter has to take iпtо account the output
resistance 1/gm of the emitter follower. The emitter then provides the iпрut АС
signa:1 ДVin with а series resistance of 1/gm to drive into resistor RE. As а result, а
voltage divider is formed, and the АС voltage at RE is f1VE:

[--

Ву

substitution,

1[1 1.

and dividing RE from both sides of the equation gives

[

-----)

1

wh ich leads to

- ~, :
[- 1

an,d multiplying

Ьу

gm at the numerator and denominator,
1:
~

ог

alternatively and

i

=

---=~-

.1 .

ргоЬаЫу тоге

11:

1

useful to do quick calculations is:

[-t1

Thus the emitter resistor reduces
transconductance Ьу а factor of

ог

scales the original transistor's

1

For example, with 26

тА

11

I

1...

of collector current, gm

= 1 mho, and with RE = 10

, then

()

Therefore, in this particular example, the "penalty" of having

а

10-

emitter feedback resistor is а reduction in the transistor's transconductance Ьу
11-fold. This reduction in transconductance means that the gain of the amplifier will
Ье reduced 11-fold. But the "bright" side is that the input гesistance in this example
had increased about 11-fold. Also, the linearity of the amplifier with the 10dramatically, and thus having the emitter resistoг also
гeduces distoгtion foг the sam.e outputvoltage.
Another advantage is the output resista lnce from collector to ground for this
example is increased Ьу about 11-fold given the 10emitter resistor

incгeased

emitteг гesistor.

For example, given ап Eaгly voltage of 100 volts at 26
collector-to-emitter resistance is about 3.84 k
. If the emitteг is
ап internal 3.84-k

gгounded

resistor in parallel with the

via

а

large emitter capacitor to

col~ lectorload

gгound,

resistor. However, if RE

the

тА,

the

ciгcuit

has

= 10

-

the equivalent output resistance from collector to ground is now 11 times larger,
ог 42.3 k
I

. And thus the collector load resistor will
гesistor

Ье ,п

parallel with

а

42.3-k

instead of а 3.84-k

гesistor.

Before we leave this section, here is ап intuitive explanation of why ап emitter
гesistoг raises the output resistance of the tгansistor. See Figure 19-12 with inteгnal
гesistoг Го. When the emitteг of Q1 is gгounded, Ьу inspection., the lossy ог extra
гesistance is го fгom the collectoг to gгound. However, with ап em,itter resistoг RE,
let's examine what happens when the supply voltage is raised. The

collector-to-emitter resistor го actually adds current to the emitter of the transistor
to paгtia l ly reduce the base-to-emitter voltage. 50, as the voltage is increased at
the collector, the transistor's emitter receives а current via го to slightly lessen the
base emitter voltage and thus cause the collector current to reduce. The total
collector current, including the current flow into го/ then is stabilized and does not
increase as much compared with the emitter being grounded.
SiQiпа l

+V

Source with Bias Voltage

RL
Vout
С1
....-------1

~п

Q1

1
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I

~

VE
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RE

+ Vb ias

FIGURE 19-1.2 Common emitter amplifier with internal resistor.
ап Amplifier System
Often а siпglе-stаgе amplifier ОГ Siпglе-tгаПSistог amplifier тау not provide enough
gain, ог high enough i прut resistance, ог power output into а lоw-геsistапсе load.
Therefore, multiple transistor stages arerequ i гed. Iп other cases, although the
ampl ifier's gain тау meet the requirements, the harmonic d istогtiоп mау Ье too
high о г the high-frequency response is iпаdеquаtе.
For example, in terms of а distогtiоп specification, suppose that а high-ga in
amplifieг of 1/000 is needed for low levels of audio signals that do not exceed 2
millivolts peak with less than 1 percent distoгtion second hа гmопiс d i stогtiоп for а
siпе-wаvе i прut sigпаl. Assume а 12-volt power supply with resistive loads апd ап
input гesistance gгeateг than 10/000

Connect,ing Multiple Amplifiers for

I

output

геsistапсе

of 1,000

, minimum output swing of 2 volts peak to peak into ап ореп circuit, and the
сuггепt gаiп J3 = 100 for each tгапsistог. Also assume that the tгапsistогs (e.g.,
MPSHI0) have уегу low capacitance such that the audio-frequency response is not
а ргоЫет and that there is по Early effect. Also, Vbias = 1.6 volts, апd the VBE
tu гп оп voltage = 0.6 volt.
А first try is а common-emitter amplifier, as shown iп Figure 19-13. The
second-harmonic distortion (ог а common-emitter amplifier where the emitter is АС
grounded via capacitor СЕ is about 10/0/1 mV peak sine-wave input.
S ignal Source wi th Bias Voltage

+У

RL
Vout
С1

Rj n

2

а1

VE
Rbias

'RE

+ Vblas

FIGURE 19-13 Common emitter amplifier with ап AC-grounded emitter.
Since, the specification is less than 1 percent second harmonic distortion (second
harmonic distоrtiоп = НО 2 ), this means that the AC-grounded emitter amplifier
cannot have ап input level of less thап 1 mV peak. However, the specification calls
for а 2-mV input, which then would result in 2 регсепt sесопd-hагmопiс distortion.
If theгe is ап emitter гesistoг iпthе common-emitteг amplifieг and the emitteг is
поt АС gгоuпdеd, the sесопd-hагmопiс distоrtiоп as а function of input voltage is
appгoximate ly

_____

х

~ in -

i1

See FiQure 19-11. For example, if QmRE
then the second harmonic distortion is

Н1

t1 t

= 2, then (1

\

•.

2

= (1

+ QmRE)2

+ 2)2

= 9, and

t1

This would mеап with а 2-millivolt peak sine-wave signal at the input would result
in less than 1 percent second-harm:on ic distortion. Note that second-harmon ic
distortion is in proportion to input voltage, so the expected second-harmon ic
distortion at the output of the common-emitter amplifier is

2и

-

.22*

The input resistance into the base amplifier is greater than 10 k

. Опе сап precisely calculate the collectoг cuггent and the associated value of RE•
However, in practice, it is easier to just make ап estimate .. If the collector current is
1 тА, the input resistance is

..
ButRE

= 2/gm = 52

,50

=~
=.J!...
+ J3 +
~ 1A
gJ

=

I

+

2.

2

= 7.

<

= 74

Let the collector current now equal 0.7 тА; then RE
and

.7

+

1 17

!

= ]1

> 1

r

The load resistor RL gain of the common-emitter amplifier thus is

RL
1
If we want

а

gain of 1,000, RL

= 111 k

- I[
-

!

-1

r• . _

- ] .
-

.

-

.

ln

· However, the
тА х 111 k

ОС

collector current is 0.7

тА,

which would develop

а

voltage of 0.7

= 77

volts, which exceeds the 12-volt supply. Therefore, we have to design this
amplifier with тоге than опе stage.
At this point, let's just make the first stage have а gain of 100 instead and then
follow up with а second voltage-gain stage of 10 to provide а total gain of 1,000.
Thus RL = 11.1 k
for

а

gain of -100, and the voltage drop across the 11.1-k

resistor is 7.7 volts.
Figure 19-14 shows а practical implementation of setting RE to 74
· Note in practice the use of а 75resistor. When Vbias is set to 1.6 volts, the base voltage of Q1 is 1.6 volts
the emitter voltage is about 1.0 volt. Thus REQ1 = 1,400
will provide

а

collector

cuгrent

of about 0.7

(note that the nearest 1 регсепt va lue for

тА.

ап

With

а

RL

ОС,

and

= 11.1 k

11.1-k

resistor is 11.0 k
), this means that the output resistance of the common-emitter amplifier is also
11.1 k
· Therefore, the gain from the base of Q1 to the collector of Q1 is about -100. Note
that capacitor СЕ in Figure 19-14 has sufficiently large capacitance to provide а
short-circuit impedance at audio frequencies.
То ,m inimize further loading effects оп RL, ап emitter follower buffers this
common-emitter amplifier, and the output of the common-emitter amplifier is fed to
а second common-emitter ampl ifier with а gain of about -10 (see Figure 19-1 5).

Signal

So uгce

with Bias Voltage

+У

FIGURE 19-14 Ап input amplifier stage.
When multiple-stage amplifiers аге coupled in the таппег shown in Figuгe 19-15,
usually the later stages will generate the most distoгtion . So it is usually preferred
to ensure that the first stage's distortion characteristic is well below the
specification (e.g., 0.22 % « 1 %).
The base of emitter follower Q2 is connected to the output of Q1 via RLQ1. The
output of the emitter follower then is connected to the base of Q3. Because there is
а 7.7-volt dгop across the load resistor RL, with а 12-volt supply the ОС voltage at
the collector of Q1 is 4.3 volts, and the emitter of Q2 is 3.7 volts, which leads to
Q3's emitter voltage of 3.1 volts. Since the voltage swing at the output has to Ье 2
volts peak, the Q3 collector cuгrent will Ье set for 4 milliamps so that the maximum
output swing is about 4 volts peak. However, at 4 volts peak, the distoгtion is likely
to exceed 1 percent. Therefore, half the maximum voltage swing at the collector of
Q3 gives а good chance that the distoгtion specification will Ье met.
Therefore, REQ3 = 775

n
n
= 4
For the 1,000n
output resistance specification, RLQ3 = 1,000
n
such that 3.1 volts/775
тА.

· For

а

gain of -10, the parallel combination of REQ3 and

· Thus RЕЗ

RЕЗ

must equal about 96

= 110

The emitter resistor of Q2 is 5.1 k
, and the input resistance to QЗ is about

«(3 +

1)96

= 9.69 k
· Thus the total load resistance at the emitter of Q2 is 5.1 k
paгallel

to 9.69 k

= 3.3 k
· For the current gain «(3
Q2 is about (;(3 + 1)3.3 k

= 100, the approximateinput resistance

into the base of

= 333 k
· Because the output resistance of first stage is about 11.1 k
, the 333-k
load at the base of Q2 provides а negligible effect оп the signal amplitude from the
collectoг of Q1.
50 now let's calculate the distortion at QЗ. The gain from Q1 and unity-gain
amplifier Q2 is 100, which means that for а 2-mV peak input signal, there is а
200-mV peak signal at the emitter of Q2 and base of QЗ. The equivalent emitter
гesistor is RE_equiv = 96
, the parallel combination of the two emitter
QЗ. At 4 тА, gm_QЗ = 0.1536 mho .

resistoгsREQ3 апd RЕЗ

.

+
and thus the
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1
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distoгtion

from Q3's output is
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Since 200 milllivolts peak is less than 247 millivolts, the output of QЗ will have less
than 1 percent second order harmonic distoгtion. And since the second harmonic
distortion is proportional to the input level, the expected second harmonic distortion
is
_2
7

*-

7И,

Actually, there тау ог тау not Ье а bit тоге because t!here is about 0.22 percent
distortion from Q1, butthe total distortion raгely adds in а linear fashion from all
the amplifier stages. The amplifier wasbuilt and with а 2 mV peak sinusoidal
wavefoгm at its input, the second harmonic distortion was measuгed at about 0.65
percent. It appears that the second harmonic distortions of the firstand third
stages partially сапсе' instead of adding. Intuitively, the partial cancellation makes
sense. As the first stage is increasing in Q1 /s collector current, which increases the
transconductance of the first stage, the output voltage from the first stage is
lowered that causes the collector current of the third stage to lower. This in turn
causes the transconductance of the third stage to lower as well. Therefore, the
combination of increasing and decгeasing transconductances of the first and thiгd
stages result in а тоге constant transconductance, which thел increases linearity of
the combined amplifying stages.
The distortion сап Ье lowered fuгther just Ьу iпсгеаsiпg the collector сuгrепt of QЗ
from 4 тА to 5 тА, w'hich will гeduce the distoгtion of the QЗ amplifier Ьу about 35
регсепt further to about 0.52 регсепt second hагтопiс distortion.
Thus, Figure 19-15 is just опе example of designing ап amplifIer ог amplifier
system consisting of multiple stages of amplification. This example was chosen to
show the inteгacti on of input resistance, output resistance, gain, and distoгtion
considerations in designing ап amplifier. Obviously, there аге other parameters опе
must take into account, such as power consumption, sensitivity to power-supply
noise, small- and large-frequency response, cost, and board space, to пате а few.
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FIGURE 19-15 А three-stage amplifier.

Practical Considerations for Using Amplifiers
In Chapter 18 concerning automatic volume control (AVC) amplifiers, it was shown
that for а common -emitter amplifier, а minimum base voltage is required for
turning оп the transistor for amplification. In ор amps, опе must consider the
minimum, voltage needed to bias оп the transistors for amplification. This section
will cover biasing conditions, output swing, and frequency response of ор amps.
Figure 19-16 shows basically two types of input stages. Опе important
consideгation (ог using ор amps isdetermining the voltage range at the input
terminals that allows ргорег biasing within th!e ор атр. This voltage range is
named the соmmоп-mоdе iпрut vo/tage, which is based оп а given supply voltage.
For now, assume that the -V supply voltage is grounded.
In Figuгe 19-16, the NPN diffeгential amplifieг input stage consisting of Q1 and Q2
has ап emiitter current souгce QЗ. This type of input stage сап Ье found in the
NE5534 ор атр. Generally, for each tгa !nsistor allow О. 7volt minimum foг VBE
base-to-emitteг tuгn-on voltage, and allow the collector-to-base voltageto Ье
generally О volt ог higher. Therefore when the negative power supply volt is
gгounded such that -V = о volt, the minimum input voltage is at least ог equal to
0.7 volt (гот the VBE base-to-emitter turn-on voltage of f Q1 ог Q2 plus another
0.7 volt fгom the collector QЗ. So the minimum voltage at the input terminal is at
least 1.4 volts. However, to Ье оп the safe side, the minimuminput voltage should
Ье about 2 volts, which is about 1 VBE drop extra to guarantee operation over low
tem peratu ге.
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FIGURE 19-16 Ап ор атр input stage using NPN transistors.
For the maximum voltage at the input, the current source provides а voltage drop
across the load resistors RL1 andRL2 for Q1 and Q2. If the input voltage is raised
too high, the base collector junctions of Q1 orQ2 wi ll forward bias, which will cause
Q1 ог Q2 to saturate. Therefore, in this example, the input voltage has to Ье
smalleг than + V, the supply voltage. The NE5534 specification sheet shows that
there must Ье ап input voltage of at least 2 volts be:low the positive supply volitage
ог + V -2 volts.
Figure 19-17 shows ап LМЗ58 ор атр input stage using PNP devices Ql to Q4. А
curгent mirгor active-Ioad c i гcuit is pгovided Ьу NPN tгansistoгs Q5 and Q6. The
PNP devices allow the input гange to gгound ог even а little bit below gгound, such
as -0.5 volt. Q1 and Q2 аге PNP emitter follower circuits that level shift the input
signa:1iUP Ьу about +0.6 volt into the diffeгential voltage gain amplifier Q3 and Q4.

The emitter voltage of QЗ and Q4 is about 1.2 volts, which is about 0.6 volt higher
than the emitter voltages of Q1 and Q2 .. This means that the collectors of QЗ and
Q4 сап operate safely at about +0.6 volt. Note that Q5 with its diodle connection
provides 0.6 volt at the collector of QЗ. The collector of Q4 is allowed to swing from
О volt to almost 1.2 volts, but normal ly operates at about 0.6 volt. Thus, the
соттоп input voltage for this example works down to О volt о:г to about - 0.5 volt.
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amp input stage usin,g PNP transistors.

In terms of the input voltage пеаг the +V supply, the emitteгs of QЗ and Q4 аге
connected to а PNP current source Q7. SO the input voltage is level-shifted Ьу 1.2
volts up to the collector of the PNP curгent source Q7. If the current source allows
its collector to still operate correctly at about 0.2 volt below +V, then the positive ог

high input гange about +V - (VBEQ1 + VBEQ3 + 0.2 volt) = +V - 1.4 volts. The
LМЗ58 specification sheet states the high input гange if + V - 1.5 volts.
Input гапgе becomes impoгtant especially when woгking with а siпglе supply. If ап
NE5532 is used with а single supply, then the inputs should Ье biased to about
one-half the supply voltage, and the input range has to Ье 2 volts below the supply
voltage апd 2 volts аЬоуе ground. For ап LМЗ58, the inputs сап Ье biased at half
ог slightly lower than half the supply voltage, апd the ilnput range willl work at 1.5
volts below the (+) power-supply voltage to О volt.
It should Ье noted that the voltage at the (+) input terminal is the опе that
determines the voltage at the (-) input terminal of the ор атр. In terms of ор атр
output stages, Figure 19-18 shows а typical push-pull OU!t put stage using NPN and
PNP output transistors. The figure shows ап output stage with push-pull emitter
followers Q10 and Ql1. The maximum output signal then is оп the order of а
base-emitter turn оп voltage plus the saturation voltage of the transistors driving
the bases of Q10 and Q11, which is about 0.2 volt. The output-tгansitor base
emitter turn-on voltage i5 about 0.7 volt . Thu5 the "1055" is about 0.7 volt plU5 the
loss af 0.2 volt far positive and negative swings of tгansistors Q12 and Q9,
re5pectively. Thi5 re5ult5 in а maximum high output voltage of about +V -0.9 volt
and the low-sidevoltage i5 about 0.9 volt from ground. The specification 5heet
states that the output swing lases about 1 volt far the h,igh-side autput and the
low-side output.
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FIGURE 19-18 Ап RC4558 ор amp output stage.
Fortunately, today there аге тапу ор amps that wi ll have ra il-to-rai l output
capability, such as the ISL28208 and ISL282 18. Also, ор amps such as the
THS4281 and LМб152 have both rail-to-rai l input and output capabil ity.
Now we shall turn to frequency-response consideratians in ар amps. Ор amps аге
generally unity-gain stabIe. That is, the ор атр сап Ье confi gured for а unity-gain
fol loweг foг а gain of + 1 without oscillations. Noгmal ly, t he voltage followeг is
canfigured as shown in Figu ге 19-19.

FIGURE 19-19 Ор атр configured as а unity-gain voltage follower
amplifier.
Mast ар amps also аге specified with аgаiп-Ьалdwidth praduct (GBWP).
Alternatively, the unity-gain bandwidth is the gain-bandwidth product. For example,
if the gain-bandwidth pгoduct is 50 MHz, at а gain of + 1, the frequency response
wauld Ье flat and exhibit а -3 dB loss аг а drop in gain ta 0.707 at 50 MHz. If the
gain af the ар аmр is set foг 100, the гesponse will Ье flat, and at 500 kHz, there
will Ье а drop in gain to 70.7 (see Figure 19-20).
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FIGURE 19-20 А noninverting-gain ор атр set for 100.
Figure 19-21 illustrates sеttiпg а gаiп of 100 for а siпglе supply. This figure shows а
siпglе-suррlу imрlеmепtаtiоп for ап АС gain of + 100. R1, which normally goes to
gгоuпd, is coupled to g 'гоuпd via а capacitar С2. The (+) input af the ар аmр is
biased to one-half the supply voltage, and the АС input signal is coupled to the (+)
input via iпрut capacitor С1 . The output of the ор атр сап Ье coup!led to апоthег
ор атр stage, as in Figure 19-21, because the ОС voltage at the outputis one-half
the supply voltage. Otherwise, the output of the ор аmр might requ ire ап output
capacitor С3.
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FIGURE 19-21 А single-supply implementation for а gain of +100.
Strictly speaking, the frequency response and gain аге not always tied to the
gain-bandwidth product. Rather, the frequency response is related to how the
negative-feedback network is applied.
GBWP = (OLBW)(OLGain)
where OLBW is the open -Ioop bandwidth, and OLGain is the open-Ioop gain at DC.
When а resistive negative-feedback network is connected between the output and
the (-) input of the ор атр, the Ьапdwidth ог -З-dВ frequency response in а
feedback system is

FBNet is the resistive аttепuаtiоп factor from the output to the (-) input.
Figure 19-22 shows а resistive network for ап inverting amplifier. The attenuation
factor then is R1j(RF 1 Rl), and thus the Ьапdwidth of the iпvеrtiпg amplifier is
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FIGURE 19-22 Ап inverting amplifier with feedbackresistor RF andRl.
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However, usually the OLBW < < GBWP[R1j(RF + R1)]. 50, commonly, the
bandwidth is expressed as GBWP[R1j(RF + Rl)] = bandwidth. For example, for а
unity inverting gain amplifier, RF = Rl, and

R

(

Note that even though the gain is -1, the bandwidth is half the voltage fo:llower.
Now let's look at ап inverting summing amplifier, where all the resistors аге equal
RF = R1 = R2 = . . . = RN (see Figure 19-23). The attenuation factor from the
output to the input is

RN

Vi п

N
R3

R2

R1

Vi n

1

RF

Vout

FIGURE 19-23 Ап N-input inverting summing amplifier.

because when all the input soulrces аге О ог grounded, all the resistors from Rl to
RN аге paralle!led, which is the resistance (R1/N).
Therefore,

= 100, then

1

there аге 100 inputs to the inverting summing amplifier, and
the bandwidth! is 1/101 of the gain-bandwidth product. Far example, if the ар
amp's GBWP is 1 MHz апd there аге 100 inputs with all resistors equal, then the
bandwidth is 9.9 kHz, and the gain is - 1 for апу input.
Опе сап look at the preceding ргоЫет another way: if we ground 99 of the inputs
and feed R1 with the input signal. The input resistors R2 to R100 аге paгallel and
go to ground. Thus the inveгting summer is redrawn in Figure 19-24. For simplicity
of analysis, let all resistors have а resistance R. There is а voltage divider from the
input side of R andR/99. This resistive divideг сап Ье simplified with а Thevenin
equivalent circuit, which states that the Thevenin resistance is just the resistance
across the resistor going ground, R/99, in parallel with the driving resistance R (see
Figure 19-25).
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FIGURE 19-24 Ап inverting sum.ming amplifier redrawn with other inputs
grounded.
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FIGURE 19-25 А Thevenin equivalent circuit to model the summing
amplifier with Ninput resistors.
Theгefoгe, with N = 100, the Thevenin гesistance is R/100. And the Thevevin
voltage is just the divided voltage times the input voltage. So the Thevenin vol1tage
is

' "п
То

calculate the gain Vоut/Viп,

.

-2 Х -_-

1.

1

_

i1
which is expected. However, the attenuation factor is

----- -

1

and thus

which agrees with the previous analysis. Also note that using the Thevenin
equivalent voltage shows that the Thevenin voltage source Vin/100 is being
amplified Ьу 100 because the Thevenin resistor, which is the input resistor, is 1/100
of the feedback resistor. Ву using the Thevenin circuit, the original input signal is
attenuated Ьу 100, but that attenuated input signal is being amplified Ьу 100 via
the feedback resistor and the Thevenin resistor. So the amplifier is really providing
ап inverted gain of -100, which accounts for the loss in bandwidth.
То reiterate, though, with а resistive negative-feedback network,

I
This makes sense because when R1 = О, the (-) input is shorted ог tied to ground,
and there is по feedback; thus the bandwidth is just the open-Ioop bandwidth

OLBW.
In ор amps, а ОС offset voltage at the output is caused Ьу the Input bias cuггents
flowing through the resistors connected to the (+) and (-)inputs. Моге details of
input offset voltages and inpu!t current bias effects сап Ье found in Section 3.5 of
Thomas М. Fгederiksen's 'book, Intuitive IС Ор Amps (Santa Clara: National
Sеmiсопduсtог Согрогаtiоп, 1984). However, using ап ор атр with а field-effect
tгапsistог (FEТ) input stage will eliminate concerns of input bias currents causing
offset voltages.
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Chapter 20
Resonant Circuits
circuits, whether they аге сопstгuсtеd from capacitors, iпduсtОГS I
ceramic, ог quartz materials, play an important role in passing signals in а particular
frequency range апd аttепuаtiпg those signals outside the particular frequency
range. General1
ly, resonant circuits аге used in oscillators as well as bandpass filters.
Less commonly kпоwп, resonant circu its сап Ье used iп all-pass networks to
provide group delay equalization ог phase equalization to band-pass, high-pass,
and low-pass filters. The group delay (GD) сап Ье expressed as GD = 11q>/l1oo,
where 11q> is the change in phase (in .radians), I1ы is the change in frequency (in
гadians рег second), and w = 2пf for а plot of the filteг iп teгms of fгequency and
phase.
For example, prior to digital finite impulse response (FIR),low-раss filters that
pгovided а square-wave signal with symmetric pre-ringing алd post-ringing effects,
апаlоg brick-wall filters used iп ргоfеssiопаl (broadcast) video recorders iп the
1960s ог earlier routinely included а phase equal izer to provide symmetric гiпgiпg
to pulse waveforms. Ап all-pass network generally has constant amplitude оуег а
range of fгequencies while providing vaгious phase shifts as а function of
frequency.
In this book, the radio projects used mainly iпduсtог-сарасitог (LC) oscillators and
band-pass filteгs. However, types of гesonant circuits such as cгystal ог ceramic
resonator oscillators were shown in Chapters 4 and 12. Ceramic resonators апd
crystals сап Ье modeled as а series LC circuit with а уегу large iпduсtог and а very
small capacitoг, along with а parasitic body capacitance across the two terminal
leads of the crysta 1.
For this chapter, then, the objectives аге
1. То ехаmiпе simple parallel and series LC circuits
2. То understand how resonant circuits play а role in oscillators
з. То show some examples of Ьапd-раss and band-reject filters
Rеsопапt

Simple Parallel and Series Resonant Circuits
Before we start апаlуziпg parallel and series геsопапt circuits, we need to know the
basic characteristics of ап inductor and а capacitor. Ап inductor has the following
voltage characteristic with iпduсtапсе L: Voltage across the inductor L = Vinductor =
L(l1i/l1t), where l1i/l1t is the change in inductor current divided Ьу the change in
time, and L is the inductance in hепгiеs. The current flowing into а capacitor is
Icapacitor = C(l1v/l1t), where I1v/l1t is the change in voltage across the capacitor
divided Ьу the change iп time, and С is the capacitance in farads.

Ог, тоге

generally, the voltages and currents of the inductor and capacitor
with t ime and сап Ье expressed as functions of time:

vaгy
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These basic equations, when appl!ied to diffегепtiаl еquаtiопs and LaplacejFourier
transforms, result in the complex impedance of the inductor апd capacitor when
using sinusoida/ signa/s as
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wherej=
The m,ysterious j ог j operator is defined as the square root of а пеgаtivе пumЬег.
Actually, j гергеsепts а 90-dеQ!гее phase shift оп а siпusоidа l siQ!паl . When j is
squared, j = -1, ог think of а sinusoidal signal that !has Ьееп phase-shifted 90
degrees and another 90 degrees for а total phase shift of 180degrees. However,
180 degrees of shift оп апу siпusоidаl sigпаl is just ап iпvеrtеd vегsiоп of the
original sinusoid. Hencethis is how the -1 term comes in.
Thus l'

;:; ;

N quаrtег-tuгпs, ог N х 90-dеQ!гее phase shift of а siпusоi dаl siQ!паl. Also,
whепеvег j is used iп the сопtехt of complex imреdапсеs, опlу si пusоidаl ог circular
fuпсtiопsjsigпаls аге used. For complicated siQ!паls such as pulses, опе сап use the
j operator with the complicated signals that аге equivalently characteгized as the
summation of sinusoidal signals via Fourier analysis. Then each of the sinusoidal
signals сап Ье applied with the j operator.
Figure 20-1 shows а parallel LC circuit that is voltaQ!e driven with а resistor. If а
diгect-cuгrent (ОС) voltage is applied to ап iпduсtог via а resistor, iпitiаllу the
inductor current wШ Ье zero . After а period of time, the inductor pulls current and
acts like а wire. Thus, in ап inductor, аррlуi пg а voltage across the inductor results
in the inductor сuггепt having а delay in pulling сuггепt. Thus the cuгrent iп ап
inductor lags the voltage across the inductor.

Vout

с

L

FIGURE 20-1 An LC band-pass filter.
Conveгsely, if а ОС voltage is applied to а capacitoг via а гesistoг, the capacitoг will
initially act like а short ciгcuit ог wire and pull current im!mediately. After а period of
time, t,hough, the capacitor's voltage starts to match the voltage of the ОС volitage
souгce and thereby reduce capacitoг cuгrent. Thus the curгent in а capacitoг leads
the voltage across the capacitor.
When а sinusoidal voltage is applied to ап inductor, the inductor current lags Ьу 90
degrees iп reference to the inductor voltage. Conversely, а sinusoidal voltage
applied to а capacitoг results in the capacitor curгent leading the capacitor voltage
Ьу 90 degгees. And when а sinusoidal voltage is applied to ап LC paгallel ciгcuit
wheгe the fгequency is chosen such that the magnitude of the imреdапсеs of the
inductoг and capacitoг is the same, the inductor cuггeni t and the capacitor cuгrent
have the same magnitude, but the cuггents аге а net 180 degгees fгom each otheг
owing to the inductor's current having а +90-degree phase shift of the sinusoid
voltage and the capac itoг's cuггent having а -190-degгee phase shift of the
sinusoidal voltage. Because of this 180-degree difference between the inductoг and
capacitor cuггents, theгe is по net cuггent dгain looking into the paгallelLC ciгcuit
at resonance, wheгe

z
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Also note that the impedances of inductors and capacitors have opposite signs.
Thus, with ап ideal inductor апd capacitor, at resonance, the parallel LC circuit
drains по аltегпаtiпg current (АС) апd thus has iпfiпitе resistance ог impedance.
For signals that аге above the resonant frequency, the impedance drops and looks
capacitive because at high frequencies the inductor's impedance rises, whereas the
capacitor's impedance trends toward а short circuit.
At fгеquепсiеs below the геsопапt fгеquепсу, the parallel LC circuit starts to look
тоге inductive because the inductor's impedance drops while the capacitor's
impedance iпсгеаsеs. For example, if the sigпаl is ОС, the inductor looks like а
wire, апd the capacitorlooks like ап ореп circuit.
In terms of calculating the tгапsfег function of the parallel LC band-pass filter, we
will treat the circuit as а voltage divideг with the paгalleled LC impedance going to
ground with the driving resistance R. Thus
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Thus the maximum gain of the transfer function ,п Еquаtiоп (20-5) is 1, but ,п
practice, it is less than 1. The reason is that the inductor has resistive and соге
losses that equivalently connect ап extra гesistor in paгallel with the inductoг and
capacitor (Figure 20-2).
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FIGURE 20-2 А parallel LC circuit including the equivalent lossy resistor
Rpu.
The resistor R_pu represents equivalent parallel resistance based оп the unloaded
Q of the coil Q,:
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general, the Q of the parallel tank circuit is

~) = 211"fre (Rpu
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(20-6)
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And the bandwidth measured from 0.707 of the maximum gain is

BW = (~""

(20-7)

Q
For а current-driven parallel LRC circuit, see Figure 20-3.
Examples of cuгrent sources driving ап LRC circuit аге common-emitter,
common-base, and differential-pair amplifiers. The impedance of the LRC circuit is
Zin
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Equation (20-8) states that the maximum impedance when driven with а peгfect
current source is infinity if the inductor and capacitor have по losses. However, the
early effect from the transistor current source and the internal equivalent resistance
Rpu will Ье the limiting resistances across the parallel LC circuit. !п terms of the
phase relationship with the input signal, at the resonant frequency, the phase shift
is О degree, and for signals below the resonant frequency, the phase shift is leading
ог positive up to +90 degrees, whereas for signals above the resonant frequency,

the phase shift is lagging and тау Ье as much as -90 degгees. At the fгequencies
when the signal is 0.707 of the maximum output ог -3 dB of bandwidth, the phase
shift is +45 degгees at below the resonant frequency and -45 degrees at above the
resonant frequency.
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FIGURE 20-4 А series resonant circuit at node 1 as а high-pass filit er and
at node 2 as band-eject filter.
Figure 20-4 shows а series resonant circuit that сап provide different types of
filtering. Unlike the parallel resonant circuit, which сап Ье configured for band-pass
and band-reject characteristics, а series resonant circuit сап Ье designed for four
types of filters: high-pass, low-pass, band-reject, and band-pass filters. For
example, the output from node 1 of Figure 20-1 provides а high-pass-filter
response. Depending оп the driving resistance R, the high-pass filter also сап
provide а peaked response at the resonantfrequency.
Series resonant circuits аге also соттоп in ceramic resonators and crystal
oscillators, where these types of devices often operate as series resonators. In the
parallel resonant circuit, with а voltage source applied across the inductor and
capacitor, the cuггents flowing into the inductor and capacitor аге а net 180
degrees from each other. However, in а series resonant circuit with current flowing
through the resistor, capacitor, and inductor, the voltage across the inductor and
the voltage across the capacitor аге а net 180 degrees from each other, and
therefore, the net voltage across the capacitor and inductor as seen in node 2 of
Figure 20-4 is zero at t,he resonant frequency.
This zero voltage at the resonant frequency happens because even though there
аге АС voltages individually across the capacitor and inductor, the "polarity" is out
of phase. It is like having two flashlight cells in series connected at either both
positive terminals ог both negative terminals, which гesults in the net voltage
acгoss the two batteries being zero.
In Figure 20-5, with а voltage source driving the RCL circuit, the current flow is the
same through all three devices. The voltage across ап inductor leads the current Ьу
+90 degгees at resonance, whereas the voltage across а capacitor lags the curгent
Ьу -90 degrees at resonance. Therefore, the net phase difference voltage-wise
across the inductor and capacitor is 180 degrees. If the current were in phase, such
as а voltage source driving two series resistors, the voltages across each resistor
would add up. However, when the phase is opposite, as in the case of the series
RLC circuit at the resonant frequency, equ1al and opposite АС signals аге occurring,
and а cancellation effect results when the voltage is taken at Vout where the
inductor and capacitor аге in series.

R

Zin

Vout

с

L

FIGURE 20-5 Series resonant circuit where at resonance the voltage
drops to zero across the series capacitor-inductor circuit.
The impedance of the series RLC circuit is Zin = ZLC se,;es', which is

ZLC_!«"~ncs
. = R +Z 1. +Z(.. = R +j(2n f) L + j(Z1f1f)C
The

(20-9)

Q of а series RLC circuit is

()

=

'"'-5_LI,

where

Q S_LL

(2,,1)1.

(20-1 0)

R

is the Q for

а

lossless inductor L,

However, as stated previously, ап inductor includes losses, and in а series resonant
circuit, the coil has ап internal resistance based оп coil resistance and соге losses
as Rser, For Equations (20-9) and (20-10), Rser = О,
Generally, for low- ог high-pass filters in series resonant circuits, the Q requirement
is уегу low, <1 (e,g" О,б to 1), Therefore, Rser is not as important in the overall
frequency response of high- passor low-pass filters compared with band-pass ог
notch filters, where the Q typically is greater than 10,
For а band-pass series RLC circuit, the voltage source is driven as shown in Figure
20-б with Rser, With the resistor as the output terminal, the transfer characteristic
for the series resonant band-pass filter is

iJ1
апd

2
I

L

2

"

FIGURE 20-6 А series LC band-pass filter.
R_ser is the equivalent internal series lossy resistor of the inductor.
The frequency response of either parallel ог series resonant band-pass filters
Ье characterized as а function of Qp ог Qs. The - 3-dВ bandwidth is

сап

(

where Q is either Qp ог Qs depending оп whether а parallel ог series resonant
circuit is being used.
То find the relationship between the amplitude at the center frequency, which is
the resonant frequency fгes , and the amplitude of signals whose frequencies аге
below ог аЬоуе f res Ьу 8.f, see Equation (20-13):
/ tn
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For example, suppose that the center frequency f res
then

= 1,000

kHz and the Q is 50,
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!f Ы = 10 kHz, then the attenuation factor is 0.707 at 1,010 kHz and 990 kHz. !f Ы
= 100 kHz, then the attenuation factor is 0.10 at 1,100 kHz and 900 kHz. When
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the attenuation factor from the center frequency is characterized as '"
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series resonant circuit, at resonance, the impedances of the inductor and
capacitor cancel, and thus the series impedance of the capacitor and inductor is
zero. This means that if the driving resistance is уегу low, уегу large amounts of АС
current сап flow through the capacitor and inductor. What is also impoгtant to
obseгve is that at resonance, the АС voltage across the inductor ог capacitor сап
exceed the input signal . !п а sense, there is а step-up voltage effect when using
the series resonant circuit in а paгticular mаппег.
For example, at node 1, the АС voltage across the inductor is determined Ьу the АС
current fiowing through it. At resonance, this АС current is just

I =
1.

Vin
R

However, the magnitude of the АС voltage across the inductor L is the inductor
current multiplied Ьу the magnitude of the impedance of the inductor, as seen in
Equation (20-15):

(20-15)
For example, if Qs = 10, Ьу setting R to а low resistance value, the АС voltage
across the inductor will Ье 10 times the АС voltage of the input signal generator. !п
а sense, the series RLC circuit сап Ье thought of as а step-up transformer. Опе
should note, however, that although the voltage across the inductor is larger than
the input signal, the phase of the inductor voltage leads the phase of the input Ьу
+90 degrees at resonance, where

f rcs = 1 / (2'Т1'v'Lё) .

· This positive phase shift at the inductor makes sense because the voltage across
the inductor forms а high-pass filter, which provides а positive ог leading-phase
relationship when compared with the input signa'l.
It sh,ould Ье noted that the impedance of the series RLC circuit is тоге capacitive
below the resonant frequency (because at ОС the inductor is like а wire), resistive
at the resonant frequency with resistance R, and inductive (because at high
frequencies the capacitor is like а short circuit) at above the resonant frequency.
The high-pass filtering characteristic of the series RLC circuit with, voltage "gain/f ог
step-up capability along with the positive phase shift is serendipitous for providing
oscillations with ап amplifier whose voltage gain is less than 1. If the series RLC
circuit is configured as а low-pass filter, as seen in Figure 20-7, а voltage gain ог
step-up capability сап Ье achieved along wit!h а negative phase shift.
At resonance, the phase shift is -90 degrees. Also, depending оп the driving
resistance R, the "gain" сап Ье greater than 1 at the resonant frequency, similar to
how Q affects the "gain" in the high-pass filter circuit. То reiterate, see Equation
(20-12) оп the Q of а series resonant circuit:

R

L

out

с

FIGURE 20-7 Series resonant circuit configured for
effect.

а

low-pass filter

20- 2 ·
Oscillators that use ап inverter gate and capacitors at the output and input along
with ап inductor ог crystal: ог ceramic геsопаtог Ьемееп the output and input use
а series resonant low-pass filter for oscillation.

Resonant Circuits in Oscillators
This section will examine three types of oscillators that use series resonant circuits.
Figure 20-8 shows а series Iresonant oscillator with а unity-gain amplifier. In the

figuгe,

although the amplifieг has а voltage gain of 1 ог less than 1, it has the
capability to pгovide cuггent, which will Ье used to step up АС signal voltages. The
output of the unity-gain amplifieг is low - pass - filteгed with ап RC filteг, which
pгovides а phase lag ог negative phase shift. А series high-pass filteг ciгcuit
consisting of capacitor С and inductoг L is соппеctеd to the output of the low-pass
filteг at С1. The inductoг of the high-pass filter is connected to ап АС ground, which
when driven Ьу the low-pass filteг output at С1 provides ап increase in signal
voltage and positive phase shift to cancel the negative phase shift of the low-pass
filter. The cancellation in phase shifts provides а zero net phase shift of signals
between the input and output of the unity-gain amplifier. And the unity-gain
amplifier has currentgain and is аЫе to drive the high-pass filter С and L
sufficiently to step up the signal voltage such that there is ап equivalent voltage
gain at the input of the unity-gain amplifier. Thus оsсillаtiоп occurs at ог пеаг the
resonant frequency
r

/

1т

Vout

R1

с

С1

L

FIGURE 20-8 А series resonant oscillator.
Figure 20-9 shows а practical implementation of Figure 20-8 using а transistor.
Emitter follower Ql is biased to а base voltage of Vbias Ьу connection of the
inductor L. With а О . б volt-base emitter voltage drop, the collector current of Ql is

\'bias -

О.6У

=

1

RE

CQI

Because the base is driven via ап АС voltage acгoss ап inductor and not а pure
voltage source, the actual output resistance is higher than the approximation of the
output resistance of Ql at the emitter of

Rotlt

gш

where

gnl

=

ICQ1
О .О26У

VCC
СЬур

2

Q1

с

Vb ias

Сьур

FIGURE 20-9
circuit.
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example, let RE

= 12 k

, Vbias = 1.8 volts DC, L = 220 IJH,

С

= 220 pF, and СЕ = 1,800 pF. Then
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For а starting point, capacitor СЕ is chosen to а value such that fcutoff is about the
re50nant frequency ог а little be:low the re50nant frequency:
1

21Т

(220

Р

) 22

72

which i5 the approximate frequency of 05сillаtiоп.
The mea5ured frequency of oscillation is 769 kHz, b,u t гететЬег that although СЕ
» С, capacitoг СЕ сап contribute to the oscillation frequency because it is in 5eгies
with capacitor С. Let's calculate the series capacitance of СЕ and С, and use that
value to гecalculate the resonant fгequency. The 5eries capacitance of СЕ and С is

r

- - - - -" = 7 -'

which is closer to the measured frequency of 769 kHz.
Опе question is, could the value of СЕ Ье iпсгеа5еd further? The answer i5 уе5 and
по. Уе5, as long а5 there i5 а reliabIe 05cillation. No, becau5e there will Ье а point
where СЕ i5 too large in capacitance, and the gаiп 1055 from the roll-off in response
will stop the oscillation. For example, if СЕ were changed from 1,800 pF to 18,000
pF, there would Ье about а 10-fold 1055 in gain, and if the Q of the LC circuit i5 not
high enough, there will Ье insufficient gain to sustain ап oscillation. Recalll that а
gain of at least 1 is neededwith а net phase shift of О degree.

The oscIllator ciгcuit shown in Figuгe 20-10 also сап explain why at times some
common-emitter amplifiers ог some emitter followeг circuits self-oscillate.
Common-emitter amplifiers without the em,itter АС grounded' ог emitter follower
ciгcuits generally load into some small capacitance C_load at the emitter to cause а
phase lag at high freq.uencies. АН tгansistors have ап internal base emitter
capacitance Сп = Cpi, which, although small, still serves as а capacitor from the
emitter back to the base. The base lead ог wires connected to the base include а
paгasitic ог stray inductance, which then гesonates with Сп ог epi. Usually, the
self-oscillation fгequency is at 100 MHz ог higher, and placing а seгies гesistor of 47
to 470
very пеаг to the base reduces the Q of the parasitic/stray inductance Ьу adding
resistance to the stray inductor. Theгefoгe, the added base гesistor reduces the
voltage-gain effect of а series resonant circuit that stops the oscillation. Recall that
the Q for а series resonant
circuit is

Figuгe

20-10 shows а base oscillation-stopping resistor, R_base stop, for ап emitteг
follower circuit.
Another oscillator circuit that uses seгies гesonant ciгcu its is а cгystal оsсШаtог, as
shown in Figuгe 20-11. !Figuгe 20-12 shows ап equivalent LC oscillatoг ciгcuit to
that in Figuгe 20-11. In Figuгe 20-12, the cгystal is modeled as а seгies гesonant
circuit with ап inductor Lcгystal and а capacitor Ccгystal. Typically, the value of
Ccrystal is in femtofarads ог оп the order of less than 0.1 pF, and inductor Lcrystal
has the equivalent inductance in millihenrys.
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FIGURE 20-10 Emitter follower circuit with
avoid oscillation.
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crystal oscillator using
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Ccry tal

L ry tal

------~II~----~~---------FIGURE 20-12 Ап equivalent circuit to Figure 20-11 with ап inductor and
capacitor to model the crystal.
Figure 20-13 shows series and parallel modes for crystals. In Figure 20-13,
basically, the difference between series and parallel modes is just that the
parallel-mode crystal is cut such that when the crystal is in series with а loading
capacitor C_load, with а value such as 18 pF, the crystal will oscillate at the given
frequency. А series-mode crystal will operate at its given frequency without а series
capacitor. Either parallel ог series mode сап oscillate with other values of series
capacitors to "pull" the crystal frequency оп order of about 0.15 percent.
А 28.636-МНz crystal rated at 18 pF loading provided а frequency of 28.636 MHz,
with C_load being ап 18-рF loading capacitor. However, with C_load equal to 100
pF, the oscillator provided а frequency of 28.600 М Hz. From these two
measurements, the internal capacitance of Ccrystal was calculated to Ье about
0.063 pF.
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FIGURE 20-13 Series crystal and parallel/antiresonant crystal modes.
In Figure 20-1 2, the capacitors Ccгystal and С2 provide а capacitive voltage divider
from node 18. А capacitive voltage divider keeps the same phase of the signal from
nodes 1В and 1С. However, the signal at node 1С is ап attenuated version of the
signal at node 16.
The inverting amplifier's output is connected to а low-pass filter R1 and С1 to
provide а lagging phase shift because the phase shift from R1 and С1, plus the
phase shift from Lcгystal and Ccгystal must provide 180 diegrees of phase shift.
Typically, the phase shift from R1 and С1 lags about 60 degrees to 80 degrees, and
the phase shift from Lcгystal and Ccгystal сап Ье in the range of 100 degrees to
135 degrees I,agging. Thus the combination of R1 and С1 and the cгystal provides
the required phase shift for oscillation.
Although the attenuation from the capacitive voltage divider is around 100 ог тоге,
the gain of the inverting amplifier and the extremely high Q of the cгystal (e.g., Q
> 1,000) provide sufficient overal l gain to оуегсоте the attenuation from the
capacitive voltage divider (Ccгystal and С2) to provide а reliabIe oscillation.
Figure 20-14 presents examples of cгysta l and ceramic resonator oscillators based
оп Figures 20-11 and 20-12. Although the Figure 20-14 shows using CMOS gates
for the inveгting amplifiers, other implementations incl'ude using а single-transistor
ог field-effect-transistor (FET) common-em itter ог common-source amplifier
instead.
For example, the FEТ amplifier will have а drain load resistor and а capacitor (e.g.,
18 pF to 47 pF) from the drain to ground. The cгystal is connected between the
dгa i n and the gate of the FET. At the gate, theгe is а high-resistance biasing
resistor (e.g., >500 k
) and another capacitor (e.g., 18 pF to 47 pF) from the gate to ground. This type of
oscil lator is often referred to as а Pierce oscillator.
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FIGURE 20-14 Crystal and ceramic resonator oscillators U1C and U1A.
We now turn our attention to another type of seгies гesonant cгystal oscillatoг, the
two-gate oscillator (Figure 20-15). With а two-gate oscillator as shown in Figure
20-15, at seгies гesonance, the impedance of the cгystal dгops sufficiently to ensuгe
positive feedback. The advantage of this type of crystal oscil lator circuit is that the
fгequency of the parallel mode (otherwise known as ап апtiгеsопапt mode) allows
dгopping the cгystal fгequency Ьу at least 0.15 peгcent. Foг example, if the seгies
capacitor C_load' is set to the loading capacitance of about 18 pF, the osci l l atoг wil l
provide а frequency as shown оп the paralle l-mode crystal. However, if the
fгequency needs to Ье lowered, then а laгgeг seгies capacitance via C_load', such
as 56 pF to 1,000 pF, сап Ье used to lower the osci llator's frequency.
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FIGURE 20-15 А two-gate crystal oscillator for series resonant mode.
Likewise, if а series crystal is used, normally the series capacitor C_load' is ап АС
short circuit, such as а 0.01-tJF capacitor. However, if the fгеquепсу needs to Ье
raised Ьу as much as 0.15 percent, а series capacitor with а value as low as 18 pF
сап Ье used.
In practical terms, as mentioned previously, а standard parallel-mode 28 . 6З6-МНz
crystal with 18-рF loading сап Ье used for the 40-meter amateur radio band simply
Ьу installing it in the oscillator circuit of Figuгe 20-6 with the series capacitor C_s
with а value of about 100 pF instead of the 18-рF capacitoг. With the 100-рF series
capacitor, the oscillation frequency will. Ье pulled down to 28.600 MHz Са З6- kНz
downward shift). Afterwaгds, just divide the fгequency of the 28.6000-МНz signal
Ьу 4 to p:rovide 7.150 MHz.

Examples of Band-Pass and Band-Reject Filters
At times, а simple band-pass filteг тау not provide sufficient selectivity in а radio. А
way to increase selectivity is Ьу cascading ог linking Ьапd-раss filters. Figuгe 20-16
shows two paгallel LC ciгcuits linked together with а capacitoг.

The parallel circuit L1 and С1 is driven with resistor R via а voltage source Vin.
From the output of the first section, а coupling capacitor С3 links the signal from L1
an,d С1 to another parallel tank circulit С2 and L2. In тапу instances, Ll = L2, С1 =
С2, and С3 = 0.5 to 3 регсепt of С1. For example, if С1 = 500 pF, С3 = 15 pF (3
регсепt of 500 pF). Dгiviпg resistor R сап Ье сhоsеп for а Q of 15 to 20 for а
staгting point depending оп the bandwidth desired. There аге тапу variations of
this circuit, such as а variabIe capacitor for С1 ог С2, а variabIe inductor for L1 ог
L2, ог а loading resistor across L2 to shape the bandwidth. The output at L2/C2
should Ье coupled to а high-resistance amplifier to maintain the Q of the L2/C2
tank circuit and make up for signal losses.
С3

R

Vout

L1

L2

FIGURE 20-16 А two-stage band-pass filter.
Figure 20-17 shows examples of band-reject filters, опе with а parallel LC circuit
and another with а series LC circuit. Notch ог band-reject filters pertaining to
standard атрlitudе-mоdulаtiоп (АМ) radios аге not used commonly. In
frequency-modulated (FM)radios, а notch filter such as а 10.7-МНz series resonant
filter is placed at the input of the mixer ог the output of the radio-frequency (RF)
amplifier to ensure that the mixer output has а 10.7- МНz intermediate-frequency
(IF) signal from the result of mixing RF signals from 88 MHz to 108 MHz with the
FM radio's local oscillator's signal.
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Vo ut
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Seri es Resonance Notch Fi Iter

FIGURE 20-17 А parallel resonant notch filter and
or band-reject filter.
Recall that the impedance of а parallel LC network is
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where Rpu in this case is the equ.ivalent lossy parallel resistance owing to coil
resista псе and соге losses.
For а parallel resonant notch filter,

21

. .. 2

At resonance, the parallel LCR circuit has the L andthe
out, thus leaving only the resistanceRpu • So

С

impedances canceling

iJ
Theгefore, it is advantageous to haveRpu as high а геsistалсе as possibIefor
maximum attenuation at the гesonant frequency:
1

If there

аге по

losses in the inductor L, Rpu = infinity =

00, апd

1

which means for апу given R1A, at гesonance, the notch ог dгорiп signal voltage
at the output is zero. However, this is not the case in practice. Typical starting
values for R1A сап Ье in the range of а few hundred ohms to 1,000

For the series LC notch

ciгcuit

in Figure 20-17,
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At resonance, the impedance of the series combination of L and

С

is zero, leaving

where R is the equivalent seгies lossy resistance owing to coil resistance and соге
losses. Thus it will Ье advantageous to obtain а coil ог inductor with tihe lowest
equivalent R.
And, of eourse, for а perfect inductor where R = О, at resonanee, and R1 > О,

l1.
i1
For ehoosing R1, the driving resistanee for
in the range of 1,000

а

series resonant notehfHter,

а

resistor

to 10,000
is а good starting point. Опе should keep in mind that the series resonant
capacitor С also forms а one-pole low-pass filter with R1 if the inductor L has а low
inductance. 50, опее the resonant frequency f res is known and the value of R1 is
chosen, generally try to choose С in such а way that the low-pass filter cutoff
frequency is at ог higher than the resonating frequency. That is,
1
11' ;-:-;.

1.

Опсе

the value of С is chosen, then the inductance of L сап Ье calculated. This
recommendation is to avoid havingthe roll -off of the notch filter occur prematurely,
before the "notch" effect comes in. It isbetter to have а relatively flat frequency
response until very close to the noteh frequeney and then let the series resonant
effect take оуег and cause а steep dip in amplitude.
Figure 20-18 shows combination band-pass and band-eject (notch) filter. During
the еагliег days when there were уегу few rad io stations in ап агеа,
suрегhеtегоdупе receiver designs had а уегу low IF, оп the order of 100 kHz ог
less. The image-frequency ргоЫет, where another station at twice the IF аЬоуе
the tuned desired station could mix back into the IF band, was лоt соттоп as long
as the stations' frequencies were separated far enough from each other. However,
later оп, тоге and тоге radio stations weгe сгоwdiлg the АМ band, and the
image-frequency ргоЫет Ьесате уегу real. Before t:he 455-kНz IF was used as the

standaгd

IF band. And in oгdeг to addгess
the image-fгequency ргоЫеm duгing
eaгly days of гadio, а front-end rad io
circuit consisted of two types of vагiаbIе-fгеquепсу filters. Опе was а band-pass
filter to tune to the desired frequency, and another was а notch ог band-reject filter
that resonates at а frequency above the desired frequency with а separation of
twice the IF.
For example, suppose that the IF is 100 kHz. If а desired station is tuned to 600
kHz for the band-pass filter, the notch filteris tuned to 2 х 100 kHz above 600 kHz,
ог at 800 kHz, for а band-reject (notch) filter. In this way, the image-frequency
signa ~1 at 800 kHz would Ье attenuated ог гemoved.
Figure 20-18 shows а band-pass filter consisting of the secondarywinding of ап RF
transformer Т1 that resonates with the variabIe capacitor VC1A that tunes to the
desired frequency. The output signal from VC1A then is coupled with а veгy small
capacitance СО (e.g., < 6 pF) to inductor L, which is ап inductor that has less
inductance than the secondary winding of Тl. VC1A and VC1B foгm а twin-gang
vaгiabIe capacitoг. VaгiabIe capacitor VC1B then гesonates with inductoг L to
notch-out ог band-гeject fгequencies гel ated to the image-fгequency signal . The
output then is coupled to another RF amplifier stage ог to а mixer.
IF, the
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FIGURE 20-18 А combination band-pass an,d band-eject filter using
capacitive coupling.
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FIGURE 20-19 А combination band-pass and band-reject filter for image
signal rejection.
Figure 20-19 shows а transformer-coupled circuit that reduces the image-frequency
signa'l that is similar to the Atwater Kent superheteгodyne гadio Models 70, 72, 74,
and 76, which weгe made in the early ог middle 1930s.
RF Transformer 1's secondary winding гesonates with variabIe capacitor VC1A for
tuл i пgiпtо the desired radio station frequency. А low-i mpedance tap from the
secondary winding of RF Transformer 1 is coupled to а low-impedance wind ing of
RF Transformer 2. The secondary winding of RF Transformer 2 is stepped up, which
pгovides а higher impedance than its pгi mary wind ing. The secondary winding of
RF Tгansformeг 2 then is connected to а seгies resonant circuit consisting of
inductoг L and variabIe capacitor VC1B. PrefeгabIy, VC1A and VC1B аге identical.
The inductoг L generallly has less inductance than the inductance of RF Transformeг
1's secondary winding to provide а notch ог band-reject characteristic at а higher
fгequency than the tuned RF signal .
Foг example, the notch ог band-гeject fгequency is tuned RF fгequency + 2 х IF, ог

f notc

+

2 l'
2 -, nd ' t
In the Atwater Kent Radio Model 70, IF :: 130 kHz; thus the band-reject fi lteг is
tuned to the (tuned RF fгequency + 2 х 130 kHz) = (tuned RF fгequency + 260
kHz), ог 260 kHz above the tuned RF fгequency.
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Chapter 21
Image Rejection
One of the topics covered in this chapter is а quick review of image signals. These
аге radio-frequency (RF) signals within the band of interest that сап mix into the
intermediate-frequency (IF) stages and cause interference in the таппег of having
two radio stations' signals demodulated at the detector ог having а single station
that pops up in two places within the band. We will examine how image signals аге
reduced via tuned circuits from the beginning days of the superheterodyne radio to
using 1 and Q signals in ап image reject mixer. Finally, ап image-rejection mixer
using 1 and Q signals will Ье analyzed.
Therefore, the objectives of this chapter аге
1. То explain image signals
2. То show methods to reduce image signals in а superheterodyne radio
з. То analyze image-reject mixers and the advantages of using 1 and Q signals to
select either ог both desired and image signals
Although image signals have Ьееп discussed previously, this chapter will show а
уегу detailed analysis of the image-reject mixer with 1 and Q signals. In essence,
the last portion of this chapter is а continuation of Chapters 15 and 16. For readers
who did not go through the previous chapters that mention image signals, that's
okay. This chapter is written to stand оп its own.

What 15 ап Image Signal?
In а suрегhеtегоdупе radio, ап image signa/ is the signal whose frequency is the
tuned RF signal frequency plus ог minus twice the intermediate frequency. The
'оса' oscillator's frequency is halfway between the tuned RF signal and the image
signal (Figures 21-1 and 21-2).
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FIGURE 21-1 Spectrum of the image signal defined whose frequency is
аЬоуе the LO, local oscillator's frequency.
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FIGURE 21-2 Spectrum of the image signal defined whose frequency is
below the LO, local oscillator's frequency
In Figures 21 -1 and 21-2, the image signal thus is down-converted to the same IF
band pass as the (desired) tuned RF signal.For example, in this chapter, the 'оса'
oscillator frequency will Ье higher than the frequency of the incoming RF sigлаl.
Thus, far analysis, Figuгe 21 -1 "defines" the image signal that has а frequency
above the 'оса' ascillator's frequency.
In the early days of frequency modulation (FM) radios, the frequency of the 'оса'
oscillator (LO) was 10.7 MHz below the desired tuned RF signal, wherein the

intermediate frequency was 10.7 MHz. Therefore, the image frequency would Ье
located 10.7 MHz below the local oscillator's frequency. Figure 21-2 shows а
general example of image frequencies located below the local oscillator's frequency.
However, (ог this chapter, the image fгequency is defined to Ье above the /оса/
osci//atoг's frequency.
!п other radios, such as tuned radio-frequency (TRF), regenerative, and
direct-conversion radios (zero-frequency !F), the image signal does not exist. The
TRF and regenerative radios do not employ oscillators for mixing. !п а
direct-conversion radio, the incoming RF signal is mixed with exactly the same
frequency as the carrier from the transmitter end, and thus the radio also does not
have апу image-signal ргоЫет. Therefore, image signals exist mainly in
single-conversion superheterodyne receivers, where there is ап RF signal that is
multiplied ог mixed Ьу the local oscillator's signal.
Figure 21-3 shows the frequencies of "vulnerability" that result in image signals
when the local oscillator's frequency is within the RF band of interest. The figuгe
shows ап example RF band of interest, such as the amplitude-modulation (АМ)
radio band from 540 kHz to 1,600 kHz. Also inserted is the local oscillator
frequency, which сап vary from about 995 KHz to 2,055 kHz. As the local
oscillator's frequency is varied, as long as there is а frequency space that exists 455
kHz above the oscillator frequency within the RF band of interest, image signals will
exist. Foгtunately, these image signals аге reduced in amplitude sufficiently Ьу а
single-inductor capacitor-tuned circuit prior to mixing ог conveгting.
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FIGURE 21-3 The RF band of interest and the local oscillator's frequency
range.
For those who have never heard image signals in ап АМ radio, опе сап try ап
experiment. !п older 1960s to 1980s poгtaЫe (e.g., shiгt-pocket) AM/FM transistor

radios where the components аге exposed when the back is removed, there is
access to the primaгy winding of the АМ ferrite апtеппа coil which is соппесtеd to
the variabIe capacitor (Figure 21-4). With а soldering pencil, temporarily desolder
the antenna coil lead to the tab of the variabIe capacitor. When the radio is turned
back оп, there is а good chance that stations that аге broadcasting from 1,450 kHz
to 1,600 kHz сап Ье received when tuпiпg to 540 kHz to 690 kHz оп the radio dial.
1п addition, these stations сап Ье received when tuned to 1,450 kHz to 1,600 kHz.
Of course, the radio сап Ье returned to normal орегаtiпg condition Ьу геsоldегiпg
the antenna coil lead. When this is done, the tuned RF band-pass ciгcuitjfilteг is
activated аgаiп, апd the image signals will по longer Ье received iп the 540-kНz to
690-kНz range.

Desolder A.n tenna Coil Lead

FIGURE 21-4 Ап AM/FM radio with the antenna coil winding accessibIe
for desoldering from its variabIe capacitor.

done with а single-band дм transistoг гadio. Howeveг, to
de50ldeг the antenna coil lead located оп the bottom side of the printed circuit
board, usually the printed circuit board must Ье removed from its са5е Ьу taking
out the mounting screws.

This

expeгiment сап Ье

Methods to Reduce the Amplitu:de of the Image Signal
Опе ог тоге

band-pass vагiаbIе-tuпеd filteгs weгe used oгiginally to reduce the
amplitude of the image signals in а superheteгodyne receiveг. А5 mentioned
previously, in the 19305 ог earlier with low IFs 5uch as 130 kHz and below, multiple
stages of RF band-pass andjor band-reject filters were used to гemove the
reception of image signals. Eventually, simply Ьу raising the IF.intermediate
frequency to 455 kHz, а single, tunabIe band-pass filter proved sufficient to solve
the ргоЫет of image signals.
Therefoгe, reducing image signals гequiгes опе ог moгevaгiabIe tuned ciгcuits such
as two section5 of ba :n d-pass filtering. However, with multiple 5tages of
vагiаbIе-fгеquепсу band-pass filters, tracking throughout the tuning range between
the vaгiabIe capacitoг sections becomes difficult. Another method was shown in
Chapter 11 when the IF was raised to at least 600 kHz, and а steep roll-off
low-pass filter at 1,600 kHz was used to prevent reception of image signals.
In Figure 21-3, it was shown that if the local oscillator's frequ,ency falls within the
RF band of interest, and if there is enough "гоот" frequency-wise in that RF band
above the local oscillator's frequency, image signals сап exist. Thus опе method to
remove image signals is to set the 'осаl oscillator signal beyond the highest RF
signal of interest. This method includes doubIe-сопvегsiоп mixer circuits. Д first
mixer up-conveгts the incoming :RF signal to а higher-fгequency band beyond the
original RF signal's spectrum. А second mixeг then translates ог mixes the output
signal from the first mixer back down to ап IF such as 450 kHz. Figure 21-5 shows
а redrawn version of а doubIe-сопvегsiоп 5uperheterodyne receiver from Robert L.
Shrader's book, E/ectronic Communication, sixth edition (New York:
GlепсоеjМсGгаw-НiII, 1996). Also, Figure 21-6 shows а spectrum diagram of the
up-conversion of the RF band and how image signals аге handled.
In Figure 21-5, the RF spectrum of interest (e.g., the дм band, 540 kHz to 1,600
kHz) is up-converted to а high-frequency IF signal of 2 MHz. For example, the first
'оса' oscillator тау have а range of 2.54 MHz to 3.6 MHz such that the difference
frequency out of the first mixer is 2 MHz. When the 'оса' oscillator is at 2.54 MHz to
3.6 MHz, the image frequencies that аге possibIe to mix ог convert back to the
2-МНz IF аге signals in the range of 4.54 MHz to 5.6 MHz (see Figure 21-6).
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FIGURE 21-6 Spectrum of the up-converted signals, local oscillator
frequencies, and possibIe image-signal frequen.cies.
Ву up-conveгtingthe original RF band of interest to а higher IF frequency, the new
image signals аге at frequencies that аге easily filtered from the front end of the
receiver. For example, а low-pass filter at 1.7 MHz that does not have to Ье
variabIy tuned сап Ье used instead of the usual tunabIe band-pass filter. In апу
event, попе of the image-frequency signals from the up-conveгted process аге
from the origiinal RF band ofinterest.

Analy.sis of ап Image-Rejection Mixelr Using I and Q
Signals
For IFs that аге уегу low, such as пеаг direct сuггепt (ОС) to about 200 kHz,
rejecting the image signal becomes а laгger problem if vагiаbIе-tuпеd band-pass
filters аге used. For example, having ап IF of 20 kHz results iп ап image signal just
40 kHz away from the desired signal. If the RF signal is at 1,000 kHz and the local
oscillatoг frequency is at 1,020 kHz, the image signal will Ье at 1,040 kHz. Ап LC

band-pass filter with а 10-kНz bandwidth to recover 5 kHz of audio information will
require а Q of 100, which is \\difficult" but workabIe.
Recall from Equation (20-14) that t ihe attenuation factor from the center ог
resonant frequency is

At 1,000 kHz, а Q of 100 yields а bandwidth (BW) of 10 kHz. Therefore, 0.5BW = 5
kHz.
However, the attenuation factor of the image signal at 1,040 kHz is about 5 kHz/40
kHz = 0.125 = 12.5 percent, which is insufficient attenuation for а 20 kHz IF. In а
system using а 455-kНz IF, the image signal has ап attenuation factor of about 5
kHz/910 kHz = 0.0055 = 0.55 peгcent, which is acceptabIe. Ап attenuation factoг
of 2 percent ог lower is sufficient.
Another way to attenuate image signals is to use ап image-reject mixer that
requires two IF signals. These two IF signals have the same amplitude but аге
phase-shifted in reference to each other Ьу 90 degrees.
As stated previously, for the analysis оп how ап image-reject mixer works, the local
oscillator frequency is always higher in frequency than the desired signal's
frequency, and the image signal's frequency is above the local oscillator frequency
(see Figuгe 21-1).
Апаlуziпg the image-reject mixeг requires thгee signals to Ье examined: the desired
signal, the loca !1 oscillator signal, and the image sigпаl. The question that
summarizesthe idea behind а image-signal-rejection mixer is simple: How does а
ciгcuit differentiate the image signal from the desired signal after both signals have
Ьееп dоwп-сопvеrtеd to the intermediate frequency?
If опе looks at the IF signal in terms of the desired sigпаl, the upper and lower
sidebands have Ьееп swapped, wheгeas the image signal's sidebands аге the same
even when down-converted to the IF signal. So there is а difference between the
two IF signals (Figures 21-7, 21-8, and 21-9). (Note: LSB = lower sideband and
USB = upper sideband.)
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FIGURE 21-7 Ап example spectrum showing the frequencies of the
desired signal, local osci'l lator signal, and image signal.
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FIGURE 21-8 The spectrum of the desired signal that has
down-converted to ог mixed to the intermediate frequency.
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FIGURE 21-9 The spectrum. of the image signal that has
down-converted to ог mixed down to the intermediate frequency.

Ьееп

Figure 21-7 shows ап example spectrum of the three sig lnals that аге used in
mixing down to ап intermediate frequency. For now, а specific example is shown.
For ease of arithmetic analysis, the intermediate frequency is set at ог defined to Ье
450 kHz. (Note: Intermediate frequencies for standard АМ radios were not always
set to 455 kHz; there were slight variants at 450 kHz and 460 kHz.) As shown, the
desired signal is centered at 550 kHz, with its lower-sideband limit at 545 kHz and
its upper-sideband limit at 555 kHz. The local oscillator is set at 1,000 kHz, and the
image signal's center frequency is 1,450 kHz, with the image signal's
lower-sideband limit at 1,445 kHz and its upper-sideband limit at 1,455 kHz.
Figuгe 21-8 then shows what happens when the desiгed signal is mixed (multiplied)
with the local oscillator's signal, and the resulting difference-fгequency signal is
taken, as the IF signal. This IF signal has а гange from 445 kHz to 455 kHz with the
centeг at 450 kHz, the intermediate fгequency (IF). The mixed-down IF signal is
first phase-inveгted, which will Ье shown lateг with tгigonometгic identities, but the
IF signal also is inverted in spectгum. Ву spectгum inveгsion, it ismeant that the
uppeг-sideband signals and loweг-sideband signals switch places. Foг example, the
uppeг-sideband frequency of the desiгed signal is 555 kHz. Therefoгe, with а
1,000-kНz оsсШаtог sigпаl, the 555-kНz uррег-sidеЬапd signal is mapped to 1,000
kHz - 555 kHz = 445 kHz. Likewise, the lоwег-sidеЬапd signal at 545 kHz is
mapped to 1,000 kHz - 545 kHz = 455 kHz. Thus the IF signal for the desired
signal staгts with the uppeг-sideband signal at 445 kHz and ends with the
loweг-sideband signal at 455 kHz. The swapping effect of the sidebands is called
spectrum inversion.

Spectrum inversion is also usedin simple audio scrambIing processes. The audio
signal's low frequencies аге mapped to а higher frequency, and the audio signal's
high freq 'u encies аге mapped to а lower frequency. In this type of audio
scrambIing, the signals for bass frequencies аге conveгted (frequency translated) to
trebIe freq uencies а nd vice versa.
Figure 21-9 shows that the 450-kНz IF signal related to the image signal maintains
lower- and upper-sideband integrity, so there is по sideband swapping. Also, there
is по inversion, which is due to the trigonometric identities. For example, the
'Iower-sideband frequency of the RF signal is at 1,445 kHz. When this signal is
mixed with the oscillator signal, the resulting frequency in the IF band is 1,445 kHz
- 1,000 kHz = 445 kHz. And similarly, the upper-sideband signal, when mixed with
the oscillator signal, yields а frequency of 1,455 kHz - 1,000 kHz = 455 kHz. Thus
the IF sigлаl relating to the image signal has а frequency range of 445 to 455 kHz,
with its lower-sideband fгеquепсу at 445 kHz and its upper-sideband fгеquепсу at
455 kHz, which thеп mаiпtаiпs spectrum iпtеgгity of the sidеЬапds.
Because of trigonometric identities such as sin(-x) = - sin(x) and cos(-x) = cos(x),
the other differenceis that опе of the IF signals will Ье "inverted" in phase relative
to the other IF signal. Also, see Figures 15-15 and 15-17, which show ап inveгting
effect when (RF) signals аге mixed ог sampled at frequencies slightly above and
below the sampling frequency.
Sincethe analysis of the image-reject mixer will involve а multitude of sin.e and
cosines, ТаЫе 21-1 presents а list of trigonometric identities.
ТаЫе 21-1 Trigonometric Identities

cos(a +

JЗ)

= [cos(a)] [cos(f3)] - [sin(a)][sin(f3)]

cos(a - (3) = [cos(a)] [cos(J3)] + [sin(a)] [siп(J3)]
sin(a + 1f3) = [sin(a)][cos(f3)]+ [ cos(a)] [sin(f3)]
JЗ)

sin(a -

=

[siп(а)]

[cos(f3)] - [ cos(a)] [sin(f3)]

[sin(a)][cos(f3) ] = (1/ 2)sin(a + f3) + (1/ 2)sin(a - f3)
[cos(a)] [COS(f3)] = (1/ 2)cos(a +
[siп(а)][siп(f3)]

cos(a -

rз)

s;п(а)

+ (1/ 2)cos(a -

rз)

= _ (1/2)cos(a + (3) + (1/ 2)cos(a - (3)

= cos(f3 -

sin(a - (3) =

rз)

- siп(J3

- sin(f3) =

-

а)

а)

2 [ соs(а+rз )][siп(а- rз )]

2

2

Figuгe

21-10 shows the spectгu m of the thгee signals and the IF signal as tones
(single-frequency signals). In Figure 21-10, with the local osci llator's frequency =
/[0, the desi гed signa l's freque ncy wiill Ье (/[о - frF), and the image signa l's
fгeque ncy will Ье (fLo + !lF).
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FIGURE 21-10 А general spectrumof signals needed for analyzi'n g how
image-reject mixersoperate.

Analysis of the Image-Reject Mixer
The analysis of the image reject mixer wi ll Ье explained in two palrts. The first part
will coveг the outputs of 1 and Q channels, and the second part will сотЫпе the
two channels together with опе channel pгocessed with а 90-degгee phase shift to
provide cancellation of the image signal.
Figure 21 -11 shows the basic flow of signals into а "traditiona l" mixer to provide
two IF signa ls. This system does not гeject the image, but it illustгates the phases
of the two IF signals.
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FI GURE 21-11 The i mage and desired signals are combined t o а
conventiona l mixer for providing IF signa ls.
In Figuгe 21-11, а desired signa l S_desired(t) and ап image signal S_image(t) аге
combined, usuallyby гeception of the RF signals. Th~ e combination of S_desired(t)
and S_image(t) аге then mixed via а multiplieг with а ' оса ' oscillator signal LO(t).
The output of the mixer then is filteгed to pass оп only the difference-frequency
signa:1 to provide the two IF signa ls. Let
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T here аге t wo pro ducts th at со п сегп si nes and cosi nes; t hus the fol low ing
tгigonometгi c identity wi11 Ье used:
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Also, since the IF fi lter will remove t he summed fгеquепсу соmропе пts (1/2) sin( а (3), on ly t!he diffегепсе-fгеquепсу s i gпаls (У2) si n(a + (З) wil l pass through the I F
filter.
Th us, at t he output of the IF filter, there аге two IF sig п аls:
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From the output of the mixer and IF filter, t here i5 а sign change in the I F signa l
related to t he desired signal compa red wit h the IF 5ignal relatedto the image
signa:l. Сап we somehow use this sig n cha nge advantageously to nu ll опе of the I F
signa:15? For example, cou ld а simple phase shifter а5 5hown in Figure 21-12 work?
I n Figure 21 -12, unfortunately, when опе of the I F signals is canceled out, 50 is the
other. Th,us the phase-shifting пеtwогk does notwork because we only want опе of
t he signals canceled, not both.
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FI GURE 21-12 Phase-shifting network and summing circuit.
However, we сап take advantage of the two following trigonometric identities:
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Note that theгe is по sign change in the cosine function compaгed with sin(-x)
-sin(x).
Now let's take the same two sign,als below and use them in Figure 21-13:
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The ciгcuits in Figure 21-13 аге the same as the ones in Figure 21-11except that
the local oscillatoг signal now is а sine function instead of а cosine function. Thus
the osci llator siQina l in FiQiure 21-13 is phase-shifted Ьу 90 degrees when compaгed
with the опе in Fi guгe 21-11 .
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FIGURE 21-13 А similar mixer and IF circuit as shown in Figure 21-11,
but with а phase-shifted local oscillator signal.
Theгefore, the output of the mixer in Fi guгe 21-13 is
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At this point in the analysis, Ьу phase shifting either signal, IF_Qout(t) ог
IF_Iout(t), Ьу 90 degrees and combining the two signals, extraction of the IF signal
related just to the desired signal ог just to the image sigлаl сап Ье implemented.
Actually, if two combiners аге used, опе as а summer апd another as а subtractor,
both IF signals сап Ье separated as ап IF signal related to the desired signal and
another separate IF sigпаl related to the image signal.
Before the complete image 'mixer is shown, let's take а look at а phase-shifted
соsiпе fuпctiоп. For апу cosine function such as cos(x), а phase shift Ьу а lagging
90 degrees = -пj2 results in а sine function, that is, cos[x (-пj2)] = siп(х); if the
соsiпе fuпctiоп is phase-shifted Ьу а leading 190 degrees = -пj2, thеп cos[x +
(-пj2)] = -siп(х) (see Figure 21-14А, 21-148, 21-14С, апd 21-14О).

FIGURE

21-14А А

cosine signal.

FIGURE 21 .. 148 А phase"shifted cosine signal

Ьу

-90 degrees.

FIGURE

21-14С А

!p hase-shifted cosine signal

Ьу

+90 degrees.

FIGURE 21-14D А sine signal.
Now let/s combine the ciгcuits fгom Figuгes 21-11 and 21 - 13 and include
phase-shifting ciгcu its ог functions as shown in Figure 21-15 to form the complete
image-reject mixer.
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FIGURE 21-15 Ап image-reject mixer.
Referring toFigure 21-15, there is the signal IF_Iout(t) that is connected to а
O-degree phase shifter (I_Phase), which outputs the same signal' IF_Iout(t) to the
first input of the сотЫпег ог sum.mer. The сотЫпег provides the Mixer Output
(see Figure 21-15) Ьу summing the outputs from the phase shifters, I_Phase and
CLPhase.
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Combining Equations (21-6) and (21-8) results in
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2The result of addIng the outputs of the 0- and +90-degree phase-shifting circuits
provides ап IF signal related to the desired signal at the output of the image-reject
mixer.
Note the cancellation of the IF signals гelated to the image signal:
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Given the two signals,
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If we subtгact the two equations Ьу using а subtгactive ciгcu' it ог function, as
shown in Figure 21-16, the IF signal related to the desired signal will Ье canceled
out, and the IF signal гelated to the image signal will Ье pгovi ded instead.
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FIGURE 21-16 А subtractive circuit fol lowing the phase-shifting networks
provides ап IF signal related to the image signal.
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With а summiлg and subtracting circuit, the image-rej ect mixer сап separately
retrieve ог extract RF signals above and below the 'оса ' oscillator's frequency (see
Figure 20-17)..
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FIG URE 21-17 Ап image reject mixer t hat extracts desired and image
signals separately.
What is тоге sегепdiрitоus about retrieving signals from both sides of theloca l
oscil lator signa ls is that if the IF filter is а low-pass fi.lter instead of а typical
band-pass filter, the image-reject mixer сап output two signals, each with а
spectr!um as wide as ап IF low-pass filter. For example, suppose that both IF filters
in Figure 20-17 аге 470-kНz low-pass filters and the local osci llator is set at 1,000
kHz. Out of the summing сотЫпег wi ll соте ап IF sig nal covering а bandwidth of
470 kHz, which contains signals of frequency-translated versions of the "desired
RF signals from 1,000 kHz to 530 kHz. Then, out of the subtracting circuit will соте
ап IF signa l also covering а bandwidth of 470 kHz, which contains signals of
frequency-translated versions of the "image" RF sigлаl from 1,000 kHz to 1,470 kHz
(see Figure 20-18).
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FIGURE 21-18 Spectrum of separately retrieved IF signals related to
desired and image signals.
Iп Figuгe 21-18, the desiгed signals below the local oscillator's frequency of 1,000
kHz, 550 kHz to 1,000 kHz, аге mapped to the IF band from frequencies F1 to F2.
Frequency F1 represents the down-converted desired RF signal frequency пеаг (ог
just below) 1,000 kHz, whereas frequency F2 represents the down-converted
desired RF signal at the bottom end of the RF band at 550 kHz. Similarly, the image
signals аге retrieved separately, and frequency FЗ represents the down-converted
image RF signals пеаг (ог just above) 1,000 kHz, whereas frequency F4 represents
the down-converted image RF signal at the top of the RF band at 1,450 kHz.
Even though in this example the IF bandwidth is 450 kHz, the actual bandwidth of
the recovered signals is twice 450 kHz because the information from 550 kHz to
1,000 kHz is extracted in опе IF channel and the information from 1,000 to 1,450
kHz is retrieved in the second IF channel. Therefore, Ьу using 1 and Q signals
IF_Iout(t) and IF_Qout(t) in the image-reject mixer, twice the bandwidth of RF
information сап Ье recovered.
This feature of recovering twice the IF bandwidth of information is useful in
software-defined radios (SDRs). For example, suppose that the IF filters аге
low-pass filters at 96 kHz each, and the 1 and Q signals, IF_Iout(t) and IF_Qout(t),
аге instead connected to the two audio channels of а computer's 192-kНz
sampling-rate sound card. А 192-kНz sampling rates results in maximum bandwidth
of 96 kHz for each of the two sound channels. The software in the computer сап
emulate the phase shifter and combining functions to extract two separate 96-kНz
IF signals to demodulate, which allows demodulating down-converted RF signals
over а 192-kНz range. This 192-kНz range then includes related RF signals above
and below the local oscillator's frequency.

Consequences of ап Imperfect 90-Degree Phase Shifter
оп Reducing the Image Signal
In practice, the 90-degree phase shifter is not always 90 degrees. The phase shifter
mау Ье 89 degrees ог 91 degrees. So let's examine what happens when there is а
small phase еггог LlQ> (гот the 90-degгee phase shifter.
I n the perfect case,
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InFigure 21 -15, suppose that the +90-degree phase shifter (~Phase) has
phase епог of LlQ). The output of the phase shifter then will change (гот
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The output of the O-deg гее phase shifter in
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21-11 is
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(21 -6)

When Equation (21'6) is added to Equation (21'11) to yield
reduction in the IF signal related to the image signal, the result is

а
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However, the trigonometric identity
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Substituting Equation (21-13) into Equation (21-12) yields
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The amplitude to the IF signal related to the image signal is then
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But for small angles in radians,
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Thus the amplitude related to the image signal is
к
- 6'1'
Img
2

and the magnitude related to the image signal is K'mg l-L\.<p/21. Thus, the attenuation
factor of the image signal is 1-L\.<p/21.
Given 57.3 degrees = 1 radian, then 1-degree-error L\.<p is 0.0174 radian, which
would теап that the IF signal-related image signal is multiplied Ьу I-L\.<p/21 =
0.0174/2 = 0.0087 = 0.87 percent, а reduction of the (image) signal Ьу а factor
114.
For small errors in the phase-shifting network, the errors amount to ап attenuation
factor of approximately 1 percent рег 1 degree of епог. This means that if the еггог
L\.<p = 2 degrees (e.g., а 92-degree ог 88-degree phase shifter instead of 90

degrees), the attenuation factoг is 2
related to the image signal.

peгcent, ог а гeduction

of 50

foг

the IF signal
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Chapter 22
Noise
This chapter covers the basic сопсерts Ьеhiпd гапdоm поisе (e.g., hiss). In radio
circuits, the поisе in а front-end circuit hampers the ability to pick out weak
radio-frequency (RF) sigпаls. In audio circuits, the noise sou:rces degrade the
signal-to-noise ratio in mostly ргеатр circuits such as microphone preamplifiers.
However, as mentioned in Chapter 12, where ор amps and mixers аге used in
software-defined rad'io (SDR) front-end circuits, the noise contгibution not опlу
from the mixer circuits but also from the intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifiers сап
hamper reception of weak signals. In this chapter, the examination of noise will Ье
limited to amplifieг circuits and поt mixers.
Therefore, the objectives for this chapter аге
1. То identify sources of electronic гandom noise
2. То presenlt some basic noise theory ог noise models, including analyzing noise in
а siпglе-tгапsistог amplifier (including referred input noise), lowering noise via
paralleling transistors, and analyzing noise in а differential-pair amplifier
з. То select ор amps for noise performance
For тоге details оп noise, several books аге recommended:
1. National Semiconductor, Audio/Radio Handbook. Sапtа Clara: Nаtiопаl
Semiconductor Corporation, 1980..
2. Paul R. Gray and Robeгt G. Меуег, Апа/уsis and Design of Ana/og /ntegrated
Circuits, 3rd ed. New York: Jоhп Wiley& Sons, 1993.
з. R. Е. Zeimer and W. Н. Tranter, Princip/es of Соmmuпiсаtiопs. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Сотрапу, 1976.
In the Audlo/Radio Handbook, the subject of noise is excellently written about in
the section оп preamplifiers. Ana/ysis and Design of Ana/og /ntegrated Circuits, Ьу
Gray and Меуег, superbIy covers the su.bject of noise in integrated' circuits, which is
also applicabIe to discrete devices. Actually, this book is а standard textbook оп
analog integrated circuits iп тапу university classes. Апd in Princip/es of
Соmmuпiсаtiопs, Appendix А, "Physical Noise Sources and Noise Calculations in
Соmmuпiсаtiоп Systems," а very good d' isсussiоп of поisе is provided.

Sources of Random Electronic Noise and Some Basic
Noise Theory
Random electronic noise is not like periodic noise souгces, such as power-supply
noise, h'um, ог iпtеrfегiпg noise from external signal generatoгs. Instead, there аге
two main sources of гапdоm electronic noise: thermal noise and shot nloise.

Theгmal

noise is

pгesent

in all

гesistoгs по matteг

what type. That iS, metal-film,
caгbon-film, caгbon-composition,wiгe-wound, and oxide гesistoгs all have thermal
noise. Also, field -effect tгansistors (FETs) also geneгate theгmal noise. Shot noise
arises from cuгrent flow in diodes and bipolar-junction transistors. Older devices
such as vacuum tubes also generate shot noise.

Random noise signals do not add ог subtract the same way as the familiar voltage
sources we use. When independent random noise signals аге added in terms of
current ог voltage, the total noise voltage is the sum of the squares of the random
noise voltages followed Ьу taking the square root. For example, three independent
noise voltages V п1 , V п 2, and VпЗ аге added in the following таппег:

11

+

+

1

Similarly, independent random noise current sources I п1 , I п2 , and I пз add in the
same таппег:
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11
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It should Ье noted that for most practical purposes, inductors and capacitors do not
generate random noise. Figures 22-1А, 22-18, and 22-1С show sources of thermal
and shot noise.
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FIGURE 22-18
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FIGURE 22-1С Thermal-and shot-noise components in а transistor
Before the actua l noise of the resistors and shot-noise generators is calculated, we
need а rough estimate of actua l signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for different types of
products. SNR is the ratio of t he signal in root-mean-square (RMS) voltage over the
RMS noise voltage . I n terms of sinusoidal signals, t he RMS voltage is 0.707 х peak
voltage = O.707Vp • For example, а test sine-wave signal is given as Vp si п(2 пft}.
ТаЫе 22-1 lists various devices and their SNRs.
ТаЫе 22-1 Signal-to-Noise Ratios of Various Devices
Device

SNR

Bandwidth

Input VoLtage

Output Voltage

Phase Linear 700
power amplifier

108.5 dB

20 kHz

1.3 volts RMS

53 volts RMS

Rotel RA-610
i ntegrated amplifier

68 dB

20 kHz

0.125 voLt RMS
15 volts RMS
at the aux. input

Onkyo TX-NR807
A/V receiver

101.81 dB

",10 kHz via ап
A-weighting
fiLter

-

2.83 volts RMS

Mission РСМ-4000
СО pLayer

111.5 dB

",10 kHz via ап
A-weighting
fiLter

-

2.08 volts RMS

50 dB

",15 kH z

2.2 - ~V

Luxman
tuner

Т- l10

FM

JVC Н R-D140U video
cassette recorder

RMS RF

-

signal
45 dB

4 MHz

1 - vоLt peak-to peak video

l -vоLt peak-topeak video

This ta bIe shows t he SNRs of electronic devices ranging from audio amplifiers to а
video recorder. What is important to note is that the SNR is usua lly measured at

some input ог output level for the sine-wave signal, and even тоге impoгtant, the
noise is measured over а specific Ьапdwidth. That is, the noise is usually measured
from the device through а band-pass ог low-pass fi lter of specified bandwidth .
Note that all the mеаsuгеmепts in ТаЫе 22-1 refer to voltage5, 50

22ог, еquivаlепtlу,

20
1

1 .1

<:

Therefore, whеп а device i5 measured апd а поi5е mea5urement is given in ап RMS
voltage, опе of the most impoгtant things to find out is: What is the Ьапdwidth that
the noise measurement is made under?
Let's staгt off with the noise voltage caused Ьу а гesistoг

,

which is mea5ured in RMS voltage, and where k is Bolzmann'5 constant (= 1.38 х
10-23), Tis temperature in degree5 kelvin (= 298 degrees К at гоот temperature),
8 is bandwidth in hertz, and R is resistance in ohms. That is,

2Thus, foг а 1,000гesistor

with

а

bandwidth of 1 Hz,

If the bandwidth is

А
а

ап

audio bandwidth such as 10 kHz,

normalized noise voltage
noi5e density voltage of

expгession

is to set the bandwidth

В to

---

pгovide
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I J 17.

where Vx is noise voltage when bandwidth
resistor, Vx

1 Hz to

х

4.06 nV.

В

= 1 Hz. For the 1,000-

То

Ьу

find the noise voltage, simply multiply the noise density voltage
root of the bandwidth. Noise voltage then сап Ье expressed as

122-

п

I1z

the square

Therefore, from the preceding example for

а

1,000-

resistor, the noise voltage is
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Also, it should Ье noted bandwidth В is defined Ьу the difference of ап upper
frequency and а lower frequency. For example, for а bandwidth В of 20,000 Hz, the
1,000-V resistor produces 573 пУ. Thus, if the noise is measured from 20,000 and
40,000 Hz ог from 3,000 Hz to 23,000 Hz, thеп the поisе voltage from а 1,000resistor is still 573 пV.
In опе of the example devices listed in ТаЫе 22-1, the Phase Linear 700 amplifier
had ап SNR of 108.5 dB for 1.3 volts at ап iпрut. Figure 22-2 provides а model for
еquivаlепt input noise. The figure shows how the SNR of ап amplifier сап Ье
modeled as а perfect noiseless amplifier with noise added to the iпрut signal.

"'Noiseless Am plifi er"

А

V noise
FIGURE 22-2 А model showing equivalent noise input voltage with а noisy iпрut
source соппеctеd to а "noiseless" amplifier.
This then means that to find ап equivalent noise voltage at the iпрut of the Phase
Linear 700 amplifier, Equation (22-2) is used:

10SN1V'20

Vsignal

(22-2)

Vn oise

1.3 \'

10108.5/ 2U

255,070

Vnoise
ог

v no,se
. =

I.З \' - 4.88 llV
255,070
r
Figuгe 22-3 shows how to гelate the equivalent input noise voltage into
еquivаlепt iпрut noise гesistance, wheгe the гesistoг geneгates Vno;se via Vn, =

ап

V4kTBR
at the input of the
calculated Ь у

amplifieг.

еqui vаlепt

The

(VnOiS(J
апd

then

геаггапgiпg

the

teгms

2

at the input is

4kTBR

=

'1.88 ~, \12

4kTB

= 20,000 Hz, as shown

гesistance

to

( Vn oise)2
foг В

noise

iп ТаЫе

22-1

72k

= R

4kTB
foг the Phase

Liпеаг

700

a mplifieг,

R=

n

= еquivаlепt iпрut поisе гesistance (as sh оw п iп Figuгe 22-3).

/

"Noiseless Amp l ifi e г"

R

А

Vnoise
FIGURE 22-3

Ап

equivalent input noise

геsistапсе

model .

---.

-Note

Although the iпрut
the output of the

поisе

is

а

amplifieг

little high Ь у today's standaгds, the поisе voltage at
is гeall y а combination of noise fгo m гesistoгs and

tгansistars

inside the amplifier. But still, the Phase Lineaг 700 amplifier's SNR is
108.5 dB, and the SNR exceeds the dynamic range of lб-Ьit СО audio players
today.
Another canvenient way of calculating naise is ta fiгst set Vnr to

= 1 пУ far В = 1 Hz and find

R. After same calculations, R = 61

for 1 nV of noise for В = 1 Hz. Тhеп опе сап find th,e equivalent noise resistance
for а given noise voltage density specification in У nV/
, where

У

is the scalarfor nanovolts

Equ'ivalent noise гesistance

рег

(square)

гoat heгtz.

Then

= (у2)61

For example r а FET such as the 2NЗ382 has anl equivalent input noise voltage
density of 10 nV/
thus У

= 10, and the equivalent noise resistance is (у2)61

= (100)61
= 6,100
.

Iп апоthег

example,

а

TL072

ар атр

has

ап

equivalent input noise of 18 nv/

thus the equivalent noise resistance that the equivalent voltage generated
resistor to pгovide 18 nv/

Ьу а

is (182)61

= 19.76 k
For active соmропепts such as transistors, the shоt-поisе generators exist as
cuгrent noise generators across the collector and emitter апd the base and the
emitter. Figure 22-1В shows the shot-noise gепегаtогs IСshоt_поisе and
IBshot_noise. These two current-souгce geneгators аге characteгized Ьу

22-

where I CQ is the quiescent collector сuггепt, q is еlесtгоп charge (= 1.6 х 10-19
Coulomb) and 6 is bandwidth in hertz.

-7
where

~

= the current gаiп of the tгапsistог and
1 .( =

= 16 is the base сuггепt.
For а tгansistoг diгect-cuггent (DC) collectoг
of 1 Hz, the collectoг shot-noise current is

Атр

= 17.9

cuггent

of 1

тА,

and

foг а

bandwidth

рА,

and for а сuггепt gаiп ~ of 100, the base-current shot noise is
1.79 рА. Theгefoгe, at а base cuггent of 10 JJA = Id~ = 0.001 тА/100, the noise
curгent dепsity is

Jz
way to reflect the collector shot-noise сuггепt to the input is to fiпd ап equivalent
input voltage that is amplified Ьу the transconductance of the transistor to provide
the same amount of collectoг noise cuггent (Figuгe 22-4).

А

О1

IBshoL

I CshоL п оisе

=

О1

IBshoL

FIGURE 22-4 "Reflecting" the collector noise current sou!rce back to the iпрut via
ап equivalent noise source.
So what we need is а noise voltage, which is the shot-noise curгent from the
collectoг to the e.mitteг expгessed as а гefeггed input voltage. This гefeггed iпрut
noise voltage souгce is defined' as Vсоl_геf_iп_поisе such that

[

[ 111]

t-

I

Let's square both sides

foг

= У2

now:

.

-

1

2[

i

2

r,, ]

1-

/ 1I

Howeveг,

]

1

.

.

~1

1

I }t J2

.

с

18

2

=

--
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Recall that the гesistoг noise is гelated to 4kTBR. If we use l/g m as а resistor,
Equation (22-8) almost fits the 4kTBR factor. So we just multiply the numerator
апd dепоmiпаtог Ьу 1 = 2/2 to provide the fоllоwiпg:
:l

=

21 kT Х

2.. =

~т

2

<1

~kT

2~11'\

=

kTR

= 4
2т

2S!.1

(22-9
2 m

From Еquаtiоп (22-9), the referred iпрut поisе voltage, Vсоl_геf_iп_поisе looks like
а noise voltage from а resistor of гesistance value 1/2g m •
We сап fuгtheг express equiva1
lently that theгe is ап input гeferгed noise геsistапсе
1/29 m. Iп the апаlуsis of noise, sometimes calculating the total noise геsistапсе
referred to the iпрut allows the dеsigпег to evaluate the values of feedback
гesistoгs ог voltage-souгce resistoгs.

Thus the

еquivаlепt

input noise

гesistance

is 1/2g m,

wheгe

. 2'

where I CQ is the DC collector current. For а DC collector current of 1 тА, the
equivalent input noise resistance that is referenced from the collector cur:rent shot
noise generator then is

/

х

х
•

I

For 100 I-IA of collector current, the equivalent noise resistance is 130
, and for 10 I-IA of collector current, the equivalent noise resistance is 1,300

Accordingly, from the preceding threeexample cailculations, lowering the collector
current actually results in тоге equivalent noise referred to theinput. And
increasing the collector current results in less equivalent noise referred to the input.
However, with bipolar transistors, increasing the collector current also increases the
base-current shot-noise-generator current source. Therefore, there is а tradeoff in
terms of setting the collector СUi ггелt based оп the source-driving resistance. At 1
тА of collector current and а rз of 100, the base shot-noise current density is
IBshot_noise_density = 1.79 рА/
. The noise voltage genera ted Ьу the base поisе currentis just the source
resistance multiplied Ьу the base noise current, ог the noise voltage density is equal
to the base shоt-поisе current density multiplied Ьу the source resistance (Figure

22-5).
Noise voltage across Rsource via IBshot_.noise current generator

То АС

ground

\
Rsource

2

Vcol- ref-in-noise
IBshot_

ТоАС

ground

О1

FIGURE 22-5 Base current shot-noise generator contributing to noise voltage via
the input source resistor, Rsource.
For example, if the sigпаl source resistance Rsource is less than а few hundred
ohms, such as ап RF 50ог

75-

source ог а low-impedance microphone «300 V), most likely the col:lector current
сап Ье set up to about 1 тА for а transistor cur,rent gain of 100. If the current gain
is veryhigh, such as а ~ of 300 ог тоге, then the collector current in this example
сап Ье set higher to afew milliamps.
At 1 тА with а ~ of 100, the base noise current has ап IBshot_noise_density of

1.79

рА/

, and with Rsource at 300
, the noise voltage density caused Ьу base noise current is then 1.79 рА/
х

300

= 0.537 nV/
ог

the equivalent noise voltage generated from

а

17.5-

resistor [(0.5372)61
], whichis almost comparable with

1/2 g m

= 13

, the equival1ent input noise resistance from the collector shot-noise current
generator.
Thus, with а perfect transistor, the total noise resistance referred to the input is the
source гesistance Rsource = 300

17.5
13
. The noise level is contributed substantially Ьу the source resistance and not the
transistor.
However, if the source геsistалсеis increased to 10,000

, collector current is 1
1.79 рА/

тА,

and

а ~

n

is 100, the base current shot noise will provide

VНz
х

10,000

= 17.9

n

рА/

VНZ
ог the equivalent noise resistance of (17.9), = 19.5 k

n
n

· Therefore, the total input-referred resistance is 10,000
19,500

n

+13
· From this example, we

сап

n
n

see that the base-current shot noise into the 10-k

source resistance generates most of the noise voltage. One solution is to select а
transistor with а higher ~ (> 100) such as а ~ = 300 to 800.
However, а better alternative to designing а low-noise preamplifier with а medium
to high signal source resistance (e.g., а parallel-tank circuit) is to use а low-noise
JFET such as the 2SK152, J110, ог LSKI70 . These JFETs have an equivalent
input-noise voltage density of about 1.0 nV/

VНZ
with negligibIe gate current.
In the preceding example, the transistor was deemed to Ье perfect in the sense
that there was по internal base series resistor Rbb (see Figure 22-1С). However,
commercially made transistors include an internal base series resistor as а result of
the process of making transistors. In general, typical base series resistors сап Ье in
the range of several hundred ohms to а thousand ог тоге ohms. Certain low-noise,
switching, ог power transistors have Rbb < 50

n

· For low-noise applications, the commonly availabIe PNP transistor 2N4403 has an
Rbb in the 40-V range according to low-noise-amplifier expert John Curl. Note that
PNP transistor 2N4403 has а little less noise than NPN versions 2N4400 and
2N4401.
Another very low-noise bipolar transistor is the Toshiba 2SA1316, rated at 0.60 nV/

VНZ
, which has an equivalent input noise resistance of 22

, including the Rbb and the shot-noise components. The specification sheet states
that the Rbb is about 2
for the 2SA1316. Some of the earl ier "Iow-noise transistors," such as NPN
transistor 2N5089, have ап Rbb in the агеа of about 1/000
, whereas its PNP counterpart, the 2N5087, does much better with
range of 200 to 300

ап

Rbb in the

. Other соттоп low-noise NPN transistors, such as the PN2222 and PN2222A, have
specified characteristics with сотрагаЫе Rbb values «50
) to the 2N2N4401. And the data sheet for the PN2907A, its PNP transistor
counterpart, has а similar noise performance as the 2N4403. However, the noise
performance of transistors тау уагу from the specification sheet depending оп the
manufacturer, so transistors such as the PN2222, PN2222A, and PN2907А should
Ье tested and veгifiedfoг noise performance, accoгding to John Curl.

The PN2222(A) and PN2907А !have their pin-outs reversed f:rom 2N part-number
transistoгs such as the 2NЗ904. Ве caгeful to verify the pin-outs for the transistors
starting out with PNxxxx.
Typical general-pu:гpose transistors such as the 2NЗ904 ог 2N412б NPN transistors
have Rbb values оп the order of тоге than 500
, and most likely Rbb

~

1,000

. Their complementary PNP transistors, 2N3906 and
with Rbb ~ 100 to 150

2N412б,

fared much better,

ог

so . In general, the dominant noise source for а bipolar transistor results from
the series base resistor. For example, the equivalent input noise resistor peгtaining
to collector current shot noise at 1 тА is 13
, whereas the typical base series resistor, Rbb is typically greater, such as at least
50

Paralleling Transistors for Lower Noise
Ап

alternative to lowering the noise effects of the seгies base resistor Rbb is to
parallel tгansistoгs. 1 learned this paгalleling tгansistor technique from John Cuгl
and from his design of the JC-1 moving-coil рге-ргеатр. Generally, if the
tгansistors аге оп the same package ог die, paraHeling them is not а ргоЫет. For
discrete tгansistors to Ье paralleled, some combination of matching for the same
VBE tuгп-оп voltage between each tгansistor andjor using emitter resistors to help
stаЬШzе the Ьiаsiпg must Ье сhоsеп. Otheгwise, there will Ье ап imbalance of
collector сuггепts, and опе transistor сап hog most of the desired collector сuггепt,
leaving the otheг tгansistoгs at veгy low collectoг cuггents. For ап example ciгcu it
that shows рагаllеliпg tгапsistогs foг lоw-поisе аррliсаtiопs, go to
www.gооglе.соmjраtепts апd type in 4035737, which is U.S. Patent по. 4,035,737,
inventor John Cuгl, fi led оп Maгch 5, 1976. Also see Figuгe 22-6, а ргеатр ciгcuit
from U.S. Раtепt по. 4,035,737.
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low noise amplifier for amplifying а signal from а
moving coj[ рЬопо cartridge which ccmprises а plurality оС pairs cf compBmentary first and second transistors in push-pull and еасЬ раш 10 parallel, with а resistaoce of relatively low-value in the emitter circuit of
еасЬ trалsistоr and а1l cot1ectors солпесtеd toan output terminal.

2 CJailRs, 1 Drawing

Figur~

..го

21

25

FIGURE 22-6 А low-noise preamplifier with paralleled transistors.
Foг audio situ!ations, paгa l leli n g tгa n s istoгs foг low-noise appl ications works very
wel l. The "side effect" is i n cгeasi ng capacitance across the collector, base, and
emitteг teгm i nals, but foг audio, this is geneгally fine. The pa гallel ed tгa nsi stoгs also
сап Ье coupled at thei г collecto гs t o а common-base amplifier to form а cascode

circuit. In this way, the Milleг effect is minilmized, and for RF applications,the input
capacitances of the paralleled tгansistoгs сап Ье tuned ог гesonated with ап
inductoг.

JFETs also сап lower noise as well. For example, in а 1973
Атрех 6С-230 studio coloг television сатега, thгee JFETs weгe paгalle l ed for the
сатега tube preamplifier. The dгаiпs of the three FEТs then were соппесtеd to the
emitter of а grounded base amplifier to form а cascode preamplifier. Figure 22-7
shows а simplified circuit diagram of n bipolar transistors connected in parallel. The
transistors аге all matched in terms of VBE turn-on voltage.
Note that

paгalleling

Icq

Icq!n

Icq

VnRbbl
м

2

Vn (Rbbln)
VnRbb2

=

Rbb2

RbbIn

м

2

2

То АС

VnRbbn

ground

Rbbn
2

То АС

ground

FIGURE 22-7 Multiple transistors paralleled with series base resistors to effectively
reduce base resistance.
Figure 22-7 shows n transistors connected in paгallel. For this analysis, the series
base гesistors Rbbl, Rbb2, ... Rbbn all have the same resistance value. Thus Rbbl =
Rbb2 ... = Rbbn.
For а tota l ОС collector current of I CQ where I cq is the sum of the quiescent collector
currents for аН the transistoгs Q1 to Qn, each transistoг is opeгating at а ОС
collector current of Icq/n because there аге n tгапsistогs, апd the collector currents
аге evenly divided. Therefore, the transconductance of each transistor is gm/ п,
where gm is the tranconductance of а transistor operating at а collector сuггепt of
I cq •

Also, for the analysis, the small signal input resistance of each transistor is J3/(gml n
) = n J3/gm » Rbbl. For example, if J3 = 100 and n = 2 with [с, = 1 тА, then n
J3/gm = 200/0.0384 mho = 5,200

n
n

. Typically, Rbb < 500

, so the noise voltage formed Ьу Rbb with Rbb in series is applied to the base
emitter junction of the transistor with negligibIe loss. That iS, the input resistance at
the base of the transistor is typically much larger than Rbb.
The total noise from the n transistors thus is
lout_no ise = ~:' Y 4kTB(RbbJ) + ~:" Y4kTБCRbb2) + .

. + ';," Y4kTБCRbbn)

(22-10)

[ощ_по'"
gl11

= Y4 kT ВC Rbbl ) + Y 4kT8( Rbb2)+ . . . + Y4kTB(Rbbl1)

"

(22-11 )

Because the noise voltages

Y4kTБCRbbl)

+

Y4kTБCRbb2) +.

. . + Y4kTB(Rbbl1)

from each series base resistor аге independent random noise sources, squaring the
sum of the noise voltages is just the sum of the squares of each noise voltage. That
is, the independent sources аге orthogona/ such that each noise source сап only
multiply with itself to provide а finite number; other noise terms that multiply опе
noise source with а different independent noise source will amount to zero. And the
square of

V4kTB(Rbbl ) = 4kTECRbbl)
Therefore,

[

[ОЩ_"О''']' = 4kTB(Rbbl) + 4kTECRbb2) + . .. + 4kTB( Rbbn)

(22-12)

& п,

"

Let Rbb = Rbbl = Rbb2 = ... Rbbn because these
values. And since there аге n series resistors,
4kTECRbbJ ) + 4kTECRbb2)
Thus

+ ... 4kTECRbbl1)

аге

all the same resistance

= n4kTECRbb)

(22-13)
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[Iout_nois ]2= [&1,;,]2 n4k B(Rbb = [gm]2+, ~ n4k

В

Rbb) = [grn]2~ 4k
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(22- 5)
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Note that gm = I сq /О.О2б volt, where I cq is the summed ОС collector currents of all n
transistors.
Therefore, paralleling n transistors with each transistor having а series base resistor
is equivalle nt to а single transistor with the seгies base гesistor's resistance divided
Ьу п.

Equation (22-19) thus гepгesents the outPiu t noise curгent of а tгansistoг that has а
thermal noise voltage related to а series base resistor Rbb/ п. See the right-hand
side ciгcuit of Figure 22-6. Therefoгe, the (series base гesistoг) noise voltage
contributed Ьу paralleling n tгansistoгs гesults in the noise of а single tгansistoг
multiplied Ьу а factor of 1/
. For example, regarding noise from Rbb, paralleling four
results in 1/
, the noise of

а

single transistor,

ог

one-half the noise of

а

transistoгs ог

n

single transistor.

Note that the collector shot-noise current does not change when the transistors
paralleled, and it is still =

•

=4

аге

Differential-Pair Amplifier Noise
А diffегепtiаl-раiг

amplifier with

по

series e:mitter resistors gives about 3 dB (1.41

=

2
) тоге поisе than а grounded emitter amplifier. The diffегепtiаl-раiг amplifier
compared with а grounded emitter amplifier has 1.41 тоге input referred noise
voltage from the collector-to-emitter shot-noise curгent geneгatoгs. If опе factorsin
the series base resistors, in а differential-pair amplifier there is twice the series
base resistance, which comes from а series base resistoг from each of the two
transistors. As а result of the two series base resistors in the differential-pair
amplifier, the thermal поisе generated Ьу them yields 1.41 times the noise vol~tage
from а single series base resistor of а grounded emitteг amplifier. Recall that the
thermal поisе voltage has а square-root fuпсtiоп of геsistапсе (see Figures 22-8,
22-9, and 22-10).

R'bb

О1 м

In1

IEE

-УЕЕ

FIGURE 22-8 А differential-pair amplifier with collector-to-emitter shot-noise
generators апd series base resistoгs.

FIGURE 22-9 Collector-to-em itter shot-noise generators геdгаwп as
сuггепt-sоuгсе gепегаtогs at the emitteгs апd collectoгs of Ql апd Q2.

Q1 м

м

In1

2

Q2
2

-ln2
IEE

-VEE

FIGUR.E 22-10 Collector-to-emitter shоt-поisе generators shown as орроsiпg
current sources at the emitters of Ql and Q2.
Figure 22-8 shows а differential-pair amplifierwith Ql and Q2transistors that have
series base resistors Rbbl and Rbb2 аlопg with collector-to-emitter shot-noise
generators In 1 and In2. For the noise analysis, the base-current shot-noise
componentswill Ье considered "small " The signal source across the bases of Ql
and Q2 has suffiсiелtlу low source resistance that the Ьаsе-сuпепt shot-noise
generatoгs аге insignificant in the noise peгfoгmance of the differential-paiг
amplifier.
Since Ql апd Q2 аге matched transistors, the total series base resistance is just 2
х Rbbl ог 2 хRЬЫ, twicethe seгies base гesistance, thereby iпсгеаsiпg the
theгmal noise voltag,e Ьу а single seгies base гesistoг Rbb, wheгe Rbb = Rbbl =
RЬЬЫ. Thus
Ь)

2-2

Thus, foг noise owing to seгies base геsistапсе, the diffeгential-pair amplifier has
twice the noise resistance of а single-ended gгounded emitter amplifier.

Also seen in Figure 22-8 is the emitter ОС current source IEE, that evenly divides
the emitter currents for Q1 and Q2 when both bases аге tied to the same voltage,
such as а ground (О V). For that matter, апу current source connected to the
emitters of Ql and Q2 will have its current evenly spl it to half the current flowing
out of the collector of Q1 and the other half flowing out of Q2, for а current gain of
the transistors of ~> > 10. Recall that for large ~ (> > 10), the collector current is
equal to the emitter current.
Iп Figure 22-8, the collector-to-base shоt-поisе gепегаtогs Iп 1 апd In2 аге
"flоаtiпg" iп а sепsе that uпlikе the gгоuпdеd emitter amplifier, where the
collector-to-emitter поisе сuггепt source is gгоuпdеd at опе епd, the noise sources
аге not grounded in the differential-pair amplifier. For each transistor Ql and Q2,
there is а noise сuггепt source summing with the collector and the same noise
current souгce flowing into the emitter of the respectivetransistor 'п ап opposite
direction (see Figure 22-9). For ап апаlуs i s of the collector sh:at-noise current
generators, the series base resistors have Ьееп omitted iп Figures 22-9 and 22-10.
Thus Figuгe 22-9 shows each "floating" noise source as а combination of two
current noise sources, опе flowing noise current with the collector and another
current noise source flowing in the opposite diгесtiоп iпtо the emitters. These two
current sources аге correlated, which means that they аге not iпdерепdепt of each
other, and their noise voltages add like other voltages. For example, The In1 noise
current source at the collector will Ье paгtially canceled out Ьу the In1 noise current
source flowing into the em,itter because the In 1 noise current source flowing into
the emitter is flowing in the opposite direction as the noise current source In1 at
the collector. However, In1 and In2 аге still independent of each other and add Ьу
the sum of the squares and then taking the square root (see Figure 22-10).
Figure 22-10 thus shows noise current sources flowing into the emitters of Ql and
Q2 as -Inl and -In2. The differential-pair amplifier is configured to evenly split
both the emitter noise current sources (-In 1 and -In2) in half going to the
collectors of Ql and Q2. ТО analyze shot-noise components and refer them back to
the input of the diffегепtiаl-раiг amplifier as ап equivalent input noise voltage, see
Figure 22-10.
Therefore, the total noise current at the collector of Q1 is

-.!.2 [ In

: In2]' = 2.2 [In - j n2] = 1 J юс 101.

t"

LOL

1

I_Ч l

2-21

and the total noise current at the collector of Q2 is

In2

- : [1 1

In2JI - ~ [In2 - In ] ......

Because the shot-noise currents In1 and In2

( 1, }ШI_ по).

1 ' )101

аге

n oi .. to'.1

2

(22-22

independent sources,

= ·( 21]2 [In 1]2 + [-In2]Z = ~
,([In ]2 + [In2],,2
ч
i

. 1<}(; 1 ,nl_ 1

J

22-2 )

and,

. юra l col-,U)~2 = 1.!.1
( 1Sl10L 110Ise
2 2(lln 212 +

[Inl]2 =

1-lпJI ')
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[,. = quiescent collector current of Ql = quiescent collector current of Q2.
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То find the equivalent input noise owing to shot-noise current generators from Ql
and Q2, we have

V . d·ff
.
n d·
= equival ent input noise oV\7 ing to
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collector--to-emitter shot-noise gепегаtогs Inl and In 2
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However, g m_diff_p'''_'_O.t = ('/,)g m_Q l because the transconductance of а
differential-pair amplifier is reduced Ьу half as а result of the output signal being
taken at one collector output.
~

-

Note

[f the output signal is taken differentially from the collector of Ql and the collector
of Q2, then gm_difffli'_'_O.t = gm_Ql .
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Equ.ation (22-36) гelates to ап equivalent input noise гesistance of 1/g m_Q11 which is
twice the input noi5e гe5istance of а 5iпglе-епdеd gгound em!itter amplifier whose
equivalent input noise resistance is 1/2gm, as shown in Equation (22-9). Thus, for
the same collector сuггелt, а differential-pair amplifier has twice the equivalent
noise resistance at the input than а single-ended grounded emitte:r amplifier
peгtaining to shot-noise currents acгoss the collector to the emitter. This twice
noise гesistance thus гelates to ап equivalent input noise voltage of 1.41 ог =

of the equivalent input noise voltage of the grounded emitter amplifier in terms of
shot noise.
!п practice, since there is also ап extra series base resistor in the differential-pair
amplifier, the equivalent input noise in а differential amplifier is increased Ьу 1.41
owing to both shot noise and series base resistors over а single-ended grounded
emitter amplifier.
Before we leave the noise analysis for а differential-pair amplifier, what if we take
the output differentially from the collectors of Q1 and Q2 in Figure 22-10? Would
the equivalent input noise due to the shot noise currents !п1 and !п2 for а
differential output Ье different from а single ended output? The answer is по, the
equivalent input noise is still the same for both cases. That is, the noise currents
taken differentially at the outputs will Ье

lh [InJ - In 2] - l/z[l_ n 2 - In l] = 1slю!_ 110ISC
. (о !а l 0013V - lSI1O(_ 11018(:
. IOtal colJU
ОГ

1SIIOI_ tloisc lota l col_Ql - 181101_ IlOi8C IOlal col_Q2 = Inl - In 2
Thus the noise current is increased Ь у а factor of 2 when taken differentially as
opposed to being taken from а single-ended output. The reason why the output
noise current is increased Ьу 2 and not Ьу =

v2

is because the collector noise currents from Q1 and Q2 аге correlated but out of
phase. Also see equations (22-21) and (22-22) for the shot noise from the collector
of Q1 and Q2, single ended output.
However, the transconductance also increases Ьу а factor of 2 in а differential-pair
amplifier when the two output currents from Q1 and Q2 аге taken differentially as
opposed to ап output current taken in а single-ended mаппег (e.g ., collector
current from either Q1 ог Q2). Note that the equivalent input noise voltage is the
ratio of the output noise current to the transconductance of the differential-pair
amplifier. 50, therefore, although the noise increases Ьу а factor of 2 (in differential
mode), so does the transconductance (in differential mode), which results in по
change in equivalent input noise between the differential mode output and the
single ended output.
Typically, the main contribution to noise in а differential-pair amplifier is the series
base re sistor for Q1 and Q2. Therefore, to lower noise in а differential-pair
amplifier, опе сап use the technique of paralleling transistors. For example, Ql and
Q2 would consist of multiple paralleled, matched transistors.

Cascode Amplifier Noise
!п а

cascode amplifier, most of the noise is contributed Ьу the common-emitter
stage ог bottom transistor (Q1). The top transistor ог common-base transistor

amplifier (Q2) contributes negligibIe amounts of noise. Figure 22-11 shows the
noise sources for а cascode amplifier.
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FIGURE 22-11 Cascode amplifier with thermal and shot-noise sources.
Figure 22-11 shows series base resistors Rbbl and Rbb2 for the common-emitter
amplifier Q1 and common-base amplifier Q2. Because the emitter of Q2 is loading
into а cuгrent source Q1 with veгy high output resistance, the series base resistor
of Q2 does generate а noise signal at the collector of Q2. When there is а noise
voltage at the base of Q2, the emitter of Q2 is loaded to ground Ьу the output
resistance of Q1 го !, which does not contribute noise. Thus го! is ап emitter resistor
to ground for Q2, and го ! is а local feedback resistor that lowers the
transconductance in terms of Q2 for voltage at the base of Q2 and output current
at the base of Q2. Typically, го! > 10 k

The transconductance from the viewpoint of
is

,

g n1_Q2 =

а

noise voltage at the base of Q2 then

gl1l_Q2;:::::::::
1 + gl1l_QZ("Ql)

ГО!

~ о

Therefore, noise voltages at the base of Q2 do not арреаг at the output of Q2's
collector terminal. If there аге appreciabIe capacitances from the emitter of Q2 to
ground, then there will Ье а noise contribution from the noise voltage at the base
of Q2. But generally at lower frequencies, this is not the case.
In terms of shot-noise contгibution from the collectoг to the emitteг of Q2, the
shot-noise cuгrent generator In2 cancels out at the output of Q2's collectoг. That is,
at Q2's collectoг, there is In2, but at Q2's emitteг, there is -In2. Since the emitteг

current is the same as the collector current for а large current gain (3(»1) of Q2,
the -In2 noise-current source appears at the collector of Q2 and sums with the In2
noise source to cancel noise related to Q2.
Therefore, most of the noise in а cascode amplifier comes from the noise sources
of the bottom transistor Ql . The series base resistor noise and the shot noise from
the col lector to the emitter of Ql арреаг at the output of Q2 because the collector
current of Ql equals the col lector current of Q2 for the current gain rз > > 1 of Q2.
Intuitively, it makes sense that the main noise contributions in а cascode amplifier
соте from the bottom transistor because it is the collector current of Ql that
"controls" the colllector current of Q2.

Ор Amps
In terms of selecting for low-noise to ultralaw-noise ор amps, see ТаЫе 22-2.
TABLE 22-2 Equivalent Input Noise Densities far Low Noise Ор Amps

Selecting

Noise Density in ~

Туре

ТLО72/ТLО82

18

Dual JFET

RC4558

8

Dual bipolar

RС413б

8

Quad bipolar

NE5532

5

Dual bipolar

RС45БО

-3

Dual

Ы polar

LМ45б2

2.7

DuaL

Ы poLar

LTll15

0.9

Si ngle bipolar

АО797

0.9

SingLe bipoLar

Device

Hz

22-3 illustrates the noise performance of some general-purpose ар amps.
TABLE 22-3 Equivalent Noise Densities far General Puгpose Ор Amps
ТаЫе

Noise Density in ~
Hz

Devi ce

Тур е

LM741

45

SingLe bipolar

LM1458

45

Dual bipolar

ТLОб2

42

DuaL JFET

LM358

40

Dual bipolar

LM324

35

Quad bipoLar

TLC272

30

Dual JFET

То

maintain noise performance with ор amps, the selection of feedback resistor
values is important. High-value гesistors generally degгade noise регfогтапсе (see
Figure 22-12).

R11
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v
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1
з

1А

+V

FIGURE 22-12

А

noninverting amplifier.
Geneгally, а гule of thumb is to have the parallel combination of Rl and RF
RF)j(Rl + RF) maintain the low noise capability of the ор атр Ьу having
RJ
Rl

< .
RF

where

У

qui

nV/

and У is the scalar foг nanovolts рег squaгe root of hertz. Then
Equ,ivalent noise гesistance = (у2)бl

= (Rl

х

(22- 7)

For example, if the gain is greater than 10 and RF > > R1, then (R1 х RF)/(R1 +
RF) ~ R1, and if an AD797 ар атр is chosen, then the equivalent noise resistance
is (0.92)61

= 49
, which means that R1 < 24.5
the gain is known" the value of RF сап 'Ье deteгmined. Foг example, foг а
noninverting gain of 100, RF = 99(R1), where the gain = (R1 + RF)/R1.
Under the same conditions of gain > 10, if ап RC4558 is selected, then the
equivalent noise resistance is (82)61

.

Опсе

= 3,900
, which means that R1 < 1,850
. Аgаiп, the value of RF сап Ье dеtегmiпеd when the gain

= (R1

+ RF)/R1 is

kпоwп.
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Chapter 23
Learning Ьу Doing
In the last 10 chapters, Chapters 13 through 22, quite а lot of math was involved in
explaining how signals and circuits work. However, for this last chapter, 1 wil l return
to атоге "hапds-оп" approach with experimentation with simple circuits. Before
these elementary circuits areexplored, 1 will revisit two previous circuits, the
one-transistor superheterodyne radio and the software-defined radio (SDR)
fгопt-епd circuit.
Therefore, the objectives of this chapter аге
1. То show ап updated improvement to the one-transistor radio
2. То comment оп the 40-mеtег-Ьалd SDR front-end cicuit
З. То experiment with mixers and using Spectran, а free spectrum analyzer
software program for the personal computer (РС)
4. То run experiments оп ор amps and current sources
5. То observe how ап LC circuit works
б. То learn the Thevenin equivalent circuit
7. То analyze а bridg,e circuit
8. То give ту thoughts оп electronics, writing this book, and learning
The test equipment required in this chapter includes two signal generators with
adjustabIe amplitude. The frequency range of опе of the gепегаtогs should provide
up to а 1-МНz sine-wave signal. Also, а dual-trace oscil loscope of 10-МНz
bandwidth ог тоге is required. А four-trace scope is preferred.

оп the Опе-Transistor' Superheterodyne Rad io
The first version of the опе-tгапsistог superheterodyne radio had а few drawbacks;
most notabIy, it had insufficient volume (Figure 23-1). The огigiпаl one-transistor
schematic diagгam is shown as Figure 23-1.
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FIGURE 23-1 Oгigina:1 one-tгa:nsistor гa:dio design.
In Figuгe 23-1, the audio signal fгom the audio dгiveг tгansfoгmeг Т4 is faiгly small .
The emitteг гesistoгRl гedl uces the tгansconductance of Q1, theгeby гeducing the
audio ga:in. When С4 was increased to а: larger capacitance, such as 1,000 ~F, to
incгease the audio gain Ьу using the tapped winding of Т1 to ground the emitter,
squegging resulted. Squegging is а condition where ап oscillatoг's signal turns оп
an,d off at а low fгequency гate and is caused Ьу the laгge соuрliпg capa:citoгsin
the sigпаl path.
Опе possibIe solution is to гeplace R1 with ап inductoг with а value of 470 ~H to
1,000 I-IH; at audio frequencies, the impedance of the inductoг is the diгect-cuгrent
(ОС) соil гesistance, and at tlhe oscillatoг fгequency, the impedan,ce of the inductoг
is high. The resistance of these inductoгs typically will run about = to 10
, and t herefore, опе has to measure the resistance of the inductor first before
replacing R1. The ОС bias line to the base of Q1 via С8 willhave to Ье гemoved
because it now requires а variabIe bias voltage to set а new bias voltage to the
base of Ql such that the emitteг voltage divided Ьу the (470-~H) coil гesistance is
about 10 to 20 тА.

In Figuгe 23-2, the collectoг cuггent of Q1 is set Ьу VR2. The coil гesistance of LЗ is
measured, and VR2 is varied until the emitter voltage across the coil resistance
results in ап emitter current of about 15 тА.
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FIGURE 23-2 One-tгansistor гadio with а "possibIe" modification foг higher audio
volume.
Alternatively, see Figure 2З- 3, а modified schematic with changes in the oscillator
сопfiguгаtiоп апd the IF filter, Т2, Тб, and ТЗ.
In Figure 23-3 the emitter resistor R1 is reduced dramatically from the previous
design from 180
to 5.1
. This гeduction allows for higher audio gain to provide а sufficient loudness from
speaker. Although Т5 has а primary impedance of 1,000
and 8
foг

the

secondaгy,

it was found that

гeplacing Т5

with
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FIGURE 23-3 One-tгansistor supeгheteгodyne гadio version 2.0.
The adjustment for VR2, the bias contгol, requiгes some саге. After the initial
adjustm,ent of VR2, the tгansistor waгms up. As the transistor warms up, the
collector current changes. This collector-current change then causes the oscillator's
frequency to shift somewhat. Therefore, VR2 тау need readjustment. VR2 is set to
provide 0.070 volt ОС at the emitter of Ql. Then, with ап oscilloscope, measure the
oscillator signal at the base of Ql for 200-mV peak-to-peak amplitude Ьу adjusting
VR3 .

Please note that the oscillator circuit in Figure 23-3 is different from the circuits
shown in Figures 23-1 and 23-2. Therefore, noticethat pins 4 and б аге reversedin
oscillator coil Т1 (42IF110). See the notes in Figure 23-3.

Comments

оп

SDR 40-Meter Front-End Circuit

In Chapter 12, the fгont-end ciгcuit from Figuгe 12-11В proved satisfactoryfor
receiving amateuг гadio signals оп the 40-meter band. The figu 're is shown again in
Fi guгe 23-4.
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FIGURE 23-4 А 40-meter band front-end circuit.
This front-end circuit supplied the 1 and Q low-frequency IF signals to а 192-kНz
sampling-rate sound card and then was compared aga in st а Yaesu FT-707
high-fгequency (HF) band rece iver. The FT-707 was better overall, but this
front-end circuit managed to pull in some weak stations fine with а 25-foot-long
wire antenna. If 1 had to redesign the circuit, 1 would make опе smal l change. 1
wou ld replace the bipolar transistor Q1, ап MPSH10, with а low-noise junction field
effect transistor (JFET), such as а 2SK152 о.г а J110, to reduce noise furtheг, but
the input biasing circuits consisting of Rl, R2, R7, and R4 wou ld have to Ье
changed. Ву using а JFEТ, input bias noise cuгrent is not а ргоЫет compaгed with
а bipolar transistor. Thus the radio-frequency (RF) tra ln sformer Т1 сап Ье
configured to provide а higher signal level from the high-side tap (instead of signal
from the low-side tap) to the gate of the JFEТ. Otheг ways to гeduce noise would
involve replacing the ор amps with ultralow-noise types «1 nVj

) ог replacing Q1 and Q2 with а voltage-gain stage. However, these changes тау
not Ье worth the troubIe because it is always easier to use а betteг antenna, which
would overcome the noise caused Ьу the front-end circuit. Опе of ту amateur
radio friends told т, е that when а good 40-meter алtеппа is connected to the
гeceiveг, the atmospheгi c (electгical) noise dominates oveг апу noise caused Ьу the
front-end ciгcu its, ог alteгnatively, he гecommends а digital signal pгocessing (DSP)
audio filter from АМ - СОМ, Inc., that reduces hiss Ьу at least з - to 10-fold
voltage-wise (10 dB to 20 dB).

Experimenting with Mixers and Using the Spectran
Spectrum Analyzer Program
Ап

audio spectrum analyzer used' to cost $5,000 twenty ог thirty years ago.
However, today опе сап obtain ап audio spectrum analyzer with, а computer and а
fгee progгam, Spectran. The minimum sampling гate foг most sound cards today is
at least 48,000 samples рег second, which allows processing aud io signals up to
about 24 kHz.
А doubIy balanced mixer is а mixer that ideally provides only the product of the two
input signals, without the passage of eitheг ог both input signals to the output of
the mixeг. We сап use Spectran to obseгve the performance of а doubIy balanced
mixeг, as shown in Figuгe 23-5.
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А

doubIy balanced mixer for spectrum analysis.

74НС4053

may

Ье

То

ensure that the input signal is not leaked through into the output, the
commutating switcher Ul is provided with а square-wave switching signal (50
percent duty cycle) via binary divider U3. And to ensure that the square-wave
switching signal is not leaked through to the output, the DC bias points аге identical
at both inputs of the analog switch U1А апd there is also equal amplitude but
opposite phases of the input signal provided to the inputs of U1A. Phase-splitter
circuit Q1 provides nearly equal amplitude and opposite phases when R3 and R4
аге identical in value (e.g., 1 percent ог better tolerance resistors) and when the ~
of Q1 is high (> 100). In pгactice, R4 is typically 1 peгcent larger in valuethan RЗ,
ог RЗ is 1 percent smaller in value thanR4. For R4 = 475
, the

pгeferired гesistance

, whereas

RЗ

value is about 480

= 475

The supply voltage is at 4.5 volts to б volts DC to avoid oveгvoltage оп the logic
chips and analog switch. With the components R11 and СВ selected, the output of
pin 9 of U3 (74НС74) is а square wave of = kHz. The input terminal provides а
4-kНz sine-wave signal of about 0.5 volt peak to peak. Couple the output of the
mixer circuit via R10 to the left ог right channel of the computer's sound card line
input. If а microphone input is used, а lower-amplitude signal from the mixer сап
Ье tаkел from the microphone 'еуе' output teгminal, where R13 and R14 аге
connected.
Download the Spectran program from the Web via
http://digilander.libero.it/i2phd/spectran.html. The version 2 spectrum analyzer file
is about 600 kB, and theгe is а 252-kВ PDF operating manual that also сап Ье
downloaded. See Figure 23-6 for а sam!ple Spectran display. Click оп "5how
Controls" to select the sampling frequency and resolution, as shown in Figure 23-7.

FIGURE 23-6

А

sample Spectran display.
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FIGURE 23-7 Selection of sampling fгequency and Ibin width.
The sampl ing rate of 48 kHz is checkedbecause this sampling rate should Ье
available to all sоuпd caгds using the Window ХР operating system. А resolution of
23 Hz is chosen such that а span from О Hz to almost 15 kHz is availabIe without
having to use the fгequency-offset slider contгo l ~ and - t . А fineг resolution such
as 12 Hz сап Ье chosen, but the span will Ье cut in half to about 7.5 kHz of
bandwidth, and the frequency-offset slider control must Ье used. See Figure 23-8.
Figure 23 -8 shows the frequency -offset slider contro l displaying а span of
fгequencies (гот about 5,800 Hz to about 13,100 Hz.
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FIGURE 23-8 Using the frequency-offset slideг contгol оп а fineг resolution mode.
With а 4-kНz sine-wave signal of about 0.5 volt peak to peak (0.25 volt peak) at
the input, the spectrum of the doubIy balanced mixer typically should have а
spectrum displayed as shown in Figure 23-9. Figure 23-9 shows that the switching
signal at about 5.2 kHz and the input signal at 4 kHz аге suppгessed Ьу at least 40
dB ог to 1 percent of the output signals whose frequencies аге at 1.2 kHz (e.g., ап
IF signal ог difference-fгequency signa,l) and at 9.2 kHz, the summed fгequency
signal.
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FIGURE 23-9 Output spectrum far а 4-kНz input signal.
Also observe that there is mixing action around 15 kHz Ьу using the
fгequency-offset sl ider control (Figure 23-10). Figuгe 23-10 shows harmonic mixing
at around 15.6 kHz, the third harmonic of the 5.2-kНz switching signal. The
d iffeгence frequency is 15.6 kHz - 4 kHz = 11.6 kHz, and the sum-fгequency
component is at 15.6 kHz 14kHz = 19.6 kHz.
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FIGURE 23-10 Harmonic mixinQi at around 15.6 kHz.
Spectran is also great for analyzing the Fourier tгапsfогm of pulse waveforms. For
example, in Chapter 15, а pulse of 25 регсепt duty cycle produced fгеquепсiеs at
the fuпdаmепtаl frequency plus all multiples of harmonics except every fourth
harmonic (e.Qi., fourth, eighth, etc.). Figure 23-11 pгovides а spectrum of а 25
peгcent duty-cycle pul5e for а 1-kНz 5ignal with а 250-tJ5 pul:se, а 1,000-~5 peгiod,
and 0.380 volt peak-to-peak amplitud:e (into the Нпе input of а sound card).
In Figure 23-11, the spectrum of а 1-kНz 25 регсепt duty-cycle pulse 5ignal 5hows
frequency components at all frequencies with еуегу fouгth harmonic nulled. Thus
signal5 at 4 kHz, 8 kHz, and 12 kHz and 50 оп аге гeduced substantially in
amplitude., The 1-kНz 25 percent duty-cycle pulse waveform was provided iby а
function generator with а duty-cycle adjustment. Alternatively, опе сап use а
counteг and logic gates to provide the 25 peгcent duty-cycle waveform, as shown
in Chapter 12 with the 40-meter-band SDR front-end circuit.
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FIGURE 23-11 Spectrum analysis via Spectran of а 25 percent duty-cycle
pulse-train waveform.
Now we will turn to а basic one-transistor mixer, as shown in Figure 23-12. The
figure looks тоге like а common-emitter ог grounded-emitter amplifier, which is for
small signals at the base of less than 10 mV peak to peak. However, when а large
sinusoidal signal of тоге than 200 mV peak to peak is combined with а small signal
of а different frequency, а mixing ог multiplying effect occuгs.
Look at Figuгe 23-12. At the base of Q1, resistors Rl and RЗ attenuate the input
signal Vin1 Ьу 100-fold, and resistors R2 and RЗ attenuate the input signal Vin2 Ьу
11-fold. With а sine-wave generator at 11 kHz with 4 volts peak of amplitude
connected to input termina l Vin2 of the mixer, connect а 1-volt peak-to-peak
sine-wave signal at 6.5 kHz into input teгminal Vin1. Now connect the output of the
mixer via R8 ог R9/ R10 to the sound card of the computer with the Spectгan
pгogram running . Obseгve that there is а difference-frequency signal of 4.5 kHz (ап
IF signal) and that its amplitude is almost the same as the 6.5-kНz signal at the
output of the mixer. This "equality" in amplitude level confirms that when а
large -amplitude sinusoidal signal of а first frequency is combined with а
small-amplitude signal of а second frequency, the output of the mixer provides that
intermodulation distortion signal, which is the IF signal at about the same
amplitude as the amplified small-amplitude signal of the second frequency. And this

"equality" in amplitude level confirms that the conversion transconductance of
bipolar mixer is just the same as the small-signal transconductance when
large-amplitude signal is involved (see Figure 23-13) .
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one-transistor mixer that is typically used in radios.
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FIGURE 23-13 Spectrum of the one-transistor mixer via Spectran.

Loweгing

the large-am plitude 11 kHz signal will loweг the conversion
tгansconductance and thus loweг the intermodulation distortion signal at 4.5 kHz.
In Fig 'uгe 23-13, note at the output of the mixeг that the IF signal at about 4.5 kHz
has roughly the same amplitude as the input signal at 6.5 kHz. This confiгms that а
large oscillator voltage of greater than 200 mV peak to peak into the base emitter
junction of а mixer transistor provides а conveгsion gain roughly equal to the
small-signal gаiп.
With the 11-kНz signal гemoved and disconnected from the input terminal V_in2,
опе сап confiгm that second-haгmonic distortion is about 1 peгcent рег 1-mV peak
sine wave. Therefore, а 1peak-to-peak 6.5-kНz sine-wave signal at V_in1 provides about 10 mV peak to
peak ог = mV peak sine wave into the base of Q1. Thus the second-harmonic
distortion signal at 13-kНz should Ье about = percent (-26 dB) of the
fundamental-frequency signal at 6.5 kHz .. Spectгan should confiгm that the second
haгmonic is then about 26 dB dоwп from the fundamental-fгequency signal (see
Figure 23-14)..
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FIGURE 23-14 Spectгum of second-haгmonic distortion via Spectгan.
As seen in Figuгe 23-14, with the fundamental-fгequency 6.5-kНz signal at -31.0
dB, the second - haгmonic $ignal at 13 kHz i$ at -58.6 dB, which i$ about 27.6 dB
loweг than the fundamental -fгequency signal. The calculated second haгmonic is
about 26 dB, $0 theoгy and pгactice match up well. Also note that the саЫе length
of the aud io саЫе to the sound caгd shou ld Ье 3 feet ог less if possibIe. The
pгeceding measuгement was done with а 15-foot-long саЫе, whose capacitance
$lightly roills off the frequency respon$e at about 13 kHz.
Anotheг expeгiment опе сап tгy is to connect а seгies 200vaгiabIe гesistoг

of Ql .
4,700

Ву

to СЗ such that the local feedback сап Ье contгolled at the emitteг
noting the emitteг voltage VEl and dividing it Ьу the emitteг resistoг R6 =

, the collector current is known. Then find the transconductance I cQ/O.026 volt, and
set th:e series variabIe re$istor to (У2) Х 0.026 volt/Icq to observe whether the
third-harmon ic distortion is nulled ог minimized.

Опе сап

test harmonic and intermodulation distortion of audio devices (e.g.,
high-fidelity receivers and amplifiers) via Spectran.
Oh, just опе тоге thing (as Lieutenant Columbo would say), the common-emitter
amplifieг shown in Figuгe 23-12 generates lots of distortion and is not usually used
in practice for providing high-qua lity audio signal amplification. Th is type of
amplifier is commonly shown in beg inning electronic circuits classes, but what the
textbook ог the instructor does not tell the student is that the grounded-emitteг
amplifieг distorts heavily with normal line-Ievel audio signals (e.g., 100 mV RMS). In
order to improve the distortion performance of this amplifier, some type of negative
feedback is required.

Conducting Experiments оп

Ор

Amps and Amplifiers

This section explores frequency response of operational am pl ifier circuits. In
Chapter 19 it was shown t hat а mu lt iple-channel input liпеаг mixing amplifier
results iln lower bandwidth than expected. Again, Ьу linear mixing, 1 refer to
additive mixing (e.g., Figure 23-15) instead of multiplicative mixing in RF circuits.
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FIGURE 23-15 А five-input m,ixer and а voltage follower circuit with four uлusеd
input resistors floating.
With about а 1-volt peak-to-peak sine-wave signal, measure the frequency
response of the inverting gain (-1) amplifier at Vout1 and the voltage follower
amplifier at Vout2. The -З-dВ bandwidth happens when the 1peak-to-peak signal drops to 0.707 volt peak to peak. Typica lly, the -З-dВ
bandwidth of ап LM1458 for а unity-gain follower via Vout2 is about 1 MHz and 500
kHz at Vout1, where resistors R2, RЗ, R4, and R5 аге not connected to ground yet.
The inverting amplifier configuration for а ga in of -1 shou ld have half the
bandwidth of the voltage follower.
Now short resistors R2, R3, R4, and R5 to ground and remeasure the bandwidth at
Vout1, which should Ье about one-third the previous measurement, ог albout 166
kHz (see Figure 23-16). Thus оле needs to Ье careful in terms of ba ndwidth
reduction caused Ьу а mu ltiple-input summing amplifier, as shown in Figure 23-15 .
When тоге inputs а ге added, the bandwidth shrinks further.
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FIGU RE 23-16 Unused inputs tiedl to ground
гesponse at Vout1.
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remeasurement of frequency

Recall that the -3-dВ гesponse is given Ьу bandwidth GBWP[Rpar/(RF 1 Rpar )],
wheгe R paг is the paral lel combination of all input resistors, апd GBWP is usually the
unity-gain bandwidth of the ор атр.
We поw tuгп to оЬsегviпg how ап ор атр provides flat fгequency гesponse foг
closed-Ioop gains set Ьу the feedback гesistoгs. Ап ор атр in geneгal without any
negative feedback has ап open-Ioop bandwidth of less than 1 kHz and typica lly less
than 100 Hz. The question опе would ask is: How does feedback pгovide а flat
fгequency response beyond the open-Ioop bandwidth?
То uncover this "mystery," опе way to find out is to build the ciгcuit as seen in
Figure 23-17. Figure 23-17 shows ап inverting amplifieг set for а gain of about
- 100. То pгevent oveгloading the output,the input signal is attenuated Ьу 10-fold
such that а 1-kНz, 1-volt peak-to-peak sinusoidal waveform at input resistoг R7
pгoduces а 10-volts peak-to-peak signal at Vout1. The erlroг signal Veгror U1A at pin 2
of U1 (LM1458) is amplified Ьу abaut 100 t imes via U2, а wider bandwidth ар атр
(а TL082). The (1) teгminal of the LM1458 is grounded to pгavide а convenient way
to measuгe the diffeгential voltage acгoss the (-) and (1) inputs of the 1458 ор
атр.
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FIGURE 23-17 Analyzing the frequency response of the input terminal of

ап ар

атр.

Take а look at Figuгe 23-17. The expeгiment is as follows: Confiгm that а 10-volt
peak-to-peak signal appeaгs at Vout1 at fгequenc i es fгom 100 Hz to 5,000 Hz. The
response at Vout1 shauld Ье flat from 100 Н! ta 5,000 Н! with а small dгop-off at
5,000 Hz. Howeveг, the fгequency гesponse at Vout2 should show а гising
amplitude as fгequ: ency is incгeased (see Figuгe 23-18). Vout2 repгesents ап

amplified veгsion of of the еггог signal acгoss the (-) and (1) inputs of U1A,
LM1458 ор атр, in Figuгe 23-17. Note that the (1) input of U1A is gгounded.
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FIGURE 23-18 Fгequency гesponse at ореп loop and at the (-) input teгminal .
If the еггог signal at the (-) teгminal of the LM1458 has а flat fгequency гesponse,
then the output signal at the LM1458 will have а гolled-off гesponse at the
open-Ioop bandwidth fгequency such as 10 Hz. At 10 Hz, the gain is 0.707 of the
gain at DC ог at 1 Hz. The gain falls off afteг 10 Hz at appгoximately 10 Hz/ f, wheгe
f10 Hz. Foг example, at 100 Hz, the gain is one-tenth the gain at 1 Hz. At 1,000
Hz, the gain is one-hundгedth ог 1 peгcent of the gain at 1 Hz. Theгefoгe, to
pгovide а flat fгequency гesponse beyond 10 Hz, the еггог signal at the (-) input of
the LM 1458 must Ье incгeasing in а complementaгy таппег ог at appгoximately
the гecipгocal of the fall off гesponse. Thus, at the (-) teгminal of U1A, it has а
гesponse of about f /10 Hz. Foг example, the signal at 100 Hz at the (-) input
teгminal of the LM 1458 must Ье 10 times higheг than at 1 Hz.
This makes sense in that the open-Ioop fгequency гesponse has the chaгacteгistic
of ап integгatoг, and the fгequency гesponse at the (-) input teгminal must have
the chaгacteгistics of а diffeгentiatoг. When а signal is integгated and then
diffeгentiated, ог vice veгsa, the fгequency гesponse is fiat.
50 the next question iS, is theгe а limit as to how high in fгequency the input signal
сап go befoгe something else happens at the (-) input? The answeг is that theгe is
а high-fгequency limit if the output wants to maintain а fiat fгequency гesponse.

What happens eventually is that tihe alteгnating-cuггent (АС) voltage amplitude
acгoss the (-) and (1) input teгminals of U1A becomes too high and starts to
overload the input stage of the ор атр. This input overload condition is also known
as s/ewing, which provides а slew-rate limitation оп thle ор атр. Thus the design of
the input stage of ап ор атр оftеп dictates the slew rate at the output of the ор
атр. If the i прut stage is designed in а very robust таппег, аЫе to take оп large
input signals, then the slew rate will Ье уегу high. Ор amps such as the LM318 use
emitter series гesistors for the input differential-pair amplifier to increase the
dynamic range. Other ор amps тау use junction field effect (JFET) ог metal-oxide
semiconductor field-effecttransistor (MOSFEТ) input stages that have ап iпhегепtlу
greater dynamic range than bipolar transistors.
In ап LM 1458, when the еггOiГ voltage across the (-) and (1) input terminals
appгoaches 0.5 volt peak to peak, the iпрut stage is staгting to limit ог is at
'limiting. As а result, the limiting is similar to the limiting characteristic in Figure
13-10 in Chapter 13 except that each transistoг in the differential-pair amplifier
input stage of ап LM1458 is соппесtеd to t'he emitteг of а common-base amplifieг
that results in twice the dynamic галgе оуег а simple differential-pair amplifier. For
the oveгload chaгacteгistics of the LM1458 ор атр, see Figu .гe 23-19.

FIGURE 23-19 Collector output of ап LM1458 diffегепtiаl pair for various iпрut
siпе-wаvе iпрut levels at 0.052, 0.104, 0.208, апd 0.832 volt peak.
То observe the effects of slew-rate limitiпg, соппесt а siпе-wаvе gепегаtог of
amplitude = volts peak to peak to the iпрut of the circuit iп Figure 23-15. Start at 1
kHz апd iпсгеаsе the fгеquепсу uпtil the output sigпаl at Vout1 сhапgеsfгоm а
siпе wave to а tгiапglе waveform. As the fгеquепсу increases, the siпusоidаl sigпаl
at the (-) input of U1A in Figure 23-12 will increase sufficiently to cause limitingin
the input stage and thus pгovide а square-wave cuгrent signal into the second
stage of the LM1458 ар аmр. This square-wave signal then is fed ta the secand
stage of the ар атр that acts as а law-pass filteг ог integ ratoг (Miller capacitance
multiplier), whiсhthеп results iп the output waveform lооkiпg like а tгiалglе wave..
We will now tuгп ta а shunt feedback circuit foг dividing гesistance. The ciгcuit in
Figure 23-20 will dеmопstгаtе haw shuпt пеgаtivе feedback provides ап еquivаlепt
гesistance that is loweг than "expected." High-impedance buffeг amplifieг U1B
епsuгеs сuггепt from the iпрut voltage source опlу flows iпtо Rl. Ву sеttiпg the
gain of U1A via the feedback resistor's Riп = Rlj(l - - А) = R1j(1 1 А) = Rlj(l 1
R3jR2). See Figure 23-20. Iп this case, R3 = R2; therefore,

With the voltage source а 1.5-volt battery and milliamp meter in series, as shownin
Figure 23-20, measure the current flowing into R1. The current ftоwiпg iпtо R1
should Ье about 3 тА. Therefore, Ьу Ohm/s law, the equivalent геsistалсе Riп, the
resistance from R1 at the input to ground, should Ье 1.5 volts/3 тА = 500
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FIGURE 23-20 Rеsistапсе-vаluе division circuit using а feedback гesistor.
Alternatively, if the milliamp meteг апd 1.5-volt battery аге removed, then Rin сап
Ье measured directly with ап o ,h mmeter [e.g., а digital VOM
(volt-ohm -milliammeter) ог ап analog VOM] at the R1- pin = U1B junction and
ground.
If the gain of the iпvегtiпg amplifier is iпсгеаsеd, such as Ьу герlасiпg R3 with а
20-k

instead, thеп А = 2, and the
equivalent Rin R1/( 1 1 А) 1,000/3
resistoг

=

=

сuггелt

drain will

iпсгеаsе

and provide

ап

= ззз

Simi larly, this circuit works with АС signals as well (see Figure 23-21). Set ап
oscillator at 1 kHz and 1 volt peak to peak siпе wave to Viп. Then measure the АС
signal at R4/R1 ог at the (1) iпрut of U1B, which should read 0.5 volt peak to peak.
Ву using "shuпt" feedback to sупthеsizе а resistoг to gгоuпd via feedback resistor

Rl,

а

lower than expected resistance va lue is achieved becausethe output of U1A
is provid ing а negative ог out-of-phase signal to pull тоге current through Rl.
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FIGURE 23-21 АС signal into а divided resistance va lue.
Figure 23-22 shows anotheг application of shunt feedback using а capacitoг instead
of а resistor. The result is again тоге than \\expected " current flowing into the
feedback capacitor, which mimics а larger capacitor from the input of U1B to
ground. As а result of th is larger than expected capac itor current via а п
out-of-phase signal at the output of UlА, the effective capacitance is increased.
Therefore, Cin = (1 lА)Сl.
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Note

То ensuгe а

DC bias potential at the (+) input of U1A with ап АС coupled signal
souгce, а laгge-valued гesistoг R1 = 2.2 MV is connected to R_FIL and gгound. See
Figuгe 2З-22. With the shunt feedback capacitoг С1 = 0.001 ~F, and R_Fil = 10 k

, feed

а

n

sinusoidal signal of 1 V peak to peak at 100 Hz, and connect the scope
ргоЬе to RJIL/O. With RЗ = R2, the closed-Ioop gain А = 1; thus Cin = (1 + 1)0
= 2(0.001IJF) = 0.002 ~F = Cin.
The -З-dВ (0.707 volt peak to peak) fгequency then should Ье

= 7 _96 kHz = 8 kH z
2'!r(10kf!)(O.002 IJ F')
With the oscillatoг's fгequency initially at 500 Hz, incгease the oscillatoг's fгequency
and confiгm that the 1 volt peak to peak signal dгopped to 0.707 volt peak to peak
at aгound 8 kHz. Опе сап expeгiment Ьу гeplacing RЗ with а ЗО-k
гesistoг

n

to multiply the С1 capacitance Ьу 1 1 З = 4, which then гesults in C1, =
0.004 IJF, ог а -З-dВ fгequency at about 4 kHz.
Iп opeгational amplifieгs, usually the second stage includes а capacitance multiplieг
ciгcuit (Milleг multiplieг) that multiplies the feedback capacitance value gгeatly with

А

> > 10 to ensure

а

unity-gain stabIe ор атр. Моге information оп Miller
multipliers апd соmрепsаtiпg ор amps сал Ье fоuпd in the book, Ana/ysis and
Design of Ana/og lntegrated Circuits, Ьу Paul R. Gray and Robert G. Меуег (third
edition, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1993).
It should Ье поtеd that if R2 ог R3 is replaced with а variabIe resistor, thеп Сiп сап
Ье varied in capacitance values. Furthermore, if а vоltаgе-сопtгоllеd amplifier
replaces R2, R3, and U1A, the сарасitапсе value of Cin сап bevaried as а function
of voltage. Ап example of а voltage-controlled variabIe capacitor using а
vагiаbIе-gаiп amplifier сап Ье found in U.S. Раtепt 4,516,041.
And now for sоmеthiпg completely different, well, sort of. Figures 23-23, 23-24,
апd 23-25 take те back to ту college days whеп 1 had по proto boards to
conveniently build ог test circuits. But 1 did the next best thing. 1 used the old IBM
80 соlumп computer programming cards as substrates ог bases for hоldiпg dоwп
the еl, есtгопiс components. Since these IB'M cards are not easily obtainabIe
anymore, the cirouits will Ье "taped" down оп index cards instead.
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-т-

Milliamp Meter

ВТ1

Э

100К

2

О1

2N3904

+
IBT2
3 volts

FIGURE 23-23 Simple NPN current-source circuit.

volts to 9 volts

FIGURE 23-24 NPN current-source circuit assembIed

оп ап

index card.

FIGURE 23-25 Close-up picture of index-card circuit board .
А simple current source is shown in Figure 23-23. The object of this expeгiment is
to show that the current source changes very little in current even when the supply
voltage is varied threefold. When the voltage is changed threefold across а resistor,

the cuггent changes Ьу thгeefold, but this thгeefold incгease is not so with а
constant cuггent souгce.
As mentioned eaгlier in this book, most people сап relate to а constant voltage
source such as а battery ог power supply, which delivers а constant voltage
"гegaгdless" of the load cuггent, within гeason, of course. А constant cuгrent souгce
delivers а constant current "regardless" of the voltage across it. In Figure 23-23,
measure the collector current via а digital VQM at а supply voltage ВТ! of 3 volts
ОС; then remeasure the collector current at 9 volts ОС for ВТ!. Note that the
current readings аге almost the same at 3 volts and 9 volts far ВТ!, with veгy little
increase in current when the supply voltage is raised. Also, the output resistance of
this circuit сап Ье determined Ьу noting the change in voltagedivided Ьу the
change in collector current. Rout is the resistance from collector to the (grounded)
emitter. Thus

~

where pVCE = 9 volts - 3 volts = 6 volts, and LHC = IC at 9 volts - IC at 3 volts.
Oepending оп the transistor, even with the same part number (e.g., 2N3904), the
collectoг cuгrent сап vary better than 2:1 owing to the current gain ~ of Ql. The
collector current also affects the output resistance Rout because higher collector
cuггents usually result in lower output resistance.
For this experiment, the following measurements were recoгded:
IC at 9 volts = 3.10 тА
IC at 3 volts = 2.92 тА
Thus

Пl
- 2. 2 ll1 J
111
However, because of the variation in current gain and other parameters among
transistors, the reader should expect to see different results.
Figure 23-26 demonstrates anather cancept of а current saurce and its relationship
with а laad resistor. Thus Figure 23-26 shaws а PNP constant cuггent saurce with а
resistive load. In this experiment, the ОС current is essentially constant such that
the voltage across the load resistor is determined Ьу IC 3 RL = VCollector. First
inseгt RL = 1 k

, and measure the voltage
гesistor.

acгoss

Then replace RL with

а

the 1-k

3-k

resistor and note that the voltage across the 3-k

resistor has now increased t hreefold.
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FIGU RE 23 -26 PNP constant-current-source experiment.

Experiments wit h а Resonant Circuit
Figure 23-27 shows а series гesonant circuit that is used as а notch о г band-гeject
filteг. The АС voltages across the capacitoг and inductor аге out of phase Ьу 180
degrees but а ге of the same magnitude at the resonant frequency

U18

NE5532

R2

R1

R6
10К
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+V

10К

47

~1 RЗ1 %

С1

ОК

0 ,1 uf

220 pf

10К

R4
10К

1%

1%

R7

L1
470 uh

FIGURE 23-27 Experiment with

I

O./:~---rh
а

Vout1
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Vout2

47

series resonant ci!rcuit.

/'
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With LI = 470 IJН and CI = 220 pF,
f res ~ 495 kHz
Th us the series capacitor С1 and inductor L1 voltages add to zero (volt) at
resonance (see Figure 23-27). Th is experiment will show that t he voltage across
capacitor С1 is indeed 180 degrees out of phase wit h t he voltage across inductor
L1. А voltage follower amplifier provides а voltage identical to the voltage across
L1. А differentia l amplifier consisting of R2, RЗ, R4, R5, and U1B provides а signa l
indicative of the voltage across capacitor С1 at the output of О18. With, the values
сhоsеп for С1 and L1, the resonant frequency is about 500 kHz. Set the signa l
generator for 100 mV peak to peak at 500 kHz. Place а scope ргоЬе оп C1/Rl , and
vary the frequency of the generator for minimum signal amplitude at C1/R1 to
determine theresonant frequency, which should Ье пеа г 500 kHz.
With а dual-trace display, Vout1 is оп channel 1 and Vout2 is оп channel 2 of the
oscilloscope. Triggering of the signa l сап Ье chosen at channel 1 of t he scope.
Notice th!at the sig nals at chan nels 1 апd 2 аге about the same magnitude but
opposite in phase. Therefore, theгe аге АС vo ltages across the capacitoг and
inductor, but when these voltages а ге added in seгi es, the гesulting voltages ca ncel
out (see Figu re 23-28).
As seen in Figure 23-28, t he top trace гepгese n ts the voltage across capacitoг С1,
and the bottom tracerepresents the voltage acгoss the i nductoг L1. Notice that the
amplitudes аге essential ly the same but 180 degrees apart. The midd le trace shows
t hat summing the signals from the top and bottom tгaces гesults in zero ог nearly
zero.

FIGURE 23-28 Dual-trace scope waveforms of voltages across С1 and L1 shown
with the top and bottom traces.
For another experiment, опе сап sweep the signal with frequencies from 1 kHz to 1
MHz and observe the outputs at Vout1, which will provide а low-pass filter
characteristic, and at Vout2, which has а high-pass-filter frequency response. With
R1 = 10 k

fl

, the Q of the circuit is generally too low for

where f

,е.

а

low-pass

ог

high-pass filter.

=

f res

2'iТY470 IIH Х 220 pF

Q =

2... (495 kllz) = 1,461 !I
Rl

With Rl = 10 k

"'" 495 kHz

n

Rl

]
11 ·
which is а уегу low Q because the Q for а two-pole low-pass filter typically is
• "'0.577 for а Bessel filter, а тоге constant group delay filter far а linear phase
response
• "'0.707 for а Butterworth fi 'lter, а maximally flat frequency-response fi lter
• 1V1.0 for а slightly peaked filter
For example, change R1, which includes the output resistance of the generator,
from 10 k

to 2,000
for

а Butteгwoгth

filter. If the generator has

output resistance, then R1 should
to provide

а

Ье

а

600-

about 1,400

total resistance of 2,000

ask why such а low Q for low-pass ог high-pass two-pole filters? The
reason is that generally low-pass апd high-pass filters provide а wide Ьапdwidth
frequency геsропsе as opposed to band-pass filters, which have а much narrower
bandwidth. Typical band -pass two-pole filters require а Q > 2 (e.g., fo'r video
chroma subcarrier band-pass nlters centered at 3.58 MHz ог 4.43 MHz, the Q is
typically between 2 апd 5.) and Q > 10 for RF/IF filter circuits. Recall that high-Q
circuits provide паггоw Ьапdwidth, and low-Q circuits result iп wide bandwidth.
Опе mау

Thevenin-Equivalent C-rcuit
of the most соmmоп circuits is а voltage-divider circuit usiпg two resistors Rl
and R2 that attenuates ог divides the amplitude of а signal. А Thevenin-equivalent
circuit of а voltage-divider circu it uses the values of the two resistors and the
original voltage source to "tгапsfогm" the voltage-divider circuit to а lower-voltage
source and а single resistor (Figures 23-29 and 23-30).
Опе

Vout
:R1

8Т 1

=1.5 v

FIGURE 23-29

А

R2

simple

RЭ

= R1 R2/(R1 + R2)

R3

=R1 R2/(R1 + R2)

two-гesistoг vo ltage-d ivideг ciгcu it ..

Vout
Rthvenin = R 1R2/(R 1+ R2)

-т-

vthevenin = 8Т 1[R2/(R 1+ R2) ]
F oг

1

example)

ВТ1=

1.5 v

=1.5 v(R2/(R1 + R2)]

vthvenin

FIGURE 23-30

А

Thevenin-equivalent circuit to the voltage-divider circuit.
Опе chaгacteristic of reducing а voltage-divider circuit to а Thevenin-equivalent
circuit is that the souгce гesistance ог Thevenin гesistance is now known asthe
parallel combination of Rl and R2. Therefore, опе сап almost use the resistive
divider circuit like а step-down transformer. But unlike а tran5former that preserve5
power tran5fer, а re5i5tive divider circuit creates losse5 in power.
The divided down-voltage via voltage source ВТ!, loading into ап ореп CiГCUi it then
is

I

In

geneгal ВТ!

= ап aгbitгaгy voltage Viп , an,d 50

1

For example, dividing down the voltage alloW5 for providing а low-impedance
50urce. Therefore, to confiгm that the Тhеvепiп-еquivаlепt ciгcuit гeally woгk5in
that

let R1

= R2 = 20 k

50 that

20 1

о

2, '
А cell ог batteгy, 5uch as а 1.5-volt batteгy = V iп , pгovides the voltage to R1
а5

5hown in Figures 23-29 and 23-30. Th!e voltage at R2

then should

vTll vCl1in =
Now take

а

mea5uгe

V iП

= 20 k

= 20 k

as

R2
1 + R2

= 1.5 V

20 kH
20 k!l + 2

kП

1.5)"':" = 0.75 V = volt g at R2
2

10-k

гesi5tor foг

R3 and connect it in parallel with R2. If the Thevenin

ге5istалсе

i5

indeed 10 k
, which is now the souгce re5istance, рагаl l еliпg R3

= 10 k

5hould dгop the 0.75 volt to half, ог 0.375 volt.
Опе сап tгy diffeгent voltage5 and values foг R1 and R2 to confiгm the Thevenin
voltage and resistance. For example, U5e а 9-voltbatteгy for Vin, and let R1 47 k

=

and R2

= 2.7 k

. Then

v r it

2.

If 2.55 k
=R3, now connect R3 across R2, and the 0.489 volt should drop Ьу half to 0.2445
volt.
The Thevenin-equivalent circuit also is applicable to АС voltage sources. With АС
signals, опе сап use either а resistive ог а capacitive voltage divider. Therefore, the
voltage-divider circuit sometimes сап Ье used as а minimum-Ioss pad circuit for
impedance matching (e.g., from high to low impedance).

Analyzing

а

Bridge Circuit

Figure 23-31 shows а bridge circuit with current flowing through R3 as the
particular ОС current of interest. RЗ тау represent ап ammeter such as а
galvanometer's coil resistance, and R1 and R2 аге the same resistance. In а
Wheatstone bridge circuit, normally ап uпkпоwп Iresistor such as R5 is inseгted and
а known calibrated variabIe resistance in R4 is varied until there is по current
flowing into RЗ. When the null in current through RЗ is achieved, the calibгated
resistance value is read off R4.

I1

I2

R1

R2

+
Vbatt

R4

I4

1

FIGURE 23-31 А bridge circuit.
For this experiment, suppase that we want ta find the current thraugh RЗ far апу
value of R1, R2, RЗ, R4, and R5 far а given valtage supply. Haw would апе start ta
solve the equations? Five currents аге identified as 11, 12, lЗ, 14, and 15, and the
five resistors, R1, R2, RЗ, R4, and R5, аге shown, alang with а knawn voltage
Vbatt. We have five unknown currents and need ta set up five equations to salve
far the current through RЗ. Ог do we?
Is there а faster way ta salve for 13, and if so, how is it done? These and other
questions enqu i гing minds would like know. Theгefoгe, the stгategy ta solve this
ргоЫет is to "Get Smart."
Wauld you believe that this ргаЫет сап Ье salved in 99 seconds? Ог haw abaut 86
seconds? (See the тv shaw Get Smart.) Actually, this ргоЫет сап Ье solved in 20

seconds ог less. Of couгse, опе тау say, "Suгely you аге joking!" and ту response
would Ье, "1 ат not joking ... and don't call те Shirley! " (See the movie Аiгр/апе.~.
Okay, kidding aside, the bridge circuit сап Ье split and analyzed Ьу conveгting the
four outer resistors into two Thevenin-equivalent circuits (see Figures 23-32 and
23-33).

R1
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R3

-~

-~-

VЬatt

R4

R5

г,7
FIGURE 23-32 The bridge circuit is redrawn with
voltage-divider circuits.
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R2R5/(R2+ R5)

VЬаЩ R5/(R2 +

+ R4)1
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FIGURE 23-33 The circuit in Figure 23-32 is redrawn as two Thevenin-equivalent
circuits.
The voltage divider consisting of Rl and R4 with Vbatt is equivalent to а
Thevenin-equivalent circuit with

Vbatt

R4

R\ + R4

and the Thevenin resistor is just the parallel combination of R1 and R4; that is,

R

=

· I llCVcnin....Rl R4
Similaгly foг

RIR4
Rl + R4

the voltage divider consisting of R2 and R5, the Thevenin voltage and

аге

resistor

Vbatt

RS
R2+R5

R2RS
R2 + RS
With RЗ bridging ог connecting the two Thevenin circuits, the current through
reduced to one equation and one unknown. Thus

1

=

VThCVCl1i ll_Rl R4 - \'T I1C,'Cl\in_R2RS
_
-R-------RЗ
-R ----Тh е v е пiп_R 1 R4 +
+ Тh e ve nil1_R2 R5

з

УЬан

Rl ~ RtJ -

\"'ан

R1R4

R2 ~ R5

RЗ

= I

R2RS

+ R3 +

Ю+R5

is

з

R2+R5

One сап furtheг simplify 1з as
УЬщ(

Iз =

R4
Rl + R4

Rl R4 + R3 + R2RS
Rl + R4
R2 + RS

So there you have it, the answer foг 1з, which is the cuгrent through гesistor RЗ
solved within 20 seconds if your handwriting is quick enough . And if you solved the
рroЫет in 21 seconds instead, а famous lV (ог movie) secret agent would say to
you, "Missed it Ьу that much!" Actually 1 ат kidding now, and solving the ргоЫет
in 21 seconds to а few minutes is fine.
Of course, one actually сап see if this analysis woгks. Set Vbatt = 9 volts; R1 = R2
RЗ
R4 20 k

=

=

=

; and R5 = 10 k
. The curгent thгough RЗ should Ье
20 kIl

9У( 20 \.;11

2Q Ш(20 k1l)

I 20 kl l

+

10 kl l

I

9У(,. -

+ 20 kI1 - 20 11.11 + 10 kI1 )

20 к l1

+ 20 k{} ... 20 Ш( I О k ll)

20

I;{! ...

I

10 "ll

With 5 peгcent resistoгs foг R1

-

I

,)

=''''1'-'''-'''''1'--'',='''11
10 ' + 20 ' + 6.67 '

I

9У(,)

36.67 '"

= R2 = RЗ = R4 = 20 k

1 .5У

=

36.67 '1'

=

40.9 1Ir А

= Iз

, R5 = 10 k
1 percent, and Vbatt = 9 volts, the
the calculated value of 40.9 ~A.

n
n

measuгed 1з

= 39.5

~A,

which is

veгy

close to

оп the Book
When 1 worked at Атрех, the сотрапу that invented the first practical videotape
recorder, ту mentor told те that in school you learn how to leaгn, and after you
have completed youг studies, then comes the real learning. Learning electгonics ог
almost anything, for that matter, is а lifelong process. What 1 have found is that we
all Ьесоте to some degree self-taught in our subsequent studies. For instance, 1
learned the subject of noise from reading books and asking questions of expeгts in
the field. 1 also had two ог three great mentors who showed те the ropes in
designing circuits. 50, if you сап find а mentor, please learn as much as you сап
from him ог her. Experience counts а lot!
50, for те, 1 ат always exploring electronics and related subjects such as math.
And although readers тау think after reading Chapters 13 thгough 22 that 1 ат too
math-centric, these paгticular chapters were written to show how the math is used
to explain signals and circuits but not how to necessarily design circuits. However, 1
also will take knowledge fгom histoгy and music as well for finding а solution to ап
engineering ргоЫет. Опе key to invention is the integration ог merging and picking
and choosing from the various knowledge bases. For example, опе of ту audio
scrambIing patents utilized timing signals in а form of "Rubato," ог stolen time.
Rubato is а way of playing music where the tempo speeds up and slows down for
emotional effect.
There аге тапу approaches to designing analog circuits. And the readers should
know that 1 ат а circuit designer first, as сап Ье seen in Chapters 4 through 12.
That is ту usual "state." Опе approach is to scope out the analog design ог
ргоЫет mathematically and then design, which сап Ье verified Ьу а simulation
pгogram such as P5PICE and/or Ьу building the circuits and testing them . The other
approach is to design Ьу intuition based оп lots of experience and judgment and
then later to analyze mathematically/ scientifically why the design worked. 1 tend to
switch back and foгth between these two methods, but at the end of the day, 1
want to ensuгe that the design works both Ьу practice and Ьу theoгy . Just having
ап analog design work without full scrutiny sometimes is not good enough in terms
of reliability ог repeatability of the circuit.
This book is really meant for self-teaching Ьу апуопе who is interested in
electronics. The math, although voluminous, really never gets too complicated
beyond algebra and trigonometгy . When 1 explain technology to people, 1 generally
do not use too much math at all, but if 1 know that the person has some math,
even algebra, 1 сап include "simple" mathematics in ту tutorials.

Some Final Thoughts

What the reader also should take away from this book is that designs do not always
work the first time, еуеп when "еуегу" detail had Ьееп taken into account. But
perseverance is опе of the keys to successful ргоЫет solving. For example, опе of
ту first full-bIоwп video designs involved designing а miniature ТУ monitor, а
cathode-ray tube (CRT) viewfinder for а ТУ сатега. The ргоЫет 1 was having was
that the horizontal scanning system was nonlinear, causing people to literally
change width ог weight as they moved across the displayed ТУ frame. 1 tried
various conventional approaches that got close but not good enough. And because
of а space constraint, 1 could not use а linearity coil. 50 1 was stuck for two weeks
not producing а solution. Finally, 1 solved the ргоЫет Ьу applying negative
feedback in ап unconventional таппег and sending а correction waveform via the
damper diode.
There аге times when а solution to а paгticular ргоЫет is not accessibIe through
the Internet, books, ог papers. Thus the paгticular ргоЫет has to Ье reduced to:
What is the real ргоЫет? Finding out the main ргоЫет takes time. For example, in
Chapter 7, the project was to show а transistorized regenerative radio. 1 thought it
would Ье easy because ту tube version peгformed straight from the get-go. What 1
found, however, was that the first tгy ended up with уегу роог sensitivity. 1 had to
literally get out and take а hike for about half ап houг before 1 realized why the
radio was going into oscillation too soon, and Ьу the time 1 finished the hike, 1
figured out а solution. During the hike, 1 figured out that there was insufficient
radio-frequency (RF) gain for demodulation without applying regeneration, and 1
was tгying to apply regeneration to bring up ог compensate for а weak RF signal.
However, because the RF signal was much too low in strength, the radio broke into
oscillation instead when the regeneration control was tuгned up. Therefore, the
solution was to first provide enough RF signal and then devise а way to control the
regeneration (positive-feedback signal) in а таппег that allowed the demodulation
of the amplitude-modulated (АМ) signal .
Therefore, designs do not always work as planned. But keep at it, and if you аге
stuck, take а shower, go to the park, get out of the office, and/or get some sleep.
Writing this book has Ьееп а fantastic jouгney for те, as well as а great learning
experience. Well, that is all 1 have to say-€xcept thank you for youг interest. And
after writing оуег а 100,000 words, 1 think 1 will watch some caгtoons and listen to
"The Меггу Go-Round Broke Down." 50 ... That's а// fo/ks!
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Appendix 1
Parts Suppliers
Oscillator Coils, Intermediate-Frequency (IF)
Transformers, Audio Transformers
1. Mouser Electronics: www.mouser.com (Xicon transformers and coils).
2. Centerpointe Electronics: www.cpcares.com (Xicon transformers and coils; for IF
tra nsformers, search under "Xicon 1. F. Transformer.',)

Antenna Coils
1. Scott's Electronics (Hard to Find Electronics

Paгts):

www.angelfire.comjelectronic2jindex1jloopstick.html(for ferrite antenna coils).
2. МСМ Electronics: www.mcmelectronics.com (Search for "Ioop antenna," the АМ
radio type. This type of loop antenna will require ап RF transformer as describedin
Chapter 3. For ехат ple, see
the
link
http://electronics.mcmelectronics.com/?N =&Ntt= loop+antenna.)
3. Antique Electronics Supply: www.tubesandmore.com (The search term is
"antenna coil." As of 2012, the only апtелпа coil availabIe has ап inductance of 240
IJH, which will match with а 330- to 3б5-рF variabIe capacitor.)
4. еВау (Search undeг "antenna coil," "Ioopstick antenna," "ferritebar antenna," ог
"ferrite апtепла." The typical inductances аге from 330 to 788 IJH. For antenna
coils with inductances > БОа IJH, опе сап unwind some of the wire and measure for
the desired inductance using ап inductance meter.)
5. еВау (Search unde:r "ferrite Ьаг" ог "feггite гod." These bIank rods ог baгs сап Ье
wound with wiгe such as Litz wiгe to the desired inductance. Typically, the lелgth is
at least 2 inches ог at least 50 millimeters.)

VariabIe Capacitors
1. Scott's Ellectronics (Hard to Find Electronics Parts):
www.angelfire.comjelectгonic2/index1jindex.html(For а 140-рFj60-рF

dual variabIe
capacitor, www.angelfire.comjelectronic2/index1jVariabIe141pf.htm; for а twin
2 б б - Р F /2 б б - Р F
v а r iа Ь Iе
с а р а с it о г,
www.апgеlfiге.соmjеlесtгопiс2jiпdех1j2ббрf.htm l ; for а twin 335-рFj335-рF
variabIe capacitor, www.апgеlfiге.соmjеlесtгопiс2jiпdех1j335РF-Роlуvагiсоп.html.)
2. еВау (Search under the terms "polyvaricon," \'variabIe capacitor," "tuning
capacitor," ог "crystal radio parts." Note that some of the variabIe capacitors оп
еВау аге trimmer ог padding capacitors, which do not have sufficient capacitance,
e.g., <100 pF, for the radios in this book.)

Crystal Earphones
(Hard to Find Electгonics Parts):
www.angelfire.comjelectronic2jindex1jindex.html
2. еВау (Search under the terms "crystal earphone," "cгystal radio," ог "cгystal
radio paгts.")

1.

Electгonics

Passive Components, Resistors, Capacitors,
Fixed-Valued Inductors
1. Mouser Electronics: www.mouser.com
2. Digi-Key Corporation: www.digikey.com
з.

Anchor-Electronics:
Н

t r o n ic
5 u Р Р 'у:
www.halted.com/comme ir ce/index.jsp?czuid=13J8011465538 (М ау have to
purchase items at theiг stores ..)

4

5

С

www.anchor-electгonics.com

Е

'е

с

Crystals
1. Mouser Electronics: www.mouseГ.com
2. Digi-Key Corporation: www.digikey.com
з.

Anchor-Electronics: www.anchor-electronics.com

4
Н
5 С
Е
'е с t r o
n ic
5 u Р Р 'у:
www.halted.com/commercejindex.jsp?czuid = 1338011465538 (М ау have to
purchase items at their stores; call to confirm.)

Ceramic Resonators ("'455 kHz)
1. Mouser Electronics: www.mouser.com
2. Digi-Key Corporation: www.digikey.com
3
Н
5 С
Е
'е с t r o

n ic
5 u Р Р 'у:
www.halted.com/commerce/index.jsp?czuid= 1338011465538 (М ау have to
puгchase items at theiг stores; call to confirm.)
4. еВау (Search term is \\ceramic resonator.")

Ceramic Filters ("'455 kHz)
1.

Mouseг

Electronics: www.mouser.com (The seaгch term is "455-kНz ceгamic

filter.")
5 С
Е
'е с t r o
n ic
5 u Р Р 'у:
www.halted.com/commerce/index.jsp?czuid = 1338011465538 (М ау have to
puгchase items at theiг stoгes; са" to confirm.)
3. еВау (The search term is "ceramic filter 455 kHz.")

2

Н

ransistors, Diodes, and Integrated Circuits
1. Mouser Electronics: www.mouseГ.com
2. Digi-Key Corporation: www.digikey.com
3. Anchor-Electronics: www.anchor-electгonics.com

Н

4

5

С

Е

le

с

tro

n

ic

5

u

Р

Р

Iy:
www.hаltеd.соm/соmmегсе/iпdех.jsр?сzuid=13380114б5538 (М ау have to
purchase items at their stores; call to confirm.)
5. МСМ Electronics: www.mcmelectronics.com
б. Jameco Electronics: www.jameco.com

Low-Noise Transisto,rs and JFETs
1. Linear Integrated Systems, Inc.: www.linearsystems.com

Loudspeakers
Electronics: www.mcmelectronics.com (Search terms аге "сопе speaker,"
"Mylar cone speaker," "50-mm speaker," \\бб-mm speaker," ог "85-mm speaker.")
2. Jameco Electronics: www.jameco.com (Search term is "speakers. '')
3
н
5 С
Е
le с t r o n ic
5 u Р Р Iy:
www.hаltеd.соm/соmmе iгсе/iпdех.jsр?сzuid=13380114б5538 (М ау have to
purchase items at theiг stores; call to confirm.)

1.
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Appendix 2
Inductance Values of Oscillator Coils and
Intermediate-Frequency (IF) Transformers

FIGURE А2-1 Pin-out of coil.
TABLE А2-1 АМ Radio Oscillator Coils

Part Number

Impedance
Ratio

42IFI00

Turns Ratio

Inductance
Pins 1 & 3

13:1

355

~H

Inductance
Pins 1 & 2

Inductance
Pins 2 & 3

О.б ~ H

3 15

~H

Inductance
Range
+80%
-20%

42IFIlO

35:1

298

~H

0.4

~H

287

~H

+85%
-20%

42IF300

10:1

339

~H

0.4

~H

318

~H

+35%
-20%

TABLE А2-2
at ~ 455 kHz

АМ Rаdю

IF

Тгапsfогmе г

Wlthout

Iп tегпа l CapaCltoг, Nоmlпаllу

Part Number

Impedance
Ratio

Turns Ratio

Inductance
Pins 1 & 3

Inductance
Pins 1 & 2

Inductance
Pins 2 & 3

42IFI04

50К:500

22:1

б27 ~ H

13б ~H

180

~H

Used

Inductance
Range
+85%

-15%
42IFI0б

20К:5К

б35 ~ H

б: l

б5 ~ H

293

~H

+70%
- 20%

TABLE А2-З FM
at ~ 10. 7 MHz

Rаdю

IF

Тгапsfогm ег

Wlthout

Iпtегпаl CapaCltoг, Nоmlпаllу

Part Number

Impedance
Ratio

Turns Ratio

Inductance
Pins 1 & 3

Inductance
Pins 1 & 2

42IF124

15К:500

14:1

2.б ~ H

0.3

~H

Inductance
Pins 2 & 3
0.3

~H

Inductance
Range
+50%
-25%

IF Transformer with Internal Capacitor Removed

Сар

Internal

Сар

Removed

Used

FIGURE А2-2 Example IF tгапsfогmег with iпtегпаl capacitor removed.
TABLE А2-4 АМ Radio 455 - kНz IF Transformers with Internal Capacitor Removed

Part

NumЬer

42IF101

Impedance
Ratio
60К:600

Tums Ratio

Inductance
Pins 1 & 3

Inductance
Pins 1 & 2

Inductance
Pins 2 & 3

Inductance
Range

22:1

692 ~H

208 ~H

141 ~H

+40%
-12%

42IF102

30К:500

22:1

727

~ :H

95

~H

295

~H

+60%
- 200/0

42IF103

20К:6К

6:1

576

~H

58 ~H

268 IJ Н

+50%
- 10%

42IFЗ02

30К:500

22:1

682 IJ Н

80 IJH

296

~H

+30%
- 25%

42IFЗ03

20К:5К

7:1

652 IJ Н

56 IJH

328 IJ Н

+35%
- 25%

TABLE A2-S FM Radio

10.7-МНz

IF Transformers with Internal Capacitor Removed

Part Number

Impedance
Ratio

Turns Ratio

Inductance
Pins 1 & 3

Inductance
Pins 1 & 2

Inductance
Pins 2 & 3

Inductance
Range

42IF122

15К:300

14:1

2.8 IJ Н

0.3 IJ Н

<0.1 IJ Н

+70%
- 30%

42IF123

25К:4К

7:1

2.5 IJ Н

0.7 IJ Н

<0.1 IJ Н

+80%
-20%

42IF129

15К:100

18:1

6.1 IJH

--0.1 ~H

2.3 IJ Н

+20%
-35%

Note: АН values of impedance ratio апд turns ra io were referenced from Mouser Electronics Catalog
610, May-July 2002.
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Appendix 3
Short Alignment Procedure for Superheterodyne
Radios
IF Transformer А ignm,e nt
modulated 455-kНz signal, place the signal generator's output via а wire
пеаг the antenna coil ог loop antenna. Set the variabIe capacitor to maximum
capacitance ог fully closed. With the earphone ог loudspeaker, listen for the
modulating signal and adjust each of the lFtransformers for maximum valume.

With

а

Oscillator Coil and Trimmer Capacitor Adjustments
With the variabIe capacitor's trimmer capacitors far the RF and Oscillator sections
set to h,alf capacitance, provide а modulated 540-kНZ source (ог 537-kНz source
from Chapter 4) Ьу coupling а wire пеаг the antenna coil ог loop antenna. Set the
variabIe capacitor to ап almost fully closed position with about 1 to 3 degrees of аге
from the fully closed pasition. Adjust the oscillator coil for maximum volume. Then
if possibIe, slide the coil of the ferrite Ьаг апtеппа ta adjust far maximum valume.
If ап RF transformer is used, adjust the RF transformer far maximum volume.

Now, set the test generator to 1600 kHz (ог use the third harmonic of 537 kHz =
1611 kHz) with modulation. Readjust the variabIe capacitor to пеаг minimum
capacitance, ог about 1 to 5 degrees of агс from the fully ореп position. Adjust the
oscillator trimmer capacitor (ог maximum volume. Generally, the RF trimmer
capacitor will not Ье set to ап optimum for the low and high end of the АМ band
unless there is а back and forth adjustment between the oscillator coil, oscillator
trimmer capacitor, and RF coil ог antenna coil, etc. Therefore, as а compromise,
опе сап adjust the RF trimmer capacitor for maximum signal strength as desired Ьу
the operator. That is, the RF trimmer capacitor сап Ье adjusted for maximum signal
at the mid band, the low end of the band, ог the high end of the band. No
generatoг is necessaгy, just tune to а station in the desiгed poгtion of the АМ band
and adjust the RF trimmer capacitor for maximum volume.

Index
P/ease note that index /inks point to page beginnings from the print edition.
Locations аге approximate in e-readers, and уоu mау need to page down опе ог
тоге times after clicking а /ink to get to the indexed materia/.
А

active inductors, 139-141
ADCs, 195
additive mixeгs, 94, 434
air-dielectгic variabIe capacitors, 24
See a/so variabIe capacitoгs
aliasing, 227, 228- 239
alignment tools, 13-14
АМ signals. See amplitud'e-modulated signals
amplifiers, 3
cascade amplifiers, 284
characteristics, 324-328
connecting multiple amplifieгs, З29-ЗЗЗ
differential-pair amplifier noise, 407-413
distoгtion effects оп IF amplifiers, 289-293
gain-controlled IF amplifiers, 288
IF amplifiers, 275-288, 289-293
ор amps and, 434-444
practical considerations for using, 334-342
See а/50 ар amps
amplitude modulation
intгoduction to suppressed-carrier amplitude modulation, 257- 262

oveгview,

255-257

amplitude-modulated signals, 39-41, 41
an,alog-to-digital converters. See ADCs
Ana/ysis and Design ofAna/og Integrated Circuits (Gray and
antenna coils, 19-21
improving sensitivity ог selectivity with, 55-56

Меуег),

393, 442

parts suppliers, 455
antiгesonant

mode, 359-361

attenuation factoг, 352-353
audio spectrum analyzeгs, 424-434
audio transformers, ЗО, 31
parts suppliers, 455
Audio/Radio Handbook, 393
automatic volume control. See AVC ciгcuits
AVC circuits
measuгing ап aveгage caггier ог pгoviding automatic volume control, 312-314
oveгview,

295-297

average envelope detectors, 297-302
в

band-pass filters, 361-366
Ьа nd-reject filters, 361-366
Вфо/аг and MOS Ana/og Circuit Design (Grebene), 324
bipolar transistoгs, 53-54
BJTs. See bipolar tгansistoгs
Black, Harold 5./ 295
bolts, 35
boy's гadio, 70
bгidge ciгcuits,

449-452
с

capacitance meters, 16
capacitors
parts suppliers, 456
types of, 29- ЗА
See a/so variabIe capacitoгs
Caruthers, R.S., 248
cascade amplifiers, 284
noise, 413-414
center taps, 76, 77
ceгamic filteгs,

135-139

paгts supp lieгs,

457

ceгamic гesonator

ceramic

oscillators, 49-51

гesonators,

paгts supplieгs,

135

456

chopper modulators, 219
circuits, adding vs. mixing, 196-200
CMOS gates, 67
coil-Iess suрегhеtегоdупе radios, 141-147
соmmоп-mоdе iпрut voltage, 334
Соmmuпiсаtiопs

Circuits Апа/уsis апd Dеsigп (Clarke and Hess), 295
commutating mixers, 240, 248
commutating switсh iпg mixers, 155, 157
сопtiпuоus-wаvе sigпаls, 39, 40
conversion gаiп, 216-217
сопvегsiоп tгапsсопductапсе, 216-217, 432, 4ЗЗ
simple tгапsistог mixer and, 207-209
conveгter circuits, 214-216
copper-clad boards, 34
Соwап, F.A., 248, 249, 251
cгystal earphones, paгts suppliers, 456
crystal oscillators, 49-51
crystals, parts suppliers, 456
СТ. See centeг taps
Curl, Jоhп, 402, 403
CW generators, modulator circuit for, 45-49
CW RF test oscillator pгoject, 41-45
CW signals. See сопtiпuоus-wаvе sigпаls

D
DACs, 195
DDS generator, 154
dеmоdulаtiпg 1 and Q signals, 268- 270
detectoг circuits
aveгage envelope detectoгs, 297- 302
IQ detectoгs foг АМ broadcast sigпаls, 307-312
overview, 295- 297
poweг detectoгs,
sупсhгопоus

302-305
detectors, 306-З07

differential-pair amplifiers, noise, 407-413
differential-pair mixeгs, 209-212

diffeгential-paiг oscillatoгs,

188-194

diffeгential-paiг tгansistoг oscillatoгs,

109

digital-to-analog conveгteгs. See DACs
diodes, 32, ЗЗ, 195-196
geгmanium diodes, 115, 118-119
paгts 5upplieгs,

457

diгect-digital-synthesis

generator. See DDS generator

distогtiоп,

192, 200, 434
effects оп IF amplifieгs, 289-293
hагmопiс dl istогtiоп, 196, 202-204, 302-303
second-oгdeг distoгtion, 289-292
siпglе-Ыроlаг-tгапsistог distогtiоп, 200-206
thiгd-oгdeг distoгtion, 289-293
divide-by-two ciгcuits, 147
doubIe conveгsion, 142
doubIe-sidеЬапd suppгessed-caггieг

signals. See DSBSC signals

doubIy balanced mixeгs, 239, 424
DSBSC sigпаls, 257-262

Е
еагрhопеs,

27

paгts supplieгs,

456

еight-tгапsistог

radios, 102-107
alternative o5cillator апd апtеппа coil circuit, 107-110
E/ectronic Communication (Shгader), 371, 372
E/ectronic De5ign Handbook (Williams), 158-160
епvеlоре detectors, 3
exteгnal loop апtеппаs, 54-55

F
feггite апtеппа

coils, 55

ferrite rodsjbars, 19-20
See а/50 antenna coils

ferrite 51 ugs, 13
FEТs,

53-54

and thermal noise, 394
field-effect tгапsistогs. See FETs
filters
band-pass filteгs, 361-366
Ьапd-геjеct filters, 361- 3б6
ceramic filters, 135-139, 457

high-pass filters, 155
IF filters, 93, 94-95
low-pass filters, 155
tunabIe filters, 1
finite pulse-width signals, 225-227
fixed-value inductors, parts suppliers, 456
Fourier transform, 430
four-transistor radios, 98-102
four-tube radios, 95-96
front-end circuits
for 40-meter amateur radio band, 170-176,424, 425
for software-defined radios, 8-12
function generators, 14, 15

G
gain-bandwidth product (GBWP), 337
gain-controlled IF amplifiers, 288
ganged variabIe capacitors, 93-94
generalized impedance converters, 141
germanium diodes, 115, 118-119
GICs. See generalized impedance converters
Gray, Paul R., 442
gyrators, 139-141
н

hardware, 35-37
harmonic distortion, 196, 202-204, 302-303
harmonic mixers, 150-151, 212-214, 252, 430
high-frequency transistors, 26
See а/50 transistors
high-pass filters, 155

1
1 channel, 151-153
1 signals
analysis of ап image-rejection mixer using 1 and Q signals, 372-376
demodulating, 268-270
how they аге generated, 262-267
used in SDRs, 270-272
IF amplifiers, 275-288
IF circuits, 114
IF filters, 93, 94-95

IF

tгansfoгmeгs,

37

distoгtion

effects оп, 289-293
inductance values, 459-461
paгts supplieгs, 455
IF tгansistoгs, in supeгheteгodyne гadios, 70
imagefгequency, 369
image signals
апаlуsis of ап imаgе-геjесtiоп mixer usiпg 1 апd Q sigпаls, 372-376
сопsеquепсеs of ап imperfect 90-degгee phase shifter оп геduсiпg image signal,
388-390
defined, 367-371
methods to гeduce the amplitude of, 371-372
image-reject mixers
analysis of, 377-388
analysis of ап image-rejection mixeг usiпg 1 and Q sigпаls, 372-376
iпdех cards, circuits assembIed оп, 442-444
iпductапсе meters, 14, 15
iпductапсе values, of oscillator coils and IF tгansformeгs, 459-461
inductor capacitor tank circuits, improving sensitivity ог selectivity with, 55-56
iпductог-Iеss supeгheteгodyne radios, 141-147
inductoгs

types of, 28-29
See а/50 variabIe iпduсtогs in TRF radios
in-phase channel. See 1 channel
in-phase signals. See 1 signals
iпрut resistance, 118, 185, 188-189
integгated circuits, parts supplieгs, 457
intermediate-frequency transformers, 37
iпtегпаl loop апtеппа coils, 55
/ntuitive /С Ор Amps from Ba5ics to Usefu/ Applications (Fredericksen), 324, 342
IQ detectors for АМ broadcast signals, 307-312

J
opeгator,

346
jаmmiпg, 155
JFEТs, 424, 438

j

paгts supplieгs,
juпсtiоп

457
field effect transistors. See JFEТs
К

Keith, C.R., 248, 249, 250

L
laгge-signal

transconductance
гatio of laгge to small signal transconductance as а function of sinusoidal input
level, 192
vs. small-signal t,гansconductance, 183-186
licenses, 176
linear mixing, 434
,Ioad resistance, 114
'оса' oscillators, 93, 94
'оор antennas, 20-21, 109
loudspeakeгs, paгts supplieгs, 457
low-noise transistors, parts suppliers, 457
,Iow-pass filters, 155
low-poweг regeneгative radios
dеsigп сопsidегаtiопs, 82-91
improving selectivity Ьу Q multiplication via геgепегаtiоп, 81-82
improving sensitivity ог selectivity with, 79-81
overview, 79
,Iow-poweг supeгheteгodyne гadios
alteгnative

design, 119-121
design goals, 113
fiгst dеsigп, 115-119
low-poweг detector and audio ciгcuits, 115
low-power oscillator, mixeг апd IF circuits, 114
photos, 122- 123
See а/50 suрегhеtегоdупе radios
,Iow-power TRF radios
alteгnate dеsigп of low-powered TRF гadio, 59-61
authoг's eaгlier dеsigпs, 61-67
design consideгations, 53-55
fiгst dеsigп, 56-59

м
metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect tгansistoгs. See MOSFETs
Меуег, Robeгt G., 442
mhos,54
Miller capacitance, 282, 283-285, 320, 321-322
mixer oscillator circuits, 214-216
mixers, 93, 94, 114, 196
аddiпg circuits vs., 196-200

additive mixers, 94, 434
commutating mixers, 240, 248
commutating switching mixers, 155, 157
differential-pair mixers, 209-212
doubIy balanced mixers, 239, 424
harmonic mixers, 150-151, 212-214, 252, 430
image-reject mixers, 372-37б
linear mixers, 434
multiplexer circuits as balanced mixers, 239-252
multiplicative mixers, 434
simple transistor mixer and its conversion transconductance, 207-209
tradeoffs in performance of mixers, 252
mixing circuits. See mixers
modified Bessel functions, 206
Modu/ation Theory (Black), 295
modulators circuits, far CW generatars, 45-49
MOSFETs, 438
multiplexer circuits, as balanced mixers, 239-252
multiplicative mixing, 434
multipliers, far generating 0- and 90-degree phases, 163-164
mutual transconductance, 54
See а/50 transconductance

N
noise, 393
cascode amplifier noise, 413-414
differential-pair amplifier noise, 407-413
paralleling transistors for lower noise, 403-407
selecting ор amps for law noise, 414-416
shot noise, 394--395, 395
signa:1to noise ratios, 396
saurces of random electronic noise, 394-403
thermal naise, 394, 395
nuts,35

о
one-transistor ascillators, 180-188
one-transistor superheterodyne radias, 125, 419-423
design cansiderations, 126-129
ар amps
analyzing ар атр circuits, 31б

frequency response of, 434-444
introduction to, 315-324
selecting ор amps for low noise, 414--416
operational amplifiers. See ор amps
oscillator coils, 36, 111
inductance values, 459--461
parts suppliers, 455
oscillator mixer circuits, 214-216
oscillators
аltегпаtivе oscillator and antenna coil circuit, 107-110
conditions for oscillation, 177
CW RF test oscill,ator project, 41--45
differential-pair oscillators, 188-194
low-power, 114
one-transistor, 180-188
oveгview, 177-180
resonant ciгcuits in, 354-361
oscilloscopes, 17
overloading, 155
р

paгallel

mode, 359-361
parallel resonant circuits, 346-354
parts suppliers, 455--457
passive components, 27-33
parts suppliers, 456
pentodes, 195
perforated (perf) boards, 34
periodic pulse-train signals, 224-225
phasing circuits, for 0- and 90-degree outputs for 1 апd Q signals, 158-163
poly-varicon variabIe capacitors, 21
See а/50 variabIe capacitors
potentiometers, 32
See а/50 vaгiabIe resistors
power dеtеctiоп, 3
power detectors, 302- 305
Princip/e5 of Communication (Zeirner and Tranter), 393-394
pulse amplitude modu lation, 45-49
pulse-train sigлаls, 228, 229

Q
Q channel, 151-153
Q multiplication, 81-82, 83
and superheterodyneradios/ 93
Q signals
analysis of ап image-rejection mixer using 1 and Q signals, 372-376
demodulating/ 268-270
how they аге generated, 262-267
used in SDRs, 270-272
quadrature channel. See Q channel
quadrature pulse signal, 226
quadrature-phase carrier signals. See Q siginals

R
гadio

frequency spectrum analyzers, 17-18
гadio-fгequency choke transformeгs. See RFC
гeactance modulators, 139
гeflex radios
bIock diagram of, 5-6
ciгcuit description, 6-7
multiple-transistor reflex гadio circuits, 74-77
one-transistor TRF reflex radio, 72-74

tгansfoгmeгs

oveгview,5

See а/50 tгansistor гeflex гadios
гegeneгative гad ios

bIock diagram of, 3-4
ciгcuit description, 4-5
design considerations, 82-91
improving selectivity Ьу Q multiplication via геgепегаtiоп, 81-82
improving sensitivity Ьу regeneration, 79-81
overview, 3, 79
resistors
parts suppliers, 456
types of, 27-28
гesolution, 428
resonant circuits, 444-447
in oscillators, 354-361
oveгview, 345
parallel and seгies гesonant ci!rcuits, 346-354
RF gain, 83-84

RF spectrum analyzers, 17-18
RF transformers, and external loop antennas, 54-55
RFC transformers, 71

s
sample-and -hold circuits, 156, 157
sаmрliпg

аliаsiпg,

228- 239
fiпitе pulse-width sigпаls, 225-227
sаmрliпg signals as а form of multiplication ог mixing, 219-225
sаmрliпg rate, 428
Schmitt trigger oscillators, 48-49
SDR radios
bIock diagram of, 10-11
description of front-end circuits for, 12
example radio circuits, 164-170
fгопt- епd circuit for 40-meter amateur radio band, 170- 176, 424, 425
fгопt-епd circuits, filters and mixers, 155-1 57
1 and Q signals used in, 270- 272
multipliers for generating 0- and 90-degree phases, 163- 164
overview, 8-10, 149-154
phasing circuits for 0- and 90-degree outputs for 1 and Q signals, 158-163
sесопd-огdег distоrtiоп, 289-292
See а/50 d istortion
selectivity
improving Ьу Q multiplication via regeneration, 81-82
improving via antenna coils ог circuits, 55-56
sensitivity
improving Ьу regeneration, 79-81
improving via antenna coils ог circuits, 55-56
series resonant circuits, 346- 354
shot noise, 394-395
See а/50 noise
Shrader, Robert L., 371
shunt feedback, 440
signa,l-sideband suppressed-carrier signals. See SSBSC signals
simulated inductors, 139-141
single-bipolar-transistor distortion, 200-206
small-signal transconductance
vs. large-signal transconductance, 183-186

гatio

of laгge to small signal tгansconductance as а function of sinusoidal input
level, 192
softwaгe-defined radios
bIock diagram of, 10-11
description of front-end circuits for, 12
example гadio circuits, 164-170
fгопt-епd ciгcuit for 40-meteг amateur гadio band, 170-176, 424, 425
front-end circuits, filters and mixers, 155-157
1 and Q signals used iП, 270-272
multipliers foг generating 0- and 90-degree phases, 163-164
overview, 8-10, 149-154
phasing ciгcuits for 0- and 90-degree outputs foг 1 and Q signals, 158-163
See а/50 superheterodyne radios
spacers, 36
speakers, 27, 28
paгts suppliers, 457
Spectran, 424-434
spectrum analyzer programs, 424-434
spectrum iпvегsiоп, 375
square-Iaw гelationship, 196, 200
square-wave pulse, 226
squaring signals, 198-200
squegging, 421
SSBSC signals, 257
superheterodyne radios
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